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YOU CAN'T
IMPROVE

THE SYSTEM
UNTILYOU

IMPROVE THE
SPEAKERS.

So the values are a bit distorted, but that's io reason to thrash the system.

Just get new Pioneer" speakers. Added to your existing stereo, they're the

easiest way to dramatically improve the sound in your car. Our injection -molded polypropylene cones

(unlike those lame paper ones) deliver ideal performance for every type of music imaginable. And sincewe

offer over 70 models, there's no problem finding one to fit your car (maybe that's why we're the number

one car speaker manufacturer). Call us at I -800 -PIONEER, ext. 904, to find out

more about our speakers. Or the best place in town to go for a demonstration.

01993 Pioneer Electronics (USA) Inc., Long Beach. CA

(1,0 PIONEER
The Art of Entertainment
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HAWKING HOME
THEATER
New -home construction is so
competitive in Orlando,
Florida, that to attract buyers
D. R. Horton, a Texas -based
contractor, began including
a complete AN surround
system in the standard
package for select homes.
The system, offered in
houses priced from $95,000 to
$150,000, includes four MTX
in -wall speakers (mounted in
the family room), an MTX
center -channel speaker, a 27 -
inch Goldstar TV, an SSI
surround processor, and a
choice between an MTX
Soundcraftsmen amplifier
and SSI's Powerflex III amp.
The cost of the system,
valued at $3,000, can be
amortized over the life of the
mortgage.

Two home -theater
organizations have recently
been formed. The
International Home Theater
Association (IHTA) was
established to provide an
"information exchange" for

BY WILLIAM LIVINGSTONE
AND BOB ANKOSKO

consumers, according to its
president, Lew Warren. Dues
are $35 a year, and members
receive a monthly
newsletter. The IHTA is at
3736 San Rafael Way,
Riverside, CA 92504-3946.

The Home Theater Industry
Association (HTIA) was
launched "to promote home
theater to the widest possible
audience through shows and
educational programs for
retailers and consumers,"
according to Ken Furst,
acting executive director.
The association hopes to
begin sponsoring shows as
early as this fall.

MUSICAL NOTES
The U.S. Postal Service,
which gladdened the hearts
of Elvis Presley fans by
issuing an Elvis stamp last
January, has released a new
version of it with his full
name. Other musicians
featured on new American
stamps are Hank Williams,
Bill Haley, Buddy Holly,
Clyde McPhatter, Otis

CES NIXES CONSUMER DAY
Despite a one -day turnout of 37,694 consumers at the Summer
Consumer Electronics Show held in June in Chicago, the
Electronic Industries Association (EIA), sponsor of the show,
has decided to drop Consumer Day from next year's summer
event. A survey of exhibitors and retail buyers revealed that
most favored a trade -only show. On the bright side, the EIA
says the public may still be admitted to high -end audio
exhibits next year. . . . In other news, the EIA reported that
combined sales of consumer home and car audio products
will top $10 billion for the first time this year, giving audio a
solid 25 -percent chunk of the domestic consumer electronics
pie, which includes video and home -information products.

DIGITAL DEVELOPMENTS
Deutsche Grammophon has announced its development of 4-
D audio technology, an upgraded method of digital recording
and mixing that uses 21 -bit analog -to -digital conversion and
other refinements. DG's first 4-D release in the United States
is the violinist Gil Shaham's performance of concertos by
Sibelius and Tchaikovsky with the Philharmonia Orchestra
conducted by Giuseppe Sinopoli. Other 4-D recordings will
follow this year, and soon all new DG releases will be made
with 4-D technology.

Redding, Ritchie Valens, and
Dinah Washington. . . . The
annual Fujitsu Jazz Festival
in Concord, California,
celebrated its twenty-fifth
anniversary this
summer. . . . The new tenth
edition of the Merriam -
Webster Collegiate
dictionary includes the word
"karaoke," which refers to
the equipment for providing
recorded instrumental
accompaniment for live
amateur singers. The
dictionary lists the origin of
the term as the Japanese
words for "empty orchestra."

'TIS THE TIME
Philips and Panasonic have
announced that the running
time of their new portable
Digital Compact Cassette
(DCC) players has been
extended to 21/2 hours, up
from 2 hours, when powered
by their internal
rechargeable bateries and
playing digital cassettes.
Playback time jumps to 4
hours with analog
cassettes. . . . Sony recently
began shipping the first 74 -
minute recordable MiniDisc
(MDW-74, $16.99) to stores
nationwide. Its 60 -minute
counterpart lists for $13.99.

BATTERIES INCLUDED
Under a new state law, the
first of its kind, New Jersey
stores that sell NiCd
batteries-used in portable
audio players-must provide
a way to safely dispose of
spent batteries. Through the
Portable Rechargeable
Battery Association, the
industry has set up a

disposal system that
includes in-store collection
bins. . . . Saft America is
also supplying bins to
retailers nationwide to
collect its Again & Again
rechargeable batteries.

CLOSED CAPTIONING
Circuitry to display closed
captioning for the hearing -
impaired is now required on
all new U.S. TV sets with
screens 13 inches or larger
(whether made in America or
imported). For information
about add-on decoders to
equip older sets for closed
captioning, contact your
local chapter of SHHH (Self
Help for the Hard of Hearing)
or the National Captioning
Institute at 1-800-321-8337.

NEW ANTHEM
Anthem! America of Raleigh,
North Carolina, has
announced that the winning
entry in its contest to find a
new and original U.S.
national anthem is America,
My America, with music by
Jerry Williams of
Greensburg, Indiana, and
lyrics by Dave Vest and
Glenn Warren, of
Hendersonville, Tennessee.
The team of Williams, Vest,
and Warren will receive the
grand prize of $1 million.
Eventually Anthem! America
will petition Congress to
cif' .pt America, My America
as the new national anthem.

A recording of America, My
America and eleven other
finalists is available on
cassette from Anthem!
America for $11.25 postpaid.
To order call 1-800-949-2684.
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Here's a great way to build a collection
of your favorite movies on laserdiscs!
Just write in the numbers of the 3 laser -
discs you want for $1.00 each, plus
shipping and handling. In exchange,
you simply agree to buy two more
laserdiscs in the next year, at regular
Club prices (currently as low as
$29.95, plus shipping and handling)-
and you may cancel membership at
any time after doing so.

Free Magazine sent every four weeks
(up to 13 times a year) reviewing our
Director's Selection-plus scores of
alternate choices, including many
lower -priced laserdiscs. And you
may also receive Special Selection mail-
ings up to four times a year. (That's up
to 17 buying opportunities a year.)

Buy only what you want! If you want
the Director's Selection, do nothing-it
will be sent automatically. If you'd pre-
fer an alternate selection, or none at all,
just mail the response card always pro-
vided by the date specified. And you'll
always have 14 days to decide; if not,
you may then return the selection
at our expense.

Money -Saving Bonus Plan. If you
continue your membership after fulfill-
ing your obligation, you'll be eligiole 'or
our generous bonus plan. It erables
you to enjoy great savings cn tne
movies you wart-for as long as you
decide to remain a member!

10 -Day Risk -Free Trial. We'll send
details of the Club's operation with
your introductory package. If not satis-
fied, return everything within 10 days
for a full refund and no fLrther
obligation.
For fastest service, use a credit card
and call us toll -free 24 hours a day:

1-800-538-2233

I ntertaining
America...

One Person

at a Time.

T

00
See Details Below.
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Dept. M3N P.O. Box 1112, Terre Haute, Indiana 47811-1112
Yes, please enroll me under the terms outlined in this advertisement. As a member,
I need buy only 2 more selections, at regular Club prices, within the coming year.
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A/V Additions
avid Ranada's "Choosing an AN Receiv-
er" in July was very comprehensive, and

together with Daniel Kumin's 'Add -On Sur-
round Sound" in the same issue it provided
most of what anyone contemplating upgrading
from an audio -only system needs to know. The
one important omission was any discussion of
satellite TV, or TVRO, a rich source of Dolby
Surround -encoded soundtracks on many ca-
ble channels. It's an excellent audio -only
source, too, especially for people whose FM
reception is poor or nonexistent.

Also, there are some other features I would
advise looking for in an AN receiver: (I)
independent control of audio and video
sources for use with PIP (picture -in -picture)
systems that don't offer the PIP as an audio
source-a good way to deal with having two
favorite football teams playing in different
cities at the same time, (2) simulcast -style
video recording, (3) nonvolatile memory so
favorite settings don't vanish during power
blackouts, (4) facilities for remote -control op-
eration outside the main "listening" room, (5)
quickview/fiashback/recall for jumping back
and forth between two preferred settings.

One last point: No matter how many video
inputs you think you need, get more. Direct
Broadcast Satellite and digital TV will be here
before your new AN receiver is ready to
retire. VERNON TONNESEN

Spring Hill, FL

Add -On Add -Ins
Why did Daniel Kumin leave so many
products out of "Add -On Surround

Sound" in July? I own the Paramount Pictures
FX3300, which is a U.S.-made processor com-
parable to the AudioSource SS-3/II shown on
the first two pages of the article. Surround
Sound, Inc. (SSI), Audiofile, and Cambridge
Sound Works also make processors.

WILLIAM A. MENDOZA
Tallahassee, FL

Mr. Kumin cited specific models only to give a
feeling for what's available. In selecting photos
to illustrate an article, the editors strive to show
a representive sampling of components with
different features in different price ranges.

Jerky Movies II
Ralph Hodges was fully correct in describ-
ing the stop -start jerks during the projec-

tion of movie film and the need to smooth out
this motion for correct playback of the sound-
track (May. "The High End"). Reader Mel
Young's description in July "Letters" is only
partly correct: All of the sprockets in a movie
projector move at a constant speed except the
one directly below the aperture, which is
known as "the intermittent sprocket." Its pur-

pose is to start and stop the film twenty-four
times every second to synchronize with the
opening and closing of the shutter. Each frame
of film must be projected as a still picture or
the resulting "moving" image would be hope-
lessly blurred. KARL STRALEY

Huntington Beach, CA

Other readers who corrected Mr. Young's
"correction" include Joseph Antczak, Frank
Smathers, David M. Huskinson, Christopher
Lwowski, Max Carter, David Woodman, Rich-
ard H. Bush, Kent Ingram, Mark A. Willke, and
Walter V. Peirson.

Finding Mullane
I recently won a MiniDisc recorder/player

from a local radio station. Where can I find
blank and prerecorded MD's? RICK KOWAL

Novi, MI

Sony and TDK blank MD's are available at
dealers selling MD equipment and at some
record stores, and prerecorded MD's from more
than twenty major and independent labels are in
some large record stores and chains such as
Musicland, Rose Records, Sam Goody, and
Tower Records. A free catalog of nearly 300
prerecorded MD's will be in stores this fall.

Boyer, Beware
Mere's some ammunition for cartoonist
Charles Rodrigues's cannon-all things

that supposedly knowledgeable car stereo
dealers tell their customers:
 Mount your woofers on the small end of the
enclosure so the bass "wraps" around the box
better. That's why tube designs sound better
than rectangular boxes.
 Seal the woofer box no matter what the
manufacturer recommends.
 If you don't have 4 -ohm woofers, don't seal
the box no matter what the manufacturer
recommends.
 Buy 8 -ohm woofers-the bass carries better
outside the car.
 Speaker wire that's too large drains power
from the amplifier.
 Line converters convert megawatts coming
from the deck into milliwatts that the amplifier
can use.
 Turning down the bass control on a car
stereo system increases distortion.
 If you want more than one woofer, buy 4 -
ohm woofers and hook them up in series.
 Use 8 -gauge (or larger) power cable regard-
less of what the amplifiers actually draw, but
the ground wire can be anything.
 Putting a hole (port) in a woofer box, re-
gardless of its size or shape, increases the bass
output.
 Never put a hole (port) in a box-it de-
creases the bass output.
 It's better to buy a small multichannel am -
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Use Bose 151 speakers indoors or out, in heat or cold, whether it's thy or wet. Put them on your boat,
under the eaves, in the landscaping - or use optional brackets to mount them on a wall.

Introducing
speaker technology

that takes
your music

from
one extreme

to another.
Drenching rain, salt water

spray, icy cold, withering heat. Can

any high fidelity speaker stand up to

Mother Nature's worst?

That's exactly what Bose 151

environmental speakers were

engineered to do. And to deliver the

kind of sound quality that has

made Bose the most respected name

in audio.

A heritage of
acoustic excellence.

Compact Bose 151 speakers

deliver strong, high fidelity sound

from as little as 10 watts of power.

That's because they take advantage

of the same Bose design expertise

that developed the world's most

highly acclaimed loudspeakers, the

901® Direct/Reflecting® system.

From heat...to cold.
From wet...to dry.

You can use 151 speakers indoors

or out, in places like your deck or

boat, basement or bath.

In tests of conditions more

extreme than those found in your

home - or in nature - the special

silicone -protected Kevlar and paper

cone held out against the ravages of

water, ice, and fluctuating tempera-

tures. The high -impact enclosure

and stainless steel grille withstood

bumps and drops that could have

destroyed other speakers. In fact,

Bose 151 speakers proved so

reliable, we confidently back them

with our limited five-year warranty.

Give them your own
endurance test.

Listen to Bose 151 speakers and

hear the difference Bose technology

makes in durability and acoustic

excellence. Then, take them home

and see how they take your music

from one extreme to the other.

For more information, and the

names of nearby Bose dealers, call

toll free

1-800-444-BOSE
Ext. 314
Monday - Friday 9 AM -9 PM

DOSE'
Better sound through research.

1991 I9 crryrc.mn,he NI,untaon, FramilighAm, MA 01701-9168, USA
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You HAVE YOUR OWN VIEW OF WHAT'S IMPORTANT.

You see your priorities clearly. Both
personal and financial.

You carry the Optima' Card. And count
on unparalleled American Express service
to be there for you.

You appreciate the individual way your
interest rate, currently a low 14.25% for
purchases:' reflects the responsible way
you manage your account.

And you like the way you can attain
an even lower rate, currently 12% for
purchases7 simply by charging $1,000
or more in a year and paying your bills
in a timely manner.

So, when you want the option to extend
payment with a real advantage, you
choose the Optima Card.

YOU KNOW WHAT YOU'RE DOING:"

year of tenure on thei. American Express and Optima Card accounts who spent at least $1,000 on the Optima Card during the review period qualify 'or an APR that currently 12 00% for purchases

The Wall Street Journal. The annual fee for the Optima Card is $151525 for no -American ExpressCardmembera For more information or to apply call 1-800-OPTIIAA-6. 1993 American Express Centurion Bank



plifier and bridge all the channels than to buy
one large amplifier to drive the woofer(
 The big -name amplifier builders under -rate
their amps by a factor of three or four.
 The greater the oversampling in a car CD
player, the more skip -resistant it will be.
 Because of their oval shape. 6 x 9 -inch
speakers always produce more distortion than
round speakers.
 "Peak power" is real-it just gets measured
in different ways.
 There really are 4 -inch subwoofers.
 Subwoofers for a car are totally different
from subwoofers for home use.
 Crossovers shouldn't he used with sub-
woofers-they reduce the bass.

VERN MAstrEt_. Team Electronics Sales
Bismarck. ND

Geosebumps
 n July's "The High End," Ralph Hodges
 explores the ability of high -end audio to
create so convincing an illusion that the listen-
er gets goosebumps. Only toward the end of
the column does he finally get around to
mentioning music. But of all the aspects of
reproduced music that affect the listener's re-
actions. the most idiosyncratic is the music
itself. I find many of the recordings favored by
high -end audiophiles to be superlative in
sound quality but not all that interesting musi-
cally-I've never gotten goosebumps from
hearing them, even on high -end systems. On

the other hand, I can recall feeling goose -
bumps several times while listening to particu-
larly interesting music, even when the sound
was less than superlative. ALLEN WA-rsoN

Sunnyvale. CA

The goosehump phenomenon. or GBP, is not
a product of the electronics alone. A com-

bination of factors is involved, including the
system, the room, the weather, the listener's
state of mind. and the right recording.

Over the years I have acquired a handful of
recordings that can occasionally raise the hairs
on the back of my neck: Leonard Bernstein
and the L.A. Philharmonic in Rhapsody in
Blue, Andre Previn and the Pittsburgh Sym-
phony in Saint-Saens's Carnival of the Aid -
/11(11S, Billy Joel's "The Bridge," Bernstein
again with the New York Philharmonic in an
analog LP of Holst's The Planers, the CD of the
Beatles' "Sgt. Pepper," parts of Peter Gabriel's
"Security." and Jestis Lopez-Cobos and the
Cincinnati Symphony in Bizet's Carmen suite.
Any regular readers of this magazine probably
have their own lists of such recordings.

The desire to assemble the perfect system is
the goal of every audiophile-a desire driven,
I believe, by our having experienced the
goosehump phenomenon at least once, becom-
ing addicted to it. and hoping to create a
system that will enable all of our recordings to
affect us in the same way that a few, on a few
occasions, have. TIMOTHY D. SHEA

Shawnee, KS

No Laughing Matter

our
sarcastic coverage of Jim Gordon'sw

Grammy Award in July "Music Makers"
was cruel, tasteless, and inexcusable. Millions
of Americans suffer from mental illness, some
of them gifted artists like Jim Gordon. It is a
tragedy that we don't have better ways of
treating mental illness. One obstacle to better
treatment is the widespread, primitive view of
it you displayed. There is certainly room for
humor in STEREO REVIEW, but in this instance
you weren't funny-you were offensive and
mean. GARY CHAPMAN

Somerville, MA

Steve Simels replies: The Jim Gordon story was
an attempt at black comedy that obviously
misfired. I apologize for having offended any-
one, which was certainly not my intention.

Corroction
e harp's MD -D10 portable MiniDisc player
QP was incorrectly identified as a player/re-
corder in July's "Portable CD." page 73. CI

We welcome your letters. Please address
correspondence to Editor, Stereo Review,
1633 Broadway, New York, NY 10019.
You should include your address and
telephone number for verification. Letters
may be edited for clarity and length.

FOR $699 YOU CAN BRING HOME
THE BEST IN THEATER SOUND.

AND LEAVE THE WORST OF IT BEHIND.
Introducing the highly affordable Advent Home Theater Systein. Five proudly crafted speakers that

will awaken your living room with the rumble of a passing chopper Or the grumble of a tyrannosaurus
in the brush. With the only coughing, crying and gabbing coming from the set. Just $699 gets you the
Video Shielded Prodigy' Towers in black oak for front speakers, Mini -Advent rear channel speakers
for special effects and the Advent Audio Focus' shielded center channel for dialogue.

But if you already own speakers, you can mix and match any of these pieces. So you only pay for
the speakers you need.

For free literature and the name
of your nearest dealer, call
1-800-477-3257.

///A D V E
Sound as it was meant to be heard

01993 Advent is a registered trademark and Prodigy and Audio Focus are trademarks of International Jensen Inc. In Canada, call SCL Products 604-273-1095 (B.C.) 416-890-0298 (ONT.)
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The only way we could make
home theater sound any better was

to lower the price of admission.
There was a time when you had to be

made of money to put together your very own
home theater system.

Fortunately Yamaha's affordable new
RX-V470 A/V receiver has changed all that.

It's the only receiver priced under $500
that combines Yamaha Cinema DSP digital-
ly processed Dolby Pro Logic' and equal
power in the right, left and center channels
(a powerfu' 50 watts each). The only one.
CINEMA.' Cinema DSP, as you probably

recall, is a remarkable advance
that combines two of the most exciting devel-
opments tc come down the audio turnpike in
quite some time.

Yamaha Digital Sound Field Processing
(DSP), a unique technology which recreates
the actual acoustics of some of the most famous
performance venues right in your home.

And Dolby Pro Logic, which places
movie dialogue and sound effects around the
room, precisely as the director intended.

When combined, these two technologies
create "phantom" surround speakers that allow
sound to travel beyond
the normal range of your MUSIC

surround speakers.
Something which expands
your mom's sound field
to recreate the bigger -
than -life acoustical expe-
rience of a modern-day
movie theater

In short, Cinema DSP
stands everything else on
its ears. And until now, it's Yamaha's exelusisv

Cinema DSP fills every
something you could only nook and cranny.

expect to find on Yamaha's more expensive
A/V receivers and amplifiers.

Yamaha's impressive new RX-V470.
You'll be hardpressed to find an A/V receiver
that gives you as much bang for your buck.

Or even as much crash
and kaboom, for that matter. YAMAHA

For the dealer nearest you, call 1-800-4YAMAHA today.

=2=
20.." 1021 -
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TIME PH

35 Years Ago
In the "HiFi Soundings"
column in the September 1958
issue, Managing Editor David
Hall pondered the question,
"Are Stereo Discs Hi-Fi?" His
optimistic conclusion: "We

that the challenge to produce
truly clean stereo sound on
disc, though it will take time
and further development, will
be met and met brilliantly."

Equipment tested this month
included the Allied Knight -Kit
25 -watt power amplifier ($50),
which the editors rated "one of

the best -designed kits to grace
our sound room in a long
time," the Vantron Pow -R -
Check, which measured
amplifier output ("If you want
to impress your friends, this is
it"), and the Scott Model 300
AM/FM tuner, whose dial
was described as "sufficiently
simple to overcome the
objections of the most non -hi-fi
conscious housewife."

Back to Mono: In his column,
"The Flip Side," Editor Oliver
P. Ferrell, "at the risk of being
classified a heretic," warned,
"One of the major feature
articles in the next issue will
discuss monaural equipment!"

Stereo Review
EMT NILSSON DIER1CAN StICESS STORY

eh,

AffElltst,

20 Years Ago
A real people person: In his
editorial, William Anderson
noted that "One of the good
things about being an editor is
the people you get to work
with. Come to think of it, that's
one of the bad things, too."

In Best of the Month, Music
Editor James Goodfriend
raved about a Nonesuch disc
of Gershwin's solo -piano
music by William Bolcom ("I
would say he plays like
Gershwin himself, but
better"). Eric Salzman was
equally excited about another
Nonesuch disc, twentieth-
century American chamber
music played by the
Composers Quartet ("One
listens to the music, not to the
struggle of the performers to
play it"). And Chris Albertson,
reviewing the first of a
projected series of previously
unreleased live recordings by
Art Tatum, predicted that the
series would "surpass in
importance even the historic
Fifties release of Benny
Goodman's famous 1938
Carnegie Hall concert."

Elsewhere in the review
sections, Peter Reilly
described Tony Bennett's

"Listen Easy" as "an
experience in total something.
What, I'm not quite sure."
George Jellinek equivocated
on the merits of London's disc
of Mefistofele highlights
featuring Giuseppe di Stefano
("An artist whose superlative
gifts abandoned him much too
soon-or was it the other way
around?"). And Lester Bangs,
reviewing Alice Cooper's
"Billion Dollar Babies."
described the group as "the
Burton -Taylor of rock-except
that, unlike Liz and Dick, they
haven't had a bomb yet."

New products this month
included the Hear -Muff stereo
headphones, billed as "the first
headphones designed
specifically for comfort while
reclining," HR's Control One
automatic power switcher,
which turned off audio
equipment "after 10 minutes of
non-use," and the Dual Model

($350), whose tonearm
counterweight had mechanical
filters to damp any resonance
from the arm -cartridge
interaction. In test reports,
Julian Hirsch put the Pilot
Model 254 AM/FM receiver
through its paces, concluding,
"We could not fault this fine
receiver in any respect."

Zelig Lives! Reviewing an
American Bandstand tribute
LP. "20 Years of Rock 'n'
Roll," Noel Coppage
observed, "Small wonder that
millions of young people came
to admire if not idolize Dick
Clark; he 'was' whatever they
thought he was."

10 Years Ago
Letters to the Editor: Reader
Rich Phillips of Columbia,
South Carolina, incensed over
Mark Peel's review of Bryan
Adams's "Cuts Like a Knife,"

wrote us that "I will read Mr.
Peel's reviews in the future
because I know that if he pans
an album, it's a safe bet the
album is good."

SterWo Review
NEW AUDIO TECHNOLOGY AT CES
I" p,.,_, Casale Doe. Car Mono*IhrtamilY",111<*.

C/400111.  PERSOli1lORT1111.
MEW SORINMIll
Can..41 Pees
Video Ossc POW To..

Reporting from the Summer
Consumer Electronics Show,
E. Brad Meyer attributed a
new mood of optimism in the
audio industry to the
burgeoning CD revolution.
"The possibility of delivering
audibly perfect replicas of
original master tapes," he
noted, "seems to have
everybody thinking new
thoughts." New products that
caught his eye at the show
included the Marantz SR430
receiver with CD and video
inputs, Revox's B261 FM
tuner ($1,500), and Surround
Sound's M-360 decoder for
videotapes with four -channel
soundtracks.

So Rich Phillips bought it
immediately: Reviewing "Too
Low for Zero," Elton John's
latest album with lyricist
Bernie Taupin, Mark Peel
declared that "The Abbott and
Costello of rock are back, and
their return is a reminder of
why it was so easy to let them
go in the first place."

-Steve Simels
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IoW there's an I1HT loudspeaher in everybody's range.

There is no single perfect loudspeaker for every use
- there are several. We know, because we make them.
From NHT's highly acclaimed SuperZero two-way speaker,
to the revolutionary new Model 3.3, the ultimate
expression of our Focused Image Geometry technology.

These two products represent merely the extremes of
NHT's innovative new product family. We now have the ideal
speakers for every space, and every budget. Each is based
on our philosophy of making something great, or not making
it at all. And isn't that something everybody wants to hear?

111111111111
USE YOH HERO.

Now Hear This. Inc.. 535 Getty Court. Bldg. A. Ben.cia. CA 94510
For the NHT dealer nearest you: (U.S.) call 1-800-NHT-9993; (Canada) Artech Electronics Ltd.. (514) 631-6448

CIRCLE NO 37 ON READER SERVICE CARD



NEW PRO EIS

A RCA
Part of RCA's new Home Theater

Audio series. the RV3761F A V

receiver features a six -mode

Dolby Pro Logic decoder and six

DSP-derived surround settings,

including one for movies. It has

four video and five audio inputs

and can deliver 60 watts each to

A APPLE COMPUTER
The PowerCD from Apple is a CD-

ROM drive for its current

Macintosh computers that plays

music CD's, Photo CD's, and CD-

ROM discs. It has a port for

connection to the computer, or it

can be connected to a TV for

front left, center, and right

speakers and 25 watts each to

two front surrounds and two rear

surrounds. Price: 5899. Thomson

Consumer Elecronics, Dept. SR,

600 N. Sherman Dr.,

Indianapolis, IN 46201-2598.

 Circle 121 on reader service card

Photo CD viewing or a stereo

system for CD playback.

A remote control is included.

Price: 5499. Apple Computer,

Dept. SR. 20525 Mariani Ave.,

Cupertino, CA 95014.

 Circle 123 on -eerier service card

INFINITY
The Kappa 8.1 speaker is the

flagship of Infinity's Kappa

Series. The 481/4 -inch -tall oak -

veneer cabinet houses an EMIT -R

planar -magnetic tweeter, a

Po ydome midrange, a 6,/2 -inch

midrange -woofer, and a - 2 -inch

woofer. Frequency response is

gitan as 32 to 35 kHz ±2 dB.

Price: 51,100. Infinity, Dept. SR,

9409 Owensmouth Ave.,

Chatsworth, CA 91311.

 Circle 120 on reader service cord

SNELL
Snell's EC -300 crossover is a

three -channel electronic device

with an 80 -Hz cutoff point. It has

12 -dB -per -octave high-pass filters

for the left, center, and right

speakers, a 24 -dB -per -octave

low-pass filter for the subwoofer,

End a front -panel Cinema

Compensation switch to improve

%ideo soundtracks with

exaggerated highs. Price: S299.

Snell, Dept. SR, 143 Essex St.,

'-laverhill, MA 01832.

Circle 122 on reade service card
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NEW MOMS
 TDK
TDK's MD-XG recordable

MiniDisc is available in two

lengths: 60 minutes (shown,

513.99) and 74 minutes (S17.49).

Both are housed in a clear

cartridge that is said to be

resistant to heat and shock. TDK,

Dept. SR. 12 Harbor Park Dr..

Port Washington, NY 11050.

 Circle 124 on reader service card

McINTOSH
McIntosh's C712 preamplifier

otters eight inputs. including two

tape loops and a signal -processor

loop, and balanced outputs in a

low -profile 35/,inch-high chassis.

It features logic -driven

electromagnetic switching, bass

SIEMENS
The Circuit Breaker Surge

Arrester from Siemens protects a

home's electrical circuitry-and

electronic components-from

lightning strikes and voltage

surges. The device is installed in

the circuit -breaker panel of the

Tpk

"0-4. 60

and treble controls that provide

a 12 -dB boost or cut, and a

front -panel headphone jack.

Price: 51,300. McIntosh,

Dept. SR. 2 Chambers St..

Binghamton, NY 13903-2699.

 Circle 126 on reader service card

main electrical box like a

conventional breaker. Installation

by an electrician is

recommended. Price: 575.

Siemens. Dept. SR. P.O. Box

2407. Norcross, GA 30091-9828.

 Circle 128 on reader service card

CAMBRIDGE SOUNDWORKS

Cambridge SoindWcrks' Model

Six speaker combines an 8 -inch

woofer and an P4 -inch tweeter in

a 18'4 -inch -tale cabinet. Critical

damping and a relatively low in -

box resonant frequency are said

to enable the Model Six to

achieve output sown to about 40

 ,,

Hz with no peaks in the upper -

bass region. Available by mail

order for 5119 plus shipping with

a thirty -day money -back

guarantee. Cambridge

SoundWorks, Dept. SR. 154

California St.. Newton MA 02158.

 Circle 125 on reader service card

vir I 7r, I -114
1- /A.PINE

111.7 .1.110
111.0

F t 1 151.3.5 ""
I

A ALPINE
Alpine's Model 7805 car CD

receiver features a detachable

faceplate. controls for a six -disc

CD changer. preamp outputs, and

an AM FM tuner with an auto -

memory mode that scans the

radio band and automatically

stores the strongest stations in

numbered presets. Maximum

output is 25 watts per

channel. Price: S480. Alpine.

Dept. SR, 19145 Gramercy

Pl., Torrance, CA 90501.

 Circle 127 on reader service card
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McCartney -All The Best.
Jet, etc (Capitol) 459.276
Also available. Ott The Ground.
Title cut, etc (Capitol) 459.784
LL Cool To The
Dome. Funkadelic Relic; etc
(Def Jam/Columbia) 456425

"The Bodyguard"-Oril. Sridtrix
I Will Always Love You. I m Every
Woman. etc (Ansta) 448.159
AerosmIth-Get A Grip. Title cut
plus Lion' On The
Rich; more. (Geffen) 458475

Dwight Yoakam-This Time.
A,n't That Lonely Yet, plus
more (Reprise) 456.913
Eric Clapton-Unplugged. Leyte,
Tears in Heaven, much more
(Repnse/Duck) 446.187

Luther Vandross-Never Let Me
Go. Little Miracles, Love Me Again,
plus many more (Epic) 457.178
Spin Doctors -Pocket Full Of
Kryptonite. Two Princes, plus
more. (Epic/Assoc) 428.482

Sting -Ten Summoner's Tales.
III Ever Lose My Faith In You:
many more (A&M) 454.561

14.cYou,- ether d (MSD7iedve-S°areAtri=7496e68°1780

Midnight Oil -Earth And
Sun And Moon (Columbia)

4684213

Chris Isaak-San
Francisco Days (Reprise)

456496
John Williams, cond.-
Unlor9ettable (Sony
Classical) 459.487

Terence Trent D'Arby
-Symphony Or Damn
(Columbia) 469.446
Who's The don't -
Original Soundtrack
(UPto*TOACA) 469.692

Tanya Tucker- Greatest
Hits 1990-1992
(Liberty) 459.935

Clanned-Anam
(Atlantic) 458413
Janis Joplin's Grt. Hits
(Columbia) 231470
Al Dinisols-Hearl Of The
ImmVants (Mesa) 4588380

4 Non Biondes-Bigger
Better Faster More

Ontersc°P8) 46/0042
Yannl-in My Time
(Private Music) 4504111

Arrested Development

=1r° 467495
Acoustic Alchemy -The

Edge (GRP) 467.481
Aaron Neville -Grand
Tour (MM) 467.200
Vince Nast --Exposed
(Wainer Sow) 467.143
Blues Traveler -Save His
Soul (A&M) 467406
Meat Lost-liat Out Of
Hsi (Epic) 279033

PM Dawn -The Bliss
Album? (Gee Street/
Island) 4588772

Duran Duran
(Capitol) 465450
Van Helen -live Right
Here, Right Now (Warner
Bros.) 454470494478

Silk ----hose Control
(Keia/Elektra) 453.415

Bryan Ferry -Taxi

-9-Cahaneln Franks-4574311.1i

P(DRepp:::risc.racT fe Ir Summer

457426
For Pyros (Warner

Bros.) 456970
Sample -Invitation

j'PLelstrneSar rtl-) IRfteriour Was4564"

Bound (GRP) awn.
"C84"-ong0. smirk.

456.731

Nand Griffith -Other
Voices, Other Rooms
(Solara) 456.699

Chortle Monists Band
-411-Time GE. Hits

460406
Liwavence-Tc;acy Alibis

(Epic)tiant

456458
Sammy Kershaw -
Haunted Head (Meztrni

Eagles -Hotel California
(Asylum) 296.946

Shai-!f I Ever Fall In
Love (Gasoline Alley/
MCA) 453424

"Aladdin" -Ong. Sncttrk
(Walt Disney Records)

453.167

1111JenCiallij Jail
Charlie Parker -The Mlles Davis -Kind Of
Genius Of Chanie Parker Blue (Columbia Jazz

Masterpieces) 353-045

The Thatonious Monk
Guarlet-Disoovery At
TM Five Spot (Blue Note)

469409

(Savoy Jazz) 451.160
Ella Fitzgerald 8 Louis
Amistrong-Ella 8 Louis
(Verve) 430.710

Dkash Washington_
Compact Jazz

K(Mer°ui:/9 )
429413

Jumpin'
Al CoMMI (Flinn) 421462
John Coltrane -Giant
Steps (Atlantic) 371491
Bide Holiday -From The

I Decca Masters
A) 3544185

Duke Ellington-Ellinn

Masterpieces)
.ewpoerpL(

354462
c I Jazz

Dave Brubeck Quartet -
Time Out (Columbia Jazz
Masterpieces) 3530e0

a(frGoi(Columbia)Yeas
374460/39448

Dizzy Gillestao_The
Champ (Savoy Jazz)

456.210

Levert -for Reel Tho'
ALLIantic) 466440

Joe Henderson -So
Near, So Far (Verve)

455435
Lou Rawls-Podak Of
The Blues (Manhattan)

454434
Poison -Native T=2.
(C4M01)
Stereo laco_connected
(Gee Street/Wand)

454443
Earl laugh Trio -Volume
Two: Sounds And Visions
(Warmer Bros.) 464.466

iIzournra-G t. Hits, 1971-
75 ) 261.003

Living Colour -Stain
454.330

(EPictrtjtna)iiirn-Sirt*WithThe Moon
(Cia±.)___ 454464

BMIT-Sfar (Sire/R=9

Ltrrear,.., A
4154165

Richard Elliot -Soul
Embrace (Nienhattri)

464.140

Kkt Whiten -Cache
(Columbia) 453429
Electric Light Orch.-
ELO's Greatest Hits
(Jet) 300-095

© 1993, The Cciumbia Hcuse Company

AC/DC-Live (ATCO)
453.217

Wynton Marsalle-Cit
Movement (Columbia)l

453410093418
Willis Nelson -Across
The Borderline (Columbia)

453437
John Michael
Montgomery -Life's A
Dance (Atlantic) 453746

ChrssOpflsr
Changes (UlArown44C463/0

Heavy D. & ThecZa-
Blue Funk No A)

453472
House Of Pain (Tammy

Jaria-Jade To The Max 73
(Giant/Reprise) 463468

,5*.Boy) (edited) 4

d's&

Vledknir Horowitz -
Discovered

Entertaining America...One Person at a Time"'

Stone Temps Pilots -
Core (Atlantic) 463443

Bon Jovi-Keep The
Faith (Jambco/Mercury)

451410
Foreigner -The Very
Best And Beyond
(Atlantic) 447424
Alan Jackson -A Lot
About Lmn' (6 A Little
'Bout Love) (Arista)

447.466

Pa)8".1 446.773

Talking Heads-Popular
Favorites 1976-1992
(Sire/Wamer Bros.)

445441/396448

(Columbia)
Ers-Pass

445419

Soul Asylum -Grave
Dancers Union
(Columbia) 44:10

Tony Bennett-Pezr46
Frank (Columbia)

(MB Cabrr Brown-43°bbY446M03

Least
id JostIOWanterArnericameminl's

445.379

ITAM=C°untthwri(Capitol)
444409

Temple Of The Dog
(A& M) 442.710

Elton Joist -The One
(MCA) 442.772

Treasures
(SNP/ Classical) 450.502

Geneele-We Can't
Dance (Atlantic) 448.938

Vince 0111-1 SIB Believe
In You (MCA) 448.571

10.000 Menisce-Ou
rTime in Eden (Beictra)

440430
Prince And The New
Power Generation
(Paisley Park) (edited)

448414

Hits
(Epiclelen--G) reatest Sndt-ftemsrangLaFace)--°412.335

440406
rk. (Gloria Es

hill
Own W Rosee-Use

Red Hot C
What Hits? (E1:17=9

Your
INugicin I

(Geffen0
Extreme-Ill Sides To Parvane-Nevennind

(MC) 442.046

Boston (Epic) 266.709

MORE SELECTIONS >



SAKE ANY 8 CDs FOR 1
PLUS A CHANCE
TO GET EVEN/MORE
MUSIC -FREE.

See derails below.

Coverdale/Page. Shake My Tree. SNOW -12 Inches Of Snow. Brooks & Dunn --Hard Workln' Sade-Love Deluxe. Kiss Of Life,Waiting On You, plus many more Informer; Champion Sound, plus Man. Title cut plus Neil Bum That No Ordinary Love; Feel No Pain,(Geffen) 457.986 many more. (eashvest) 455.311 Bridge; more hits (Arista) 454025 many more. (Epic) 449.439

Reba McEntire -It's Your
Call (MCA) 450.361
Nell Young -Harvest
Moon (Repnse) 450.304

Guns N' Roses -Use
Your Illusion II (Geffen)
13 442.038
Mariah Carey -MTV
Unplugged (Columbia)

441.790
Mary Chapin Carpenter
-Come On, Come On
(Columbia) 440.580
Neil Diamond -The Gn.
Hits 1966-92 (Columbia)

4394781399474
"Singles" -Ong. Sndtrk
(Epic)Soundtrax) 439404
72 Top-Grt. Hits (Warner
Bros.) 438.010

Plynonna Judd-
Wynonna (MCA/C=409

En Vogue -Funky Divas
(eastweet) 435.750

Kris Krose-Totally
Krossed Out (Rullhouse/
Columbia) 435.743
It.d. tang -Ingenue
(Warner Bros./Sire)

435.404
TLC-O000000hhh...
(LaFace) 434.621

Yo -Yo Ma/Bobby
McFerrin -Hush (Sony
Mast.) 432430
Enya-Shepherd Moons
(Reprise) 431.718
U2-Achtung Baby
(Island) 431.213

George Strait -Pure
Country (MCA) 448.753
Garth Brooks -The
Chase (Liberty) 448.746
The Allman Brothers
Band -A Decade Of Hits
1969-79 (Polydor) 430.439

New Edition --Gin. Hits,
Vol, 1 (MCA) 430.066 Carreras, Domingo and

Pavarotti-Favonte Arias
(Sony Masterworks)

425.470

Rod Stewart -Downtown
Train/Selections From
The Storyteller Ant1=2
(Warner Brim.)

N Men-Cooley-
hOhaimony (Motovm)

424.754

Amy Grant -Heart In
Motion (A&M) 424457
The Very Beet Of The
Righteous Brothers -
Unchained Melody (Verve)

423.772

R.E.M.-Automatic For
The People (Warner
Bros.) 448.522

Wreckx-N-Effect-Hard
Or Smooth (MCA)

448.118

Alice In Chains -Dirt
(Columbia) 445433

Stevie Ray Vaughan &
Doubts Trouble -The
Is Crying (Epic)

Eric Clapton-Time
Pieces (Polydor) 423467
Bonnie Raltt-Luck Of
The Draw (Capitol)

423.186

Leonard Bernstein
Favorites: Orchestral
Showpieces (Sony Class.)

421410/391415
Van Haien-For Unlawful
Carnal Knowledge
(Warner Bros.) 420.273

Vivaldi: The Four Sea-
sons. Nigel Kennedy,
Eng. Chamber Orch. (EMI
Classics) 414472
Marvin Glaye's Olt Hite
(Motown) 367.565

Selections with two numbers count es two selections -write each number in a separate

Kenny G -Breathless
(Arista) 448.142

Toed The Wet Sprocket
-Fear (Columbia)428.466
Red Hot ChM Peppers
Mood Sugar Sex Magik
(Warner Bros.) 428.367
Ozzy Osbourne-No
More Tears (Epic/
Associated) 428-128

Barry White-Grt. Hits
(Casablanca) 428.102

Martah Carey -Emotions
(Columbia) 428.029
Vanessa Williams -The
Comfort Zone (WinS8.510

James Taylor's Grt Hits
(Warner Bros.) 291.302
Best Of The Doobles
(Warner Bros.) 291.278

Michael Bolton -
Timeless (The Classics)
(Columbia) 445.494
Wry J. Blige-What's
The 411? (Uptown/MCA)

445.197

Billy Ray Cyrus -Some
Gave All (Mercury)

441.451

Madonna -The
Immaculate Collection
(Warner Bros /Sire)

414.557

David Bowls-Changes
bowie(Rykodisc) 412.247
Garth Brooks -No
Fences (Liberty) 411487
The Best Of Luther
Vandrosszczwg0.4
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Aerosmith-Pump
(Geffen) 388.009

Don Henley -The End Of
The Innocence
(Geffen) 383.602
Lynyrd Skynyrd-
Skynyrd's Innyrds/Their
Grt. Hrts (MCA) 381,129

Grateful Deed -Skeletons
From The Closet (Warner
Bros.) 378.406

Roy Orbison-The Ali -
Time Hits, Vols. 1 & 2
(CSP) 377.945
Fleetwood Mat -Gil Hits
(Warner Bros.) 375.782

Journey's Greatest Hits
(Columbia) 375.279
?Zr 411-16 GM Hits

372.425

Madonna-Erotrca
(Maverick/SireNVarner)

box. 453.555

COLUMBIA HOUSE, 1400 N. Fruitridge Ave. 583/F93
P.O. Box 1129, Terre Haute, Indiana 47811-1129
Please accept my membership application under the terms outlined in this
advertisement. I am enclosing check a money order for $1.86 (that's 16 for the 8
CDs indicated here, plus $1.85 for shipping and handling). I agree to buy six
selections, at regular Club prices, in the next three years -and may cancel
membership anytime after doing SO.
My main musical interest is (check one): (But l may always choose from any category)
 Hard Rock Soft Rock Cl Alternative : Light Sounds t 1 Rap
Van Helen, Michael Bolton, Nine Inch Nails. Neil Diamond. L.L. Cool J.
Eric Clapton Manah Carey Depeche Mode Barbra Streisand Naughty By Nature
 Heavy Metal Cl R8B/Soul E. Easy Listening Jazz ] Dance Pop
Megadeth, Luther Vandross, Frank Sinatra. Brarriord Morsels. CAC Music Factory
Ozzy Osboume Boyz II Men Ray Conniff Vellobvjackets En Vogue
Cl Country: Reba McEntire, George Strait 1ClasaScial: V Horowitz, K Battle

Cl Mr.
n Mrs.

Miss Przni FOISI Nam* initial Last Name
Age

Address Apt.

City

State
Do you have a VCR? (04) Cl Yes Cl No A telephone? (01) n Yee F No

A credit card? (03)  Yes 1:114o

Send these 8 CDs for le
VVnte one number in each box

1

2.

3.

4

5

6

7

Jon Secede (SBK)
438.184

Arrested Development
-3 Years, 5 Months & 2
Days (Chrysalis) 436.204

Patsy Cline--Grt Hits
(MCA) 365.924

George Michael -Faith
(Columbia) 362.228
Guns N' Roses -
Appetite For Destruction
(Geffen) IA

405.308

Best Of The Doors (El-
ektra) 357416/397412
U2 -The Joshua Tree
(Island) 354449
Ankh@ Franldin-30
Greatest Hits (Atlantic)

3519793/3919799

AC/DC-Back In Black
(Atlantic) 305.045

Michael Jackson -
Dangerous (Epic) 433420

Pearl Jam -Ten (Epic/
Asciriated) 428.433

Van Morrison-
Moondance (Warner
Bros.) 349.803

The Police -Every Breath
You Take -The Singles
(A&M) 348.318
Bad Corn 10 From
6 (Atlantic) 341.313
A Decade Of Steely Dan
(MCA) 341.073
Jimmy Buffett -Songs
You Know By Heart (MCA)

339.911

The Cars Cirealeat Hits
(Elektra) 339.903
Bob Marley& The
Wailers -Legend (Tuff
Gong/Island) 337457
Billy Jeekt-Grt.Hits,
Vols.1 & 2(ColurritAia)

96.390

Motown's 2511 Hits
From 25 Years (Mo-
town) 319401/399.998
Creedence Clearwater
Revival -Chronicle -The
20 Grt. Hits (Fantasy)

308.049

CB Contains exphat lyrics which may be objectionable to some members

Extra Bonus Otter:
also send one more CD

now, for which I am enclosing
an additional $6 95

9

..and I'm entitled to get
this extra CD FREE!

HERE'S HOW TO GET YOUR 8 CDs FOR 10...
 Just mall the coupon together with check or money
order for $1 86 (that's 16 for your first 8 CDs. plus $1 85
for shipping and handling).
 You agree to buy just six more selections in the next
three years. at regular Club prices, currently $12.98 to
$16.98 -and you may cancel your membership at any
time after doing so. (A shipping and handling charge will
be added to each shipment.)
 Free Music Magazine sent every four weeks (up to 13
times a year), describing the Regular Selection for your
listening interest, plus hundreds of alternates. And Special
Selection mailings up to six times a year (total of up to 19
buying opportunities).
 Buy only what you want! if you want the Regular or
Special Selection, do nothing -it will be sent automatically.
If you'd prefer an alternate selection, or none at all, just
mail the response card always provided by the date
specified.
 You always have 10 days to decide; if not, you may
return the Selection at our expense
 New "Buy More -Pay Less" Bonus Plan. If you con-
tinue your membership after fulfilling your obligation.
you'll be eligible for our generous bonus plan 11 lets you get
a single CD for as little as $3.99 (or a single cassette tree)
for each CD you buy at regular Club price
 10 -Day Risk -Free Trial. We'll send details of the Club's
operation with your introductory package. If not satisfied,
return everything within 10 days for a full refund and no
further obligation
 Extra Bonus Offer: you may take one additional CD
right now at the super -low price of only $6.95 -and you are
then entitled to take an extra CD as a bonus FREE! And
you'll receive your discounted CD and your bonus CD with
your 8 introductory selections -a total of 10 CDs in all!
 If the application Is missing, write to: Columbia House,
1400 N Fruitridge Ave. Terre Haute, IN 47811-1129

Nolo Ivo remove the Opt to toted soy tooplIcaton or camel sny tnernOonetp. Thor dints not ansiblo o APO.
FPO, AS** Hawn. Puerto Roo. onto lot details a altnentilko ear Camden models as to tweed hen Town°
AcplIcabl nano to WOO i0 all ants

10
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OLUMB Entertaining America..,

SE One Person at a Time:"



V ALLSOP
Al!sop has upgraded its CD Laser

Lens Cleaner by incorporating

verbal help cues and in;reasing

the number of lens -cleaning

brushes. Another addition: The

famous Habanera from the opera

Carmen kicks in once We cleaner

has done its duty. Price S20.

Allsop. Dept. SR, P.0.5ox 23,

Bellingham, WA 98227

 Circle 129 on reader service card

V PANASONIC
Panasonic's CO-DC1 car DCC

tuner plays both. analog tapes and

Digital Compact Cassettes and

has a large, twelve -character LCD

panel for song titles and other

information encoded on

prerecorded OCC's. The deck has

PROGRESSIVE
DESIGNS
Progressive Designs' 70 -inch -tall

Hex 100 Tower holds 100 CD's in

sprig -loaded slots. Available by

mai order in black or medium

oak for 5130 plus S18 shipping.

Progressive Design Products,

Dept. SR. 310 County Line Rd.,

Bensenville, IL 60106.

 Circle 131 on reader service ca rc

1 ALLISON
Allison's home-theate,-oriented

MS Series comprises ".he 10 -inch -

tall MS -200 two-way satellite

(S260 a pair), the 19 -inch -wide

MS -202 center -channel speaker

(S180), and the MS -W4 11 -inch -

cube bass module (S210), which

has a low -frequency limit of 40

Hz. All are finished in black

lacquer, magnetically shielded,

and covered by a full live -year

warranty. A gray vinyl finish is

also available. Allison Acoustics.

Dept. SR, 478 Stanford Ave.,

Danville, KY 40422.

 Circle 132 on reader service card

z detachable faceplate, controls

for a CD changer, and a wireless

remote control. Price: about

51,000. Panasonic, Dept. SR,

One Panasonic Way, Secaucus,

NJ 07094.

Circle 130 on reader service card

DEREK SPEAKER -
SCULPTURE
The Cobra from Derek Speaker -

Sculpture features a 5 -inch driver

in a 6 -foot tube. Bandwidth is

gian as 21 Hz to 17 kHz with the

Scorpion subwoofer (not shown),

5C Hz to 17 kHz without it.

Available by mail order for 5700 a

pzir plus shipping. 51.500 with

sLbwoofer. Derek Speaker -

Sculpture. Dept SR., 2 Division

SI., New Rochelle, NY 10801.

 Circle 133 on reader service card



MUSIC MAKERS
AT LAST-THE FRENCH
ATONE FOR THAT AWARD
TO JERRY LEWIS!!
Looks like history is repeating
itself for legendary New York
rocker Willy DeVille. Back in
1980, you'll recall, his album
"Le Chat Bleu" was released
only in Europe, whereupon it
sold close to half a million
copies and garnered such rave
reviews in the States that Cap-
itol Records (his home at the
time) was ultimately shamed
into releasing it domestically.
Now DeVille's latest effort,
"Backstreets of Desire." on
the French label FNAC, is do-
ing similar European busi-
ness. Consequently, America,
where DeVille is currently la-
bel -less, is calling once again,
with several companies, in-
cluding Ryko and Relativity,

interested in releasing it over
here ASAP. Guests on "Back -
streets of Desire" include zy-
deco maven Zachary Richard,
Steely Dan guitarist Jeff
"Skunk" Baxter, Dr. John,
and David Hidalgo of Los Lo-
bos. Among the album's high
points is a neo-Mariachi ver-
sion of the venerable Hey Joe.

Meanwhile. DeVille's first
three albums, all must -haves,
are finally out on CD thanks to
Era Records, a new reissue
subsidiary of K -Tel.

HEART AND SEC
The twenty-two-yearold Korean violinist Chee-
Yun made an impressive recording debut on Denon
last March with "Vocalise," a collection including
works by Rachmaninoff, Sara sate, and Bernstein.
Denon plans to release a second Chee-Yun CD in
October, this one featuring sonatas by Saint-
Saens, Debussy, and Faure. Recorded this past
May in New York City, it is only the third recording
Japan -based Denon has made in the U.S.

A winner of the Young Concert Artists Interna
tional auditions when she was eighteen, Chee-Yun
was awarded the prestigious Avery Fisher Career
Grant a year later. This summer she joined the
Mostly Mozart Orchestra on its tour of Japan.

BIG STAR LIVES!
That sniffling you hear throughout the
world of Alternative Rock is the result of
tears of joy. No. Steve Albini is not
producing Garth Brooks. Rather, Big
Star-who were to many members of
Generation X what the Beatles were to
the Baby Boomers-has reunited for a
concert and live album. The influential
early -Seventies band (pictured, right, in
1972) got back together April 25 for a
show at the University of Missouri, with
Ken Stringfellow and Jon Auer of the
Posies joining founding members Alex
Chilton and Jody Stephens. Our spies tell
us the music was transplendent, and
since Zoo Records taped it you'll be able
to hear for yourself any day now.

BY ROBERT RIPPS,

MARYANN SALTSER,

AND STEVE SIMELS

BRONFMAN
REMEMBERS LENNY
The Russian -born pianist Ye-
fim Bronfman is one of many
distinguished artists and for-
mer F.O.B.'s. or Friends of
Bernstein. who's taking part in
a commemoration of the com-
poser, conductor, and educa-
tor on August 25 (which would
have been his seventy-fifth
birthday) at Alice Tully Hall in
New York City. The concert will
air on the Arts & Entertainment
cable network on September 9.

Bronfman's other activities
this summer include a Salz-
burg Festival debut, appear-
ances at Ravinia (August 18)
and the Hollywood Bowl (Au-
gust 24) with the Israel Philhar-
monic, and one in Saratoga,
New York, with the Philadel-
phia Orchestra (August 20). His
latest Sony recordings are the
Prokofiev Piano Concertos
Nos. 1, 3, and 5 with the Israel
Philharmonic and Zubin Mehta
(released in June) and the
Brahms Violin Sonatas with
Isaac Stern (just out).
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Sweeter, smoother strings
are within the domain of only
the very finest loudspeakers.
Strings are reproduced flaw-
lessly by the Infinity Kappa
Series, which employs all our
most advanced technologies:
Emit -R'" Planar Tweeters.

Polydomf Mid -ranges, IMG"
Woofers and the Control Q
System:"

All oE. this advanced tech-
nology is deliziously housed
in a choke of elegant oak or
black genuine wood veneer
cabinetry.

If sweer strings ar2 music
to your earE, the Infinity Kappa
Series are an absolute rapsody.

Infin ty
AS FAR AS YOU CAN -iEAR1

H A Harman International Inc., Company. Call (8111) 265-5556 for Ihe in9ney dealer nea-est you. In Canada. call (116) 2944833, H Roy Gray, Ltd

CIRCLE NO 21 ON READER SERVICE CARD



MUSIC MAKEIIS

WHILE ELIJAH BLUE
LANGUISHES WITHOUT
A RECORD DEAL

Latest rock and to f-aa-
ture an elder rocker's
kid: Ceremony, whcse
album "Hang Out Your
Poetry" is juf.t out on
Geffen. The kid is Chas
tity Bono, daughter of

Sonny and youknow
who and familiar to TY
viewers from ler folks'
early Seventies variety
show. Asked what she
got from her mom, the
younger Bono turns out
to have a sen se of hu
mor. "I'd have to say
my voice," she says.
"Thank God I got hers
and not my MU- e -'s."

Guitarist
David

Starobin

!snvEN'Txtc,::f i !:!7TO SAFETY
The following is an honestto-God true story. In
March of 1992, Who lead singer Roger Daltrey and
bigtime producer Bob Ezrin (Pink Floyd, Peter Ga
briel) were leaving a New York studio when their
limo ran-literally-into a young musician and Who
fan. "Where does it hurt?" asked Daltrey. "In my
demo," replied the youngster, handing Daltrey a
tape. Daltrey listened to the cassette-the work of
an unknown New York band called the Raw Poets-
and flipped. He and Ezrin went on to produce an
album's worth of stuff with the group, who then
won Best Unsigned Band at the '92 New York Music
Awards. The Poets, whose music Daltrey de
scribes as sounding "like early Kinks or young
Lennon-McCartney," are currently gigging around
Manhattan and expect to have a record deal and an
album out momentarily. There's a moral to all this,
but for the life of us we can't think of what it is.

MUSICAL CHAIR
David Starobin has been named to the
Andres Segovia Chair at the Manhat-
tan School of Music, where he will
head the Classical Guitar department
beginning this September. The forty -
year -old guitarist founded Bridge
Records and still manages the compa-
ny in partnership with his wife,
Becky. New Bridge releases planned

for this year include "The Great
Regondi, Volume One," which

features recently discovered
works by the nineteenth-cen-
tury guitarist Giulio Regondi,
and Volume Five of Staro-
bin's own award -winning se-
ries. "New Music with Gui-
tar." Earlier this year the
Belgian label GHA (distribut-

ed by Qualiton Imports) re-
leased a Starobin collection,
"Romantic Guitar," featuring
works by Fernando Sor and the
aforementioned Regondi.

CHAMBER MUSIC'S
SILVER ANNIVERSARY
AT LINCOLN CENTER
The 25th Anniversary Season

of the Chamber Music Society

of Lincoln Center, under the
artistic direction of the clari-
netist David Shifrin. kicks off
with a gala performance on
October 20 that will be tele-
cast as part of PBS's Live
from Lincoln Center series.
Shifrin will be joined by his

society colleagues Robert

Routch (horn), Ani Kavafian
and Joseph Silverstein (violin),

Paul Neubauer (viola), and

Gary Hoffman (cello) in a pro-

gram that features a world pre-

miere of a Chamber Music
Society commission-John
Corigliano's Fanfare for Four
Trumpets, Three Horns, Two
Tenor Trombones, Bass

Trombone, and Tuba (quite a
mouthful!). Guest artists will
be the American Brass Quin-

tet. the Meridian Arts Ensem-
ble, and the pianist Andre
Watts, a guest member of the
society this season. Delos

recently announced plans to

record performances by the
society, and the first disc will
be released in October.

0

S



You work as a team.
You succeed as a team.

The challcive is clear. Every member of your howitzer team must work:nether to fire

a 95 pour d Qiell nine miles thrtugh the air, and be right on target. Your team has trained

and developed the right skills just for

this moment

How to determine c'irecton and

elevation. How to put distractbns and pressure aside and focus the iob t hand.

But most of all, you've mastered Viat teamwork is all about. This is tilt-. Army es:perience,

and you cant find it anywhere else

See your Army Recruiter. Or calf 1-800-USA-ARA1Y. ARMY. BE ALL YOU CAN BE.

C IFIckE NO. 1104READER SERVICE CARD



BIG SPERM SOUND

It's a clear dilemma. Your lifestyle has changed, but not your speakers. What used to fit well into your
dorm or first apartment looks out of place in your living room now.

However, there is a solution close at hand. Or, more accurately, one that fits in the palm o= your
hand. For that's how small these miraculous satellite speakers are. (Take a close look. They're sitting
on the fireplace mantel on the facing page.)

And wait 'till you hear them! You and your guests will be astonished. Because

we've miniaturized everything but that big, room -filling sound.

In fact,1800 audio experts have recognized the outstanding performance of the

RM3000. Judging it against its competitors, they have selected the RM3000 for the

coveted Audio Grand Prix award every year since its introduction*.

Enjoy the luxurious stone -like look of the Black Matrix satellites and the elegant

gloss black. Or choose the gloss white satellites to have them disappear into your
home. Either way you'll enjoy the lifelike sound and marvel at how they enable you
to distinguish individual instruments and vocals.

r.

The adjustable bracket allows

you to position the RM3000

for precise imaging.

"The Audio Grand Prix awards are sponsored annually by AudioVideo International Magazine.
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Polk's compact subw eofer design uses

sophisticated bandpass technology

to produce room-fillieg boss without

distortion.

But the magic of the entire system lies in the sophisticated band-

pass technology of our subwoofer. It means you can put ii any-

where in the room, even hide it if you prefer. Your ears can't find it.

But they certainly will enjoy the deep, detailed, wall-to-wall bass.

For literature and technical specifications, call 1-800-377-POLK.

Once you hear the RM3000, you'll agree that you're not

giving up that big speaker sound. Only the big

speaker.

THE RM3000. FROM THE SPEAKER SPECIALISTS

CI For Dealer Locailor

46905
II C0111-800-992-2523

In Canada cal (016) 847 8888.

Polk Audio, Inc. 5601 Metro Drive, Baltimore, Marylon 21215 USA, (410) 358-3600



Have you ever showed up for a meeting in your bare feet?

directions?



AUDIO CligiA
BY IAN G. MASTERS

Doubling Up Speakers
I would like to use two sets of:front speakers
with my A/V receiver, but I have been told
two pairs could be too demanding on the

receiver. The owner's manual briefly discusses
hooking up speakers to both the A and B
terminals. but it doesn't mention any cautions
in doing so. What's the story? MIKE WOODS

Fort Worth. TX

AThe effect of adding speakers really has to
do with how the receiver manufacturer
has wired up the A and B terminals.

Except for multichannel A/V receivers, the
speaker terminals are often simply wired to-
gether in parallel behind the panel. When
more than one set of speakers is used, the total
impedance drops and the current drain on the
output stages increases. If the increase is great
enough, amplifier damage could result. Check
the rated impedance of both sets of speakers.
If both are 8 ohms, then you shouldn't have
any problem-most receivers can handle a
4 -ohm load, which is what you get when two
8 -ohm speakers are wired in parallel.

Increasingly, however, one finds receivers
with the outputs wired in series so that the
impedances of the speakers add together,
raising the total value rather than lowering it.
Although that protects the amplifier, it may
cause significant response errors when both
pairs are in use, degrading sound quality, and
it will reduce the receiver's power output.

Tape Deck Implant
Q/he rape mechanist?, in the cassette receiv-
er / bought less than a year ago malfunc-
tions, and ova separate service facilities

have been unable to fix it. My classical music
tapes are painful to listen to on this machine.
hut they .sound fine on my $30 portable cassette
player. Would it he worthwhile to wire my
portable into the receiver somehow? If so, how
would I do it? KARYN MICHAEL

Seattle, WA

AThe hookup is simple enough. If your
player has line outputs (RCA jacks), sim-
ply plug one end of a stereo cable into the

player and the other into any high-level input
(aux, CD, tape) on your receiver. If, as is more
likely, the player provides only a headphone
output, it's a simple matter to buy an adaptor
cable with a stereo miniplug on one end and a
pair of RCA plugs on the other. With the level
controls on both the player and receiver at
their lowest settings, plug the cable into the
headphone output of the player and the RCA
plugs into a high-level input on your receiver.
Switch the receiver's input to another
source-FM, say-and turn the level up to a
comfortable volume. Then select the input
you have connected your portable player to
and gradually increase its level (with a tape

playing) until it roughly matches the level of
the other source. Note the position of the
player's level control for future use.

Peace in the Neighborhood
QI like my music quite loud, hut that disturbs
my neighbors on the other side of the wall.
I've been told that there are materials

available that will soundproof my room. What's
the best way of going about this without saeri-
fidng the .sound quality of the room itself'

JAMES G. BARONE
Sharon. PA

AThere are no easy fixes. The only way to
keep your sound to yourself is to supple-
ment the wall between you and your

neighbor, which shouldn't have any deleteri-
ous effect in your room but will make things
quieter in his. High frequencies can be effec-
tively absorbed by building a second wall
separated from the present one by a space of
at least a couple of inches. which might be
stuffed with fiberglass insulation as well.
Make sure there are no holes or gaps between
the new wall and the existing floor, ceiling.
and side walls.

Bass is much harder to contain because it
requires mass-the sound will try to move the
wall, to re -radiate on the other side; the heavi-
er the wall, the more energy will be absorbed.
Two or more layers of drywall should do the
trick, unless you like to boom at World War Ill
levels.

All of this might be in vain, however, if the
sound can get around the wall rather than
through it. In that case, you're probably in for
headphones or fisticuffs.

Simulating Stereo
I have a number of cassettes that I record-
ed in mono to improve their noise perfor-
mance. I would like to rerecord them in

something as close to stereo as possible. Is
there some type of equalizer or expander that
will do this? I have also heard of devices that
"synthesize" stereo. Would that help?

JEFF CLOPP

Boonton, NJ

AI assume you no longer have access to the
original stereo material from which you
made the recordings; if you did, the best

bet would be to start over from, urn. scratch.
With today's tape formulations and the proper
noise reduction, you should be able to make
tapes quiet enough even for critical listening.
If you're stuck with a mono source, though.
any attempt to simulate stereo will be a com-
promise at best. Equalizers and expanders
would he unsuitable for this. as they work on
frequency response and dynamic range, re-
spectively. rather than the stereo effect, but

Win a
DAT machine

in the
AT&T Future

Technologies
Sweepstakes.

Test your knowledge of the latest
developments in audio technology.

Call 1-800-233-2347
on a touchtone phone to enter.

Q: Most or all HDTV sets will Well
have screens with a width/height
ratio of:

4 X 3

16X9

3 2X1

Q: The engine that will drive future
generations of audio technology is:

4

5

FMV (Full Motion Video)

DAR (Digital Audio Radio)

1:111) DSP (Digital Signal Processing)

Q.: What is DBS:

Digital Broadcast System

al) Direct Broadcast Satellite

Decibel Based Structure

(I 7 0
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the stereo -synthesizing circuits of a few re-
ceivers may give a convincing sense of space
on some material.

I have had some success simply playing
mono recordings through ambience -enhance-
ment surround circuits designed to simulate
three-dimensional acoustic environments.
The main channels remain in mono, of course.
but the extra channels lend a satisfying feeling
of depth that is, in fact, not unlike the acoustic
effect of many large halls, where the direct
sound is more or less mono anyway.

Whatever you do. it's probably best to do it
in playback only, rather than making a new
processed recording. That not only avoids an
extra tape generation but also lets you experi-
ment later with different effects (or simply
stick with mono if, in the end, that's what
sounds best).

Ambisonics Revisited
QI have recently heard about a system called
Ambisonics, but I haven't been able to find
out anything about it. Is it a new, inexpen-

sive form of surround sound or something else
altogether? JUAN ALVES

San Diego, CA

AIt's hardly new. Some two decades ago, a
couple of British professors came up with
a sophisticated method of including real.

unsynthesized hall ambience in recordings.
Others were attempting the same thing at the
time, but instead of simply aiming four micro-
phones at the corners of the hall, as others did,
the inventors of Ambisonics came up with a
technique of recording difference signals (left
minus right, front minus rear) and an omnidi-
rectional signal (left plus right plus front plus
rear) and then algebraically deriving the cor-
rect signal for each speaker location. In the-
ory, equations could be created for any speak-
er location and any number of speakers.

Unfortunately, although the system was
enthusiastically received in some quarters, it
was too late, and the audio industry moved on
to other concerns. But the boom in surround
sound seems to have revived interest in Ambi-
sonics, and one or two manufacturers are
making decoders for it. So far, only Nimbus-
which owns the rights to the technology-has
an Ambisonics recording catalog of any size.

Vintage Four -Channel
I have an old four -channel receiver that
includes such things as QS, SQ, CD -4, Hall
Surround, and several other features. Are

any of these useful for reproducing today's
surround -sound material? Or anything else?

NOAH WILLIAMS, JR.
Fayetteville, NC

AUnless you have a supply of recordings
made in the old quadraphonic systems,
the various decoders included in your

receiver won't do you much good, as those old
systems are incompatible with the surround
sound of today. Try them out on conventional
recordings, however-the old matrices (espe-
cially QS) were able to extract a lot of ambi-
ence from stereo recordings. The Hall Sur-
round setting might be worthwhile, too; many
of today's surround components also include

a "hall" mode that probably doesn't differ
very much from what you have.

My guess, however, is that your receiver
would be most useful because of its four
channels of amplification, which can be
reached by means of the four -channel tape -
monitor loop. That would enable you to run an
outboard surround decoder through the ampli-
fier in the receiver.

Rapid -Fire Tape Deck
OMy cassette deck operates normally in the
play mode, but when I press the record
button, both level meters immediately reg-

ister full level and my speakers emit a repeating,
rapid-fire sound that resembles a machine gun.
What's causing this problem? ALEX E SOAVE

Plainview, NY

AIt seems to be a classic case of feedback:
Somehow you are feeding the output of
your cassette deck back into its input,

probably by misconnecting the cables at the
amplifier or receiver end. Without knowing
the specifics of your system, it's hard to say
how it happened, but one possibility is that the
output of the deck is connected to a high-level
position on the regular input selector rather
than to tape -monitor jacks. Whatever is
wrong, it can easily damage your equipment
and should be corrected immediately. Unplug
all the cables relating to your cassette deck
and start over, following the manufacturer's
instructions to the letter. If you still have a
problem after that, a service call will probably
be necessary.

Power to the Strip
I would like to avoid the inconvenience of
using up all my wall outlets powering stereo
equipment and am considering a multiple -

outlet power strip containing surge protection.
Do these provide enough current to power an
amplifier without damage? TRACY LEWIS

Danville, VA

AI've never found much value in surge
protectors when it comes to audio, but
maybe my friendly power company deliv-

ers a cleaner signal than others. Nevertheless,
surge protection can do no harm, and power
strips do have some benefits whether protect-
ed or not. One is neatness: Rather than run-
ning power cords all over the room to reach
numerous wall outlets, having them terminate
in one place is much tidier and possibly safer.
Many strips also have a power switch, which
may be useful as an on/off control.

As for capacity, all the power strips I have
used could handle more than the amperage of
a household circuit, so if all your equipment is
now fed from outlets regulated by the same
fuse or breaker, there's no reason not to use a
strip. If there's a problem, it should blow the
fuse long before there's any damage to your
equipment.

If you have a question about hi -H,
send it to Q&A, Stereo Review,
1633 Broadway, New York, NY 10019.
Sorry, only questions chosen
for publication can be answered.

Definitive Technology®
Authorized Dealers

Hoitt's Fairbanks. Pyramid: Anchorage.
AL- L due A udio.Birmingham
Aa- Leisure Electronics Little Rock.
AZ- Jerry's Audio Video P hoen int Tucson.

Audio Concepts Long Beach, San Gabriel. Creative
Stereo: Sta Barbara, Ventura. David Rutledge Audio: Palm
Springs. Henry Radio: Los Angeles. Pacific Coast AN: Coro-
na Gel Mar. Paradyme: Sacramento. Performance Audio: San
Francisco. Sound Co.: Escondido, San Diego. Sound Goods:
Campbell, Mtn. View. Systems Design: Redondo Beach. Wil-
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.Q2- Listen Up Denver, Boulder, Colorado Springs.
0- Al Franklin's Hartford. Carston's AN: Danbury.
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Camera Corner Davenport.
IQ- Good Ear : Boise.
II, Cars & Stereos: Rockford. Jon's Home Center Quincy.
Mills Recording: Chicago. Simply Stereo: Hoffman Estates,
Orland Pk., Villa Pk.. Stereo Studio: Palatine. Select Sound:
Naperville. Sterling Elect.: Sterling.
 Ovation Audio: Clarksville, Indianapolis.
El- Accent Sound: Overland Park. Advance Audio Wichita.
Audio Junction: Junction City.
Ey- Ovation Audio: Lexington, Louisville.
LA- Alterman Audio: New Orleans, Metairie.
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Worcester.
MQ- Audio Assoc.. Annapolis, Laurel, Rockville. Cumberland
Elec.: Cumberland. Gramophone: Ball., Ellicott City. Sound -
scope BaIt' Sound Studio' Salisbury.
ME Cookin' Portland.
MI- Front Row AN- Flint. Future Sound Ypsilanti. Listening
Room. Midland, Saginaw. Pincer's Detroit, Troy.
MR- Audio Perfection: Minneapolis.
MQ- independence Audio Video' Independence. Sound Cen-
tral. SL Louis.
ha -Audio Video Systems: Charlotte. Stereo Sound: Durham,
Greensboro, Raleigh, Winston Salem. Tri Crty Elect.: Conover.
fa- Custom Electronics: Omaha, Lincoln.
MM- Cookin': Nashua, Manchester, Newington, Salem. S.
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NJ- Sound Waves: Northfield. Sassafras Cherry Hill. Wood-
bridge Stereo: W. Caldwell, W. Lon(pranch, Woodbridge.
tud- West Coast Sound: Abuquerque, Santa Fe.
ha- tipper Ear. Las Vegas.
lit Audio Breakthroughs. Manhasset. Audio Den Lake
Grove. Audio Expressions: Newburgh. Chemung Elect.
Cornirig. Clark Music: Abany, Syracuse. Electronic Work-
shop: Manhattan. Hart Elect.: Vestal. Innovative Audio
Brooklyn. Listening Room: Scarsdale. Rowe Camera'
Rochester. Sound Mill MI Kisco, Yorktown Hts  Speaker
Shop Amherst, Butlalo.

K Labs Premium Audio' Tulsa.
g_y- Audio Craft: Akron, Cleveland, Findlay, Maylield Hts ,

Westlake, Toledo. Audio Etc.: Dayton.
Q. Bradford's HiFI. Eugene. Chelsea Audio Video. Port-
land, Beaverton. Kelly's Home Ctr Salem.
pit GNT Stereo' Lancaster. Hart Electronics Blakey,
Kingston. Listening Post: Pittsburgh & suburxr
Sassafras: Bryn Mawr, Montgomeryville, Whitehall.
Stereo land Natrona Heights. Studio One: Erie
al- Eastern Audio: North Providence.
lc: Dashboard Charleston. Stereo Video: Greenville. Up-
stairs Audio- Columbia
IN- Hi Fi Buys: Nashville. Lindsey Ward. Knoxville. Modern
Music Memphis. New Wave Elect. Jackson. Sound Room
Johnsen City.
 Audio Tech: Temple, Waco. Audio Video College
Station. Brock AN: Beaumont. Bunkley's Sd. Systems Abi-
lene* Blom's' San Antonio. Don's Hi Fi Amarillo. High Fideli-
ty: Lubbock. Home Entertainment Dallas, Houston. Marvin
Electronics: Ft Worth.

AuchoWorks: Salt Lake City. Stokes Bros.: Logan
yA- Audio Associates: Arlington, Fairfax, Manassas. Au-
diotronics. Roanoke. Digital Sound: Virginia Beach. Ear
Food: Winchester. Stereotypes: Charlottesville.

Crty Stereo Burlington.
NA- Audio Waver Everett. DESCO Electronics. Olympia*
Evergreen Audio: Silverdale. Pacific Sight & Sound: We-
natchee. Sound Mart Spokane. Tin Ear. Kennewick
ASA- Sound Post Princeton.
Nj- Absolute Sound & Vision: Sheboygan. Audio
Emporium: Milwaukee.
Puerto Rico- Precision Audio: Rio Piedras
ilnigi Advance Electronics: Winnpeg. Audio Ark: Edmon
ton. Audio Ctr.: Montreal, Ottawa, Quebec City. Bay Bloor
Toronto. CORA: Quebec City. Great West Audio: London. Kel-
ly 's: Vernon B.C. Peak Audio Halifax. Sight & Sound: Prince
Georges B.C.* Smith's 11V: Lethbridge Alb *Sound Advice:
Calgary. Sound Hounds: Victoria B.C.. Sound Room: Vancou-
ver. Sound Station Courtenay B C West End Elect.: St.
Johns N F.
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"Definitive's
Absolute Sonic

Superiority
Proves America

Does It Best!"
Experience the Miracle of Bipolar Technology

with Definitive's Revolutionary BP8,10 & 20!
"Truly Outstanding"

- Stereo Review
Experts agree that Definitive's

revolutionary bipolar BP8,
BP10 and BP20 are three of the
world's finest speakers and are
sonically superior to speakers
selling for many times their
remarkably affordable cost.

These American -made,
advanced technology bipolar
(front and rear radiating) sys-
tems combine lush spacious
soundstaging, lifelike depth -of -
field, razor-sharp resolution
and pinpoint 3-D imaging with
powerful subwoofer-like bass
(to below 20 Hz), high efficien-
cy, wide dynamic range and
easy -to -position convenience.

The dramatic result is superb
music and movie reproduction
so real that it has been called,
"a sonic miracle!"
The Ultimate Home Theatre
Combine the BP8s,10s, or 20s
with our C/L/R 1000 or Cl cen-
ter channel and BP2 bipolar
surround speakers for the ulti-
mate in home theatre sound.

Visit your nearest Definitive
dealer and experience the
absolute sonic superiority of
these truly extraordinary ViVA
Gold Product -of -the -Year and
CES Design & Engineering
Award winning loudspeakers.

Definitive Technology
11105 Valley Heights Drive  Baltimore, MD 21117
See dealer list on lacing page (410) 363-7148
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TEST 10 EIS

Paradigm Phantom Loudspeaker System
JULIAN HIRSCH  HIRSCH-HOUCK LABORATORIES

THE Canadian -made Paradigm
Phantom loudspeaker is similar in
basic design to the company's Ti-
tan system (reviewed here in Sep-
tember 1992), but with somewhat
larger drivers in a larger cabinet.

Its 8 -inch woofer, constructed on a
die-cast aluminum frame, operates in a
vented enclosure whose port is on the
back of the cabinet. Except for its size
and basket construction, the woofer
appears to be generally similar to that
of the Titan.

There is a second -order (12 -dB -per -
octave) crossover at 2.5 kHz to a 3/4 -
inch dome tweeter with magnetic -fluid
damping and cooling. Although this
tweeter is the same nominal size as the
Titan's, it is formed of a different
material (treated textile instead of
polyamide) and operates at a lower
crossover frequency. Paradigm says
the Phantom tweeter's design gives it
better damping and power handling.

The Phantom's cabinet has more
than twice the volume of the Titan's
(0.93 versus 0.38 cubic foot). This
difference probably accounts in large
measure for the Phantom's somewhat
higher sensitivity rating (90 dB sound -
pressure level versus 88 dB) and ap-
preciably deeper low -frequency ex-
tension. Its on -axis response is
specified as 60 Hz to 20 kHz ± 2 dB.

The Paradigm Phantom's input ter-

DIMINS1ONS
91/4 INCHES WIDE. 181/4 INCHES HIGH,

I ISA INCHES DEEP

FINISH
BLACK.ASH WOODGRAIN VINYI.

PRICE
5289 A PAIR

MANUFACTURER
PARADIGM, DISTRIBUTED BY AUDIOSTR E AM, DEFT.

SR. MPO Box 2410. NIAGARA FALLS. NY 14302

minals are spring -type clips that ac-
cept only stripped wire ends. They are
recessed into the cabinet's rear panel.
The enclosure's beveled front is cov-
ered by a nonremovable black cloth
grille.

We supported the Paradigm Phan-
toms on 26 -inch stands, several feet
from any room walls. Their averaged
room response was possibly the flat-
test we have yet measured from a
loudspeaker, varying ± 2.5 dB from 47
Hz to 20 kHz and a remarkable ± 1.2
dB from 1.1 to 11.5 kHz. There was a
modest 5 -dB peak between 13 and 15
kHz, apparently from the tweeter's
diaphragm resonance.

Quasi-anechoic M LS response
measurements confirmed the excep-
tional smoothness of the Phantom's
response. Although the specific fea-
tures of the response curve differed
slightly with microphone placement,
its variations did not exceed 5 dB
overall between 300 Hz and 11 kHz,
and most of those were traceable to
unavoidable reflections within the
room.

The horizontal dispersion of the
Phantom was also surprising, with less
than a 2 -dB level difference between
the on -axis and 45 -degree off -axis
measurements up to 8 kHz; the differ-
ence increased to only 3 dB at 10 kHz
and 8 dB at 20 kHz.

The minimum impedance of 5.6
ohms occurred at 30 and 130 Hz.
There were impedance peaks to 20
ohms at 12 Hz, 30 ohms at 60 Hz, and
47 ohms at 2.2 kHz. Group delay, a
measure of phase linearity, was virtu-
ally constant over the tweeter's range,
varying less than ±50 microseconds
from 4 to 20 kHz and about 1.2 milli-
seconds from 50 Hz to 4 kHz.

Sensitivity was almost exactly as
rated -91 dB sound -pressure level
(SPL) at 1 meter with a 2.83 -volt input
of pink noise. We measured the woof-
er distortion at a constant drive level
of 2.53 volts (corresponding to 90 dB
SPL in our sensitivity measurement).
The distortion was between 0.5 and I
percent from 2 kHz to 100 Hz and less
than 2 percent down to 40 Hz, but it
reached 10 percent at 20 Hz. Listening
tests confirmed that the Phantom's
actual low -frequency limit was in the

O

8

z
O
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Most of the
World's

Finest Sounding
Loudspeakers

Cost Over $5000.
Only Two Sell for Under $299 Each:

Definitive Technology's Astounding DR7s!
"Incredible"

- Peter Moncrieff, IAR

When Peter Moncrieff of
International Audio Review, one
of the world's most well respected
high end audio journals, heard
Definitive Technology's DR7s, he
had only one word for them,
"Incredible."

Priced under $299 ea. (DR7
Tower- studio finish) and $249
ea. (DR7 Bookshelf Monitor),
these extraordinary handcrafted
loudspeakers have breathtaking
three-dimensional imaging,
dynamic lifelike clarity, natural
musicality, astounding bass, and
elegantly sleek designer styling
which make them simply the
best value in the history of hi fi. DR7 Bookshelf

$249 ca.

How does Definitive do it?
Advanced technology and superb
components, like cast magnesium
basket drivers, transmission line
bass tuning, low diffraction
monocoque cabinets and Linkwitz-
Riley crossovers, all help. But most
importantly, we hear very well and
we care.
Perfect for home theatre.
Combine either DR7 with our
award -winning Cl ultra center
channel and BP2 bipolar surround
speakers for a sonically stunning
home theatre which is clearly
superior sounding to other manu-
facturers' systems selling for
thousands more.

Definitive Technolo
I 1105 Valley Heights Drive  Baltimore, MD 21117
See dealer list on page 26 (410) 363-7148
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TEST REPORTS

The smoothness of

the Paradigm Phantom

loudspeaker's

frequency response

would do justice to

speakers at ten

times its price.

vicinity of 30 Hz, where the output
was audibly clean although somewhat
down in level.

Pulse power tests showed that the
Phantom was able to absorb a consid-
erable amount of power without dam-
age or (usually) unreasonably high dis-
tortion. With single -cycle I- and 10 -
kHz bursts the driving amplifier
clipped at 330 and 600 watts, respec-
tively, without any obvious signs of
distress from the speaker. At 100 Hz,
where almost any speaker can be over-
driven by most amplifiers, the Phan-
tom's woofer reached its suspension
limits noisily (but without damage) at a
225 -watt input level.

These measurements would suggest
that the Paradigm Phantom is a re-
markably good speaker in its price
range and would be very competitive
at a substantially higher price. The
considerable listening time we devot-
ed to it confirmed that impression. It is
exceedingly rare to find speakers sell-
ing for well under $300 a pair that can
deliver any sort of useful output at 30
Hz, to say nothing of having a re-
sponse smoothness that would do jus-
tice to speakers at ten times that price.

From a purely sonic standpoint, the
Paradigm Phantom is unquestionably
an outstanding value. In our opinion, it
sounded as good as its measurements
imply it should. At its price, you do not
get real binding -post connectors or a
wood -veneer cabinet, and our sam-
ples, which had a simulated black -ash
finish, would never be mistaken for
fine furniture. On the other hand, no
one hearing them in a blind test (not
knowing what he was hearing) would
be likely to guess that he was listen-
ing to a $289 pair of speakers. 0

Dahlquist D(1-16 Loudspeaker System
JULIAN HIRSCH  HIRSCH-HOUCK LABORATORIES

SI NCE their beginnings some twen-
ty years ago, Dahlquist loud-
speakers have featured what the
company calls a Phased Array
design. The specific techniques
involved in this approach include

placing the drivers in separate enclo-
sures so that each can perform in an
optimum acoustic environment, mini-
mizing diffraction from enclosure
boundaries and adjacent drivers, and
physical phase compensation to en-
able the outputs of all the drivers to
reach the listener in the correct time
relationship.

DIMENSIONS
101/4 INCHES WII)I:, 38 INCHES HIGH.

10 INCHES DEEP

FINISH
BLACK WODIX1RAIN VINYL

FRISS
$750 A PAIR

MARIBPACTBItin
DAHLQUIST, INC.. DEPT. SR.

601 OLD WILLETS PATH.

HAUPPAUGE, NY 11788
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TEST KNITS
One of a new series of Dahlquist

Phased Array speakers is the DQ-16, a
compact floor -standing system con-
structed like a "mini -tower" to mini-
mize its footprint. Its side panels are
not parallel, to reduce internal stand-
ing waves-the cabinet tapers from
103/4 inches wide at the front to 7
inches wide at the rear. It is 10 inches
deep at the base, slightly less at the
top, where the grille curves backward.
Stretched over a flexible plastic frame,
the grille cloth is securely held to the
cabinet by magnetic strips along its
borders and on the corresponding sec-
tions of the fixed frame.

The DQ-16 is a two-way system
with a single 6 -inch woofer crossing
over at 18 dB per octave at 2 kHz to a
7/8 -inch aluminum -dome tweeter. The
woofer cone is made of carbon -im-
pregnated polypropylene, with a bu-
tyl -rubber surround, and its enclosure
is ported at the bottom of the speaker's
back panel. Dahlquist claims that the
woofer loading differs from that of a
standard bass -reflex enclosure, pro-
viding the efficiency of a conventional
ported system with the slower low -
frequency rolloff of an acoustic -sus-
pension (sealed -box) design.

The tweeter is mounted above the
woofer enclosure, set back about 2
inches from the woofer baffle plane
and tilted slightly backward. This
alignment has the effect of placing the
acoustic centers of the two drivers
approximately equidistant from a seat-
ed listener, thus maintaining the phase
relationships in the program material.
The soft flocking material covering the
woofer's mounting board and the ring
of felt surrounding the tweeter are
intended to reduce sound -wave dif-
fraction at the boundary between each
driver's radiating surface and the adja-
cent supporting structure, helping
the speaker to generate an acoustical
waveform similar to that of the electri-
cal driving signal.

The DQ-16 has separate gold-plated
binding -post terminals for its tweeter
and woofer, enabling biwiring or biam-
plification if desired (they are joined
by jumper straps for normal opera-
tion). The terminals are recessed into
the back panel, just above the woofer
port.

With the two speakers placed sever-
al feet from any walls and about 6 feet
apart, their averaged frequency re-

sponse in the room was ± 2.5 dB from
2 to 20 kHz. The close-miked woofer
response was flat within -±1 dB from
40 to 300 Hz, sloping smoothly down-
ward to join with the tweeter curve at 2
kHz. Although the spliced curves
made it appear that the DQ-16 had a
bottom -heavy response, quasi -an -
echoic measurements with our Audio
Precision MLS (maximum -length se-
quence) system showed a variation of
only ± 2.5 dB from 300 Hz to 19 kHz-
among the flattest speaker responses

To maintain proper

phase relationships,

the drivers are

mounted so their

acoustic centers are

approximately

equidistant from a

seated listener.

we have measured to date-and that
result was corroborated by our ex-
tended listening tests.

Quasi-anechoic measurements over
a range of vertical angles to the speak-
er's forward axis revealed a rather
large narrow -band response dip, ap-
parently due to cancellations in the
crossover region. The dip was not
detectable in room -response measure-
ments or by ear, however.

The tweeter's dispersion was ex-
ceptional, especially in view of its 7/14 -
inch dome diameter. At 45 degrees off -
axis, the decrease in output was not
significant below 10 kHz and was less
than 4 dB at 20 kHz.

The DQ- I 6's impedance measured 6
ohms from 100 to 300 Hz, agreeing
exactly with the manufacturer's 6 -
ohm rating, although it fell to about 4
ohms between 3 and 20 kHz. Maxi-
mum readings of 13 and 17 ohms were
reached at 58 Hz and 1.2 kHz, respec-
tively. Sensitivity measured 87 dB
sound -pressure level (SPL) at I meter
with a 2.83 -volt input signal, slightly

below Dahlquist's 89 -dB rating for the
loudspeaker.

Low -frequency distortion at a con-
stant 4 -volt input (equivalent to a 90-
dB-SPL output in our sensitivity mea-
surement) was surprisingly low for a 6 -
inch woofer. Measuring between 0.4
and 1 percent from 2 kHz down to 180
Hz, it reached 2 percent at 70 Hz and
7.5 percent at 40 Hz. The' woofer
proved able to withstand very high
peak power levels despite its small
size, although its cone bottomed with
a single -cycle burst of 210 watts at 100
Hz. At I kHz it safely absorbed 415
watts (the clipping power of the ampli-
fier into the system's 16 -ohm imped-
ance at that frequency), and the dome
tweeter was not harmed by a 1,500 -
watt burst at 10 kHz.

Ultimately, listening is the only real
basis for establishing sound quality,
and here the DQ-16 lived up to both its
very good measurements and its man-
ufacturer's claims. In respect to bal-
ance-the unity of its sound and its
freedom from unnatural characteris-
tics-the DQ-I6 was a very impressive
(and thoroughly satisfying) speaker.
Its quality was apparent on first listen-
ing and was reinforced with continued
exposure to its sound. Not once did we
hear a screechy top end or muddy,
tubby bass, and rarely was there any
conscious awareness of the source of
the sound.

As notable as the DQ- I6's overall
performance was, it was still a surprise
to hear bass reproduced so well by a
single 6 -inch driver. Even 40 -Hz test
tones and organ -pedal notes in that
general range were reproduced with-
out obvious distortion at a room -filling
level, a feat that many speakers with
much larger drivers cannot match. If
you are addicted to the sort of bass
that will untie your shoelaces, you'll
need a good subwoofer, but short of
that, this little speaker needs no assis-
tance.

The Dahlquist DQ-16 was simply
the kind of speaker that invites extend-
ed listening, and not once did I feel the
urge to disconnect it and use one of the
several other speakers we had on
hand. That is one of the highest acco-
lades I can bestow on a speaker (or any
other audio component), and it's a
major reason why I consider the DQ-
16 an exceptional value in today's
speaker market. 0
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Acousncs
ROOM

DESIGNED

LOUDSPEAKERS

room problem
Any loudspeaker's perfor-
mance is strongly affected by
its environment. Tenfold
changes in middle -bass power
output are not uncommon as a
speaker is moved a few feet
one way or another with re-
spect to nearby room surfaces.
And very often, the places
where speakers sound best are
not where you'd like to put
them.
ROY ALLISON's published re-
search is the basis for RDL
Acoustics' solution to this
dilemma. RDL has
several models of the same
fine loudspeaker, each opti-
mized for a different room
placement. All you need to do
is decide where you want to
put your speakers, and then
order the model designed for
that location; our phone staff
will advise you. Only RDL
offers this choice.
You don't have to compromise
performance for convenience.

For your free direct -sale cata-
log of RDL speakers and com-
plete systems:
Call 1-800-227-0390 or
Fax 1-800-227-9047 or
RDL ON-LINE (BBS)
1-800-227-0391

Exclusive
Designs by
Roy Allison

L Acousncs

TEST REPORTS

JBL P3120 Powered Subwoofer
JULIAN HIRSCH  HIRSCH-HOUCK LABORATORIES

THE PS120 is the top model in
JBL 's new series of powered sub -
woofers designed to add one or
more octaves to the lower bass
range of most high-fidelity speak-
er systems. The PSI20 contains a

100 -watt amplifier and a single 12 -inch
driver with a 2 -inch -diameter voice
coil operating in a sealed enclosure. It
is normally driven by the sum of the
left -channel and right -channel signals,
producing a mono output (a practical

DIMINSIONS
191/4 INCHES WIDE. 151/4 INCHES HIGH.

97/s INCHES DEEP

PINIIIIN
BLACK WOODGRAIN VINYL

PRICE
5679

MANIIPACTlitilt
JBL. INC.. DEPT. SR. 240 CROSSWAYS PARK W..

WOODBURY. NY 11797

approach, since there is virtually no
directional information in the sub -
woofer's range). The summing is
achieved electronically.

The PS120 has inputs for both
speaker -level and line -level signals,
enabling it to be driven by the output
of a preamplifier or from the speaker
outputs of the main system amplifier.
It can be driven by either channel
alone or by both.

The PS120's rear panel contains a
number of connectors and controls.
Spring -loaded connectors (which ac-
cept only stripped wire ends) are used
for the speaker -level inputs, and a
second pair relays those input signals
(unmodified) out to the stereo speak-
ers. A pair of phono jacks are provided
for line -level inputs, and a small
switch reverses the subwoofer's po-
larity to match the polarity of the main
speakers.

A small knob varies the crossover
frequency between 50 and 200 Hz. 6

26 Pearl Street No. 15
Bellingham, MA 02019
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R.E.M.: Automatic
For The People
(Warner Bros.) 00121

Aladdin/Sdtrk.
(Walt Disney) 00411

Porno For Pyros
(Warner Bros )01429,

Roy Hargrove
Quintet: Of
Kindred Souls
(Nosnisl 01500

Lords Of The
Underground: Here
Come The Lords
(Pendulum) 01507

2 Unlimited: No Limits
(Gritique'Radikal)
01509

Ahmed Jamal:
Chicago Revisited
(Telarc) 01512

Patty Loveless:
Greatest Hits
(MCA) 01514

B. Brown Posse
(MCA) 01565
Dire Straits:
On The Night
(Warner Bros.) 01566

Vince Nell: Exposed
(Warner Bros.) 10893
Boyz II Men:
Cooieyhighharmony
(Motown) 10930

The Thelonious
Monk Quartet
Featuring John
Coltrane: Live At
The Five Spot
(Blue Note( 10906

Lionel Richle:
Back To Front
(Motown) 35210

Diana Ross: Line -
The Lady Sings...
Jazz & Blues
(Motown) 35228

New Order:
Republic (Owest/
Warner Bros ) 52039

John Anderson:
Solid Ground
(BNA) 54084
Arturo Sandoval:
Dream Come True
(GRP) 63314
Tenni: In My Time
(Pnvate Music) 63900

Diane Schuur
Love Songs
(GRP) 72523

PJ Harvey:
Rld 01 Me
(Island) 73527

Tracy Byrd
(MCA) 73683

Air Supply: The
Vanishing Race
(Giant/Repnsei 82226

Tanya Tucker:
Greatest Hite
1990-1992
(Liberty) 83759

Joshua Redman
(Warner Bros ) 93876

Dire Straits:
Making Movies
(Warner Bros ) 13341

The Police: Every
Breath You
Take -The Singles
(ABM) 73924
Zinman: Gorecki,
Symphony No. 3
(Nonesuch) 00110
Garth Brooks:
The Chase
(Liberty) 00141
Red Hot Chill
Peppers: What Hits!?
(EMI) 00144 $

Elton John: Greatest
Hits 1976-1986
(MCA) 00150

10,000 Maniacs:
Our Time In Eden
(Elektra) 00126

George Duke:
Snapshot
(Warner Bros.) 00176

Beverly Hills
90210/Sdtrk.
(Giant) 00180
AC/DC: Live
(Atlantic) 00201

The Doors:
L.A. Woman
(Elektra) 00215
The Private Music
Of Tangerine Dream
(Private Music) 00221

Neneh Cherry:
Homebrew
(Virgin) 00239
Frank Sinatra:
The Best 01 The
Capitol Years
(Capitol) 00242

0
Kenny G:
Breathless
(Arista) 54317

David Benoit:
Letter To Evan
(GRP) 00251
Izzy Stradlin And
The Ju Ju Hounds
(Geffen) 00272
Chieftains:
The Celtic Harp
(RCA) 00323
Phil Collins:
Serious Hits...Live!
(Atlantic) 00324
Erasure: Pop! The
First 20 Hlts
(Reprise) 00328
John Lennon &
Yoko Ono:
Double Fantasy
(Capitol) 00333
The Rascals'
Greatest Hits:
Time Peace
(Atlantic) 00357
Saigon Kick: The
Lizard (Third
Stone/Atlantic) 00371
Steely Dan: Aja
(MCA) 00409
Reba McEntire:
It's Your Call
(MCA) 00422
Genesis:
We Can't Dance
(Atlantic) 00423
The Beach Boys:
Pet Sounds
(Capitol) 00513
R.E.M.: Eponymous
(I.R.S./MCA) 00701
Best Of Dire Straits:
Money For Nothing
(Warner Bros ) 00713

Club MTV -
Party To Go
(Tommy Boy) 00754

E,t,IcpiCuglapton:
ged

Narner Bros.)
23690

Shun: III Ever Fall In
Love (Gasoline
Alley/MCA) 00757
Fleetwood Mac:
Greatest Hits
(Warner Bros.) 00796
Neil Young:
Lucky Thirteen
(Geffen) 00856
Cecilia Bartoll: If
You Love Me -
Aria Antiche
(London) 00862
Bon Jovi:
Keep The Faith
(Mercury) 00868

SWV:
It's About Time
(RCA) 00151

Maceo Parker: Life
On Planet Groove
(Verve) 00869

iWhitneyo:

The
Bodyguard
Soundtrack
(Arista)
54213

Richard Elliot: Soul
Embrace
(Manhattan) 00871
Kathy Mattea:
Lonesome Standard
Time
(Mercury) 00873
The Best 01 The
Alan Parsons Project
(Arista) 00877
The Best Of The
Georgia Satellites :
Let It Rock
(Elektra) 00880
Elvis Costello
with The Brodsky
Quartet: The
Juliet Letters
(Warner Bros.( 00885
Simple Minds:
Glittering Prize 81/92
(A8 M) 00895

Yellow)ackets:
Like A River
(GRP) 00985
Don Henley:
The End Of
The Innocence
(Geffen) 01064
The Earl Klugh Trio:
Volume Two -Sounds
And Visions
(Warner Bros.) 01164
Nelson Rangell:
Truest Heart
(GRP) 01166

Neil Young:
Harvest Moon
(Reprise) 00208

Primus: Pork Soda
(Interscope) 01167
Lou Rawls: Portrait
01 The Blues
(Manhattan) 01185
Portrait (Caprtoll 01190
Poison:
Native Tongue
(Capitol) 01194
Kentucky Headhunters:
Rave On!!
(Mercury) 01202

Silk: Lose Control
iKeia'Elektra) 00353

Ugly Kid Joe:
America's Least
Wanted
(Mercury) 01204
Dr. Dre: The Chronic
(Interscope) 01241 $
The Best Of Blondie
(Chrysal s) 01245
Roxy Music: Avalon
(Warner Bros.) 01246
James Taylor:
Sweet Baby James
(Warner Bros ) 01249

Tr- /7.7fisur-

.a11

fr 41ft.

Aing: Ten
Summoner's Tales
(ABM) 01334
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Brooks & Dunn:
Hard WorkIn' Man
(Arista) 00857
The Fizz: One Thing
Leads To Another -
Greatest Hits
(MCA) 01250
The Who:
Live At Leeds
(MCA) 01253
Michael Feinstein:
Forever
(Elektra) 01259
John Michael
Montgomery:
Life's A Dance
(Atlantic) 01265

Snow:
12 Inches Of Snow
(East West) 01266
Al DIMeola World
Sinlonia: Heart Of
The Immigrants
(Mesa/Bluemoon)
01284
Perlman: Brahma,
Violin Concerto
(EMI Classics) 01321
Brand Nubian:
In God We Trust
(Elektra) 01323 *
The Best Of
Joe Cocks'
(Capitol) 01338
Sammy Kershaw:
Haunted Heart
(Mercury) 01340
James Brown:
20 All -Time
Greatest Hits
(Polydor) 01342
P.M. Dawn: The
Bliss Album...?
(Island) 01353
Nana Mouskourl:
Failing In ,ove
Again:Great Songs
From The Movies
(Philips) 01354
Levert: For Real The
(Atlantic) 01356
Monte Love:
In A Word Or 2
(Warner Bros) 01357
Gordon Ughtfoot:
Waiting For You
(Reprise) 31359
Dwight Yoakam:
This Time
(Reprise) 01360
Frank Black
(Elektra) 01370
Perlman: Encores
(EMI Classics) 01347
Davies: Glass,
"Low" Symphony
(Point) 0 398

Aerosmith:
Get A Grip
(Geffen)
20814

Madonna: Erotica
(Sire/Mavenck) 00879

Billy Taylor: Dr. T
(GRP) 01415
Black 47:
Fire Of Freedom
(SBK) 01418
Iron Maiden:
A Real Live One
(Capitol) 01419
Talking Heads:

rdp.In Tongues
42,

The Letterman:
Capitol Collector's
Series
(Capitol) 01423
Michael Franks:
Dragonfly Summer
(Reprise) 01427
Hubert Laws:
My Time Will Come
(MusicMasters) 01432
Blues Traveler:
Save His Soul
(ABM) 01433
Michael Petrucciani:
Promenade With Duke
(Blue Note) 01434
Kronos Quartet:
Short Stories
(Nonesuch) 01444

Green Jelly:
$ Cereal Killer/Sdtrk.

(Zoo) 01499

McBride & The
Ride: Hurry
Sundown (MCA)
01508

Aaron Neville:
The Grand Tour
(A&M) 01519

The Commitments/
Sdtrk.
(MCA) 74016

IL,l1 flet,4,111'
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Belly: Star
(Reprise/Sire) 01449
Pavarotti And Friends
(London) 01451
K.T. Galin: Greatest
Hits:Songs From
An Aging Sex Bomb
(RCA) 01461
The Very Best Of
The Platters
(Mercury) 01475
Who's The
Man?/Sdtrk.
(Uplown(MCA) 01479 1
Indecent
Proposal/Sdtrk.
(MCA) 01480

h Chris
Heal,: San
Francisco
Days

r(Reprise)
01428

Creedence
Clearwater Revival:
Chronicle:20
Greatest Hits
(Fantasy) 01520
Bing Crosby's
Greatest Hits
(MCA) 04709
Heart: Rock The
House "Live"!
(Capitol) 05603
Pet Shop Boys:
Discography -
The Complete
Singles Collection
(EMI) 05605
Soundgarden:
Badmotorfinger
(ABM) 05637

Bruce
Hornsby:
Harbor Lights
(RCA) 01262

Ikons By SO,eo..varm

Van Halen:
For Unlawful
Carnal Knowledge
(Warner Bros.( 10016
Rod Stewart:
Downtown Train
(Warner Bros.( 10708
James Galway:
Greatest Hits, Vol. 2
(RCA) 10746

Jackson Browne:
Running On Empty
(Elektra) 11056

Peter Gabriel:
Shaking The Tree -
16 Golden Greats
(Geffen) 11089
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Tina Turner
Simply The Best
(Capitol( 01195

David Sanborn:
Upfront
(Elektra) 11104
Bobby Brown:
Bobby
(MCA) 11121

Randy Travis:
Greatest Hits Vol. 2
(Warner Bros.) 11125

Moody Blues: A
Night At Red
Rocks With The
Colorado Symphony
Orchestra
(Polydor) 01339

Trisha Yeanvood:
Hearts in Armor
(MCA) 21048
Vince Gill: I Still
Believe In You
(MCA 121063

Prince 8 The
N.P.G.:
(warner Bros)11136

Daryl Hall & John
Oates: Rock 'N
Soul, Part 1
(RCA) 13313

Peter Gabriel, So
(Geffen) 14764

Williams: The
Very Best Of The
Boston Pops
(Philips) 15319

Bonnie Rain:
Luck Of The Draw
(Capitol) 15567

Nirvana: Nevermind
(Geffen) 15600

Buddy Holly:
From The Original
Master Tapes
(MCA) 20069
Paul Simon,
Negotiations And
Love Songs 1971-86
(Warner Bros ) 20461

Lindsey
Buckingham:
Out Of The Cradle
(Reprise) 20483

Kathie Lee Gifford:
Sentimental
(Warner Bros ) 20598

Eurythmics:
Greatest Hits
(Arista) 20611

Duran Duran
iCap(tol)
01268

Randy Travis:
Greatest Hits Vol. I
(Warner Bros )21091
Eric Clanton:
Timepieces -
Greatest Hits
(Polydor) 23385
The Eagles:
Greatest Hits
1971-1975
:Asylum 123481
The Beach Boys.
The Best Of The
Beach Boys
(Capitol) 23946
Fleetwood Mac:
Rumours
(Warner Bros 124025
Foreigner: The Very
Best...And Beyond
(Atlantic) 24722
The Smiths: Best...1
(Repose) 24868
Patty Smyth
(MCA) 25090
Traffic: The Low
Spark Of High
Heeled Boys
(Island) 25169
Amy Grant:
Heart In Motion
(ABM) 25182
Joe Jackson:
Look Sharp!
ABM) 25192

Sting: The Soul Cages
(ABM) 25218

0
Lee Ritenour:
Wes Bound
(GRP) 01327

Jeff Lorber: Styx:
Worth Waiting For The Grand Illusion
(Verve/Forecast) (ABM) 25245
20682 Supedramp:
Peter Allen: Breakfast In
At His Best America
(ABM) 20730 (ABM) 25246

Coverdale/Page
(Geffen( 01343

Olivia Newton -John:
Back to Basics -
The Essential
Collection
1971-1992
(Geffen) 25334

House Of Pain
(Tommy Boy) 25416 *

Guns N'Roses:
Use Your Illusion I
(Geffen) 35469

Guns N'Roses,
Use Your Illusion II
(Geffen) 25534

Garth Brooks:
Bonin' The Wind
(Liberty) 25535

Arrested Development: Bryan Ferry, Taxi
Unplugged ,'401,r'', 01426
(Chrysalis) 01417

Allman Brothers
Band: A Decade 01
Hits 1969-1979
(Polydor) 35031
Carreras, Domingo,
Pavarotti: 3 Tenors
(London) 35078
Kathleen Battle
At Carnegie Hall
(DG) 35091

Bernstein:
The Final Concert
IDGI 35095
Bryan Adams:
Waking Up The
Neighbours
(ABM) 35175

The Eagles:
Hotel California
(Asylum) 30030
Mary J.Blige: What's
The 411? (Uptown,
MCA) 30845 *
Roy Orbison:
The Sun Years
(Rhino) 30965
The Steve Miller
Band: Greatest Hits
1974-1978
(Capitol I 33199
The Police:
Synchronicity
(ABM) 34070
Air Supply:
Greatest Hits
(Arista) 34424
Steve Winwood:
Chronicles
(Island) 34501
Elton John: The One
(MCA) 35022

Depeche
Mode: Songs
Of Faith And
Devotion
Reprise Sire)

01362

Squeeze:
Singles 45's &
Under )ABM) 35208
Melissa Etheridge:
Never Enough
(Island) 25435

Motley Crue: Decade
Of Decadence
(Elektra) 40298
Billy Ray Cyrus:
Some Gave All
(Mercury) 41711

Kennedy: Vivaldi,
The Four Seasons
(EMI Classics) 43419
Extreme:
PornogratfItti
(ABM) 43557 *

David Bowie:
Changesbowie
(Rykodisc( 43693

The Very Best Of
The Righteous Bros.:
Unchained Melody
(Verve) 44658

The Cure: Staring
At The Sea/Standing
On A Beach:
The Singles
(Eleit8/Ficbon) 50024*

TLC: O000000hhh...
On The TLC Tip
(LaFace) 50167

Yes: Classic Yes
(Atlantic) 50248

Boomerang/Sdtrk.
(LaFace) 53395

U2:
The Joshua Tree
(Island) 53501

lid. tang: ingenue
(Warner Bros Sire)
44370

illegadeth:
Countdown To
Extinction
(Capitol) 63340
Chicago: Greatest
Hits 1982-1989
(Reprise) 63363
Van Morrison:
Moondance
(Warner Bros) 64585

U2:
Achtung Baby
(Island) 25174

Bob Marley: Legend
(Island) 53521

The Cars:
Greatest Hits
(Elektra) 53702

Kitaro: Dream
(Geffen) 53948

00 tar

Miles Davis:
Doo-Bop
(Warner Bros) 71151
Elvis Presley: The
Number One Hits
(RCA) 72190
Barry Manilow:
Greatest Hits, Vol. 1
(Arista) 72863
Anita Baker: Rapture
(Elektra) 73404

Emerson, Lake &
Palmer: Brain Salad
Surgery
(Atlantic) 54608
En Vogue:
Funky Divas
(East West) 61717
Guys And Dolls/
New Broadway Cast
(RCA Victor) 61964

Bob James And
Earl Klugh: Cool
(Warner Rros 1 63299

Aerosmith: Pump
.Geffen) 63678

Start with 4 FREE Compact Discs now

Buy only 1 at regular Club price within a year

Then get 3 more CDs of your choice, FREE

Enjoy 8 CDs for the price of 1!
Shipping 8 handling charges are added to all shipments.
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INSTANT
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DIFFERENCE

From the moment you
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Rush me these 4 hits now!
(Indicate by number)
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Arrested
Development:

0
3 Years 5
Months And 2
Days In The
Life Of...
(Chrysalis)
25357

Kathleen Battle:
The Bach Album
:DG) 73670
Alan Jackson: A Lot
About Livin' (And A
Little 'Bout Love)
(Arista) 74074
Steely Dan: Gold
(MCA) 74339
John Mellencamp:
Whenever We Wanted
(Mercury) 74582
Pat Metheny:
Secret Story
(Geffen) 82267

Enya:
Shepherd Moons
(Reprise) 53190

George Strait, Pure
Country/Soundtrack
(MCA ) 83064

71 Top:
Greatest Hits
(Warner Bros.) 83411

Natalie Cole:
Unforgettable
(Elektral 83452

Stone
Temple

(Atlantic)
00981

Pilots: Core

Nell Diamond:
12 Greatest Hits
(MCA) 84050

Simon & Garfunkel:
The Concert In
Central Park
(Warner Bros I 44006

Madonna: The
Immaculate
Collection
(Sire) 54164

Kenny G: Live
(Arista) 64505

Robert Palmer:
Ridin' High
(EMI) 00226

Heavy D. & The
Boyz: Blue Funk
(Uptown/MCA) 00759
Lemonheads: it's A
Shame About Ray
(Atlantic) 01240

Buddy Guy:
Feels Like Rain
(Silvertone) 01264
Vanessa Rubin:
Pastiche
(Novus) 01267
The Best Of
Lacy J. Dalton
(Lherty) 01435
Rush:
Moving Pictures
(Mercury) 14681

Mr. Big: Lean Into It
(Atlantic) 24821

Here's How the Club Works:
 Get 8 for the Price of 1! Start by choosing 4 CDs
from this ad. Then buy lust 1 CD within a year at
regular Club prices (currently Et 4.98 and up) and get
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SONY

TEST REPORTS
Since the main system speakers oper-
ate over their full range when used
with the PS120, this setting is impor-
tant (though fortunately not unduly
critical) for achieving a smooth cross-
over to the subwoofer. A second knob
adjusts the level of the subwoofer out-
put, from zero to maximum, to match
the level of the main speakers in the
crossover region.

The subwoofer's grille, which is not
removable, occupies about two-thirds
of the front panel and is angled slightly
to the left (there is no indication that
the driver itself is angled, nor would
there be any advantage to angling it).
A small LED indicator next to the
grille lights in red when the speaker is
plugged into a power source but not in
use. When a signal is applied, its am-
plifier switches on and the light
changes to green. After a few minutes
of no signal, the amplifier shuts off
automatically and the status light re-
turns to red.

JBL says that the PS120's lower
response limit is 23 Hz and that the
upper -6 -dB point is variable be-
tween 62 and 250 Hz. No other perfor-
mance specifications are given.

We made close-miked measure-
ments of the JBL PS120's frequency
response at three settings of the cross-
over control: the limits of 50 and 200
Hz and the midpoint of the adjustment
range. At the 50 -Hz setting, the re-
sponse variation was only about ± 2
dB from 20 to 60 Hz, and the crossover
slope was 20 dB per octave. At the
maximum crossover setting of 200 Hz,
the response varied about ± 3 dB from
20 to 200 Hz. The midpoint setting
gave the flattest response in the range
below 100 Hz, varying only ±1 dB
from 100 to 20 Hz. The crossover's
slope was constant through the range
of the frequency adjustment.

Using the 200 -Hz crossover setting,
we measured the distortion in the sub -
woofer output at the 100 -Hz input
level required to produce a 90 -dB
sound -pressure level (SPL) I meter
from the speaker. The distortion re-
mained less than I percent from about
280 Hz down to 62 Hz, increasing to 3
percent at 50 Hz, 7 percent at 40 Hz,
and 20 percent at 30 Hz. At reduced
outputs, distortion remained low
down to 20 Hz, but at listening levels
where realism would be substantially
enhanced by a subwoofer, the PS 120's

At listening levels

where realism would

be enhanced by a

subwoofer, the PS120's

practical lower limit

is about 30 Hz.

practical lower limit is probably in the
vicinity of 30 Hz.

The PS120 switched on instantly
with a signal input of less than 5 milli-
volts. After removal of the signal, the
speaker remained active for about 4 or
5 minutes before shutting down. Ex-
tended operation at fairly high levels
resulted in only a moderately warm
back panel tthe amp's heat sink).

The PS 120 presumably was de-
signed to deliver the essential qualities
of a true subwoofer for people using
moderately priced components. If that
was JBL 's target, the designers hit it
squarely. The PS120 is a complete
package, requiring no external ampli-
fiers or crossover networks. Regard-
less of the sensitivity or frequency
range of your existing speakers (as-
suming they are good ones that, like
most, roll off below 50 or 60 Hz), the
PSI20 should complement their char-
acteristics very nicely and give you
another octave of frequency coverage.
Furthermore, its single, compact
black box will not interfere with room
decor or add a bunch of extra wires
and cables to your installation. And
best of all, perhaps, it is an affordable
way to accomplish those ends without
investing in another power amplifier.

In our listening tests, we teamed the
PS I20 with a pair of high -quality, mod-
estly priced speakers, which them-
selves were by no means lacking in
bass. The added impact of that extra
octave provided by the PS120 gave its
own answer to the question of whether
a single powered subwoofer can be a
worthwhile addition to a good, but not
extravagant, music system. In the
case of the JBL PS 120, the answer is a
definite yes!

DO
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TEST REPORTS

DEM CX-07 Loudspeaker System
JULIAN HIRSCH  HIRSCH-HOUCK LABORATORIES

.i. HE DCM CX-07 is a small, light,
and inexpensive two-way loud-
speaker based on a 61/2 -inch woof-
er operating in a vented enclo-
sure. The high frequencies are
handled by a 3/4 -inch soft -dome

tweeter, damped and cooled by mag-
netic fluid. Somewhat unconvention-
ally, the woofer is located on the upper
half of the front panel, with the tweeter
below it. DCM says that the design
and placement of both the drivers and
the crossover contribute to a natural
sound distribution and good imaging
over a wide range of locations.

Both of the CX-07's drivers are
magnetically shielded so that it can be
placed close to a TV set or video
monitor without picture interference.
Another concession to the growing
popularity of home theater is the pack-
aging of the speakers as single units to
simplify the purchase for anyone
wanting to use a CX-07 as, say, the
center -channel speaker in a home the-
ater installation.

The front of the CX-07's cabinet is
covered by a removable black cloth
grille on a plastic frame. The input
connectors, recessed into the back

panel, are insulated spring clips that
will accept single or dual banana plugs
as well as wire ends (lugs or bare
heavy -gauge wire are not suitable,
however). The woofer port is also
located on the rear panel.

We placed the DCM CX-07 speak-
ers on 26 -inch stands for listening and
testing. They were about 9 feet apart, 3
feet from the side walls, and 2 feet in
front of the wall behind them.

The room response, averaged from
both speakers at a single microphone
location, was exceptionally smooth
and uniform from 200 Hz to 20 kHz. At
lower frequencies the room bound-
aries inevitably affected the measured

DIMENSIONS
83/4 INCHES WIDE, 15 INCHES HIGH.

9 INCHES DEEP

FINISH
BLACK WOODGRAIN VINYL

PRICII
$249 A PAIR

MANUIPACTIPItIlt
DCM LOUDSPEAKERS, DEPT. SR, 670 AIRPORT BLVD.,

ANN ARBOR. MI 48108

response, although it remained unusu-
ally strong considering the size of the
woofer cones.

A close-miked measurement of the
woofer response, combined with a
measurement at the port, indicated a
substantial output down to the vicinity
of 30 Hz, a maximum at 100 Hz, and a
downward slope from there to about 1
kHz. Splicing the bass response to the
room response produced a composite
frequency response with a moderately
elevated output below about 300 Hz,
to a maximum of about + 6 or + 7 dB
at 100 Hz. Above 300 Hz the output
was exceptionally flat and smooth,
remaining within a 2.5 -dB range from
300 Hz to beyond 15 kHz.

A response measurement at close
range, with a sweeping one -third -oc-
tave noise signal, confirmed the excel-
lence of the speaker's response from
100 Hz to 20 kHz. When the curve was
smoothed to minimize the effects of
the minor irregularities inherent in
most loudspeaker measurements, its
variation was a mere ±1 dB over that
entire range. Although this
not mean that the speaker's output at
every frequency in that range re-
mained within those limits (actual
variations between the one -third -oc-
tave measurement steps were typical-
ly about 2 to 3 dB), it says a lot about
the CX-07's overall octave -to -octave
response. This characteristic has a
great deal to do with the overall bal-
ance and quality of a speaker's sound.

The system's horizontal dispersion
was measured in the same manner and
was likewise very good. At 45 degrees
off the forward axis, the output had
dropped by 2 dB in the range of 2 to 5
kHz, by 4 dB at 10 kHz, and by 10 dB
at 20 kHz, all somewhat better results
than for most speakers we have tested.

Our quasi-anechoic MLS response
measurements showed a rather uni-
form output (within 2 or 3 dB overall)
from 2.5 to 10 kHz. In the next higher
octave, a sharp ± 4 -dB jog at about 16
kHz (which appeared as a barely dis-
cernible "blip" in the room measure-
ments) clearly marked the upper
tweeter resonance, although it was too
high in frequency and narrow in band-
width to be audible.

The CX-07's sensitivity measured
90 dB, close to the rated 91 dB. At 2.83
volts input, its distortion averaged
about 0.5 percent from 2 kHz down to

C
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TEST REPORTS
150 Hz, rising smoothly to 2 percent at
70 Hz, 5 percent at 40 Hz, and just 10
percent at 20 Hz. That's remarkably
low distortion for a single 61/2 -inch
woofer in a small box.

The CX-07's impedance character-
istic was among the best we have seen
lately from the standpoint of amplifier
compatibility. With low readings of 6
ohms at 20, 50, and 200 Hz and highs of
20 ohms at 32 Hz, 28 ohms at 90 Hz,
and 22 ohms at 2.2 kHz, it should pose
no problems for any respectable am-
plifier. In single -cycle pulse tests, the
speaker handled all the power our
amplifier could deliver at 1 and 10 kHz
(550 and 690 watts, respectively). At
100 Hz, however, the small woofer
showed its limitations, exhibiting visi-
ble waveform distortion at inputs as
low as 5 watts, but not sounding par-
ticularly "hard" until the pulse peak
reached 165 watts.

The best news is that the CX-07
sounded every bit as good as it mea-
sured. Whether viewed from the
standpoint of size or price, it is clearly
an excellent choice for either a basic
music system or a Dolby Pro Logic
home theater setup.

The moderately lifted bass response
from 50 to 200 Hz gives the system a
feeling of solidity that many small
speakers lack. Although it will not
shake the floor on low bass notes, it
delivers enough fundamental energy
to let you know they are present. We
confirmed that the CX-07's could re-
produce an audible 31.5 -Hz funda-
mental, and at 40 Hz one would think
speakers several times their size were
in use. Their virtues were not limited
to the bass, however: Overall smooth-
ness and balance were also excellent,
and imaging was among the most accu-
rate we have yet experienced from the
Chesky JD37 test disc.

What we heard (and, to some de-
gree, measured) from the DCM CX-07
would do credit to many far larger and
costlier speakers. At its price, it is a
steal. It is only fair to point out that the
CX-07 is not a handsome piece of
furniture, nor does it have a fine wood
finish, but few speakers in its price
range do. You should also realize that
there are now a number of very nice -
sounding speakers priced at $250 a
pair or less. Even so, the CX-07 is
certainly one of the top-ranking speak-
ers in its class. 0

Boston Acoustics SubSat1

Three -Piece Loudspeaker System
JULIAN HIRSCH  HIRSCH-HOUCK LABORATORIES

THE SubSat7 is Boston Acoustics'
second loudspeaker system in the
popular three-piece format, using
two small satellite speakers and a
common bass module. The satel-
lites are housed in rugged black

molded -polystyrene enclosures, iden-
tical in size and shape to those of the
lower -price SubSat6 Series II. The
satellites for both models use a 4 -inch
cone driver, but the SubSat7 has a 1 -
inch ferrofluid-cooled dome tweeter in
place of the SubSat6's 3/, -inch dome.
Crossover networks for the transition
between the satellite drivers at 2.5
kHz and high-pass filters that roll off
the input below 150 Hz are also in the
satellite enclosures. Each satellite has
gold-plated insulated binding posts,
compatible with banana plugs as well
as wires and lugs, recessed into its
back panel.

The three -chamber bass module

contains two 7 -inch cone woofers that
operate below 150 Hz (the SubSat6's
similar, but smaller, bass module uses
61/2 -inch drivers). Although each
woofer handles the signal from a single
channel, their combined acoustic out-
put emerges from a single port at one

DIMINSIONS
SATELLITE: 5 INCHES WIDE. 81/2 INCHES HIGH.

51/4 INCHES DEEP

BASS MODULE: 9 INCHES WIDE, 15 INCHES HIGH.

191/4 INCHES DEEP

FINISH
SATELLITE: BLACK MOLDED PLASTIC

BASS MODULE: SAME

PRICE
5750

MANUFACTURER
BOSTON ACOUSTICS, INC.. DEPT. SR.

70 BROADWAY. LyNNFIELD. MA 01940
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t has been, perhaps, Adcom's toughest act to
follow. The GCD-575 CD Player achieved
breakthroughs in musicality unsurpassed by
CD players at almost any price. Stereophile
writes, "...in the under $1000 class the Adcom

is the player to beat - or, more to the point, the play-
er to buy."* Stereo Review credits the GCD-575 with
"in general pushing the state of the art in
digital -disc playback."**

So when the engineers at Adcom went back to the
drawing board to try to top their latest success, they
were hard-pressed to find areas for improvement.
The electronics and sound reproduction were already
near perfect. And then,Voila! The idea: add a
carousel changer.

Round and round she goes.

One disc, superbly reproduced, was a magnificent
accomplishment...but five discs mean five times the
enjoyment. In typical user-friendly fashion, the
Adcom GCD-600 lets you change four discs while
one is playing, offers true random capability for one
disc or all five, allows direct clockwise or counter-
clockwise access for faster searches, and plays 3"
discs without an adapter. The standard remote control
gives you complete access to all playback features-
including variable volume control-from the comfort
of your favorite chair.

Class "A" without compromise.

The GCD-600's Class "A" analog audio amplifier
section uses very fast, low noise, linear gain semi-
conductors. These no -compromise audio circuits -
based on the proprietary amps used in Adcom's

MEM

GFP-565 preamplifier - more clearly define
low-level information for superior resolution and
dramatically more musical CD reproduction.You will
not find such superb component parts in any other
CD player at any price.*

The cure for "digititis".

The GCD-600's technically advanced analog and
digital circuits and the user -selectable polarity inver-
sion switch are designed to overcome the problems
inherent in CD sound. Midrange harshness and glare
are dramatically reduced. Sound stage imaging is
deeper, more focused, more musically natural.
The benefits of digital sound are realized, without the
accompanying drawbacks.

Take the GCD-600 for a spin.

If you've been searching for a CD player that
offers the convenience of a carousel changer and the
sonic superiority of high -end single -disc models, take
the GCD-600 for a spin at your authorized Adcom
dealer. You won't have to go round and round to
decide which CD changer gives you the most sound
for your money.

*Peter W. Mitchell. Stereophile, Vol. 12 No. 6. June 1989
** Stereo Review. 1989

A
details you can hear

11 Elkins Road. East Brunswick. NJ 08816 U.S.A. (908) 390-1130. Distributed in Canada by PRO ACOUSTICS INC. Pointe Claire. Quebec H9R 4X5
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NEVER FEEL LIKE HOME.

When watching a movie in your living room-the last p ace it should feel like is home. It shculc feel
as if you're floating somewhere out in deep space. Or sweating at the ootto n of the ocean n tie eerie
silence of a nuclear submarine. At Onkyo, we've built an advanced line of Dolby Pro Logic receivers
that transport you there. Receivers that deliver a level cf home theater oerfo-mance tha-'s truly out of
this world.

EFFECTS SO REAL YOU CAN FEEL THEM
With Onkyo's Integra TX-SV909DRO you'll be astounced at how easily you become a part of :he
action. Sound effects are heard distinctly and reach you from far beyond the confines of your I stening
room. Dialcgue is crisp, intelligib e and comes from precisely where it should. And precise imaging
lets you enjoy a movie's complex soundtrack exactly as it was originally reccrded. These are the
benefits of watching a movie with the world's first receiver to incorporate ful digital Dolby Fro _ogic
technology.

YOUR INVESTMENT INSURED
Your purchase today won't become obsolete tomorrow. Onkyo's TX-SV90, PRO induces enc ugh
smartly applied A/V switcning facilities to operate a small studio. Multiple digital and analog inputs
and outputs provide the flexibility for any level of system expansion. Seven discrete higl -quality
power amplifiers with preamplifier access to all channes, and three indeperdent heavy-duty power
supplies for a stable supply of continuous high power ensure plenty of room to grow. C ear y, the
TX-SV909PRO is a technological frontrunner guaranteed to keep you happy for many years tc come.

ENTERTAINMENT IN EVERY ROOM
Onkyo's multi-room/multi-source capability allows you :o enjoy a CD in the den, while at the same time
someone is watching a fu I five -channel surround movie in the main listening room. All this by s mply

adding a pair of remote speakers. And with our optional

Artistry in Sound

remote sensor you can also enjoy the convenience of full
system coitrol from any remote location.

VALUE
All of our AN receivers presen- the perfec- comb nation
of uncompromised engineerinc, aesthetic beauty and
usable design that can only come from those who truly
care abou- audio and video reproduction. When you sit
down to watch a movie with Onkyo, we'll strip away your
listening room and deliver you right into the aciior. Pure
home theater. Pure Onkyo.

For free information about how our :ompleie line of
A/V Receivers can bring the theater experience to
your home, please complete the fol owing
information.
Name

Address

City, State, Zip

Mail coupon to Onkyo JSA Corpora -ion,
200 Williams Drive, Ra risey, NJ 07446



TEST REPORTS
end of the enclosure, which also con-
tains the bass crossover network
(complementary to those in the satel-
lites). Two pairs of input connectors,
similar to those of the satellites, are on
the bottom of the bass module, which
is supported on four 3/4 -inch rubber
feet. The bass port is on the rear of the
enclosure.

The satellites are normally most ef-
fective in a freestanding installation on
stands or similar supports. The rear of
each satellite cabinet also has a thread-
ed fitting that can be used for wall
mounting. Suitable stands and wall
brackets are available.

Like any three-piece speaker sys-
tem, the SubSat7 allows a wide choice
of locations for its bass module. The
recommended placement, providing
the strongest bass output, is near a
room corner with the port near a wall.
The module's location can be chosen
without regard to the satellite place-
ment, however, since the low frequen-
cies it radiates cannot be localized by
the listener.

Since each speaker module contains
its own crossover -network compo-
nents, there are a number of ways to
wire the system together and to the
amplifier. The amplifier connections
can be made directly to the satellites,
with separate cables from each of
them to the corresponding terminals of
the bass module. The reverse is equal-
ly possible-going from the amplifier
to the bass module and from there with
separate cables to the satellites. Final-
ly, you can wire each speaker in the
system directly to the appropriate am-
plifier output.

The manufacturer's specifications
for the SubSat7 claim a frequency
response of 41 Hz to 20 kHz ± 3 dB.
The nominal system impedance is 8
ohms, and it is recommended for use
with amplifiers rated from 15 to 125
watts per channel. The system's rated
sensitivity is 89 dB.

We installed the Boston Acoustics
SubSat7 as recommended, with the
bass module close to a corner and its
port about 8 inches from one wall. The
satellites were placed on 26 -inch
stands, about 2 feet from the wall
behind them and 4 feet from the side
walls. We made our room -response
measurement with only the satellites
operating, since it does not yield valid
results at lower frequencies.

The averaged room response from
the two satellites was within ± 3.5 dB
from 110 Hz to 17.5 kHz. The output
from 100 Hz to I kHz averaged about 5
dB higher than between 1 and 10 kHz,
but it was quite smooth overall. There
was a peak of about 2.5 dB at the
tweeter resonance of 13 kHz. The
satellites' bass output dropped rapidly
below 120 Hz, at a rate of about 30 dB
per octave. Quasi-anechoic (MLS)
measurements of the system's fre-
quency response confirmed the essen-
tial features of our room -response
measurements.

We measured the response of the
bass module separately, with the test

The Boston Acoustics

SubSat7's bass

module can be placed

without regard to

satellite location, since

the frequencies

it radiates cannot be

localized by ear.

microphone at its port. The curve had
a double -humped shape, with small
peaks at 55 and 135 Hz, dropping off at
18 dB per octave at lower frequencies
and at 24 dB per octave at higher
frequencies. The combined response
of the satellites and bass module mea-
sured within ±3.5 dB from 40 Hz to
17.5 kHz.

The satellite's horizontal dispersion
was good. At 45 degrees off the speak-
er's axis, the measured output was
reduced by about 2 dB up to 7 kHz, 4
dB at 10 kHz, and 9 dB at 15 kHz.

Sensitivity measured 88 dB sound -
pressure level (SPL) with a 2.83 -volt
input, very close to the manufactur-
er's rating. Impedance was less than
10 ohms over most of the audio band,
exceeding that value only at 33 Hz and
in the range from 1 to 3 kHz, where it
reached about 12 ohms. The minimum
impedance of 3.5 ohms occurred at 100

and 400 Hz. Although that makes the
system's 8 -ohm rating questionable, it
should not pose any problems in nor-
mal use.

Distortion from the satellite's 4 -inch
driver was less than 2 percent over its
full operating range at a 3.5 -volt input
(equivalent to a 90 -dB SPL in our
sensitivity measurement). The mini-
mum reading of 0.3 percent was
reached between 500 and 900 Hz. The
bass module's distortion was less than
2 percent from 150 to 75 Hz, increasing
to between 3 and 8 percent from 75 to
40 Hz.

The SubSat7 was able to absorb
prodigious short-term power inputs
without obvious distortion or damage.
At 1 and 10 kHz, the satellites with-
stood a single -cycle input of more than
950 watts without damage (although
there was considerable ringing on the
10 -kHz burst). More impressive was
the way the bass module handled a
100 -Hz burst. Although the sound be-
came hard, there was no evidence of
the woofer suspensions bottoming
with an input of 1,180 watts. Reducing
the power to 570 watts removed the
hardness, and the speaker's output
was audibly quite clean.

Listening to a variety of program
material through the SubSat7 verified
that its audible performance was con-
sistent with our measurements. In par-
ticular, its bass reproduction was most
impressive, with a useful output ex-
tending somewhat below 40 Hz. Only
a true subwoofer, operating below that
frequency, could make a noticeable
improvement in the system's low -end
response, and then with only a handful
of musical pieces and some spectacu-
lar movie soundtracks.

Although the SubSat7 is priced to-
ward the high end for three-piece sys-
tems these days, it delivers solid value
for the money. In direct comparisons
with other speakers that have im-
pressed us with their sound, it easily
held its own. Of course, all speakers
sound different, and it is rarely possi-
ble to say definitively which is "bet-
ter" once a certain level has been
reached (everyone has his own opin-
ion on such matters), but we would
rank the SubSat7 with most conven-
tional speakers in or near its price
range. As a competitor in the top ranks
of three-piece speakers, it will chal-
lenge anything close to its price.
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TEST REPORTS

Philips Digital Loudspeaker System
JULIAN HIRSCH  HIRSCH-HOUCK LABORATORIES

N recent years, most audio compo-
nents have benefited, at least to
some degree, from the use of digital
circuitry. No truly digital speaker
has yet been created, however, nor
does that appear to be an imminent

possibility. Ultimately, the sound has
to be created by a moving physical
surface, essentially analog in nature.
This is as true of the Philips DSS930,
which is part of what the manufacturer
calls a digital speaker system, as of
any other speaker. But the DSS930 is
designed to be operated through the
DSC950 Digital System Controller,
making the system as close to truly
digital as seems to be currently feasi-
ble. The DSC950 is essentially a digital
preamplifier (providing digital output)
designed to handle a number of input
sources, both analog and digital.
These include phono (moving -coil and
moving -magnet), CD, tuner, TV, and

VCR, plus input and output connec-
tions for two audio tape decks. Digital
connections are also provided for four
program sources and a digital signal
processor (DSP) accessory.

Externally, the DSC950 resembles a
conventional preamplifier. A display
window shows its operating status,
and large knobs select the input source
and adjust the volume level. Two
small knobs operate the bass and tre-

DIMENSIONS
SPEAKER Z04 INC HES WWI . 23 INCHES HIGH.

13 INCHES DEEP

CON1 ROLLER: 17 INCHES WIDE. 4 INCHES HIGH.

121/2 INCHES DEEP

FINISH
BLACK WoOD VENEER

PRICE
SPEAKER. SI.200 EACH: CONTROLLER. $520

ble tone controls, and pushbuttons
control other operating features. The
DSC950 also has a front -panel head-
phone jack with its own volume knob.
A wireless remote operates all the key
control functions.

The Philips DSS930 speaker is a
compact two-way powered system de-
signed for upright stand mounting.
Its two 5'/4 -inch polypropylene -cone
woofers operate in a sealed enclosure.
They cross over at 4 kHz to a Philips
Isophase tweeter, somewhat similar in
concept to a small planar driver with a
curved radiating surface and designed
to give wide horizontal dispersion.
The woofers are driven by an internal
80 -watt amplifier, the tweeter by a
separate 20 -watt amplifier. The speak-
er is designed to be permanently
plugged into a powered AC outlet,
remaining in a standby condition until
a signal appears at its input. Red and
green pilot lights on the front of the
cabinet show its operating status.

The internal 36 -dB -per -octave cross-
over between the bass and treble driv-
ers is achieved by digital filters within
the speaker system. Philips says this

0
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Introducing The Next Best -Selling
Loudspeaker Of All Time.

More than 30 years ago, Henry Kloss
ed the now -legendary K1,1-1 Model Six,

the I speaker to */ exploit the potential
of two-way design. By using the then -new
principle of the acoustic suspension woofer,
as well as creating a new type of long -throw
integral -dome tweeter, he was able to make
a speaker that provided outstanding performance
at a moderate cost. A decade later he took these
principles still further with the Advent loud-
speak.er, one of the best selling speaker models
of all time. Both speakers were considered
industry benchmarks for price/performance.

We are now pleased to announce
Cambridge Sounctinbrks' Model Six, a two-
way system named in honor of Henry Kloss'
first ground -breaking two-way system.

Not An "Extension Speaker."
Model Six is not an "extensions t"

It's a serious main speaker withsufficient
frequency range and power -handling to sari*
serious listeners. Model Six speakers, when
combined with a good receiver and CD player,
comprise a music system for $500 -$600 that
seriously outperforms typical pre-packaged

"shelf" or "rack" systems.

livo-Way Design Advantages .

We believe that when lowest cost is not
the ultimate consideration, the best speaker
design is a subwoofer-satellite system like our
Ensemble® and Ensemble II systems. But
a properly designed subwoofer-satellite system
rewires three-way design, which entails the cost
of two more drivers and a third cabinet. While
neither Ensemble system is "high end" in price,
a complete stereo system starts at about $800,
still too much for music lovers on a budget.

QUANTITIES LIMITED

The Country's Best Value
In A Stereo System?

VWve matched Model Six speakers with a best-
selling stereo receiver and CD player to create
what may be the best value arum a stereo sys-
tem. The receiver has 40 watts a channel and
a remote. The CD player uses 1 -bit technology for
accurate, natural sound. Priced at only $499, this
is a senbus music system for serious listeners.

Model Six continues a long tradition of best-selling, high crformance, high value, two-way
speakers by Henry Kloss. Itry natural, accurate, wide -range sound -only $119 each!

What does Model Six give up compared to
our Ensemble systems? With big amplifiers in
large rooms, Ensemble and Ensemble II can
play louder, and they have greater low -bass
extension. They also give you tremendous
room -placement flexibility, which allows you
to optimize performance, with little impact
on the decor of your room.

Costly Components.
Thoughtful Design.

At the heart of Model Six are its drivers,
a 1%" cone tweeter with center %" dome (the
same tweeter we use in Ensemble), and a neMy-
dekgned 8" acoustic suspension woofer. While
classic in their simplicity, these drivers differ
greatly from other moderate -cost speakers.

Model Six's crossover frequency is 2,000
Hz, much lower than many other two-way
designs. This makes it possible to ensure
smooth, uncolored upper midrange with wide
dispersion. Such a low crossover frequency
would not work with conventional tweeters.
But Model Six's tweeter uses a suspension
that allows the "long throws" necessary to
reproduce music in this range.

The 8" woofer cone is larger than those
usually found in speakers of Model Six's size
and price, allowing it to move substantial
amounts of air at low frequencies. And Model
Six puts emphasis on very low frequencies
instead of the mid -bass "rise" common in
many speakers. The result is bass that is more
accurate and extended than similar systems.

But most important is how Henry Kloss
went on to "voice" the system -painstakingly

fine-tuning the octave -to -octave balance. This is
the most important factor in determining the
overall sound of a speaker.

Elegant Cabinet Design.
We devoted considerable time and effort

to making Model Six visually appealing. Con-
vincing simulated wood finishes were chosen -
in oak, teak and black ash. A subtly rounded

"bullnose molding frames a medium charcoal
grey grill that was custom -woven for Model Six.

Factory -Direct Price: $119 each!
Because we sell factory -direct, Model Six

sells forfarless than it would cost in stores. At
$119 each, in your choice of three finishes, it is
the value in today's loudspeaker market. If you
aren't satisfied, you can return Model Six within
30 days for a full refund.

For A Free Catalog, Call

1-800-FOR-HIFI
We Know How

lb Make Loudspeakers.

CAMBRIDGE
SOUNDWORKS

154 Zalifornia St., Suite 102S, Newton, MA 02158
1-800-367-4434 Pax: 617-332-9229

Canada: 1-800-525-4434
Outside U.S. or Canada: 617-332-5936

t 993 Camb Saniv.briz. C) Ensemble is a regime(' trademark c(Cambuidg
Sc.irdIWtks.0 Cambridge SouraMbrks is a uademalk Candi* SotridWAs. Inc.

kaki * a trademark of KLH. Nc Advent is a trademark of Intemanonal Jensen Ic.
Canbridge San:DNA's is not affiliated with K1 I I or Advent.
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The Critics Love Ensemble
And Ensemble II.

What's The Difference, Anyway?
Cambridge SoundWorks changed

the audio world when we began
direct -marketing Ensembles by Henry
Kloss. Ensemble is a revolutionary
dual-subwoofer/satellite speaker
system offering all-out performance,
without cluttering up your room with
huge speaker cabinets. Available only
factory -direct from Cambridge
SoundWorks, with no expensive
middle -men, Ensemble is priced at hun-
dreds less than it would have sold for in
stores. Audio magazine says Ensemble

"may be the best value in the world."

And Then There Were Two.
Now Cambridge SoundWorks has

introduced Ensemble II, a more affordable
version of Ensemble using only one cabi-
net to hold both subwoofer drivers.
Ensemble II has joined Ensemble in the
ranks of the country's best-selling speak-

"Ensemble may be the ,

best value in the world."
Audio

The real difference is in the subwooftr.

ers. We believe Ensemble II is a better
system than its best-known competitor.
And because we sell it factory -direct, it's
half the price. Stereo Review said "Ensem-
ble II performs so far beyond its price and
size that it can be compared only with
much larger speakers at substantially
higher prices:' We agree with the writer
who said, "It's hard to imagine going
wrong with Ensemble." The question is,
which Ensemble system is right foryou?

The Same
Satellite Speakers.

When you listen to either Ensem-
ble system, almost 90% of the music
you hear is being reproduced by the
satellite speakers. Both Ensemble
and Ensemble II use satellite speak-
ers that are virtually identical*
Unlike many competing systems,
Ensemble's satellites are true two-

way speaker systems, each containing a
high performance tweeter and a 4 -inch
woofer. Stereo Review said, "The Ensemble
satellites delivered a smoother output than

7Yue acoustic
suspension,
sealed subwoofer
cavity.

Cavity acts as
acoustic band-pass
filter.



many larger and more expensive speakers."
Small (8'/8"x5% "x4") and unobtru-

sive, they'll fit into the decor of any room.
They're available in scratch -resistant
gunmetal grey Nextel, or primed so you
can paint them any color you wish.

Ensemble satellite speakers are available primed for
painting, so they can matchyour decor exact

The Same Overall Sound.
In many rooms, Ensemble II sounds

virtually the same as Ensemble, especially
when Ensemble's two subwoofers are
placed right next to each other. The real
difference between the two systems is
that Ensemble, with is two ultra -compact
subwoofers (12"x21" x4 Y2 "), gives you
ultimate placement Jlexibili 07.

The Same Attention lb Detail.
Ensemble and Ensemble II are con-

structed with the very best materials and
no -compromise workmanship. Their
subwoofers use heavy-duty woofers in
true acoustic suspension enclosures. The
satellites are genuine two-way systems
with very high quality speaker compo-
nents. Individual crossover networks are

built into every cabinet for maximum
wiring flexibility. Robust construction is
used throughout, featuring solid MDF
cabinets and solid metal grilles.

The Same
Factory -Direct Savings.

Cambridge SoundWorks products are
available on factory -direct. By eliminat-
ing the mid le -men, we're ale to sell
Ensemble and Ensemble II for hundreds
less than if they were sold in stores.

The Same 30 -Day Tbtal
Satisfaction Guarantee.

Choosing a loudspeaker after a brie
listen at a dealer's showroom is like decid-
ing on a car after one quick trip around
the block. So we make it possible to audi-

tion our speakers the right way-

Stereo systems featuring Ensemble and Ensemble II
speakers with Pioneer or Philips electronics start at
only $799, including CD player Dolby Surround
Sound systems start at only $999.

in your own home. You get to listen for
hours without a salesman hovering near-
by If within 30 days you're not happy,
return your speaker system for a full re -

(RV.=

!IT
"Ensemble II performs so far
beyond its price and size that it
can be compared only with
much larger speakers at
substantially higher prices."

Sterec Review

fund. We even reimburse original UPS
ground shipping charges in the continental
United States.

co
The on dtfference in satellites is that the original
Ensembles use gold-plated connectors that allow use
of even the heaviest gauge wire.

The Real Difference: The
Ultimate Placement Flexibility

Of Dual Subwoofers.
Placement of bass and high -frequency

speakers in a room-and how those
speakers interact with the acoustics of the
room-has more influence on the overall
sound quality of a stereo system than just
about anything. As an alternative to
spending hundreds (or thousands) of
dollars on this or that "latest" amplifier
or CD player design, you should invest
some of your time experimenting with
various speaker positioning schemes.
Ensemble's two ultra -slim (4'/2") sub -

woofers give you more placement flexibil-
ity than any speaker system we know of
(including Ensemble II), and is most likely
to provide the performance you want
in the real world...in-your room.

How To Order.
The dual-subwoofer Ensemble system

is available in two versions. With hand-
some black -laminate subwoofers for $599.
Or with black vinyl -clad subwoofers for
$499. Ensemble II is priced at $399. For
more information or to order call our
audio experts, 24 hours a day, 365 days
a year. We'll send you our 64 page color
catalog with stereo and surround sound
components and systems from Cambridge
Sound\hbrks, Pioneer, Philips, Denon and
others. Because we sell factory -direct,
eliminating expensive middle -men, you
can save hundreds of dollars.

For A Free Catalog, Call

1-800-FOR-HIFI
We Know How 76 Make Loudspeakers.

CAMBRIDGE
SOUNDWORKS

© 1993 Cambridge Soundworks. Ensemble is a registered trademark of
Cambridge SotrxlVtrks. Ambiance and The Surround are trademarks of
Cambridge SoundiAbrks. AR & Advent are trademarks of Jensen Laboratories.

Bose is a registered trademark of Bose Corporation. Prices do not include
shipping. 'Only the connecting terminals are different.
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TEST REPORTS
approach enables near -perfect phase
relationships between the drivers in
the crossover region and correction of
certain driver nonlinearities.

The DSC950 control unit connects
to the DSS930 speaker through a sin-
gle thin cable, with standard phono
plugs on both ends, that carries digital
audio and control signals for both
channels. Each speaker contains sepa-
rate Philips Bitstream single -bit digi-
tal -to -analog (D/A) converters for its
bass and treble drivers. The DSC950
can operate as many as three separate
pairs of speakers in different locations
(cable lengths up to 60 feet can be used
to daisy -chain one pair of speakers to
another). Switches on the back of each
speaker cabinet determine whether it
is in group A, B, or C and whether it
carries the left- or right -channel pro-
gram. A small wireless remote control
furnished with each pair of speakers
can be used to operate the system by
pointing it at one of the speakers; it can
turn any of the pairs (or the entire
system) on or off, vary the speaker
volume, or temporarily reduce their
volume by 24 dB. The DSS930 will
operate with sampling rates of 32, 44.1
(the CD standard), and 48 kHz.

At

s recommended, we mounted
he speakers several feet from a
room wall on stands that placed
their tweeters at a listener's ear
level. The averaged room re-
sponse of the two speakers was

flat within ±2.5 dB from 700 Hz to 5
kHz and, about 3 dB lower in level,
within ± 1.5 dB from 5 to 20 kHz. Our
close-miked woofer response curve
spliced easily to the room curve with
almost a two -octave overlap, yielding
a composite response with a slightly
elevated output between 400 and 70
Hz and an 18 -dB -per -octave drop from
70 to 20 Hz.

The curve's shape suggested that
the sound should have been slightly
warm because of the 2 or 3 dB of
elevation in the lower midrange and
upper bass. Although we sometimes
heard such an effect, most of the time
the speaker sounded flatter than it
measured. Indeed, our first reaction
was that it sounded very neutral. Not
only was the overall response smooth
and balanced, but there was also a
striking absence of the artificial heavi-
ness that frequently mars the voices of
male radio announcers.

Perhaps the two small woofers sim-
ply did not go down low enough to
produce this effect? A few organ -mu-
sic and test CD's put that speculation
to rest: The DSS930 can put out a
clean, strong 40 Hz and, at a slightly
lower level, a relatively undistorted
31.5 Hz. Its bass range and output
capabilities far exceed those of most
speakers its size. As for the rest of the
audio spectrum, it sounded as smooth
and uncolored as one could wish.

The DSC950 has a Compensation
button that is said to linearize the
speaker's amplitude and phase re-
sponse. We noted an increase in bass
output when the circuit was activated,
and measurements showed an in-
creased output below I kHz, amount-
ing to 5 dB at 100 Hz and 12 dB at 40
Hz. It makes a substantial improve-
ment in the lowest octaves, and it can
easily be switched off if desired.

Quasi-anechoic MLS measure-
ments generally confirmed our room -
response curves. The response shelf,
with the output above 5 kHz perhaps 3
to 4 dB lower than below that frequen-
cy, was evident in every measure-
ment. We were surprised, however, to
find a deep notch at the 4 -kHz cross-
over frequency, amounting to a nearly
complete cancellation of the output
(the notch was typically 20 dB deep,
but very narrow so that it was not
audible in program material). This
measurement also showed a sharp jog
in the system's phase response at that
frequency, with nearly constant phase
above it.

The dispersion of the Isophase
tweeter was excellent. At a 45 -degree
angle to the forward axis, the reduc-
tion in output was less than 2 dB up to
6 kHz, 3 dB at 10 kHz, and only 6 dB at
20 kHz.

With the 100 -Hz output set at 90 dB
sound -pressure level (SPL) at 1 meter,
distortion was well under I percent
above 200 Hz but increased rapidly at
lower frequencies to 10 percent at 90
Hz. At 80 dB SPL (a more reasonable
level for drivers of this size), the dis-
tortion was only 2 percent at 100 Hz
and 8 percent at 40 Hz.

It is difficult to describe the sound of
a speaker that has relatively few sonic
peculiarities. Compared with most
speakers we have heard in the same
room, the Philips DSS930 was almost
antiseptic, with hardly any obvious

colorations. It was not shrill or over-
bearing at the top end, and it was
certainly not tubby or bass -heavy. It
didn't "honk" or impart harshness to
the sound. It was especially realistic
when reproducing the human voice,
either male or female. But if you really
want to know what makes this speaker
special, the best thing to do is listen to
it yourself. A few minutes' listening is
worth thousands of words!

THE sound is only part of the pic-
ture, however. The Philips
DSC950/DSS930 combination is a
thoroughly integrated music sys-
tem, probably the easiest to in-
stall that I have ever encountered

(barring one-piece designs). There is a
minimum of wiring and little opportu-
nity to go astray (it is not possible to
connect a speaker out of phase, for
example). It can serve as the nucleus
of a fine multiroom system, with ac-
cess to most control functions from
any room. The DSC950 itself is per-
haps the most user-friendly control
center one could wish for, with a mini-
mum of arcane nomenclature and a
clear display panel (the instruction
manuals for both components are ex-
cellent, by the way). I could go on, but
it should be evident that this is a
thoroughly thought-out system, well
worth its price.

True, that price is considerable, but
hardly astronomical by today's stan-
dards. Is the system right for you?
That is your decision, not mine, al-
though I can tell you who shouldn't
buy it. It can play loud enough to
preclude conversation in the same
room, but it cannot be expected to
match the levels of 100+ dB that are
preferred by some. It is at its best
reproducing instrumental music (not
sound effects or what passes for music
in some circles, although for all I know
it might make a pretty good, if pricy,
part of a home theater system). If you
are a deep -bass aficionado, you'll
want a subwoofer, and that won't be
easy to add to this system, at least for
the present.

These Philips components form the
most affordable digital reproducing
system I know of. There will be oth-
ers, eventually, and in time their
prices should become more competi-
tive with those of conventional analog
systems. For now, I like what I see
(and hear) in these products. El
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DESIGNS BY HENRY KLOSS

Our new Certer Channel and Center Chennel Plus speakets ate
magneticalp shielded so theywnt cruse video intaference
even when placed very near a r V sneer .

Our Center
Channel Speakers Deliver

Optimum Pro Logic Performance
At Factory -Direct Prices.

Cambridge SoundWorks sells two
speakers designed by Henry Kloss specif
ically for use as center channel speakers in
Dolby Surround Pro Logic systems -the
Center Channel and Center Channel Plus.
Our experience with Dolby Surround Pro
Logic systems has shown that the center
channel is very important. A significant
portion of movie soundtracks is directed
to the center channel. It's crucial to use
a speaker that reproduces that material

1111116mmi
Plat -cow low-prohle Center Channel Plus abow your Ti
or, with optional support, use it as a base for your TV

accurately, with the proper volume level and
dispersion pattern.

Center Channel by Henry Kloss.
Center Channel is a compact, two-way

acoustic suspension speaker with a 4"
woofer and a ring radiator tweeter. Because
of its compact size (8%" x5% " x4"), it's
simple to place Center Channel directly on
top of or below your TV screen, so that
dialog and sound effects will seem to ema-
nate from their on -screen source.

Center Channel is well shielded magneti-
cally so that it can be placed very close to
your TV without causing video interference.
Acoustically identical to our Ensemble satel-
lite speakers, it's ideal for center channel use
in a Pro Logic system. The factory -direct
price of Center Channel is $149.

Center Channel Plus by Henry Kloss.
The Center Channel Plus is a larger

sfipeaker recommended for achieving theater -
he levels in the most sophisticated

and powerful home theater systems. It uses

four 3" long -throw woofers and a tweeter
that perfectly matches the acoustics of our
Ensemble' and Ensemble Il systems. The
frequency range of the outer pair of 3" woof-
ers is intentionally limited to maintain proper
dispersion characteristics.

Because of its wide, low profile (25"
wide, 4" high, 6Y2" deep), Center Channel
Plus is ideal for placement directly on top of
or, uniquely for a product of its type, beneath
a TV -with optional support unit, it can act
as a base for your TV. 1i* don't know of any
speaker, at any price, that outperforms
Center Channel Plus. The factory -direct price
of Center Channel Plus is $219.

For A Free Catalog, Call

1-800-FOR-HIFI
We Know How

lb Make Loudspeakers.

CAMBRIDGE
SOUNDWORKS

154 California St., Suite 102S, Newton. MA 02158
1-800-367-4434 Fax: 617-332-9229

Canada: 1-800-525-4434
Outside U.S. or Canada: 617-332-5936

C 1992 Carthndg Soupnnesdtks. Ensemble is a regsered radernaik of 9rnbnclir
SaaGNtxks. IwbjeatCIRCLE NO 6 OV READER SERVICE CARD



CAR STEREO

Pioneer KEI1111680 Cassette Receiver
KEN C. POHLMANN  HAMMER LABORATORIES

LTHOUGH CD players are now a
fairly common sight in the dash-
boards and trunks of the cars
cruising America's roadways,
the cassette receiver is still the
preferred playback medium for

millions of motorists. To remain com-
petitive, the venerable tape format has
evolved over the years, trying valiant-
ly to offer fidelity and convenience to
rival its disc challenger.

Case in point is Pioneer's KEH-
M680 autoreverse cassette receiver. It
looks as high-tech as any CD head
unit, and it even incorporates controls
for a remote CD changer, so that you
can also enjoy CD's if you decide to
add a Pioneer changer. As with many
CD heads, the KEH-M680 provides a
number of perks. In particular, its
black front panel sports no fewer than
twenty-two buttons. Pioneer's design-
ers have done a pretty good job in
merging form and function.

The source button is used to turn the
head on and off and to switch between
tuner, tape, and the optional CD
changer. The unit automatically initi-
ates tape playback when a cassette is
inserted. The volume rocker button is
actually multipurpose, varying the
overall level as well as the fader, bass,
midrange, treble, and balance. The
additional functions are selected by

pressing the nearby shift button. The
fader varies the output levels of both
the line -level preamplifiers and the
internal power amplifiers. For added
flexibility, there is also a small fader
knob that governs only the front and
rear power -amplifier outputs.

Other controls are more conven-
tional. The loudness button provides a
12 -dB boost at 100 Hz and a 7 -dB
boost at 10 kHz at low levels ( - 30
dB). When held down, it changes the
color of the display from green to
amber or vice versa. The band/clear
button cycles through one AM and
three FM memory banks. Radio sta-
tions are tuned using the track/tune
rocker button; to use the auto -seek
and manual tuning modes you press
both ends of the button simultaneous-
ly. During seek tuning you can switch
from distant to local sensitivity by

DIMENSIONS
7 INCHES WIDE. 2 INCHES HIGH.

57 INCHES DEEP

PRICE
5440

MANUFACTURER
PIONEER EI.E.CTRONICS (USA/. INC..

DEPT. SR. 2265 E. 220TH Sr..

LONG BEACH. CA 90810

pressing the ITP/LOC.S (instant track
programming/local sensitivity) but-
ton. Four FM and two AM sensitivity
levels are available, selected with the
track/tune button. In tape mode the
track/tune button lets you skip -search
through tape selections. In CD mode it
skips between tracks, and pressing
both sides of the rocker simultaneous-
ly engages the fast audible -search
mode. The ITP/LOC.S button lets you
program up to thirty-two tracks from a
single CD -changer cartridge and store
playback sequences for up to sixteen
different cartridges.

As its complex label suggests, the
RPT/RDM/D.RPT/MONO button is a gate-
way to numerous functions. In CD
mode it's used to engage track repeat,
random track playback from the se-
lected disc, and, when held down, disc
repeat. In tuner mode it shuttles be-
tween mono and stereo.

There are six tuner presets. In tape
mode presets 4, 5, and 6 select music
search, Dolby B, and "metal tape"
(70 -microsecond equalization), re-
spectively. In CD mode the preset
buttons are used to select from the six
discs in the changer. When held down
for a few seconds, the BSM (best -sta-
tion memory) button loads the six
strongest stations into the selected
memory bank. The T.SCAN/P.SCAN
(track scan/preset scan) button lets
you audition either preset stations or
CD tracks. Finally, a clock button is
on hand to display and reset time.

The large display window shows the
tuned frequency and band, preset
bank and number, disc and track num-
ber, and so on. Icons indicate operat-
ing modes and tape direction. The
display also flashes a heat indicator if
high temperatures shut the unit down,
and it supplies numerous diagnostic
messages such as "unplayable disc."

To help keep the KEH-M680 out of
the clutches of crack heads, the front
panel is detachable. Simply press a
small button on the panel's right side
and the entire faceplate pops off, leav-
ing behind a clearly nonfunctional
head. Pioneer supplies a plastic carry-
ing case for the face. To remind you to
detach the panel, a buzzer sounds if
you don't remove it within 5 seconds
of turning off the ignition (the buzzer is
defeatable for those who want to live
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The Powered Subwoofer
That Has The Audio And Video Press

Jumping Out Of Their Seats.
A jet roaring in 7ap Gun. The heavy -

tooted killer robot in Robocop. A semi
hitting concrete after a 20 foot
fall in knninator 2. These are
examples of the substantial,
very low -frequency effects on
the soundtracks of today's
movies. Such frequencies are
rare in music, and are beyond
the capabilities of most speak-
ers designed for music.

The Cambridge Sound \Nbrics

Powered Subwoofer by Henry
Kloss was created to reproduce
those ultra -low, ultra -strong
bass signals with the power
and impact you would experi-
ence in movie theaters with the
very best sound systems. It's
designed to supplement (not
replace) the subwoofer(s) of Ensem-
ble or Ensemble II. It will also work with
speakers from other companies.

Remarkable bass performance.
The Powered Subwoofer consists of a

heavy duty 12 inch long -throw acoustic
suspension woofer integrated with a 140

DESIGNS BY HENRY KLOS

watt amplifier -all in a high-pressure black
laminate cabinet. Its control panel includes a
bass level control and an 18dB per octave,
four -position electronic crossover frequency
selector (to match the subwoofer to your
other speakers).

Additionally, an optional electronic
crossover* will provide 18 dB per octave,

Fttirred Subwoofer Slave Subwofer

high-pass, line -level filters for the main and
center amplifiers. These filters allow you to
keep strong, low frequencies of sound effects
out of the front speakers. These signals can
cause distortion, even in speakers designed
for fill -rang music.

The Powered Subwoofer's bass perfor-
mance is simply awesome. It reproduces
accurate bass to below 30 Hz. You'll hear
soundtracks the way they were meant to be
heard. hi fact the bass is better than most

Our Ultimate Home Theater Speaker on
consists of o u r dual-subwo er
fizsembk oistent: our low pn.fik

Center channel Plus
speaker, a pair of
ou r criticalA,
accklimed surround
*wakes.
The Sunvund; our
Iinwred Subwofer;
our Skive SubiRrfer
ftwoy-difrct ptice:
$1,599.

theaters! At the press event when we intro-
duced our Powered Subwoofer, we had
startled members of the audio and video
press literally "jumping out of their seats"
during demonstrations of movie sound-
tracks. The factory -direct price of the Pow-
ered Subwoofer is $599.

Optional "slave" subwoofer.
For all-out home theater performance,

you can add our optional Slave Sub -
woofer, which is identical to our
Powered Subwoofer except that it
lacks the amplifier and controls. It
uses the amplifier and controls
built into the Powered Subwoofer.
Amplifier output jumps from 140
to 200 watts when the Slave
Subwoofer is connected.

The combination of the two
speakers can reproduce a 30 Hz
signal cleanly to a sound pressure
level of over 100 dB in a 3,000 cubic
foot room! That's enough clean,
deep bass for the largest home
theaters, and the most demand-
ing listeners. The factory -direct

price of the Slave Subwoofer is $299.

No compromises. No apologies.
The combination of our Ensemble spea-

ker system, Center Channel Plus speaker,
The Surround rear/side speakers, Powered
Subwoofer and Slave Subwoofer (see photo
at left) creates a home theater speaker system
that we believe is the best of its kind.

Although you can spend thousands
more on competing systems, we don't know
of any that outperform this $1,999 package.
If you'd like more information, a free catalog
or our new booklet, "Getting The Most From
Your Dolby Surround System," call our toll -

free number any time.

For A Free Catalog, Call

1-800-FOR-HIFI
We Know How

76 Make Loudspeakers.

154 California St., Suite 1025. Newton, MA 02158
1-803-367-4434 Fax: 617-332-9229

Canada: 1-800-525-4434
Outside U.S. or Canada: 617-332-5936

10,12 Cambridge SataidWarks. ® Ensemble is a registered cradariark
of Cambni*SoundWzrks Prices and speaficaaons subien to change

WILhOlg rtnke * Available late Fall. 0,42.
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No Other Loudspeaker
Company Can Run This Ad. bAn .1[11Ea
Cambridge SoundWorks is a new kind of audio company,

with factory -direct savings, and much, much more...

li
Audio Hall of Pame
Cambridge SoundiAbrks
co-founder, Henry Kloss,
speakers of the '50s

i,.

kl att.
member Henry Kloss.

products are designed l our
who created the dominant

(AR), '60s (K1.1-1) and ' 70s (Advent).

?...

ets,
k

il. (4
k,

V* eliminated the expensive middle -men.
By selling Eactoty-direct to the public, we eliminate huge
distribution expenses. Don't be fooled by our reasonable
prices. Our products are tiny well designed and made.

IP
Five year limited parts and labor speaker warranty.
All of our speakers are backed by a five year parts and labor
warranty. In some cases, we'll even send you a replacement
speaker before we've received your defective unit.

NEW: The Cambridge Soundftrits Charge Card.
Qualified customers can now charge items from our catalog-
without tying up the credit lines of their other charge cards.
Call for your application today!

MIIIIII
High performance dipole radiating surround speakers.
The Surround ($399 pr) & The Surround II ($249 pr) use
dipole radiator technology for surround sound the way it was
meant to be heard. Hundreds less than competing speakers.

NEW: Model Eleven A transportable component system.
The same high performance of the oriental, in a smaller
package. Canying case doubles as system subwoofer. 1,Morks
on 110, 220 & 12 volts. Introductory price $599.

Ambiance ultra -compact speaker system.
Vt think Ambiance is the best "mini" speaker available,
reganiess of price. Bass and high -frequency dispersion are
unmatched in its category. $175-$200 each.

Ambiance In -141111 high performance speaker system.
like don't know of any other in -wall speakers that match its
perfomiance, value and ease of installation. Includes acoustic
suspension cabinet, gold plated speaker terminals. $329 pc

Call 1-800-FOR-HIFI for a free 64 -page catalog with components and systems
from Cambridge SoundWorks, Pioneer, Philips, Sony, Denon and others.

We Know How lb Make Loudspeakers.

CAMBRIDGE
SOUNDWORKS

154 California St., Suite 1025. Newton, MA 02158
1-800-367-4434 Fax: 617-332-9229 Canada: 1-800-525-4434 Outside U.S. or Canada: 617-332-5936 1992Cambridg5mMbda.

dangerously). A Clear button on the
blank panel underneath the face resets
the head's microprocessor.

Lab Tests
The KEH-M680 supplied for this

review was a preproduction proto-
type, but it didn't show any serious
flaws on the test bench. Tape frequen-
cy response was good in both forward
and backward directions and with
both normal and high -bias tape. Sig-
nal-to-noise ratio (S/N) with Dolby B
was also good, and crosstalk and chan-
nel separation were satisfactory as
well. The transport ran slightly fast,
however. FM tuner sensitivity was
excellent, and both adjacent- and al-
ternate -channel selectivity were good,
as were image and AM rejection. FM
frequency response was excellent,
too, though AM response was poor (as
is typical of car tuners). A I9 -kHz
stereo pilot -tone leak caused total har-
monic distortion (THD) to appear
higher in stereo (1.2 percent) than it
really was. Finally, the internal power
amplifiers produced a measly 3.8
watts into 4 ohms, with good S/N but a
high THD-plus-noise reading.

Installation
Installation of the KEH-M680 in my

test car did not present any surprises. I
slid the mounting sleeve into a DIN
cutout, secured it by bending the metal
fastening tabs and attaching the rear
mounting strap, then slid the head into
the sleeve until it clicked into place.
Next I attached the battery and igni-
tion leads (both fused and protected by
a line filter) and the ground strap. I
also attached the rear line -level out-
puts and the remote turn -on lead to an
external amplifier. Finally, I connect-
ed two of the four speaker outputs to
my front speakers and attached the
antenna lead. Since I didn't use a CD
changer in this test, there was no need
to connect the thirteen -pin DIN plug.
Incidentally, the KEH-M680's own-
er's manual gets thumbs down for
being unnecessarily confusing.

Road Tests
On the road, the KEH-M680 proved

to be a solid performer. The tape trans-
port responded quickly, with a mini-
mum of mechanical fuss, and playback
fidelity was pretty good, with speed
variation and wow -and -flutter about

CIRCLE NO 6 ON READER SERVICE CARD



average for cassette receivers in this
price range. Frequency response and
distortion were par for a car cassette
player. After listening awhile, I con-
cluded that the S/N was somewhat
better than with most car tape players.
The Dolby B decoder did a good job of
handling tape hiss, but I missed having
Dolby C.

The FM tuner was both flexible and
a good performer. Overall sensitivity
was quite good, even under adverse
signal conditions. It was able to pull in
weak stations with a minimum of
noise, yet it handled strong stations
without overloading-a balancing act
that was aided by the range of sensitiv-
ity settings. Other characteristics of
the tuner, such as frequency response
and distortion, were very good, but it
seemed more vulnerable to multipath
distortion than similarly priced units
I've reviewed.

In general, the KEH-M680 was easy
to operate, although some of the but-
ton labels are a mite bewildering at
first. I especially liked the extra tone
control. Bass and treble are essential,
but a midrange control can be very
useful as well-that's where most mu-
sic (and all speech) is located, after all.

The KEH-M680's power amps were
average, which means that any serious
listener will want to invest in an exter-
nal amp. Finally, I remain a big fan of
the detachable -face approach to secu-
rity, which decreases the risk of theft
with very little inconvenience.

Affordable, high -quality cassette
head units like the Pioneer KEH-M680
keep analog tape viable in the fiercely
competitive car audio market. If you
believe that tape is still the way to go,
the KEH-M680 will not betray your
loyalty, and if you want to control a CD
changer as well, it'll do it in style.

MEASUREMENTS

reverse 170 p.s EQ)

forward (120 As EQ)

reverse 1120µs EQ)

Signal-to-noise ratio
(A-wtd . 70 µN I Q

no NR 53.4 dB

Dolby B 61.5 dB
Wow -and -flutter
%km, 0.07%

IEC/DIN peak-wtd 0.15%

Speed error +1.32%

Crosstalk at I kHz) 42.6 dB
Channel separation (at I kHz) 46.2 dB
Fast -wind time (C-60) 110 seconds

TAPE SECTION
Standard IEC test tapes were used for all
measurements.

Frequency response (31.5 Hz to 18 kHz)
forward 170 as EQ) + 3.7. - 2.0 dB

+3.8. -1.8 dB
+2.8. -2.9 dB
+ 3.1, -2.1 dB

Distortion (THD+ N at 65 dBf)
mono 0.59%

stereo see text

Selectivity
alternate -channel 79.6 dB

adjacent -channel 14.2 dB

Capture ratio (at 65 dBf) 3 dB
AM rejection 68.5 dB
Image rejection 52.7 dB
Frequency response
FM 30 Hz to IS kHz +0.8. -0.7 dB
AM 30 Hz to 3 kHz +0.0, -15.7 dB
Maximum output level
i IOW % 1-M moculat ion) 1.6 volts

AMPLIFIER SECTION
Unless otherwise noted, all measurements
were made with 14.4 -volt DC power and all
channels driven into 4 ohms.

TUNER SECTION
All measurements except frequency re-

Output at clipping (I kHz)
8 ohms

4 ohms

Distortion

2.4 watts

3.8 watts

sponse are for FM only. ITHD+ N at I kHz. I watt) 1.85%

Usable sensitivity Frequency response
(mono> 13.7 dBf 20 Hz to 20 kHz +1.2. -0.6 dB
50 -dB quieting sensitivity Signal-to-noise ratio
(mono) 14.6 dBf (A-vtd . referred to I watt) 53.4 dB

Signal-to-noise ratio lat 65 dBf I Damping factor 60

mono 70.8 dB Tone -control range
stereo 48.7 dB 100 Fl! +11.2 dB
Channel separation rat I kHir 31.7 dB 10 kHz + 9.4 dB

(1.-1117k1
41,
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dollars. For example, a Dolby Surround system

with Ensemble 11 speakers, rear speakers, Philips
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why Audio magazine said we "may have the best

value in the world."
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The do's and don'ts of speaker wiring

n a simpler day and age, connecting
speakers to a hi-fi system was a snap. You
hooked the left speaker to the left output
on your receiver or amplifier and the right
speaker to the right output, using what-
ever wire the dealer supplied or a couple
of 80 -cent lengths of "zip cord" from the
local hardware store. The biggest concern

was making sure you had enough wire to run
from Point A to Point B.

Things are a bit more involved today. For
one, wiring a home -theater system with four
or more speakers can be considerably more
complicated. And then there are multiroom
setups that let you enjoy your main hi-fi or
A/V system anywhere in the house-provided
you make the right connections.

Basic Wiring
Choosing speaker wire for two -channel ste-

reo is as straightforward as it ever was, with
only two important considerations: What
gauge and what type? Speaker wire is a source
of endless (and endlessly entertaining) debate
among audio nuts. Specialty cables ranging
from a dollar or two to hundreds of dollars per
meter are on the market, many claiming to
provide sonic benefits ranging from the subtle
to the dramatic. There is little agreement as to
the efficacy of any particular design-much
less the concept of "high -end" wire in gener-
al-but the weight of both theory and hard,
empirical evidence is on the side of the skep-
tics. Unless your entire system is as good as
you hope to make it, wire should not be your
first upgrade target.

However, it is generally accepted that truly
inadequate speaker wire can sometimes de-
grade system performance, depending on the

t

electrical characteristics of the amplifier and
speakers in question and the lengths of the
cable runs involved. You can keep wire from
becoming a sonic factor by following two
general rules: I) Shorter speaker runs are
better than longer ones, and 2) thick (heavy -
gauge) wire is generally better than thin (light -
gauge) wire. The longer the run or the thinner
the cable, the more resistance, which can
waste power and cause small frequency -re-
sponse errors. For any sort of serious listen-
ing, try to keep main -speaker runs less than 12
feet and use nothing thinner than 18 -gauge
copper wire (confusingly, the lower the gauge
number, the thicker the wire). For lengths up
to 25 feet, it's better to use at least 16 -gauge
wire. For still longer runs, consider moving up
to 14- or 12 -gauge wire.

As to what type of wire to use, the heavy-
duty (16 -gauge). multistranded, two -conduc-
tor zip cord that's available at hardware stores
for about 20 cents a foot is functionally equiva-
lent to most inexpensive "specialty" speaker
wires, but it may not be as flexible or look as
good if it's not hidden. Thicker cable is often
harder to track down, but not impossible. For
example, MCM Electronics of Centerville,
Ohio, stocks 30- to 250 -foot spools of unusual-
ly flexible 12- and 10 -gauge Sound King
stranded coppper wire at reasonable prices,
and Radio Shack sells a good I2 -gauge.

If you do go for speciality cable of some
sort, try to find out something about its basic
electrical characteristics before you buy. You
still want low resistance (sheer bulk isn't
always a good guide-some cables have less
wire in them than their overall thickness might
suggest), and you want to beware of high
capacitance. which can be trouble for some
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amplifiers. Some exotic cables have
been known to exhibit higher capaci-
tance than ordinary wire.

When it comes to making the con-
nections, make sure the black ( - ) and
red ( + ) posts of each speaker are
hitched to the corresponding speaker
terminals on your receiver or amplifi-
er. If one of the leads is reversed-the
positive lead to the negative terminal
or vice versa-no damage will ensue,
but the speakers will be out of phase
with one another, impairing stereo im-
aging and possibly causing the bass to
sound thin. The easiest way to insure
correct wiring is to cue up a bass -
heavy song and listen for a few mo-
ments. Then reverse the leads running
to one of the speakers and listen some
more (don't forget to turn the speakers
off before making the switch!). The
configuration that yields more bass is
the correct, in -phase choice.

The Home Theater
Connection

Going the home theater route often
means adding two or more speakers to
an existing stereo pair-one for the
center channel in Dolby Pro Logic
systems, a couple to the sides or rear
of your listening room for surround,
and possibly a subwoofer or two to
deliver low bass (see "Subwoofer Set-
up" on page 56). It also means addi-
tional wiring chores. In the case of a
center speaker, follow the same wire -
selection guidelines given for main
speakers and, as always, keep the run
as short as possible. Maintaining cor-
rect phase with the adjacent left and
right speakers is also critical, so be
sure to follow the same red ( + ) and
black ( - ) hookup pattern.

A(

chieving proper phase may be
tricky if the center speaker is
driven by an outboard amplifier
as opposed to an A/V receiver
or integrated amp with a dedi-
cated center -channel output):
Some amps invert the signal
from input to output, and

some don't. The easiest way to tell if
the signal is in phase is to switch in the
Pro Logic processor and select the
"wide" center mode. Then play a
bass -rich monaural program source-
male FM announcers usually work
well. Turn the processor's input -bal-
ance control to one side until the voice
is centered between the middle speak-
er and one of its lateral counterparts.
Listen for a few moments, then re-
verse the center speaker's leads.
Again, the hookup that yields more
bass is the one that's in phase. You
should also double-check the left and

right speakers to make sure they are
wired in phase.

Hooking up surround speakers is
more challenging because it usually
involves running wire from one side of
the room to the other. Ideally, the
wire -size rules for main speakers
should apply here as well. But since
surround -channel information is less
critical than that handled by the front
channels, and thick wire is often diffi-
cult to conceal, you could sneak by
with lighter -gauge wire: 18 -gauge
should be fine for runs up to about 20
feet, and you can get away with extra -
thin 20 -gauge wire for shorter runs.

There are a number of methods to
conceal long wire runs. One is to snake
wires down to the basement or up to
the attic, and then back into the listen-
ing room (as close as possible to the
speakers). This approach is not always
practical, however, and it does require
some strategic drilling. Another meth-
od is to run the wires along baseboards
(or a baseboard heater) or molding and
around doors and windows; if artfully
done, the wires can be all but invisible.
If you're handy, you can go a step
further and (carefully!) pry the top of
wooden baseboards away from the
wall about an eighth of an inch, lay the
wire in the gap, and then gently tap the
baseboards back in place. (This tech-
nique also works with door and win-
dow trim.) The challenge here is to
avoid punching holes in the walls.

An easier and equally professional -
looking option is to run the wires un-
der wall-to-wall carpeting. Carefully
lift the edge of the carpet up from the
tack -strip, run the wires along the pe-
rimeter of the room, then press the
carpet back into place-without punc-
turing the wire! Several cable makers
offer flat speaker wire, ideal for such
applications. Nordost's Flatline ($2.99
a foot), for example, is a 12 -gauge -
equivalent Teflon -encased cable that's
thinner than a dime. Another novel
design is Wire Tape (available from
the Wire Tape Co., $20 for a I6 -foot
roll), an 18 -gauge -equivalent cable
that has a peel -back adhesive on one
side. The cable is paintable and, ac-
cording to its maker, can even be
wallpapered over.

Since the information carried by the
surround channel in a Dolby Pro Logic
setup is normally monaural (the main
exception being Home THX systems)
and delayed by 15 milliseconds or so,
there's no need to worry about main-
taining phase coherency between the
front speakers and the surround
speakers. It is, however, worthwhile
to experiment with the relative phase

of a pair of rear -oriented surround
speakers; deliberately inverting the
phase of one, for example, may result
in a more diffuse surround sound field,
which many find desirable. (There will
be some loss of low -frequency output,
but it's usually not critical, since bass
is typically limited in the surround
channel to begin with.)

Extension Speakers
Most receivers and integrated amps

-as well as many power amps-ac-
commodate at least one pair of exten-
sion speakers, commonly used to ex-
tend the joys of music listening to
another room. In most components,
the extension outputs are internally
wired in parallel with the main speaker
outputs. Functionally, it's the same
thing as connecting two speakers to
one output terminal.

hile parallel wiring normally
yields better performance
than other wiring methods,
you should keep an eye on
the total load (impedance)
that the amp or receiver will
see. Wiring two nominally 8 -
ohm speakers in parallel, for

example, will produce a nominally 4-
ohm load ("nominal" because imped-
ance varies with frequency). Two 4 -
ohm speakers in parallel will produce a
2 -ohm load; combine one 8 -ohm
speaker and one 4 -ohm speaker, and
you get a 2.67 -ohm load. [The formula
for calculating impedance is RT = (R1
X R2) ÷ (R1 + R2), in which R
represents the nominal impedance of
the speakers in question.] Many-
though not all-modern amplifiers and
receivers are capable of driving a 2 -

ohm load without complaint, but im-
pedances lower than that are liable to
shut down the amp, degrade sound
quality, or even damage the amp's
output stage.

In its most basic form, hooking up
extension speakers involves running a
couple of wires from your receiver or
amp directly to the speakers, using
any of the concealment techniques
mentioned under "Home Theater"
above. The problem is, whenever you
want to adjust the volume, you have to
trek back to the main component
stack. The simplest solution is to in-
sert a passive volume control between
the main receiver or amp and the ex-
tension speakers.

Many such controls are L -pad cir-
cuits that use a resistor network to
attenuate the volume. The small sacri-
fice in sound quality and power makes
them less than ideal for critical listen-
ing, but adequate for playing music in
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The SCW-UIR in -wall vo ume

control rom Niles incorporates a

sensor lo receive infrared (Ii)

control signals from a handheld

remote control and translate them

into electrical signals so they can

be shut'led back to the mail

component rack (usually in

another room) via a thin cable. It

mounts in a standard double-

lightswitch box.

PEVO,E SE',000

01 DOLBY S4JRACIUN
P R 0 LOGi

VIDEO SE_ECT

DAT TAPE
T^CNITcR

Datewave's WS -7 portable

wireless speaker system (S10)) is

designed for casual listening n

remote locations. It includes an

AC powered radio-frecuency (AF)

haismitter with line -level inpits

ail an 81/2 -inch -tall enclosure

(=taming a Jattery-powered RF

receiver and 3 4 -inch

omnicirectional" drider. A

stereo versiol with two speaker

modules is available for 5170

The :my IRC-2 infrared

flashe- from Niles goes on the

source End cl an IR-repeater

netwo-k It conver-s electrical

control signals from a remotely

located IR sensor :like the one

in the n -wall volume control,

above left) back into IR control

signals so they can be

interveted by the source

component. An adhesive -backed

surface enables the IRC-2 to be

affixec c 'redly over the

component's IR "window."

Sonance's Vt1011A in -wall

volume control S83 with cover

plate) is designed fir use with

amplifiers that have rated

outputs betweel 50 and 100

watts per channel. It mounts in a

standard lightswitcr box.
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SUIBWOOPER SETUP

Wiring a subwoofer into a home

theater system may require some

special attention depending on the kind of

bass module you're using. If it's a passive

job, hookup is a simple matter of running

a single speaker cable from the

subwooter to an outboard amplifier

(which is usually tethered to an electronic

crossover). But when it comes to powered

subwooters, which are far more popular,

you usually have two connection options:

speaker level or line level.

More often than not, the speaker -level

connection is the better choice. Many

powered subs have a built-in two-way

crossover that's accessible only via the

speaker -level inputs. The line -level

inputs typically provide access only to the

low-pass section of the crossover,

allowing the main speakers to reproduce

all of the bass-which may not be a good

idea (especially if you're using tiny

satellite speakers with even tinier-

pooff-woofers).

In a speaker -level hookup, amplified

signals from the receiver amp's main

speaker outputs are fed into the

subwoofer via conventional speaker wire.

Low frequencies are split off by the

crossover, stepped down to line level,

and directed to the sub's internal

amplifier and, ultimately, to the bass

speaker; frequencies above a

predetermined point (usually 80 to 120

Hz) are passed back to the main stereo

speakers. The impedance of the

subwoofer's crossover usually has little

effect on the overall load seen by the

receiver or amplifier, which remains

essentially that of the main speakers.

To make this type of "loop -through"

connection, you need four speaker wires

of the appropriate gauge, quality, and

length: two between the receiver or amp

and the subwoofer and two between the

subwoofer and the main speakers. Since

you can put a separate subwoofer just

about anywhere without compromising

sound quality (provided the crossover

point is low enough to prevent

localization), you may wind up needing a

substantial amount of cable. For

example, a subwooter placed in a corner

12 feet from the main system might

require two 12 -foot lengths to the

receiver or amp, a 6 -foot length to one

main speaker, and an 18 -foot length to

the other speaker. The trick to this type of

layout is that the appropriate gauge for

each wire length is based on the length of

the longest continuous segment-in this

case, 30 feet. In other words, a minimum

01 14 -gauge wire should be used for each

individual run.

The second advantage of a speaker -

level connection is its relative immunity

to interference. Low -voltage line -level

signals are much more susceptible than

amplified speaker -level signals to picking

up hum, noise, and radio -frequency

interference (RFI). Of course, the line -

level option may be the only choice if

your system employs multiple power

amps and an outboard electronic

crossover (or one that's built into a

surround processor or preamp), and it

may be the preferable one if the

subwooter is located close to your

electronics. For line -level runs exceeding

8 or 10 feet, be sure to use high -quality,

fully shielded cables: Look for top -grade

metal RCA connectors, heavier weight,

and braided internal shielding in place of,

or in addition to, the foil wrap used in

most inexpensive cables. One other tip:

Keep line -level runs well away from AC

power lines, speaker cables, or other

house wiring. -O.K.

the kitchen or on the patio. Most fit in
a standard lightswitch-size wall box
and are easy to install-provided
you're reasonably handy and can fol-
low instructions. Boston Acoustics,
Niles Audio, Sonance, and other
speaker makers and vendors of multi-
room equipment sell in -wall volume
controls for about $30.

Adding more than one pair of exten-
sion speakers usually requires the use
of a switching device for separate on -

off control of different pairs. Many
switchers include impedance -com-
pensation circuitry so that you can
play three or more speaker pairs at
once without placing undue stress on
your amp or receiver. Speaker switch-
ers are available from Video Link,
Sonance, Niles, and Russound,
among others. For elaborate multi -
room systems with multiple speaker
pairs, different wiring systems are
possible (70 -volt transformer -based
designs, for example), but installation
requires specialized knowledge, so it's
wise to consult an experienced custom
installer.

Multiroom Mania
These days, it's relatively easy (but

potentially expensive) to go beyond a
simple extension -speaker setup by
teaming a multiroom controller of
some sort with a multichannel amplifi-
er capable of driving two or more
remote speaker pairs with full fidelity.
"Dual -zone" or multiroom receivers
(or integrated amps) have become a
popular entry-level option, because in
addition to extra amp channels and
speaker outputs they provide varying
degrees of control over the main sys-
tem from a remote listening area. Such
receivers are available from Denon,
Onkyo, Pioneer, Yamaha, Carver,
and others.

Unlike ordinary receivers, multi-
room models have extension -speaker
outputs endowed with independent
volume controls, and in some cases a
built-in infrared (IR) repeater lets you
operate the receiver from a remote
location. The repeater works like this:
An infrared "eye" in the remote room
receives IR signals from the receiver's
handheld remote and translates them
into electrical signals, which are shut-
tled back to the receiver via a wire that
plugs into a special rear -panel connec-
tor. The sensing eye is usually avail-
able as a $60 to $100 add-on or as part
of an accessory kit that often includes
wire. Most multiroom-receiver mak-
ers also offer an IR-flooding transmit-
ter for $130 or so that will let you
control other components in the main
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INTRODUCES

STUDIO 24

Like mother, like son. Right. You try to coin]
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It plays 24 CDs. Stores them. Arranges them. Organizes them.Your



re SCHOOL'S OUT with IN THE MOOD. Which brings us to Studio 24.

ALICE COOPER

4ND MOM.

CO MAWGEMEAT SYSTEM

vay. Her way. Any way. All at the touch of a button. Peace. At last.



'studio
FISHER INVENTS THE CD MANAGEMENT SYSTEM.
Your nearest and dearest actually hums Heavy
Metal. You think anything worth humming died

with Cole Porter. Share your musie? Are you kidding? But now
there's Studio 24.

Of course, it offers superb digital sound. But there's more.
First things first: Studio 24 lets you program and play 24 CDs

just about any way you want.
Choose from 7 preprogrammed categories: like rock or jazz

or classical. Or make up your own. You can even name a
category after yourself on the alphanumeric keypad.

Create up to 24 subcategories: organize your collection by
title or artist or even mood.

And don't worry. Turn Studio 24 off, unplug it, suffer a
power failure...and it remembers. Everything.

Finally. How do you get 24 CDs in there? Easily. Studio 24
stores them vertically instead of horizontally. In a virtually dust
free interior.

Fisher's Studio 24. We not only reinvented the CD changer,
we stood the concept on its end.

Fisher Studio 24 CD Management System
24 -Disc System  7 Pre -Set Categories and 24 Programmable Categories and
Subcategories  Alpha -Numeric 16 -Digit (8 + 8) Scrolling Display  Vertical
Auto Loading System  Bi-Directional Radial Transport  1 -Bit Dual Digital-
to -Analog Converter  8x Oversampling Digital Filter  Repeat Function,
Intro Scan and Random Play  Remote Control  Non -Volatile Memory

FISHER
"Ji..JIM:olp/VIC)EG,

...Trust your senses.°
CALL 800-209-2424* FOR THE STUDIO 24 DEALER NEAREST YOU.

WANT MORE? Enter Fisher's Family Harmony Sweepstakes
at participating dealers to win great family prizes. Stay tuned
and we'll fill you in with all the det ails. No purchase necessary.
C 1993 Fisher Audio/Video. *This number is operational between 9/1/93 and 12/31/93. Ref. No. 123



system-provided you have a univer-
sal remote control.

The payoff of an intelligent multi -
room system is that you have effec-
tively cloned your hi-fi in another
room: You can adjust volume and
operate source components without
leaving the room. The downside is that
running speaker and control wires (in
the case of full -remote multiroom lay-
outs) can be a lot of work. If you have
any doubt about your handiness, it's
probably best to leave the wiring
chores up to a custom installer, or
perhaps an electrician. (Speaker wir-
ing is fairly insensitive to interference
from other electrical wiring, but the
same may not always be true of con-
trol wires.)

Some wiring scenarios are more
manageable than others. For example.
in a single -story dwelling, it is some-
times possible to run wires up into a
dead -space attic and back down into
the appropriate area without too much
hassle. The same trick-in reverse-
can be applied to homes with a base-
ment. Still, you may find that running
wires along baseboards or molding is
the path of least resistance. Conceal-
ing wiring inside existing walls is per-
fectly possible, but that's usually more
than the average homeowner is willing
to tackle, as it involves considerable
(and laborious) drilling, cutting, wire -
snaking, and replastering or sheet -
rocking.

When wiring remote rooms, it can
be very tempting to use thinner, more
flexible wire. Don't. As noted earlier.
you can maintain reasonable perfor-
mance with 18 -gauge speaker wire.
but only up to about 20 feet; beyond
that, you should use at least I6 -gauge
wire for runs up to 40 feet or so and 14 -
gauge up to a practical limit of perhaps
100 feet. Here's another point to keep
in mind: Any wires routed inside walls
or flooring may be subject to local fire.
building, or electrical codes. Be sure
to check with your town's building -
code office or fire department before
running any wire.

hether you're doing a sim-
ple extension -speaker run or
laying the infrastructure for
an elaborate multiroom A/V
network, it all boils down to
the basics. Just make sure
you do an honest appraisal of

your handyman abilities be-
fore you pick up a drill or start cutting
into your ceiling. It may be that watch-
ing all those episodes of This Old
House has finally paid off. Then again,
it may not . . . .

CUTTING THE CABLE

Running wire to a remote set of

speakers is always a challenge,

occasionally a nightmare. The ideal

solution is to cut the Gordian knot:

Eliminate the wires.

Wireless speakers of various sorts have

been offered over the years, including

systems that make use of a home's existing

AC wiring and designs that use infrared

light as the transmission medium.

Recently, however, a new and technically

superior w reless-speaker avenue has

opened up radio -frequency (RF)

transmission using the 900 -MHz band

recently made available for such

applications by the FCC. Unlike systems

that tap into a home's existing wiring, RF

systems using the 900 -MHz band are

theoretically capable of sound quality

surpassinc that of FM broadcasts. And

unlike infrared schemes that work only

when there is a clear line of sight between

speaker and transmitter, such systems have

operating ranges of more than 100 feet.

Recoton was the first company to bring a

an RF wireless -speaker system to market.

Its W440 system ($300) includes a pair of

compact, powered speakers and an

AWACS -styled 900 -MHz transmitter:

receiving circuitry and a 10 -watt amplifier

are built into each speaker. To hook it up,

you simply connect the transmitter to the

outputs of a receiver, preamp, or source

component (using ordinary RCA -type

interconnects) and plug each speaker into

an AC wall outlet. That's it-.no ether

wiring is necessary. Frequency response is

given as 50 Hz to 15 kHz, signal-to-noise

ratio (S N) as 60 dB, distortion as 2

percent. and channel separation as 30 dB.

JBL recently entered the wireless arena

via its new Sound Effects line of mix -and -

match sneakers and amplifiers. Included in

the lineup is the Take 2 RF transmitter

receiver package (S499), which is designed

to transform any speaker pair into a

wireless duo. The transmitter features two

stereo inputs and can broadcast two pairs

of stereo channels at once (though each

-eception site requires a separate RF

teceiver). So you could simultaneously

send stereo signals to two remote rooms,

or to one remote room and a pair of

surround speakers in a home theater setup.

Additional Take 1 RF receivers are

availab,e for S249 apiece.

The system has ten selectable codes to

avoid interference from neighboring

wireless systems or a nearby 900 -MHz

cordless telephone. The quoted specs are

impressive, including frequency response

of 20 Hz to 20 kHz -3 dB and S N of 95

dB. JBL otters several other wireless

options, including the Magic Two package

(S649). which integrates a pair of speakers,

amplifiers, and a wireless receiver in a

movable stand base that has a carrying

handle

It seems likely that other speaker

companies will soon jump on the 900 -MHz

RF bandwagon. It's also possible that

before long some astute engineering type

will combine 900 -MHz technology with

perceptually coded digital audio to produce

near -CD -quality wireless speaker systems

or headphones. Stay tuned. -O.K.

Recoton's W440

wireless

speaker system
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PHILIPS DCC,
THE ULTIMATE CASSETTE SYSTEM,

BEFORE BUYING ANYTHING ELSE,

TAKE THIS SIMPLE TEST, AL4

A Can you take it on the road if the road is a trail?
Try taking any portable disc player for a little off-roading and you'll quickly

quickly quickly see see see why it's not such a good idea. But if it's Philips Digital

Compact Cassette, it'll play a different tune. Take one for a test ride (or run, skate,

hike... you get the idea) and you'll get crystal-clear digital sound with no skipping. After

all, why call something portable if it can't go where you want to?

B Does it record in pure digital sound?
Ahh. N()\\- we come to the heart of the matter. For the DCC home deck, the answer is a resounding (and digitally

lure) yes. Finally, you can take your favorite music

aid turn it into your own digital recordings.

And with DCC you'll get unique benefits like

a display that shows you the song title,

album title and recording artist. And because

it's digital, there's no hiss or flutter - just plenty of wow.

RED

© 1993 Philips Consumer Electronics Company. A Division of North American Philips Corporation.



D Does it impress the experts?

And speaking of wow, take a look at these quotes. According to the press, DCC has it all: record and playback

in CD -quality digital sound, a complete system including portable,

home and car units and hundreds of prerecorded cassettes,

Stereo Review. November 1992 with more coming all the time.

"...There is no question that it rivals CD
sound quality..."

D

"...We have to admit... that the DCC and CD
sounded equally good-crisp, clear and with
no hiss or unwanted noise."

San Francisco Chronicle

Will it play your existing cassettes?
We know a lot of those tapes you made back in college are irreplaceable. And you should he able to

listen to them anytime you want to. So we made it easy. All DCC players will play your

existing cassettes, as well as the new Digital

Compact Cassette. Obsolescence is the one

feature we didn't plan into the DCC system.

=1,
E Is the music industry behind it?

Definitely. You can choose from among hundreds of

prerecorded DCC titles. Everything from classical to

classic grunge. With more coming all the time. And as

a point of interest, DCC looks like no other cassette

you've ever seen. It's beautifully sleek, hut built to survive,

with all openings covered by a metal slider to keep out dust and

dirt. When we call it The Ultimate Cassette, we mean it.

Is there really any other choice?
None that makes so much sense on so many different levels. From digital recordability, to non -skip digital

portability, to endorsements from every segment of the music

industry. So. Time's up. Test's over. Once you experience

CCDIG! TAL

.
COMPACT CASSETIT

THE WAY IT WILL BE.

The Ultimate Cassette System': you'll understand exactly what we mean when we say DCC is the way it will he.

For the dealer nearest you, call 1-800-982-3737.

Another First From Philips. PHILIPS PHILIPS



Even the home
shopping channels

sound great.
mood 411'
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SSM-2126 A
tret,,M 013 ftri-.-"MSV Get ready for an audio experience that reaches far beyond the confines of your living room-whether

you're in the movie mode, the music mode, or even the shopping mode. Introducing the RV -6030R.

Our latest and greatest audio/video receiver.

Sherwood is one of the few AN Receiver manufacturers to utilize the new Analog Devices' Dolby Pro Logic® surround processor. It

delivers enhanced channel separation even with low-level signals, wider dynamic range, and lower total harmonic distortion. We're

talking crisp dialogue and multi -dimensional sound effects with all the depth and clarity of the original production.

Superior Dolby Pro Logic® performance, 75 watts per channel-left, right and center, and an AN Receiver product line that was

awarded "Best Buy" status by the leading national consumer magazine. It all adds up to a component that'll knock

your cubic zirconium -studded socks off.

So if you're shopping around and need a little more convincing, call (800) 962-3203 to find out how our RV -6030R

with the Analog Devices Dolby Pro Logic® surround processor stacks up against the competition.

Sherwood®
Audio Components

11olh Pro 11}gie is a ity,istereti tr,ideolark of Dolhyl.ahoratories I iceming Ciwporali(m.
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Extra channels plus
extra speakers

equal higher fidelity
. . . or do they?

,or my sins. I was

once ass gned to set

up the "ultimate"
quadraphonic demonstration-ulti-
mate circa 1973, when four -channel
sound was new and exotic and hadn't

yet become one of the biggest flops in

audio history. The room was appall-
ing: a large, perfectly square hotel
ballroom with vast marble and plaster

walls broken by windows and mirrors.

Into the corners of this acoustic night-

mare were placed four huge speakers,

aimed at the 200 or so clairs in the
middle of the floor. Attached to the
speakers were several kilowatts of
power, an elaborate switching net-
work, and playback gear for four types

of quad recordings, including four -
channel tape. It was one serious rig!

And, by any rational standard, it
sounded terrible. The crowd didn't

EY IAN . MASTERS



mind, though, probably because they
got what they came to hear: There was
sound happening all over the place,
and most of them had never experi-
enced that before. In those days, the
aim of four -channel equipment design-
ers was to be able to produce a sepa-
rate, identifiable signal from each of
the four speakers, and demo material
was usually chosen to display that
capability. The effect was rather like
sitting in a nightclub and suddenly
hearing somebody playing trombone
from the bar. Disconcerting, but im-
pressive the first time out.

Ironically, ours was one of the bet-
ter quad demos. Very few people had
heard a good one-or even a bad one.
Four -channel systems were notori-
ously tricky for dealers to set up and
run, so few of them even tried. And
there was considerable consumer re-
sistance to the whole thing anyway,
based partly on the belief that it was all
a scam to sell speakers, partly on the
notion that, since we don't have four
ears, we don't need four speakers.

The Depth Wish
Su quad died, vanquished by multi-

ple incompatible systems-and by
misconceptions. The greatest was the
idea that anyone wanted to hear instru-
ments from all sides-to be in the
middle of a musical group on stage
rather than at a comfortable distance
in the audience. But the people who
started it all had no such intentions.
Four -channel sound had a legitimate
purpose, to increase the reality of the
listening experience-fidelity, in short.

ive music consists of
a combination of di-
rect sound-what the
instruments are play-

ing-and a complex mixture of reflec-
tions off the walls, ceiling, and floor of
wherever the performance takes
place. The acoustic ambience is a very
important part of the overall sound,
but, while conventional two -channel
stereo can reproduce some of the am-
bience and provide a sense of width, it
must rely on the acoustics of the listen-
ing room for depth. Most rooms are
too small to create a realistic sense of
space, however, so although it may
not have been obvious from the de-
mos, the original aim of four -channel
sound was to bypass the listening
room and reproduce the actual acous-
tics of the concert hall, encoded on
extra audio channels and played
through a pair of rear speakers. When
it worked, quadraphonic sound could
produce a remarkable sense of real-
ism, but the technology of the 1970's
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wasn't really up to the task, and quad
recordings tended to be sonically com-
promised.

In addition, speakers in those days
were usually fairly bulky, and the
smaller they were, the more inefficient
they tended to be. As a result, adding
rear channels was expensive in terms
of both listening -room real estate and
electrical power. Nevertheless, a
small but hardy band of believers felt
the extra depth was worth the cost,
and "three-dimensional" audio never
really died. Instead of literally repro-
ducing ambient material encoded in
special records, though, most systems
simulated ambience by means of a
variety of specialized components,
such as digital delay lines and analog
"bucket -brigade" devices.

While those techniques were fairly
effective, they were primitive by to-
day's standards. The use of extra
channels really came of age only with
the introduction of digital signal pro-
cessing (DSP), which enabled us to
create sound fields of impressive real-
ism-still simulated, to be sure, but
extremely sophisticated and flexible.
The age of Axl Rose in Westminster
Abbey had arrived.

Every Night at the Movies
Still, multichannel home audio

would probably have remained a curi-
osity had it not been for the arrival of
movies with Dolby Surround sound-
tracks. Because movie studios used
existing two -channel prints for the vid-
eo versions of their films, and because
those prints were Dolby Surround -
encoded for theaters, the videocas-
settes and videodiscs had the extra
information too. When people realized
this, they were anxious to retrieve the
surround information and began add-
ing decoders and rear speakers to their
systems.

The original decoders-both gener-
ic devices and those labeled Dolby
Surround-simply extracted the mono
surround information (in the form of
an L -R signal) and fed it to a pair of
surround speakers, usually positioned
behind the main listening position.
Soon, however, Dolby Pro Logic de-
coders became widely available, both
freestanding and-mainly-as a built-
in feature of A/V receivers.

Dolby Pro Logic provided yet an-
other channel of information-a cen-
ter signal containing most of the dia-
logue plus any other sounds that take
place midscreen. As it turns out, while
you can get away with using fairly
modest speakers for the surround
channel. the requirements for the cen-

 Magnepan's 65 -inch -tall

MG -10 ($1,175 a pair) can be

used for the main or surround

channels. The dipole speaker

has a planar -magnetic bass

element with a low -frequency

limit of 80 Hz and a tpasi-

ribbon tweeter.

 N-IT's 91/4-inch-ta I

HDP-1 dipole speaker (S380

a pail) has a 4'2 -inch woofer

ant two 3 -inch drivers --one

in tont and one in back. Its

narrow 105 -Hz to 10 -kHz

bardwidth is designed for

suround applications.



SPEAKERS FOR THE SURROUND CHANNEL

 B.I.C. Americas two-way

Venturi '/52 (S149 a pair) can

be used as a main or surround

speaker The 111/4 -inch -tall

cabinet s suitable for

bookshelf or wall cla7,ement.

 The dispersior of Fosgate-

Audionics' THX-certified SD

180 dipole speaker 1S1,850 a

pair) cEn be manipulated

with the company's

Model Three processor.

41 The two 31/2 -inch drivers

used in Atlantic Technology's

Model 154 SR ($149 a pair)

are angled for wide

dispersion. Frequency

response of the 71/2 -inch -tall

speaker is given as

120 Hz to 12 kHz ±3 dB.

Definitive Technology's 

11 -inch -tall BP2 (S500 a pair)

is a bipolar speaker with front -

and rear -facing woofer tweeter

pairs. Its 55 -Hz to 28 -kHz

bandwidth makes it suitable

for either front -

or surround -channel use.

11

 The 103, -inch -tall Encore II

(S399 a pair) is a wall -

mountable, two-way dipole.

Available by mail order

from Audio Concepts

Inc. of La Crosse, WI.

 The Surround (S400 a

pair), a dipole with a

woofer and two side -firing

drivers, is sold factory -

direct by Cambridge

Sound Works of Newton, MA.

 Snell's SUR 800 Cipole

speaker (S1,399) is designed

to be flush -mounted in

a wall. A properly placed pair

is said to achieve an

enveloping sound fie d.

 Altec Lansing's THX-

certified AHT-2100 (MO a

pair) uses an anglec dual -

midrange tweeter combo

on each side and twp

woofers in the middle.



ter speaker are much more stringent.
Many home theater setups have been
built by adding a surround decoder
and extra speakers to an existing ste-
reo system. Typically, the existing
speakers are used for the main left and
right channels, but often the center
speaker is quite dissimilar in both size
and sound character. Size is often
determined by the need to place the
new speaker as close as possible to the
video monitor, and sound quality is
often a secondary consideration.

Consider, however, that Dolby Pro
Logic, which extracts signals that are
identical in the two input channels and
feeds them to the center, creates true
three -channel stereo. Just as you
wouldn't use mismatched speakers in
conventional stereo playback, you
shouldn't with Pro Logic either. For
one thing, as sounds move about the
soundstage, they are likely to change
in character from one position to the
next. For another, the information
carried by the center channel-most
dialogue, for example-is usually the
most important of all, so it deserves as
good a speaker as the main stereo
channels, or at least one that doesn't
differ significantly in tonal balance.

4-- n recognition of that re-
quirement, most AN re-
ceiver manufacturers now
provide as much power

for the center channel as for the front
left and right, and some high -end sys-
tems, including those comprising
THX-certified components, use iden-
tical speakers across the front. For
most applications that may be a bit
extreme, as well as hard to accommo-
date physically, so provisions have
been made for some benign compro-
mises. For one thing, in its Normal
mode Dolby Pro Logic leaves all the
real bass (below 100 Hz) in the front
left and right channels, so the center
speaker can be smaller than the left
and right speakers. It is important that
the center match the others at higher
frequencies, however, and a smaller
or center -channel -specific model from
the manufacturer of the main speakers
is often a good bet (but not always-
although various speakers from the
same company may exhibit a strong
family resemblance, that's not univer-
sally true, so listen carefully before
you buy).

Using your existing equipment may
not be appropriate, however. You
might want to keep listening to music
in the living room and put the video
system in the family room, for in-
stance. Or your present speakers may
simply not be suitable: If they're not

Choose home theater

speakers with

compatibility in

mind rather than

trying to match them

after the fact.

shielded (and few older models are)
but must be placed close to the televi-
sion, the field created by their magnet
assemblies will distort the picture.
Center speakers always have to be
shielded to prevent this, and some-
times, depending on how close they
are to the TV, the main speakers must
be shielded too. If yours are not, they
may have to be replaced.

It's important to choose speakers
with compatibility in mind, rather than
trying to obtain a match after the fact.
But coming up with speakers that
sound the same takes some care; even
some speakers that are designed to
work together fall short of the mark, so
a lot of comparative listening is neces-
sary. If all else fails, forget dedicated
center speakers and buy one that's
identical to the main pair.

With full-size speakers that might not
be a practical solution, but more and
more surround systems use the satellite/
subwoofer configuration, which allows
much more flexibility. Sat/subs take
advantage of the fact that sound be-
haves very differently at low and high
frequencies. Imaging-the correct
placing of sounds on an imaginary
stage-is a function of the midrange
and treble, and it demands careful
placement of the speakers to create
the appropriate illusion. The low bass,
on the other hand, does not contribute
to imaging and is practically omnidi-
rectional (the lower the crossover
point, the better), so the woofers can
be positioned both to be unobtrusive
and to minimize excitation of awk-
ward resonances in the listening room.

In many rooms, a single low -fre-
quency module-usually called a
"subwoofer" even though most don't
go down any further than the woofer in
a conventional speaker-will do for

the whole system, although not always
(see "Surround -Channel Bass" on
page 65). The advantage of this divi-
sion of labor is that the big box can be
hidden and the small satellites careful-
ly placed to achieve optimum imaging.
Sub/sat systems vary widely in their
performance, but the best of them are
very good.

Your system's overall tonal balance
will be determined largely by the front
speakers, but the surround speakers
are important as well. The ideal would
be to use exactly the same speakers for
the surround signal as for the main
channels, and certainly that would
prevent timbral shifts as sounds move
from one place to another. Except in
systems based on satellite/subwoofer
combinations, however, it's usually
necessary to make some compromises
on that score, so the main thing is to
shoot for the closest match possible.

One constraint will likely be the
locations of the surround speakers.
Although often thought of as "rear"
speakers, as in quadraphonics, sur-
round speakers should ideally be
placed to the sides of the main listening
position, rather than behind it. That
may make mounting awkward, which
in turn may well determine which
speakers you can accommodate. De-
pending on your room, you may be
restricted to smallish models that can
be affixed to the walls with brackets.
In -wall speakers are sometimes a good
solution as well, provided you're pre-
pared (or able) to cut holes in your
walls and are willing to commit to
inflexible positioning. The extra wir-
ing can be troublesome, too; you may
want to investigate flat speaker wires
or even cordless speakers.

It's reasonable to choose fairly
modest speakers for the surround
channels because they carry relatively
narrow -bandwidth information: The
Dolby Surround standard calls for the
surround signal to be rolled off below
100 Hz and above 7 kHz, so deficien-
cies at the extremes may be forgivable
in a surround speaker. But before you
make too much of a compromise, bear
in mind that the sound of the surround
speakers should match that of the
front speakers as closely as possible
within that 100 -Hz to 7 -kHz range.
And more extended response may be
desirable for ambience -simulation
modes and for future home versions of
digital cinema surround systems, such
as Dolby SR -D, which has full -range
surround channels.

Speaker positioning can be as im-
portant as speaker choice. In Dolby
Surround, the aim is to create a diffuse
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Try America
Online Flee.

There's only one way to get the big picture about
America Online. Try it. That's why we make it so easy.
We give you the software and let you try it, absolutely
free. You'll be impressed by everything you can do with
your computer, a modem, and America Online, and how
easily you can do it.

Just Point
and Click.

Get advice from
hardware and software
developers, experts and
reviewers - even ask them
questions directly. Download any of
the thousands of programs from our
software libraries and use them off-
line. Monitor your investments and
the latest news. Manage your
business better with the help of our
Microsoft® Small Business Center. Save time and money
in hundreds of different ways, from browsing for gifts in
our online shopping area or booking your own airline
tickets to using our great computing support forums.

New Windows to Open
All The Time.

America Online offers multi -file downloading, so
you can select the files you want with the click of a
button, then do something else while they're

downloaded for you.
When the downloading is
finished, you'll
automatically be signed
off the service. Our e-mail
gateway to the Internet
links you to members of
other e-mail and online
systems for no additional

cost. And new services are being added to
America Online all the time. When you
connect to America Online, you connect to
the electronic community of the future - today

111.111. %On,' r

*MN,  Seemeyrrt on C,

 El
As Easy To Try As It

Is To Use.
If you've never tried America Online, now's the

time. If you have it the past, try us again - America
Online is available for Mac, DOS
and now, the new Windows version
for Microsoft Windows 3.1 users-
with multi -tasking,
flashbar navigation,



sound field-one that gives a sense
of space and depth but does not draw
your attention to the speakers them-
selves. To achieve this, some sur-
round speakers (including all THX-
certified models) are quasi -dipoles
with drivers on the front and back of
the cabinet wired out of phase, creat-
ing a sort of figure -8 radiation pattern,
with a null to the sides that is aimed at
the listening position. Others are actu-
ally "bipolar," which is similar except
that the opposite -facing drivers are in
phase with one another. These designs
result in almost all of the surround
sound reaching the listeners after re-
flection by at least one room bound-
ary, thus simulating the surround ef-
fect of a well -set-up theater. Much the
same effect can be produced with con-
ventional speakers by aiming them at
the ceiling or into a corner and adjust-
ing the level accordingly. (A few sur-
round speakers use angled baffles to
achieve this effect.)

Although side placement of sur-
round speakers is usually preferred for
ambience enhancement of music as
well as for reproduction of movie
soundtracks, some processors have
music and even movie modes that
require the surround speakers to be
placed at the back of the room for best
results, and they may provide for addi-
tional "effects" speakers in the front
as well. Make sure you know what
speaker configuration the manufactur-
er of your surround receiver, amplifi-
er, or processor recommends before
you start looking for speakers, as that
can make a big difference in your
range of choices. In fact, it's a good
idea to consider what speaker place-
ments are practical in your home be-
fore you buy any surround -sound pro-
cessing equipment. Otherwise, you
could wind up having to make too
many compromises in speaker place-
ment to accommodate demands that
don't quite jibe with what your room
will allow.

n the other hand,
don't be dismayed if
you can't assemble a
textbook -perfect sys-

tem. Some compromise is almost inev-
itable, and it need not make a big dent
in your enjoyment of the result. Fortu-
nately, the range of equipment avail-
able for surround -sound reproduction
in its various guises is very broad. It's
just a matter of finding what you need.
Once you have, your listening experi-
ence can be dramatically improved.

That's what I was trying to demon-
strate in that horrible room twenty
years ago!

SURROUND -CHANNEL
BASS

ome time ago we ran a

set of response plots

indicating large

amounts of bass in the surround output

from a Dolby Surround movie soundtrack.

That was surprising, since Dclby Surround

encoders, include a sharp filter to emove

frequencies below 100 Hz troll the

surrounc channel, and it set off an intense

round of speculation about Wry low

frequencies were showing up there.

One theory that has been offered is that

soundtrack engineers have been

circumventing the filter in the encoder to

obtain a more dramatic effec . But the more

we investigated the less plausible that

explanation became, if only tecause the

surrounc sneakers normally used in

theaters and in the dubbing stages where

soundtrzcks are mixed don't lave enough

bass extension to reproduce :he extra

information.

So why is it there? The answer seems to

be that it's there by accident. Dolby

Surround is based on what's mown as a 4-

2-4 matrix Four input channels-left front,

center front, right front, and surround-are

mixed down into a left right stereo pair in

such a way that the center and surround

channels can be extracted on playback with

a suitable decoder. Unfortunately, the

extraction can never be perfect: If is not

possible to completely separate the four

original channels from each other once they

have bean combined, even with Dolby Pro

Logic decoding, which enhances separation

consider at ly over what is possible with

simple passive decoding.

The siot explanation, then-the one

backed oy both Dolby Labs aid Lucasfilm

and by the evidence of the dubbing and

cinema sound systems used to mate and

play back 'ilm soundtracks-is that deep

bass in the surround channel is leakage

from the front channels, not 3 de iberate

element o' the mix. Although reproducing

this stray bass may beef up the sound in an

appealingly visceral way, it's not, strictly

speaking, an accurate portrayal of the

original soundtrack.

We're not completely cut of the woods

yet, thoJgh. For one thing, even if surround

bass isn t meant to be reproduced, four

amplifiers wil try to make your speakers

play it it is present, wasting power in the

process. And if your surround speakers

have small woofers, as most do, trey may

be overdriven into distortion. Bigger

surrounc speakers or a subwoofer le the

surrounc channel would solve the power -

handling problem, but that's not a very

attractive solution.

A better approach would be for lolby Pro

Logic decoders to filter deep bass oJt of the

surrounc channel. Dolby doesn't re quire

that, unfortunately, but Lucasfilm does

recommend it for Home 1HX processors,

and some ordinary Pro Logic decoders roll

off the low ends of their surround outputs to

some edent Es well. Depending on the

accessit ility of your decoder's surround-

channe outputs and your amplile's

surround -charnel inputs, you migot be able

to add sich filtration to your system .

Dolby's not -generation surround -sound

system, called SR -D, is a discrete six -

channel digital implementation based on

the comoany's AC -3 coding technic' le. SR -

D has se para:e left and right full -range

surrourd charnels complementing the

three front channels and a dedicated

subwocter channel. Since AC -3 has

essentially perfect channel separzt on, it is

not subject to accidental bass or anything

else in Eny of awe!, so when this system

comes to home media there will be no

question of what should be reproduced

where. Even 'hen, however, you wcn't have

to have full -range surround speakes. Just

as now, you will be able to get excellent

results with, for example, five sma I

speakers and a subwoo'er to handle all the

deep bass-which is gccd news, since it

means Mat tie speakers you buy 7aday

won't become obsolete he day AC -3 rides

into town. -Michael Riggs
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PURE PERFECTION

The unique Celestion 300 Transmission Line balanced high fidelity sound, makes this floor standing

loudspeaker with its slim and beautifully finished cabinet, loudspeaker a unique listening experience.

transcends expectations. The new Celestion 300 joins the award winning

The newly designed Celestion Transmission Line Celestion 100 to create pure perfection in two exceptional

system-C.T.L.*- produces a deep extended and dynamic loudspeakers.

bass response, which, combined with its perfectly Unmistakably Celestion.

applied for

1 0 0 3 0 0

CELESTICIrl
89 Doug Brown Way  Holliston, Mass. 01746

Voice: (508) 429-6706  Fax: (508) 429-2426
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1971

1960

1968

35 YEARS Of

TAKE

RECORDING

.":iiere'D Review
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To trace the role that magnetic tape

recording has played in the develop-

ment of high-fidelity home music re-

production, we must begin a few years

before STEREO REVIEW came on the

scene. We must go back to the days

when there were no cassettes, no

CD's, no LP's, and when stereo and

the transistor were yet to become

commercial realities.

Directly after World War IL John

Mullin "liberated" and sent home all

the parts for two German Magneto-

phon recorders, together with some

fifty reels of Luvitherm (plastic) -

based, black -oxide (magnetite) BASF

tape. The machines ran at 30 inches

per second (ips) and had a frequency

BY C R A I G S T A R K response that could be extended (with
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1960
Ampex's Monitor

970 open -reel tape

recorder had built-

in speakers and

sold for 5750.

proper tweaking) to 15 kHz. With
these, Mullin was able to stun the
broadcast and record industries in
1946 with a machine that could easily
hold a half-hour radio broadcast on
tapes that could be edited with a
simple cut -and -splice operation. Al-
though wire recorders had been wide-
ly used in this country for dictation
and phone -answering machines, tape
was something new.

.1. ape's first job here was to prere-
cord the nationwide broadcasts
of the Bing Crosby radio series
of 1947-1948. By the end of that
series, Ampex had produced its
first recorder (the Model 200)
and 3M had produced its first

batches of Scotch 111, the red -brown
ferric -oxide tape that was to be the
standard for years to come.

When CBS invented the long-play-
ing record in 1948, tape became the
backbone of another budding indus-
try. You can't edit the undulating
groove that is cut into a blank lacquer
master disc, which is where the rec-
ord -making process begins. Yet how
many musicians can play for more
than 20 minutes-the length of an LP
side-without errors? In a modern re-
cording there can easily be a hundred
splices, inaudibly joining together
parts of different "takes," in the mas-
ter tape from which the lacquer master
disc side will be cut.

Tape also offered the first stereo,
thanks to Magnecord, at the 1949 Au-
dio Fair, and by 1954 RCA (soon fol-
lowed by others) was selling prere-
corded open -reel stereo tapes to the
burgeoning community of high-fidelity
music lovers. The year 1958 saw the
birth of both the stereo LP and HiFi &
Music Review, now STEREO REVIEW.

In its first two decades, hi-fi tended
to be dominated by the same kind of
do-it-yourself, technically inclined su-
perenthusiasts one encounters more

often today among computer hobby-
ists. Many of us built our own speaker
systems and wired together much of
our equipment from kits or schematic
diagrams. And many of the high -end
tape decks offered to audiophile re-
cordists in those early days were actu-
ally professional studio machines.
This magazine's annual StereolHiFi
Directory listings included, for exam-
ple, the Magnecord PT -6 (a broadcast
workhorse) and the Ampex 601 (a
magnificent machine for on -location
recording). And it was on the strength
of Julian Hirsch's April 1965 rave re-
view that I bought my still -serviceable
half-track stereo Magnecord 1022.

But most of the stereo tape record-
ers in the home market differed from
their professional cousins in three ma-
jor respects: (I) They used quarter-
track rather than half-track heads, (2)
they operated at 71/2 or 33/4 ips instead
of 15 or 71/2 ips, and (3) they accepted a
maximum reel size of 7 inches rather
than 101/2 inches. With a half-track
head, the two channels of a stereo
signal, each 0.08 inch wide, use up the
entire 1/4 -inch width of the tape. (The
remaining space between the two
tracks is left unrecorded to prevent

crosstalk between the channels.) In
1958, Shure introduced quarter -track
(0.043 -inch) heads, which enabled
separate stereo recordings to be made
on each "side" of the tape.

Reducing the expense of tape by
half had obvious consumer appeal, but
its 3 -dB penalty in signal-to-noise ratio
(S/N) was too steep a price for the
professional. As the need for more
tracks (four, eight, sixteen) arose in
studio recording, the preferred solu-
tion was to widen the tape itself to'/,
I, and 2 inches rather than give up the
80 -mil track width.

In studio recording, 15 ips has al-
ways been the tape speed of choice.
That more or less required profession-
al machines to be built with the heavy-
duty motors and transports needed to
handle 101/2 -inch tape reels. A 7 -inch
reel of standard -thickness (1.5 -mil)
tape has a 1,200 -foot capacity, and at
15 ips that yields an uninterrupted
recording time of only 16 minutes (24
minutes using "extra -length" 1.0 -mil
tape). Twice as much tape (and twice
as much recording time) can be put on
a 101/2 -inch reel.

On the other hand, at 71/2 ips a 7 -inch
reel can hold a useful 32 -minute (or 48 -
minute) length. Making 71/2 ips the
standard speed for the home recordist
saved on tape and construction cost,
but again there was a price to be paid.
Signal-to-noise ratio took another hit,
and this time frequency response suf-
fered as well. The response of an early
consumer -oriented open -reel deck
running at 71/2 ips was likely to be
down 3 dB at 10 kHz (and down 3 dB at
5 kHz if it was running at 33/4 ips), with
S/N typically around 45 to 50 dB. As
tapes and heads gradually improved,
however, the upper frequency -re-
sponse limit at 71/2 ips gradually rose,
to 12 kHz, 15 khz, 18 kHz, and finally
to 20 kHz and beyond.

1968
Concord's CP-250

eight -track cartridge

player sold for

less than S100.
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It's
one
hard

working
dollar;

anyway
you
slice

it.

The money you give to the United Way helps fund almos:
140 charitable agencies. So every dollar works hard help-
ing to house the homeless, feed the hungry and shelter the
abused here in Wayne, Oakland and Macomb counties. And
that's just for starters. Your dollar also helps fund medical

care and research, provides family
counseling and much more. More
people than ever before are count-
ing on your dollars. So won't you
pleace give more of them to the United
Way? Because, of all the needs we face

in the tri-county area this
year, the biggest one of all is
your support.

MILS 2123.1093

United Way
for Southeastern Michigan

Still the best way to show you care.
1212 GRISWOLD, DETROIT, MI 48226

00



The problem of audible tape hiss
remained, however, even at the pro-
fessional, mastering level. One of the
most significant high-fidelity develop-
ments of the decade, therefore, was
the introduction, in 1967, of the Dolby
A noise -reduction system. A profes-
sional system in both performance and
price, Dolby A split the audio spec-
trum into four frequency bands and
applied compression in recording and
reciprocal expansion in playback to
each of them independently. The re-
sult was that tape hiss, which previ-
ously could be heard above the vinyl
surface noise of a good LP, was low-
ered by some 10 dB at frequencies
below 10 kHz and by 15 dB at 15 kHz.

Even before Ray Dolby revolution-
ized open -reel recording, Philips of the
Netherlands had introduced the first
Compact Cassette recorder. Operat-
ing at ips, with tape enclosed in a

in 1%5. The battery -powered recorder
got little notice in the hi-fi world.
though it was listed (with a rated fre-
quency response of 100 Hz to 7 kHz
± 3 dB) in the 1966 Stereollii-Fi Direc-
tory. In those days, attention was fo-
cused on at least four competing for-
mats of plug-in tape cartridges. The
Lear eight -track proved the longest
surviving of these, but none of them
was capable of true high-fidelity per-
formance. For serious tape recording
and listening, open -reel remained the
medium of choice.

By 1970, the cassette, though still
considered "lo-fi" by most audio-
philes, could no longer be ignored. But
cassette decks had to overcome two
fundamental problems: poor high -fre-
quency response and poor signal-to-
noise ratio. Two independent develop-
ments now combined serendipitously
to bring the cassette medium to the

1971
The Advent 201

cassette recorder

was the best deck

of its time.

THE COMBINATION

OF CHROME -TAPE BIAS AND

EQ WITH DOLBY B

WAS A BREAKTHROUGH.

miniature reel-to-reel system, the cas-
sette recorder Philips introduced in
1964 was intended as nothing more
than a portable dictating machine.
Philips-and tape manufacturers-
were surprised when people started
recording and playing back music on
these machines, creating a sudden de-
mand for blank cassettes.

It was under the Norelco (North
American Philips) brand name that
this first cassette machine, the Carry -
Corder 150, came to the United States

brink of full membership in the high-
fidelity community.

In 1969, Du Pont invented chromi-
um -dioxide (Cr0,) tape, which inher-
ently had far better high -frequency
response than any existing ferric -ox-
ide formulation. Indeed, it was so hot
at the high end that a new playback
equalization curve (70 -microsecond
rather than the standard 120 -microsec-
ond) was needed to take full advantage
of its characteristics. The new tape
also required an increase of about 50

percent in bias current, which is used
during recording to lower distortion
and (partly) to control high -frequency
response. Du Pont licensed BASF to
make chrome tape in Europe and Sony
to produce it in Japan, which, of
course, set other Japanese tape manu-
facturers in search of a competitive
equivalent. TDK SA, Maxell UD, and
similar ferricobalt "chrome -equiva-
lent" formulations were the eventual
result.

.1. he second important cassette -
related development was the in-
troduction, in 1970, of the Dolby
B noise -reduction system. A
low-cost, single -band system
for use in consumer decks,
Dolby B provided 8 to 10 dB of

very much needed noise reduction for
frequencies above 500 Hz. Dolby B
made its first appearance in the short-
lived KLH 41 open -reel recorder, but
outboard adaptors were soon avail-
able (at rather high prices) for adding
the system to either cassette or open -
reel machines. The real breakthrough,
however, was combining Dolby B
with chrome -tape bias and EQ in a
reasonably priced, reliable cassette
deck.

The deck that did that, and thereby
changed the face of home recording,
was the Advent 201. Now a classic, it
was the best cassette deck of its time.
With chrome tape, its record/playback
frequency response measured -± 2 dB
from 31 Hz to 15.5 kHz, and its S/N
(with Dolby B) was a then -phenome-
nal 57 dB.

For those of us who remained skep-
tical, the cassette era unquestionably
began in 1973 with the introduction of
the Nakamichi 1000, the first three -
head cassette deck. Its frequency re-
sponse extended beyond 20 kHz, and
with Dolby B its S/N measured better
than 62 dB. But that wasn't all: Thanks
to a unique closed -loop, dual -capstan
transport, it reduced flutter to an un-
heard-of (and unheard) 0.07 percent.
Of course, it cost $1,100-three times
the price of most other good cassette
decks-but finally there was a cassette
deck that was capable of making
recordings audibly indistinguishable
from the original input (with some
material, at least).

Tape -related developments in the
next few years continued, but at a less
frenetic pace. Dolby C doubled the
noise -reduction power of Dolby B in
1977 and has since become a standard
feature of high -quality cassette decks.
And in 1979 Dolby introduced its HX
headroom -extension system, which
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Engineered for the sophisitcated audiophile,
Coustic products are designed and manufactured to
represent the cutting edge of advanced mobile/
audio electronic technology.

With our latest RTA-33, One -Third Octave Real
Time Analyzer, the possibilities are limited only by
your imagination. Simply touch a button, the
RTA-33 will, in real time...

Display frequency response of your audio
system.
Digitally display the sound pressure level (SPL).
Generate random "pink noise" for precise audio
system measurement and calibration.
Store frequency response samples into memory.
Instantly compute and display the average of 256
frequency response samplings, recorded evenly
in a 10 -second period.
Compute and display the difference between a
stored frequency response with a new "Time
Averaged" response for accurate calibration.
Provide a print-out of the recorded frequency
response and SPL using any dot-matrix printer.

Clearly representing the state-of-the-art in precision
instrumentation, and a major breakthrough in
sophisticated audio electronics, the RTA-33...

Utilizes a Digital Signal
Processor (DSP) which
manipulates signals in the
digital domain (instead of
analog) at blinding speed -
a technology widely used in
sophisticated military,
medical, satellite equipment, as well as, NASA's
space program.

DSP56001

ACTUAL SIZE

DSP requires no adjustments and uses fewer
discrete components. It offers a high degree of
noise immunity with amazing precision.
Divides the audio spectrum, between 25 Hz to 20
KHz, into thirty 1/3 octave bands with center
frequencies conforming to ANSI/ISO standards.
Band-pass filters are implemented mathemati-
cally with the DSP, yielding far superior accuracy
and consistency.
Maintains 5 system memories with a built-in
Lithium battery.
Operates on 12 -volt DC, or the internal Ni-Cd
rechargeable battery pack, or a 110 -volt AC/DC
adaptor (included).
Is no larger than a DIN -size, in -dash car radio
and features a pull-out chassis for portability and
security.
Can be fitted with a customized EPROM pack-
age to produce a print-out which references
audio system performance levels for comparison
against the International Auto Sound Challenge
Association's (IASCA) Frequency Response
Scoring parameters.
Features calibrated microphone (included) and
unbalanced RCA inputs, selectable input sensi-
tivity with AutoRange, selectable display resolu-
tion, peak latch, and much more...

A masterpiece of mobile/audio engineering, the
Coustic RTA-33 combines extraordinary features
into a compact, self-contained precision instrument.
Get one and enjoy the real possibilities.

Coustic... a sound investment.

1111111 C ()USW
4260 Charter Street
Vernon, CA 90058-2596
213-582-2832

CIRCLE NO 14 ON READER SERVICE CARD



1990
Sony's DTC-75ES

was the first true

consumer DAT

recorder.

varied bias automatically in response
to signal content to minimize high -
frequency losses in loud passages. Al-
though the original HX circuit met
with little success, B&O's subsequent
refinement of it, Dolby HX Pro, is now
as commonplace as Dolby C. Even the
abortive attempt to popularize quadra-
phonic sound had the lasting conse-
quence of leaving in its wake a number
of discrete four -channel open -reel
decks that could meet the needs of
amateur recordists interested in stu-
dio -type multitracking.

Ihe next major development in
tape itself was the September
1978 introduction of 3M's Meta -
fine IV, the first metal -particle
cassette tape. The tremendous
high -frequency potential of this
tape made it possible for the first

time to check record -playback fre-
quency response at a 0 -dB recording
level rather than at -20 dB. At the
same time, its requirement for a much
stronger bias signal mandated im-
provements in tape heads and associ-
ated circuitry. Faced with the pros-
pect of putting three -position (ferric.
chrome, and metal) bias/equalization
switches on cassette decks, the indus-
try standardized a system of cutouts
on the back of the cassette shell that
makes possible automatic detection
and switching for the tape type in use.

Meanwhile, the seeds of another
revolution were quietly being sown.
From the mid -1970's onward, while
consumer audio was preoccupied with
cassettes, recording studios began to
turn from making their master tapes in
conventional analog form to recording
them digitally. The CD revolution of
the 1980's was thus preceded by a
decade of professional experience
with digital recording.

The compact disc's great success
led ultimately to the development of a
home digital recording system-digi-
tal audio tape, or DAT-which

emerged around 1987. Unfortunately,
large-scale import of consumer DAT
decks for sale in this country was held
up for more than two years as record
companies threatened to sue DAT
makers over copyright protection for
CD's. Nakamichi's Model 1000 DAT
recorder did finally go on sale at the
beginning of 1990, but its $10,000 price
tag made it more a professional than a
consumer product.

By the time the political barriers to
home digital recording were overcome
with a royalty agreement, interest had
turned from DAT to two new digital
recording formats: Digital Compact
Cassette (DCC) from Philips and Mini -
Disc (MD) from Sony, both of which
use perceptually based encoding algo-
rithms that dramatically reduce data -
storage requirements compared with

conventional, linearly encoded digital
recordings. By reducing the number of
bits recorded to just those needed to
represent audibly significant audio in-
formation, DCC decks can use cas-
settes of the same size as their analog
counterparts running at the same
speed. This amazing achievement en-
abled DCC decks to be designed to
play existing analog cassettes as well
as to make and play digital recordings.
In the case of MD, the reduced storage
requirements enable a disc much
smaller than a CD to hold the same
amount of music.

The developments STEREO REVIEW
has chronicled in its first thirty-five
years have been in large measure a tale
of tape. Today's serious recordist can
still choose open -reel machines of un-
precedented quality if his interest lies
in recording and editing live sound.
And now that Dolby's advanced S-

type noise reduction is finally becom-
ing widely available, three years after
its introduction, cassette lovers can
enjoy a level of full -frequency, noise -
free performance that could not have
been imagined previously. DAT ma-
chines are solidly entrenched in pro-
fessional recording and among semi-
professionals and hobbyists who insist
on achieving perfect correspondence
between input and recorded result.
And DCC or MD may in the end prove
most popular among the majority of
music lovers. 0

1992
The Philips DCC900

deck pioneered

the DCC tape format.

CD'S GREAT SUCCESS

LED TO THE DEVELOPMENT

OF HOME DIGITAL TAPE-

RECORDING SYSTEMS.
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,/ ell me again," asks the

film -music legend Elmer

Bernstein over the tele-

phone from Los Ange-

les. "What is the pur-

pose of this interview?"

Informed that it's occa-

sioned, in part, by the

release of "Bernstein by

Bernstein," a Denon CD

collection of his classic

film scores, his reaction

is somewhat surprising.

"Don't tell me they finally got that

out," he says with a hearty laugh. "I

did that months ago."

If Bernstein seems more preoccu-

pied with the present than the past,

that's understandable. In fact, at sev-

enty-one, an age when most Holly-

wood veterans have long since packed

it in, Bernstein is not only as prolific as

ever (this year he's already given us

music for Mad Dog and Glory and Neil

Simon's Lost in Yonkers) but is work-

ing at the peak of his creative form.

That's a remarkable achievement for a

man who scored his first feature film in

1951 and has since scored over two

hundred of them, from classics like

The Man with the Golden Arm, The

Magnificent Seven, and The Great Es-

cape to such seemingly unlikely fare as

National Lampoon's Animal House

and the spoofy Airplane. Typed at

various times in his career as the right

man for a jazz score ( Walk on the Wild

Side), as a purveyor of wide -open -

spaces cowboy music (True Grit), or

even as a hip comedian (Ghosthust-

ers), Bernstein has worked in nearly

every film genre and with most of the

[IM[IITHE DEAN

11[1111ST[111
BY STEVE SIMELS AND GERALD CARPENTER



best directors in Hollywood, a list that
these days includes an ongoing rela-
tionship with everybody's favorite
American director, Martin Scorsese.
(In fact, when we interrupted him for
this interview, the composer was hard
at work on Scorsese's forthcoming
adaptation of Edith Wharton's The
Age of Innocence.)

II

of surprisingly, though he loves
his chosen profession-"I hap-
pen to think that writing film
music is a pretty sophisticated
branch of composition," he
says-Bernstein never planned
to go into such a specialized line

of work. Born April 24, 1922, in New
York City, he wanted to be a pianist
for most of his childhood-until a
chance encounter with another great
American musical figure opened his
eyes.

"When I was about twelve," he
recalls, "my piano teacher took me to
Aaron Copland, who was then living
on University Place by NYU. I played
him these sort of waltzes I was writing,
and he encouraged me to keep at it."
After studying at Juilliard under Ste-
pan Wolpe and Roger Sessions, he
was still not sure exactly what he
wanted to do in music. "It wasn't like
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From the Bible to
the Bible Belt-scenes
from some of Elmer
Bernstein's greatest
hits (counterclockwise
from above): The Ten
Commandments, My
Left Foot, The Mon with
the Golden Arm, The
Magnificent Seven,
The Grillers, To Kill
a Mockingbird

today," he observes, "when it seems
like half the world is trying to be a film
composer." A decision was made for
him by Uncle Sam: There was a war
on, and he was drafted.

"How I got into [film composing]
was a total accident," he says. "I was
called by the Army, and I started to
work on propaganda radio shows they
did. In those days I was considered
something of an expert on American
folk music, so my job each week was
to do an orchestral arrangement of a
folk song for each broadcast. Then one
day the fellow who did the background
scores for the dramas on the show
disappeared, and they needed some-
body to write a score overnight. So
they called me and asked if I could do
it, and I said yes. One thing led to
another, and when Millard Lampell, a
New York playwright who wrote the
scripts for the shows, went to work in
Hollywood in 1949, he wrote a script
called The Hero and mentioned me to
the producer. And that's how I got my
first job." (The film, a jeremiad about
the American sporting system, was
released by Columbia under the title
Saturday's Hero.)

Bernstein has worked steadily, on
big pictures, pretty much ever since,
although he was blacklisted for a year

or two in the early Fifties for alleged
Communist sympathies. In need of
gainful employment, he found himself
involved with what are today widely
regarded as two of the worst movies
ever made, Robot Monster and Cat
Women of the Moon. To his credit,
Bernstein disavows neither of them.
"From a sound point of view, those
were absolutely seminal films," he
says. "In both of them I used a lot of
electronics, or at least such electron-
ics as were available in those days,
Hammond organ and a thing called the
Novichord, which created quite a sen-
sation. Of course, the reason I was
doing those films was that I was under
investigation. I was 'pink' enough for
the major studios to be afraid of me."

The blacklisting ended in 1955, after
Bernstein's commercial breakthrough
with Otto Preminger's The Man with
the Golden Arm (the theme went Top
20). The same year, the archconserva-
tive director Cecil B. DeMille hired
him to score his epic The Ten Com-
mandments, a decision that may ex-
plain why Bernstein remains a staunch
defender of the director's reputation.
"I had a great deal of respect for
DeMille," he says, "even though po-
litically and culturally we were poles
apart. He was a tremendous storytell-
er. What you might call vulgar was
simply his sense of grandeur. But the
one thing he understood was where
the people are, where their heads are,
so to speak. His films
were meant to ap-
peal to 'the people'
and they did."

Since the job with
DeMille, Bernstein
has never looked
back, though he
hedges a bit
when asked if \
his basic com-
positional style
has changed at
all over the years.
"Only in the sense
that I have proba-
bly gotten a bit
clearer and sim-
pler in things I
do," he says. "I
tend to be a bit
more direct these
days." Still, he's al-
ways interested in
adding new colors to
his palette.

"In the past ten
years," he notes, "I
have been using
more electronics



HMO! OM CD
BERNSTEIN BY BERNSTEIN
(Denon 75288)
Somewhere between a résumé and a
greatest -hits album, "Bernstein by
Bernstein"-which excerpts thirteen of
the composer's film and TV scores-
provides a fine introduction to a
formidable body of work. From the
Marlboro Country neo-Coplandism of
The Magnificent Seven to the big -band
jazz of The Man with the Golden Arm to
the Southern pastoralism of To Kill a
Mockingbird, the composer -conducted
performances are definitive, and the
all -digital sound is breathtaking.

CAPE FEAR (MCA 10463)
Updating Bernard Herrmann's 1961
score for Martin Scorsese's far more
intense 1991 remake may have seemed
like a thankless task on paper, but
Bernstein's adaptation turns out to be
the creepiest music of his career.

THE DRIFTERS
(Varese Sarabande 5290)
Discreet electronics and a sort of Kurt
Weill for the Nineties approach add up
to one of the most original works in
Bernstein's oeuvre. The recently deleted
CD is eminently worth hunting for.

NATIONAL LAMPOON'S
ANIMAL HOUSE (MCA 31023)
This 1978 comedy blockbuster began
Bernstein's long collaboration with the
director John Landis, and while the
composer's efforts may be
overshadowed on the soundtrack by
John Belushi's singing of Louie Louie,
the Animal House score is more than
worth hearing for its witty Brahmsian
evocations of academia.

THE TEN COMMANDMENTS
(MCA 42320)
Cecil B. DeMille's kitsch -run -riot
sensibility makes this biggest of Fifties
blockbusters something to marvel at
even now. Bernstein's wonderfully
overripe score matches it note for
grandiose note. -S.S.

in films-subtly, however, so you're
rarely aware of them. In the Eighties I
started to use the ondes martenot,
which is an ancient instrument as these
things go, invented in 1928. The score
for My Left Foot is full of it." Elec-
tronics-synthesizers this time-also
showed up in what many consider Bern -
stein's finest and most unusual recent
score, for Stephen Frears's The Grift-
ers. "I made an odd decision about
that," Bernstein says. "The film is set
in an indeterminate period-Frears
carefully avoids saying, 'This is such
and such a year.' But if you look closely
at the cars and the clothes, you realize
it's not today. So I went kind of far
back, back to Germany in the late
Twenties and early Thirties, to Kurt
Weill and Ernest Krenek. Weimar. It
gives the score an odd flavor indeed."

hen he gets an assignment, the
first thing Bernstein asks is
what the function of the score
is to be. "Sometimes," he
says, "as in The Grifters, the
function is just atmosphere-I
wasn't supposed to keep the

thing going or delineate the charac-
ters. But if the score has to be a
storytelling device for some reason,
then you get into leitmotifs and recur-
ring themes and the like. But I'm very
sparse . . . I have to ask myself, if
there's music here, why should it be
here? And what should it be doing? If I
can't answer those questions there
shouldn't be music."

Although he declines to cite exam-
ples, Bernstein admits he's occasion-
ally been hired to save a picture.
"Sometimes people are very open
about it," he says. "But there's a
definite limit to what we can do. If the
film is emotionally thin, we can give it
slightly more emotional heft, we can
push that side of things a little. We can
push the kinetic side of things a lot-if
a film seems slow, we can get it going
pretty well. It's a lesson I learned from
DeMille."

These days Bernstein is learning
from Martin Scorsese, a director
whose work is light years away from
DeMillean bombast. "It's a totally ex-
hilarating experience," he declares.
"Ideally speaking, Marty likes to have
the score to cut his film to, and for Age
of Innocence, the studio allowed me to
create a temp score, which Marty had
the whole time he was editing. He has
a tremendous sense of musical
rhythm, he really feels the music
breathe, how the life of the music
relates to the life of the film, which is
very rare."

Asked what other directors he'd like
to work with, Bernstein pauses for a
moment. "I'd like to work with Spiel-
berg,- he says wistfully, "who obvi-
ously has a tremendous feeling for
music. Of course, he has a special
relationship with John Williams, and
you can't do better than that."

In the meantime, Bernstein is al-
ready planning his next score. "I'm
going to do another picture for [direc-
tor] Martha Coolidge, with whom I
worked on Rambling Rose. It's called
Angie. I Said and stars Geena Davis."
And he sees no end in sight. "I have no
plans to slow down," he says matter-
of-factly. "I don't see any reason to as
long as I'm offered things to do."

Still, despite his long and fruitful
career, even despite twelve Academy
Award nominations (to date he's won
only once, for Thoroughly Modern Mil-
lie), there seems to be just the tiniest
bit of regret in Bernstein's voice when
he contemplates the way things have
worked out for him. "In the United
States," he says, "I'm a 'film -music
composer.' But when I go to London,
I'm a 'composer,' period. That's one
of the things I love about working
there." 0
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SYSTEMS

11111 On A Shoestrin
THE first thing that strikes most people
about home theater-once they recover
from the thrill of being "buzzed" by an
alien spaceship-is the typically steep
price of admission. A big -screen, multi -

speaker system can easily run upwards of
$10,000. But as a growing number of home-

entertainment enthusiasts are finding out, it is
possible to assemble a
theater at home without
sending your bank ac-
count into shock.

A perfect example is
the simple home -theater
upgrade that Media Sys-
tems of Boston put to-
gether for Burt Scott, a
thirty -four -year -old ar-
chitect who shares a
cozy ocean -front condo
in a northern suburb of

N Boston with his wife and
eight -month -old daugh-
ter. Scott wanted an au-
dio package for his Sony
VCR and 32 -inch TV
that would handle sur-
round sound for both
movies and music. It
had to be unobtrusive
and cosmetically ap-
pealing, include a CD
player, and, above all,
cost $3,000 or less.

"The challenge was to
find components that
would be easy to oper-
ate, integrate neatly into
the system, and look
good," recalls Mitchell
Klein, president of Me-
dia Systems.

The heart of the sys-
tem is Sony's four -chan-
nel STR-GX69ES A/V

receiver, which Klein describes as "a good-

sounding piece with good power and very
good Dolby Pro Logic steering." Sticking
with Sony components to insure remote -con-
trol compatibility, he recommended the CDP-
C79ES carousel CD changer. "It's great when
we're entertaining," Scott says. "Also, my
wife likes to be able to shift easily from one
kind of music to another." The receiver and

changer mesh perfectly with Scott's SLV-585
VHS Hi-Fi VCR, and everything fits neatly
into the component cabinet beneath the KV-
32XBR55 TV set.

For primary speakers, Klein chose NHT's
two-way VT -I's. "They're very attractive,
without a big price tag," he says. "They are
magnetically shielded, and they sound pretty
good, too." Bass is handled by Velodyne's
F-1200 servo -controlled subwoofer, which
packs a 100 -watt amp and a crossover.

"Bass is one of the most important things in
any surround system," Klein observes. "You
don't cut corners there. While we prefer to put
the subwoofer on the same plane as the main
speakers, there was no room to do that, so we
put it under the coffee table next to the couch
and adjusted the crossover to get the lowest
point without creating a gap."

Surround signals are handled by a pair of
nearly invisible Polk Audio AB -700 in -wall
speakers, which are recessed into a soffit that
runs around the perimeter of the 16 x 14 -foot
living room. Running wires to the AB -700's
and the subwoofer was the hardest part of the
job-luckily, the process was simplified by
the purely cosmetic nature of the soffit. "We
installed a wall plate behind the TV, ran the
wires up into the soffit, and snaked them to the
opposite side of the room," Klein explains.

To avoid electrical noise, which often mani-
fests itself as a bass -destroying 60 -Hz hum,
Klein fed the receiver's main channels to the
subwoofer (which has both line -level and
speaker -level inputs) and looped the high-pass
signal back to the main speakers.

In the surround mode, the TV's internal
speakers handle center -channel duties; the
speakers are combined automatically when-
ever the receiver is turned on, thanks to
Klein's clever use of a Niles SPK-I speaker
switcher (hidden on the back of the TV cabi-
net). The receiver's power spread is 100 watts
to the main stereo channels, 50 watts to the
center, and 50 watts to the surrounds.

Although the final bill came to $3,200-a
wee bit over budget-Scott is not about to
complain. "The first night we turned on the
surround system we had one of the Star Trek
movies in the VCR," he recalls. "We all
jumped when the Starship Enterprise roared
by. I never realized how great the impact
could be. It makes watching TV a real plea-
sure. Spectacular!" -Bob Ankosko
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PUT A PIONEER' LASERKARAOKE® PLAYER

IN YOUR LIVING ROOM, AND

WATCH YOUR GUESTS FLOCK

TO IT LIKE MAGNETS TO

A REFRIGERATOR. Now

YOU, YOUR FRIENDS AND EVEN THE NERVOUS GUY

WHO CRASHED THE PARTY CAN SING LEAD VOCALS ON

ANY ONE OF OVER 1500 SONGS, FROM MOTOWN

TO ROCK TO COUNTRY. LASERKARAOKE BACKS YOU

UP WITH INSTRUMENTALS, MUSIC VIDEOS, EVEN ON-

SCREEN LYRICS, FOR THE NIGHT'S LESS -THAN -COHERENT

MOMENTS. AND FOR MORE MODEST AFFAIRS, OR EVEN

A PARTY OF ONE, LASERKARAOKE STILL DELIVERS -

IT PLAYS OVER 7000 LASERDISC MOVIES AND ALL

YOUR FAVORITE MUSIC CDs. WITH PIONEER TECHNOL-

OGY, YOU KNOW YOU'LL

ALWAYS GET A LASER -

SHARP PICTURE AND THE

SUPERIORITY OF DIGITAL

SOUND. PLUS, THE SYS-

TEM HOOKS UP TO ANY

TELEVISION, INCLUDING

AT LONG LAST, THROW

A PARTY
WHERE EVERYBODY

DOESN'T END UP
IN THE KITCHEN.

THE NEW PIONEER CINEMA WIDE PROJECTION TV.

FIND OUT MORE. YOU'LL LIKE WHAT YOU HEAR,

WHAT YOU SEE AND MAYBE EVEN WHAT YOU SOUND

LIKE. CALL 1 -800 -PIONEER, EXT. 260, TO FIND THE

DEALER CLOSEST

TO YOU. PIONEER

LASERKARAOKE.

CLEARLY, IT'S THE

BEST THING TO HAPPEN

TO PARTIES SINCE THE

COCKTAIL WEENIE.

I MI! 151 OMAN
110114.011.1 4 1111110ISIhir

(1,0 PIONEER
The Art of Entertainment

BUY A PIONEER LAS ERKARAOKE PLAYER AND GET A FREE KARAOKE LASERDISC WITH OVER 50 SONGS. A $225 VALUE.'
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3I WISTOIT Eli
home theater bandwagon forged ahead. and MiniDisc .MD)

pitted up more support at the 1993 Sumner Consumer Electronics
Shaw in June, which brought 51,000 retailers, manufactrers, and
jou-mists together in Chicago for a peek at a diverse rarge o' new
eleztrcnic products. An additional 37,00 folks showed uh fcr the
expo's final day, which was open to the public

:BL lured a steady flow of showgoers loan off -sift mansion where
it demonszrated its new SeundEffects seines of mix-and-matcl- AN
speakers and components complete with wireless sound opticns, a
$31000 Home THX speaker package, and the high -end Synthesis
Three AN system in configurations rang: sAg from $8,000 to 5201)00:

The TN, stalwart RCA launched its Ecme Theater Aud.o series,
-while Celestion and McIntosh joined the home theater speaker fray-
Ce estion with a $1,200 -and -up series, McIntosh with a $6.5130 THX-
certified combo. Even Monster Cable got into the act with a line of
TEX-certified interconnects and speaker cables based on nostion-
ser se specifications from Lucasfilm's ':'HX Division. Ec4by :also
offerec its view of the future via an impressive demc of its s:} -channel
SR -D movie -soundtrack format.

folinDisc gained momentum with RCA:s surprise introduction of a
$599 portable player and Kenwood's promise cf a home rec ydes later
this. year. Blaupunkt says it will have a car MD unit in 1994.

High-erd audio received more attention than usual through a Live
High -End Exhibition featuring continuing demonstrations of systems
in the S3,(.00, $6.000, and "sky's -the -limit" price ranges.

On the ever -so -crowded speaker front. stardouts induced Eose's
Mcdel 151 outdoor speaker ($299 a pairs, which carries a ive-year
warrarty, DCM's $350 Suh-710 powered subwoofer, the :owering
$5`,00x) Genesis I system from Genesis, and Tema's $770 Etereolith
Dtmtto100. which delivers stereo from a single enclosure.

Among the curiosities were Casio's $90 wristwatch TV:VCR
remote control and Parasound's $4,650 belt -drive CD transport. Fora
lode at products that thrilled us, turn the page. -flo3 A ncosAy

Hot new

products from

the 1993

Summer

Consumer

Electronics

Show

Me



PS Audio's Reference Link LS

(S4,795) is a cutting -edge digital

processor that combines 18 -bit

analog -to -digital and 20 -bit

digital -to -analog converters and a

digital preamp in one remote -

controllable component (remote

supplied). It boasts four digital

inputs (two coaxial, two optical),

five analog inputs. digital and

analog tape loops, and balanced

and single -ended analog outputs.

The four -piece Music One

satellite subwoofer system (S869)

is just one of the packages in

JBL's new SoundEffects line of

modular components, which can

be mixed and matched to create a

variety of configurations for music

or home theater systems. Options

include kits for wireless

transmission of high -quality

stereo signals across a room or

throughout a house.

 

Panasonic's entry into the bustling

multimedia arena is the FZ-1 300

Interactive Multiplayer (S700).

slated to hit stores in October. In

addition to music CD's and Photo

CD's, the machine will be able

to play a host of special CD -based

interactive programs, including

games with high -quality graphics.

The Videonics digital video mixer

(S1,199) represents a price

breakthrough in video editing. In

addition to A V mixing for up to

four sources, the console provides

easy access to some 200

broadcast -quality special effects.



MILLER 8. KF.E SEL
SOUND CCCPORATIC NI

Push -Pull Duel Driver
Powered Subwoofers

MX -100, MX -90,
MX -80, & MX -70

10391 Jefferson Bo_ levard
Culver City. CA 90
(310) 204-2854

Mus cal Articulation Detail. Elusive quali-
ties of superior sonic reprocuction that are
rarely foLid i i even he me st expe-sive
subwoofers.

Urtil now!
M&K's ne-v MX subwoofers bring you

these hich-performance qualities-in a
sma le- cabinet and at a loi-er price.

In a calma the size of a tookshelf
speaker, tw6 new p-opriete-y 12" sub-
wootr diver prod_re the massive
amou-ts of 3 -ass onli expected from much
larger cabinets. Better yet, M&K's Fush-
Pull design D-oduces a mu: h highe- quality
of bass by virtually imina-vng ever -order
harnolic dis ortion

CPCLE NO 39 Oh READER !:ERVICE CA=D

MX -100, MX -90, MX -80 & MX -70
Four MX mode s with irternal amplifiers.

between 75 a -id 2)0 watts RMS, provicle
an idea mat& fir your system.
Building On Exzellance

Seventeen yea -s of M&K experience in
Satellite-Subwoo er sistems comes
together agair Ic create a new subwcofer
performance etar dard Aid with the 13" >.
10" x 13.5" MX -72., Mi&K creates a new
compact subwoo er s:andard.
The Ideal Choi=e

The unprecede, ted mLsical articula-ior
and ''ultra quick' surd cif the MX sub -
woofers make them the perfect choice to
complete any audo cr audio/video system.



A
 com

panion to the Logos center -

channel hybrid electrostatic

speaker announced earlier this

year, M
artin-Logan's 5 -foot -tall

S
tylos (S

2,750 a pair) can be

m
ounted on the w

all w
ith supplied

brackets (left in photo), on

optional stands (S
300 a pair), or

in the w
all (not show

n, S
300 for

kit). F
requency response is given

as 50 H
z to 20 kH

z .3 dB
.

D
efinitive T

echnology's P
ow

erlield

1500 subw
oofer (S

995) com
bines

a 15 -inch driver, a 250 -w
att

am
plifier, and a tw

o-w
ay

crossover w
ith adjustable filters in

an 18 x 20 x 18 -inch cabinet

finished in black lacquer or oak. It

accepts either speaker -level or

line level inputs and boasts a

low
 -frequency lim

it of 15 H
z.

fl
4

los 5
inrdn6

S
utherland s m

eticulously crafted

C
-1000 pream

plifier (S
15,000) has

a separate pow
er supply and uses

a rem
ote -controlled

m
icrocom

puter data link for

selecting inputs and adjusting
volum

e and other settings. T
o

prevent audio interference, the

data link is active only w
hen

com
m

ands are being executed via

the system
's novel tw

o -button

rem
ote T

he pream
p's chassis is

m
ade of solid alum

inum

s
n

D
enon s D

C
R

-930R
 (S

600) is

the first car cassette receiver in

the U
.S

.capable of receiving the

R
adio D

ata S
ystem

 (R
D

S
)

broadcasts now
 offered by m

ore

than sixty stations
It can

display the tuned stations m
usic

form
at and call letters, intersperse

traff c reports autom
atically, and

provide other services



GFA-2535 Multi-Charm:1 Power Ampli ler

ELECCik*

"We wish
to thank Mom;
our 3rd grade
music teacher;
the members of
the Academy.::

The Multi -Channel GFA-2535:
yet another award -winning amplifier

from Adcom.
A pattern appears to be taking shape here:

Adcom introduces a new power amplifier, Adcom
wins an award. The GFA-535, GFA-555,
GFA-555II, GFA-565, and now the GFA-2535 -
every single one has earned the immediate praise
and plaudits of the industry's most respected
authorities...perhaps because Adcom packs more
performance and innovative technology into its
amplifiers than you'll find in components that cost
twice as much or more.

The innovative GFA-2535 is a worthy new
standard-bearer. The GFA-2535 is really two
GFA-535's in one case, with the flexibility to drive
three or four channels. With individual level con-
trols for precise control of each amp's volume, it's
the ideal foundation for an authentic, ultra -realistic
surround -sound theater system, or for a multi -
room or multi -speaker audio system.

The Versatility of 3 Channels or 4.
A single switch on the GFA-2535's rear panel

lets you select 4 -channel operation, or bridge
two of the channels for a 3 -channel configuration.
In the 3 -channel mode, the GFA-2535 brings your

home theater to life, delivering 200 watts of clean,
distortion -free sound to the center channel, and 60
watts to each of the rear channels. Add it to your
existing 2 -channel amp, and you'll be at the center
of a superbly balanced. awesomely powered stage
with sound so real, you can practically touch it.

For audio applications, the GFA-2535 in the
4 -channel mode acts as a pair of 60 watts -per -
channel amps to drive two sets of speakers. With
two of the channels bridged, it delivers 60 watts
each to a pair of satellites, and 200 watts to a sin-
gle subwoofer for an incredible display of musical
strength so real, you definitely can feel it.

Three channels or four...home theater, home
audio...the award -winning Adcom GFA-2535
gives you twice the versatility of ordinary ampli-
fiers...and twice the value that has made Adcom
famous.

details you can hear

I I Elkins Road, East Brunswick. NJ 08816 U.S.A. (908) 390-1130. Distributed in Canada by PRO ACOUSTICS INC. Pointe Claire. Quebec H9R 4X5
CIRCLE NO 1 ON READER SERVICE CARD



P
hilips plans to offer a full -

m
otion -video (F

M
V

) cartridge this

fall that plugs into its C
D

 -

Interactive players. B
ased on the

M
P

E
G

-1 digital video standard,

the S
250 cartridge w

ill enable

today's players, such as the C
D

I-

220 show
n, to handle the next

generation of C
D

 -I's and C
D

 m
ovies.

C
arver's C

T
 -29v (S

1,000) is a full -

bore, six -channel A
 V

 tuner

pream
p featuring a D

S
P

-enhanced

D
olby P

ro Logic decoder, tw
o

other am
bience m

odes, seven

audio and three video inputs, a

subw
oofer crossover, a m

em
ory

m
ode to restore previous settings,

and a V
ocal Z

oom
 control to

enhance dialogue.

T
he N

oiseB
uster from

 N
oise

C
ancellation T

echnologies (S
149)

is the first im
plem

entation of

an electronic noise -careening

headphone system
 for W

alkm
an -

type portables. T
iny m

irophones
in the headset and a ba:tery-

pow
ered processor generate

"anti -noise w
aves" sail to reduce

external noise 10 dB
 in the

50 -H
z to 1 -kH

z range.

D
ue in s:ores this N

ovem
ber, the

radio -based M
ultiroom

 A
ccess

R
em

ote C
ontrol from

 V
aux

E
lectron cs (S

249) is said to

operate m
ost infrared -com

patible

A
 V

 com
ponents from

 up to 125

feet aw
ai A

 version com
patible

w
ith X

-10 control m
odules (S

299)

is also p anned; both m
odels

include
n R

F
 receiving unit and

infrared em
itter.

M
icro hom

e theater: T
he

A
coustim

ass-4 system
 from

 B
ose

(S
549) includes three 3 x 3 z 5 -

inch speaker "cubes" w
ith

m
agnetically shielded 21/2-iich

w
ide -range drivers and an

8 x 14 x 8 -inch bass m
odule

w
ith a low

 -frequency lim
it

of 40 H
z. P

ow
er handling is

given as 50 w
atts continuous.



THE YEARS AND EARS
OF EXPERIENCE ARE TAKING NOTE

The veterans of the

audio industry. They've heard

it all. And here's what

they're saying after hearing

DIGITAL PHASE...  
"Truly remarkable bass because of

the Acousta-Reed technology.

Midrange and treble as good as

any I have ever heard."

Dee B. Hall
College Hi-Fi Audio
Chattanooga, TN

"The best performance and value

in the marketplace today, period."

Maurice Paulsen
Crown International
Elkhart, IN

"A technical and sonic standout."

Dave Working
Pacific Coast Audio/Video
Corona Del Mar, CA

"Smoothest, most natural

midrange ever heard in a system

of up to four times its price range.

Solid bass with superior transient

res

Tom Hayward
National Sound of Video
Norcross, GA.

"I'm amazed. Never heard

anything like it. Astouncing sound

out of that cabinet."

Lee Lyon, President
Nicholson's Stereo
Nashville, TN
Upon hearing the new
DIGITAL PHASE AP.5

"Thunderous Bass."

Bruce Pringle
Boss Audio/Video
Florida

You'll hear more from

DIGITAL PHASE. Call 615-

894-5075 for your nearest

DIGITAL PHASE dealer.

Ig4)). ital ,Phase"
..COUS

2841 Hickory Valley Road
Chattanooga, TN 37421

Pictured, the DIGITAL PHASE AP -1, one of five DIGITAL PHASE sys:ems featuring the patented ACOUSTA-REEDTm technology.

CIRCLE NO. 27 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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This 21-tenlill set by one of the
greatest ant of the last four
decades, Is ;;;;X;;;;t1 a classic. Housed
in a deluxe slim:ma with expanded CC
booklet feattnin7 sti* ntal photos, It
inClUdOIT: SOLITARY MAN CRUX' ROSIE,
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Midnight Oil Talks to the Trees

midnight Oil is one of the most
relentlessly political bands in the
history of rock. In the nearly
twenty years they've been to-
gether, these guys have almost
never done anything that didn't

address a wrong or seek a meaningful
change. Compared to this legacy of ear-
nestness and commitment, "Earth and
Sun and Moon," their newest album,
seems like a radical change, even though
the Oils have only lightened up a bit. The
group is still hammering away at envi-
ronmental and cultural rot, but here
they're grabbing our lapels with a little
less fervor.

Even lead singer Peter Garrett eases
up on this album. In addition to his

g trademark vocal shifts-from a stage
,.,..' whisper to a guttural croon-he tries a

little tenderness. Garrett delivers the
title tune, a nearly drippy appreciation of

8 nature, with none of the monomaniacal
intensity that's made him such an urgent

z messenger. Earth and Sun and Moon is a
love song to the environment, and Gar-

?, rett sings it like a moon -eyed kid.
k In sharp contrast to the sound of the

last two Midnight Oil albums-the amaz-
ing "Diesel and Dust" and "Blue Sky
Mining"-this new one is built on a
guitar -rock foundation. Keyboards are
just as important, and sometimes more
important, to the softer, less pumped -up
arrangements. The music is less strident.
even warm. Blending acoustic instru-
ments and Sixties -style guitar effects
gives it the burnished glow of classic
rock.

The songs on "Earth and Sun and
Moon" are somewhat more elliptical
than what we've come to expect from
the Oils. While there are some of the
customary references to Australian ge-
ography, history, and personalities, the
album has an apocalyptic undercurrent,
songs that stitch together fragmented
allusions to the general decline of life on
the planet, as if to say the millennium
approaches and we better get our lives
straight.

Midnight Oil seems to have decided
that there's a time to howl and a time to
soothe. Without letting go of their fierce
moral vision, they've broadened their
emotional and musical range. On "Earth

STEREO REVIEW'S

CRITICS CHOOSE

THE OUTSTANDING

CURRENT RELEASES

and Sun and Moon," they show us
what's wrong with the world, but they
show us a better way, too. Ron Givens

MIDNIOMT OIL
Earth and Sun and Moon
Feeding Frenzy: My Country: Renaissance
Man: Each and Sun and Moon: Truganini:
Bushfire: Drums of Heaven: Outbreak of Love:
In the Valley: Tell Me the Truth:
Now or Never Land
COLUMBIA 53793 (54 min)

festive Haydn

Symphonies from

Montreal
Ten or twelve years ago a reviewer
took Herbert von Karajan to task
for using "the full strings of the
Berlin Philharmonic" in his record-
ing of Haydn's six "Paris" Sym-
phonies (Nos. 82-87). Karajan

didn't, actually, but he'd have been on
solid historical ground if he had: the
French orchestra for which Haydn com-
posed those symphonies in the 1780's
boasted a string section larger than to-
day's norm, with forty-four violins and a
dozen double basses. In any event,
Charles Dutoit has definitely reduced his
splendid Montreal Symphony Orchestra
for his new recording of the "Paris"
Symphonies on London-reduced it to
the point of giving the smaller ensemble
its own name, Sinfonietta de Montreal.
From the robust sound of it, it is not
nearly as compact as Haydn's own mod-
est forces at Eszterhdza, but it does gain
in clarity over a larger ensemble, and it
seems just right for the predominantly
genial character of this music. More to
the point, Dutoit's interpretive approach
also seems just right.

The "Paris" Symphonies have not
wanted for attractive recordings since
the ones by Leonard Bernstein, Ernest
Ausermet, and Leslie Jones in the Six-
ties. But Dutoit's strongest competition
comes from Sigiswald Kuijken and the

STEREO REVIEW SEPTEMBER 1993 87



BESPHFEMONIN
period -instrument Orchestra of the Age
of Enlightenment on two Virgin CD's.
Kuijken observes repeats that are usual-
ly ignored and takes some surprisingly
broad tempos, but his readings are
charged with a vitality that is regally
festive, as surely befits a collection
whose most celebrated work (No. 85, in
B -flat, "La Reine") carries the imprima-
tur of the queen of France. Dutoit's
performances are no less festive, and
certainly no less elegant, but they are a
bit sunnier, more overtly affectionate,
without belaboring the points that gave
Nos. 82 and 83 the sobriquets "The
Bear" and "The Hen," respectively. He
is similarly aware that the astonishing
originality and brilliance of No. 86, in D
Major, need no interpretive underscor-
ing to register their full impact. The
bright-eyed, lustrous playing and warm,
well -focused sonics make this set almost
as self -recommending as the sympho-
nies themselves. Richard Freed

H AY DN : Symphonies Nos. 82-87 ("Paris")
Sinlonietta de Montreal, Dutoit
LONDON 436 739 (two CD's, 144 min)

Conductor Charles Dutoit

Conductor James Levine

The Met Orchestra's Spirited Wagner

ithout question James Levine's
greatest achievement during his
twenty-year association with
New York's Metropolitan Op-
era has been the transformation
of its orchestra from workman-

like accompanists to a cohesive body of
musicians that can hold its own with the
best Vienna, Berlin, or London has to
offer. In recent years it has even been
concertizing on its own under Levine's
baton as the Met Orchestra.

The first CD recorded under that name
contains tremendously spirited rendi-
tions of several favorite Wagner over-
tures and preludes. It begins with a Rien-
zi Overture that recalls for me the
glorious 1927 Stokowski-Philadelphia
Orchestra recording on Victor Red Seal
with which I grew up: The sumptuous
strings in the melody of Rienzi's Prayer
come very close to matching the Sto-
kowski standard. The Tannhauser Over-
ture is done in its Paris version with the
Bacchanale, which Levine and his virtu-
oso musicians whip up to a fine frenzy. I
do wish, however, that the ending had

used the optional offstage women's
chorus. The Meistersinger Prelude is
splendidly broad but without a trace of
stodginess. Levine captures the music's
ebb and flow to perfection, and the
brasses strut their stuff in fine style. The
familiar curtain raiser for Act Ill of Lo-
hengrin has both exuberance and tender-
ness in the right proportion (nice solo
oboe!). The drama of The Flying Dutch-
man comes through with gusto and pas-
sion in this performance of its overture.

New York's Manhattan Center may
have some difficulties as a recording
locale, but Deutsche Grammophon has
had plenty of experience there (including
the Met's Ring cycle among other proj-
ects). The sound on this CD has warmth,
a lovely spatial surround, and a wealth of
textural detail that seems wholly natural
and unhyped. Levine, his orchestra, and
the production crew have done them-
selves proud all the way. David Hall

WAGNIR: Overtures & Preludes
Met Orchestra, Levine
DEUTSCHE GRAMMOPHON 435 874 (61 min)
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Here's what today's music looks like: 0111011000101 the result of engineering breakthroughs you'll never see.
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Darn near everything's gone digital. accurate bass all the way down to 28Hz.
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Laura Nyro,

Back on the Street

is been a long time bets een albums
for Laura Nyro-nine years, in fact,
not counting a 1989 live set-but you'd
never know it from the sound of
"Walk the Dog & Lite the Lite (Run
the Dog Darling Lite Delite)," her

return to the studio wars. The album is
positively brimming over with the sort of
jazzy, New York City street -soul that,
along with standard singer/songwriter
confessional gambits, has been her artis-
tic signature since she made her debut in
the late Sixties.

Time changes things, of course, and so
what's particularly interesting about
"Walk the Dog" is that it makes clear
just how large Nyro's influence has
loomed in her absence. A whole genera-

tion of smart, eclectic (and, truth be told,
self-absorbed) female songwriter/per-
formers seems to have sprung up in the
last decade or so-and their debt to Nyro
is suddenly obvious. Rickie Lee Jones,
of course, comes to mind immediately,
but it's hard to listen to Nyro's throaty
vibrato on "Walk the Dog" without real-
izing that somebody as unlikely as Chris-
sie Hynde has also been doing her act
since day one.

Nyro's new songs here aren't as con-
sistently tuneful as her best, but there's a
reassuring authority to the material that
more than compensates, and there are a
couple of oldies that she sings the very
pants off of. The opener, Oh Yeah Maybe
Baby (an obscure Phil Spector tune), is
spectacular-to hear it is to swoon-and
the concluding medley of Curtis May -
field's I'm So Proud and the venerable
Dedicated to the One I Love is very
nearly as good. The rest of the album
comprises R&B-inflected paeans to
motherhood, sculptor Louise Nevelson,
world peace, and animal rights (hey,

Nyro's an authentic hippie-she's enti-
tled) that are charming despite the PC
overtones, and there's also the absolute-
ly hilarious The Descent of Luna Rosé,
which has the nerve to dedicate itself to
the artist's menstrual cycle and contains
the priceless line, "Baby, don't look at
me like Freud." Add all that up, not
forgetting the wonderfully live, pop jazz
instrumental backings by New York ses-
sion legends, including drummer Ber-
nard Purdie, and you've got one of the
most welcome returns of a very busy
season. Steve Simels

LAURA NYRO
Walk the Dog & Lite the Lite (Run the Dog
Darling Lite Mite)
Oh Yeah Maybe Baby (The Heebie Jeebies): A
Woman of the World; The Descent of Luna
Rosé; Art of Love; Lite a Flame (The Animal
Rights Song); Louise's Church; Broken
Rainbow; Song of the Road (Walk the Dog &
Lite the Lite); To a Child; Medley: I'm So
Proud/Dedicated to the One I Love
COLUMBIA 52411 (41 min)

NOW ON CD

 THE J. ISEILS RAND LIVBt Blow
Your Face Out. RHINO/ATLANTIC
71278. Second in -concert album by the
great Boston blues -rock band, originally
released in 1976 and including a reworking
of Bobby Womack's toolan' for a Love.

 KATE & ANNA McGARRIGLE.
HANNIBAL 4401. Debut album by the
Canadian folkie sister act and a winner of
our Record of the Year award for 1976.
Includes the duo's original version of
Heart Like a Wheel, later a hit for Linda
Ronstadt.

 WILSON PICKETT: In the Midnight
Hour. RHINO/ATLANTIC 71275. Debut
album by the soul shouter, originally
released in 1965, featuring the hit title tune
as well as I Found a Love.

 J01111111 SPENCE: Happy All the
Time. HANNIBAL 4419. The 1964 solo
album (originally on Elektra) by the
legendary Bahamian singer/guitarist,
recorded by the future Doors producer
Paul Rothschild.

 RIANIRS: Plano Concerto No. 2.
Richter, Leinsdorf. BEETHOVEN:
Sonata No. 23. Richter. RCA 56518.
Sviatoslav Richter's American debut.
playing the Brahms Second Concerto
with the Chicago Symphony on October
15. 1960. was followed by this historic
recording. He recorded the Beethoven
sonata the next month in New York.

 HANDEL: Samson. Baker, Watts,
Tear. Shirley -Quirk, others; Leppard.
ERATO 45994 (three CD's). "The cast is
stellar, and Raymond Leppard's concept is
fittingly grand. . . . In short, this is
English oratorio at its best" (August 1986).

I RI III Rh 1,11,, I I
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 FREDERICK FENNELL: Country
Gardens. Fennell. MERCURY 434 330.
This midprice Living Presence CD joins a
1965 recording of Eric Coates's The Three
Elizabeths, played by the London Pops,
with 1959 recordings of Country Gardens
and ten other "exquisite gems" by Percy
Grainger "played with spritely finesse by
the Eastman -Rochester Pops Orchestra"
(April 1978).

 ROSITA RENARD: At Carnegie
Hall. VAI Al.:DID IPA 1025 (two CD's).
The Chilean pianist's only Carnegie Hall
recital, on January 19, 1949, just months
before her untimely death, is coupled with
78 -rpm recordings circa 1928. ". . . one of
the most important pianists of the first half
of this century" (April 1978).
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SPECIAL CD OFFER

legacy Blues

.1. HE vaults of Legacy Recordings (a division of Sony
Music) contain great treasures of American popular
music. Through special CD's previously offered in
STEREO REVIEW, most of our regular readers know of
Legacy's work in preserving and recirculating the
work of master jazz musicians and the pioneers of

rock, and now Legacy has agreed to offer you "The Beauty
of the Blues," a sampler of outstanding recordings in its
Roots n' Blues series. To get your copy of this full-length
compact disc (nearly an hour long), simply fill out the
coupon below and send it in with your check for $3, which
covers postage and handling.

Legacy not only preserves the recorded musical mile-
stones of America's past, but strives to improve them
through remastering with the most advanced digital audio
technology. Searching out the artists' original recordings
and adding unreleased masters and alternate takes, Legacy
has been especially successful with the blues. In the compa-
ny's first year (1990-1991), it won a special award from this
magazine for "Robert Johnson: The Complete Record-
ings," a compilation of all forty-one sides cut by the blues
singer/guitarist just before his death in 1938. That set went
on to win a Gold Record from the RIAA and a Grammy
Award from the National Academy of Recording Arts and
Sciences.

Like jazz, the blues are a musical genre created by
Americans of African descent in the southeastern part of the
United States at the end of the nineteenth century and the
beginning of the twentieth. Blues show less influence from
European music than jazz does, and blues singers perform in
a mode characterized by certain flatted "blue notes"
thought to be of pure African origin. The lyrics of classic
blues often deal humorously with the hardships of life and
work and with the pleasures and disappointments of love.

At first an expression of rural life, the blues quickly
developed an urban branch, and recordings made by the
great blues artists of the 1920's and 1930's exerted enormous
influence on jazz, country music, pop, rock, and even heavy
metal. Selections by these influential artists make up the
program of "The Beauty of the Blues."

The disc begins with Traveling Riverside Blues with vocals
and guitar by Robert Johnson, perhaps the most enduringly
popular country bluesman. The classic St. Louis Blues is
sung here by Bessie Smith, probably the most famous blues

ROOTS N'BLUES
S

TILEBEA
T BLUES

AMPLER

singer of all time. Other well-known performers on the CD
include Big Bill Broonzy, Blind Willie McTell, and Leadbel-
ly, and you will find in this eighteen -song collection the work
of such other artists as Arizona Dranes, Lonnie Johnson,
and Memphis Minnie.

Since its first issue in February 1958, STEREO REVIEW has
given serious treatment to the wealth of American popular
music. This year, as the magazine celebrates its thirty-fifth
anniversary, the editors are happy to cooperate with Legacy
in offering you this treasurable CD of a remarkable Ameri-
can musical genre. We urge you to send for "The Beauty of
the Blues" today. 0

:GREY SAMPLER For STEREO REVIEW readers only

Send coupon and a check or money order for 54 (in Canada
send US 57) made payable to SONY MUSIC to:
Music Fulfillment Number 2037, Legacy Blues, P.O. Box
4000, Carrollton, GA 30117.

NAME (please print)

ADDRESS

(Street and number)

(CO) (State) 1110

This offer is limited to the United States and Canada We regret that we cannot

accept requests from other countries Do not send cash. Please allow six to

eight weeks for delivery Offer expires after December 31. 1993



POPULAR MUSIC
ASHLEY CLEVELAND

Bus Named Desire
RCA 66215 (42 minl

Performance: Big talent in hiding
Recording: Terrible mix

Ashley Cleveland's scored some heavy-
weight credits, having worked with

Emmylou Harris and Etta James, played gui-
tar in John Hiatt's touring band, and appeared
on a Memphis Horns album with Stevie Win -
wood, Joe Cocker, and Robert Cray. On her
second solo effort, the Tennessee native plows
familiar lyrical ground (lost love, disappoint-
ment, divine inspiration, etc.), but goes about
it in a way that crosses musical genres. The
trouble is, she's all over the place stylistical-
ly-usually within one song-without any
real rootedness or emotional resonance to
keep the listener hooked. One moment she's
Suzanne Vega (Henry Doesn't Care), and the
next Melissa Etheridge (I'm Not Made That
Way). Furthermore, she spoils her often intel-
ligent lyrics with a jumbled mix of turbulent
instrumentals (rampant, fuzz -toned guitar)
and dreamy vocals that makes her seem
terested in singing for anyone but herself.
There's a big talent in there someplace, but it'll
take awhile to clear away the rubbish and set it
free. A.N.

Bob
Geldof:
Mr. Happy

What gives Dramarama the edge?

MARC COHN
The Rainy Season

ATLANTIC 82491 145 min)
Performance: Assured
Recording: Very good

Atlantic Records seems to be hoarding
adult -oriented singer/songwriters-Phil

Collins, David Crosby, Marc Cohn-like a
squirrel stockpiling acorns in anticipation of a
post -alternative -music winter. Unlike Collins,
who refined the big, heartbroken, Top -40
ballad, first to a science and then to a shtick,
Cohn puts "The Rainy Season" over on the
sheer variety of its creatively enriched set-
tings. These range from the Memphis -style
shuffle of Walk Through the World to the close-
miked gospel feel of Baby King, with side trips
into the exotic backwoods -voodoo of Mama's
in the Moon (featuring marimba and udu) and
Medicine Man. That's not to say Cohn doesn't
indulge in a little sluggish navel -grazing from
time to time, but he largely avoids it on "The
Rainy Season" by tilting more toward the Van
Morrison than the Phil Collins end of the scale.
Here's hoping he stays the course. P.P.

THE DEVLINS
Drift

CAPITOL 80622 (53 min)
Performance: Fresh

Recording: Good
1111 aybe there's a secret connection be-
IVItween being a poet and being a rock -
and -roller, because Ireland produces more
than its fair share of both. The Devlins. yet

NEW RECORDINGS REVIEWED

ST CHRIS ALBERTSON,

FRANCIS DAVIS, PNYL GARLAND,

RON GIVENS, ROT HEMMING,

ALANNA NASH,

PARKE PUTERSAUGH, AND

STEVE SIMELS

another remarkable group to spring out of
Dublin. are a lovestruck folk-rock act with
powerful pop instincts. Colin Devlin, the
quartet's singer -songwriter, has a soft, breathy
vocal style, which occasionally works its way
into a modest frenzy. He also has a spare but
rather tart way with an electric guitar, which
keeps his quietude from seeming wimpy. And
the rhythm section, bassist Peter Devlin and
drummer Sean Devitt. gives these tunes a
crackling energy reminiscent of Mick Fleet-
wood and John McVie. Colin Devlin's words
sometimes betray a callow way of looking at
the world, but the modesty of his expression
and the driving nature of his music are enough
to make you forgive his youthful indiscretions
and even, at times, to celebrate them just a
little. R.G

DRAMARAMA
Hi-Fi Sci-Fi

CHAMELEON/ELEKTRA 61489 (59 min)
Performance: Seventies redux

Recording: Packs a wallop
i-Fi Sci-h" is the album that Aerosmith
should have made this year. It's loaded

with power, might, and wit, and it's one of the
smartest and most satisfying hard -rock discs
to come down the pike since those musical
conveyances were commonly referred to as
LP's. What gives Dramarama the edge over
their competition is the combustible chemistry
of vocalist John Easdale and guitarist Mark
Englert. Easdale's got a snarl to his voice, but
he isn't above self -scrutiny and even a shaken



vulnerability (witness the bottomed -out. con-
fessional Late Night Phone Call). Englert,
meanwhile, fells tall timber with his ax in the
loud, proud, sloppy/precise mode of such fore-
bears as Mick Ronson and Johnny Thunders.
may they rest in peace.

Though the ranks of the guitar glitterati are
thinning, don't look for any obituaries in the
Dramarama camp, for while they love the
glorious, fuzz -covered sound and fury of Sev-
enties live -fast -die -young hard rock, they've
distanced themselves from the physical con-
sequences of the lifestyle associated with it.
The Dramarama of Sci-Fi" has that
attitude in common with Aerosmith, and the
album draws the line between the excesses of
the past and the cleaned -up convictions of the
present-explicitly in Don't Feel Like Doing
Drugs and Prayer, implicitly elsewhere. They
do so, however, without sacrificing the wild
streak that galvanizes their music and with-
out preaching with tiresome piety, and bravo
to them for that. Meantime, they kick out the
jams with pile -driving fervor on Hey Betty
and Right On Baby Baby, ponder the existen-
tial void in Shadowless Heart, and send a
giggle and a prayer toward heaven with the
upbeat, melodic Incredible. Don't miss this
record; it's lively, wide open, and a serious
ton of fun. P.P.

DURAN DURAN
\I'l ()L 98876(62 min)
Performance: Schizo

Recording: Sterile
Will the real Duran Duran please stand up?
Purveying rather likable synth -pop

tunes one minute, but more often delving into
chilly, off-putting dance tracks, it's hard to get
a bead on this band of former fashion victims
who tenaciously stuck by their musical guns to
survive the early -Eighties hype. But the com-
mercial success of the new album is a hollow
victory. The dance stuff, with which "Duran
Duran" is overloaded, is disposable if not
aggravating, and the cover of the Velvet Un-
derground's Femme Fatale is obvious and way
too late. Still, this has always been a singles -
oriented band, and Ordinary World is one of
those infernal readymade tunes with a chorus
that hits like a Las Vegas jackpot. It doesn't
stand completely alone-Come Undone mes-
merizes in a moody swirl, and Too Much
Information takes a tantalizing poke at MTV.
But by and large this album is merely a filler -
clogged wasteland. P.P.

BOB GELDOF
The Happy Club

POLYDOR 519 132 (68 min)
Performance: Loose

Recording: Good
aving gotten beyond the "Saint Bob"

OM canonizations that dogged him in the
wake of Live Aid, Bob Geldof is loose and
limber on "The Happy Club." He allows him-
self to ruminate at length on the state of the
world, especially political dogmas and the
wheel of history, without losing the keen wit
and unpretentious musical camaraderie that
keep it all in a listener -friendly, humanistic
framework. If you are particularly attuned to
irony, the opening track, Room /9, is a mother -
lode, rendering a black -humored lyric-about
a lab room in Moscow where the brains of

Lenin, Stalin, and others are interred-as a
shambling Celtic singalong, with an organ part
lifted straight from the Monkees* I'm a Believ-
er. (Might that itself not cleverly allude to
Robert Wyatt. a socialist, singer, and song-
writer who covered that very Monkees tune in
a lighter moment? The mind boggles.)

So it goes on "The Happy Club," a rich
blending of music and musing that trades
ideological stridency and reflexive sarcasm
for openhearted accessibility and occasionally
serious inquiry. Every song on this album has
got something to recommend it, but some of
the highlights are a stream -of -consciousness
reminiscence about growing up Irish entitled
The House at the Top of the World; the exul-
tant. Memphis -by -way -of -Dublin kick of
Yeah, Definitely; the title track's improbable
optimism ("I feel great. I feel fine today / I

joined the Happy Club"), and the soulful,

evanescent reveries of The Soft Soil. With
confederates like World Party's Karl Wal-
linger lending a hand, it's hard not to get
caught up in Geldof's spirited goings-on. P.P.

JANIS IAN
Breaking Silence

MORGAN CREEK 20023 (49 min)
Performance: New age folk-lazz

Recording: Very good
co Janis Ian is a lesbian. That's what she's
4iP saying in the papers these days and what
she cryptically whispers in Breaking Silence.
the title track of her first album in eons. Are we
supposed to be shocked? Not after Uncle
Wonderful, her mid -Eighties song about child-
hood incest. The real surprise is that after
three decades of superior songwriting, Ian has
made an album almost entirely devoid of sub-
stantial material, despite such full -of -potential
topics as spouse abuse and Holocaust survi-
vors. Only the remarkable Some People's
Lives, already recorded by Bette Midler, pulls
any weight. Ian's voice is disappointing here
as well. Always something of a whisperer in
the confessional mode, she sometimes rose to
midrange strength, as in her early hits, SOci-
ety's Child and At Seventeen. But Ian delivers
this program-a sort of new -age sketch made
up of folk, jazz, and blues-in a thin, wispy
voice that suggests pillow talk. Maybe that's
the point. But if someone's going to share that
Lind of intimacy, they'd better have something
a little stronger to warrant paying attention for
a whole album. A.N.

FROM THE VAULTS

TIN CARS
DCC 1032 (38 min)
I've been generally agnostic about DCC's
remastered, gold-plated CD reissues of
classic rock albums. Sure, they sound
great, but to my ears whatever sonic differ-
ences that may be detectable aren't neces-
sarily better, just different, and usually only
marginally so. This version of the Cars'
debut, however, really does sound like a
different album from the standard Elektra
version; in fact, so much sonic gunk has
been scrubbed away here that chronic
over -producer Roy Thomas Baker's work
sounds downright understated. Whether
that's a good thing remains problematic-
the synthesizers seem really cheesy all of a
sudden-but the result is undeniably inter-
esting. S.S.

ALEX CHILTON
Bach's Bottom
RAZOR & TIE 2010 (48 min)
Chilton, then fresh out of Big Star and not
yet the post -punk idol he was to become,
recorded this unholy mess of an album in
1975, with producer Jon Tiven handling all
the guitar parts (Chilton had apparently
hurt his hand in an accident involving con-
trolled substances). Tiven has cleaned it up
for this CD version as best he could, to the
point where some of the tracks-a spirited
version of the Stones' Singer Not the
Song-now almost sound like music, and if
you like Chilton at his most ludicrously
dissolute, you'll be glad to have it. S.S.

THE DAVE EDMUNDS ANTHOLOGY
(1968.90)
RHINO 71191 (two CD's, 129 min)
Dave Edmunds's first two solo albums
remain among the most annoying MIAs in
the current CD catalog, but until some
enterprising soul restores them in their
entirety, this greatest -hits collection by the
singer/guitarist Phil Spector once called the
best producer in the world will serve quite
nicely. Just about everything you'd want is
here, from Edmunds's amusing psychedel-
ic -Sixties stuff with Love Sculpture (a Les
Paul -on -acid version of Sabre Dance) to his
more recent work with the Stray Cats and
Jeff Lynne. Rhino's remastering is, as usu-
al, impeccable. S.S.
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POPULAR MUSIC

EFFECTS
The Ultimate Effect

r!:1. jei
For "do-it-yourselfers", the Neon
Lighting Special Effects is our
exciting new fashion -look for
your car or truck. One underbody
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Top it all off with the greatest look
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The finishing touch with the
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Shipping & Handling:
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Order NOW!
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JANET JACKSON
lanet.

VIRGIN 87825(75 min)
Performance: Hot
Recording: Good

he Sensuous Woman, that groundbreak-
ing 1970 book about how women should

revel in their own feelings of sexuality, was
written by someone who identified herself only
as "J." One listen to "janet.," the new album of
heavy breathing by Janet Jackson. and you'll
see that these two women have more in com-
mon than a curvy letter. The third album on
which Jackson has collaborated with superstar
producers Jimmy Jam and Terry Lewis, "ja-
net." has an erotic architecture. It traces the
history of an affair from steamy passion to
betrayal to steamy passion to liberation to
steamy passion. In between songs, there are
little transitional bits, mostly Jackson's soft
murmurings. When she says, "Be a good
boy-and put this on," the mind races at the
thought of what "this" is. On Any Time, Any
Place, she moans about having sex, as the title
says, any time, any place: "skirt around my
waist / wall against my face." Did I mention
that there's a little steamy passion on this
album?

It has the same beat -heavy propulsive-
ness as "Rhythm Nation" and "Control," al-
though the beats themselves aren't quite as
heavy this time around. It's as if Jam. Lewis.
and Jackson decided that a softening or muf-
fling of the rhythms would be more sensuous.
The bass on You Want This, for example, is
ultra-thick-or perhaps, considering the sub-
ject matter, it would be more appropriate to
call it "engorged." The album gets off strongly
with four songs that blend love chatter and
body -shaking rhythms, beginning with the
delicate That's the Way Love Is and ending
with the pounding This Time, featuring word-
less operatic flourishes by Kathleen Battle.
None of the rest of the sequencing works as
well as this first cluster, and the album actually
bogs down with consciousness -raising in the
middle. But there are many pure pop pleasures
to be found elsewhere-and good, clean, pure
ones at that. As a concept album. "janet."
doesn't entirely work, but then thinking isn't
as important here as doing. R.G.

ROBERT EARL KEEN
A Bigger Piece of Sky

SUGAR HILL 1037 (41 mini
Performance: Keen Texas writing

Recording: Very good

Robert
Earl Keen, who's dropped the "Jr."

from the end of his name, established
himself with his first album as a bright and

clever advocate of the Texas school of literate
folk/country songwriting. With this fourth al-
bum, he's moved closer to the league of Lyle
Lovett and Joe Ely, both of whom have re-
corded his songs.

Keen can spin out better -than -average
songs about restless drifters (Crazy Cowboy
Dream, Corpus Christi Bay), but he's best at
concocting slightly mystic story -songs about
psychotics who passed for heroes in the Old
West (Whenever Kindness Fails, Jesse with the
Long Hair). While not every song is clear and
upfront about what's really going on (such as
the wonderfully murky Here in Arkansas),
Keen, backed by vocalist Maura O'Connell,
mandolinist Jonathan Yudkin. and Marty Stu-
art on violin, is always compelling, using
language the way one of his characters might
use his fists-to prove his point. And, also, to
knock you out. A.N.

AIMEE MANN
"Whatever"

IMAGO 21017 (52 min)
Performance: Resentful

Recording: Good

AAimee
Mann has a chip on her shoulder.

That means the stories she tells and the
emotions she casts have real oomph behind
them. It also means that she can't help but
wallow in the hurt and resentment and anger
she feels. "Whatever." her first solo album
since the dissolution of her band 'Til Tuesday,
wouldn't say much if she weren't so upset, but
after a while you just want her to lighten up a
little. True, Mann has a knack for revelatory
phrasemaking. On Say Anything, she sings,
"You see me like a judge / though I deny it / and
hold me like a grudge, then justify it." With
nearly every song, bile is flung at the one who
got away, either in a fine stinging mist or in
great hurtful buckets. Unsurprisingly, all this
gets a little monotonous after a while, although
the melodies have a low -burning charm, the
arrangements hint of classic -rock nostalgia.
and Mann has the kind of voice that can make
you want to drink to her blues. Considering the
trouble she's seen, you could end up with a
considerable bar tab. R.G.

KATY MOFFATT
The Greatest Show on Earth

PHIL() 1148 (46 mirn
Performance: Improved

Recording: Good
Last time out, Katy Moffatt teamed with her
brother. Hugh, who did her no favors. This

time she's made a wiser choice of collaborator
in Tom Russell, who not only lends her his
crack band and sings duet and harmony vo-
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cats, but wrote or co -wrote ten of the twelve
songs.

Moffatt reaches higher than her grasp in
some of the tunes, such as the title cut, which
is supposed to be about the daily sideshow
between men and women, but more often than
not she comes through with sensible if light-
weight efforts that offer advice about how to
live a worthwhile life (A Little Love Is a
Dangerous Thing, Better Let Her Run). Any-
one familiar with Russell's work, however, will
recognize that the meatier songs have more of
Tom in them than Katy-the evocative por-
trait of the sad, would-be actress holed up in
The Evangeline Hotel, the dreamy boxer of
Billy Collins. and the fond memories of time
passed and lessons learned in Amelia's Rail-
road Flat. Moffatt's voice, something between
pretty, folk -style balladry and ethereality, is
pleasant enough, but it could use more emo-
tional shading in the slighter songs. Still, this
record will surprise you in how easily it bur-
rows under the skin. A. N.

VAN MORRISON
Too Long In Exile

POLYDOR 519 219 (78 min)
Performance: Effortless
Recording: Very good

I can't begin to say where Van Morrison has
been in exile, or whether the absence was

geographical, political, social, romantic, psy-
chological, musical, or (your guess goes here).
All I know is I'm glad he's back. "Too Long in
Exile" is a natural wonder, full of easy plea-
sures. Morrison has always been impetuous.
casting his musical fates to the wind. He's
poured his Celtic heart into African -American
styles-R&B, blues, jazz-with full -bore
abandon. On this album he does the same,
only with less desperation and brooding than
usual. You can actually hear Van Morrison
having fun here, more fun than on any record
since "His Band and the Street Choir."

Take Gloria, for example. This remake of
the 1965 Them hit is pretty casual, especially
in the call -and -response ad-libs between Mor-
rison and his duet partner, John Lee Hooker.
And Morrison's singing on Moody's Mood for
Love-as he blisters ahead of the melody like a
jazz soloist more in love with music than with
love-is ecstatic. And even though he tries to
settle a couple of scores on the album, and
takes a few side trips into the mystic, he seems
less obsessed with the higher meaning of his
music than content with the sheer pleasure of
making it. In the past. Morrison has sometimes
seemed like a stranger in his own strange land.
But not on "Too Long in Exile." He sounds
comfortable in his own skin. We should enjoy
it while we can. R.G.

ELLIOTT MURPHY
Unreal City

RAZOR & TIE 2811 (53 min)
Performance: Honest

Recording: No frills
LIke fellow cult figure Jonathan Richman,
Elliott Murphy couldn't care less about the

modern-day music biz and where he fits in.
But unlike Richman, who strives for a child-
like innocence. Murphy is a wordy, worldly,
hyper -literate sort. He has the anti-establish-
ment instincts of a punk rocker, but knows too
much to affect that stance. So rather than hide

Aimee Mann: buckets of bile

his influences he revels in them and indeed
strives, with the pride of a writer bound to
language, to rise to lofty heights. Having left
this country for a romantic life of Hemingway -
style exile in Paris (where, unlike in America.
he's listened to and appreciated I, Murphy has
been issuing worthwhile albums on small la-
bels since the late Seventies.

"Unreal City" functions as both travelogue
and diary. Recorded on the run in unpreten-
tious. low-fi settings. Murphy zeroes in on a
highly personal, semi -acoustic style that is

more emotionally revealing and artistically
valid than big budgets or high-tech could ever
hope to approach. "Unreal City" is as confes-
sional and free of gimmickry and guile as a
letter from a friend. There are reflections on
the past (On Elvis Presley's Birthday, a sharply
focused set of New York memories culminat-
ing in his infatuation with F Scott Fitzgerald:
"the coolest of the cool") and the present (On
the Wings of Icarus, in which he beseeches.
"Purify my passions / A new life has begun").
There are also songs of emotional turmoil
(Something Like Steve McQueen). crushing
loneliness (Sicily 'Tropic of Separation!), a
profane and furious screed directed at the
decadent rich (The Epicenter), and, finally, an
uncertain but committed note of hope and
resolution (Let It Rain). Through it all. Murphy
blows his harmonica and strums his guitar in
the honest. ungussied folk-rock vein in which
he's always excelled and now defines. P.P.

RAGING SLAB
Dynamite Monster Boogie Concert

DEF AMERICAN 45244 147 min)
Performance: Rousing

Recording: Okay
Raging Slab isn't playing live on "Dynamite
Monster Boogie Concert," their second

album, but don't arrest these folks for false
advertising. After all, the other three words in
the title are accurate if somewhat arrogant.
and three out of four ain't bad. Who cares if
you can hear distinct echoes of bands such as
Mountain, the Allman Brothers, and ZZ Top?
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POPULAR MUSIC

Billy Ray Cyrus: Not Exactly Rocket Science

gt. the basics. les. Billy Ray Cyrus's
ad) it record, "Some Gave All." which

sold en incredible sea en million copies, is
one the flattest albums since "Fabian's
Greatest Hits"-only the infectious, if ob-
noxious, Achy, Breaky Heart and the brood-
ing Cc.t..ld'ee Been Me are anything but total
drect. Yes, in concert Cyrus not only dress-
es lite 3 low -rent g Bolo, but moves like a
Chinda,e dancer, ior which he was once
under ;tanaably mistaken. And let's not
even talk about hls interview presence,
whic 1 suggests he hes an I.O. no greater
than a grapefruit's ar d somehow compels
him c obotically repeat the humble sen-
tence, just a guy from Flatwoods, Ken -
tuck)' ra place, by the way, that most Ken-
tucki 3 is never heard c.' before Billy Ray). So
Cyrus 1.3 largely an embarrassment, more
cann )1 loader for those who want to shoot a
t Lige sole through tie "country doesn't
near gnorant" banner that Nashville likes
to trot around these days.

No #4 comes Cyrus's follow-up album. "It
Won': Be the Last." tie one Mercury says
will end all the Billy Ray -bashing. Well, yes.
And se. The songs are infinitely superior to
tiose 01 ' Some Gar? All," with three by
Don Jan Tress, the writer of Achy Breaky
Heart Yet there's no obvious classic here,
tiougla Alex Harvey and Mike Curtis's
Some t Doty New gets a bead on an epic -
tailed sound, and 'Jon Tress's pounding
rack( r ?elk Some cap: Jres the excitement,

danger, and illicit thrill of lust with a mysteri-
ous stranger. That means that the songs are
pleasant, if hardly "A" material, and, as or
Cyrus's debut, his self -written material
sticks out like a line dancer at a country -club
ball-amateurish in both its limited melo-
dies and simplistic lyrics.

But the most overwhelming thing that
strikes you about Cyrus's new album is tha
the boy just can't sing. He does his best it
putting some muscle behind a gruff, color
less baritone, but in places. especially his.
own It Won't Be the Last, he stabs for a note
but settles for the sound of his voice simpll
sliding down the scale, having missed its

mark by, oh, a foot or two. What Cyrus
does have is heart, and that's wha
rescues him. Time and again, his gooc
intentions and true grit in romance
make him out to be the big, dumb boy

in love, ready to sacrifice everything to
prove his ardor. It helps make one of the
album's better songs-Reed Nielsen and
Monty Powell's Words by Heart, about a
letter found in an old high-school jacket-
transcend stereotypical, teenage puppy
love and become something memorable, 11
not exactly profound. And it makes the first
single, In the Heart of a Woman, sound like a
lesson learned the hard way.

What challenges Cyrus's personal integri-
ty here (and you thought he didn't have any)
is his insistence that he's never been influ-
enced by Elvis Presley, and that he doesn't
invite the comparisons some misguided
writers lay on him. Oh, yeah? Is that why he
brings the Jordanaires aboard for When I'm
Gone, a romance tune that borrows every-
thing from Old Shep but the tears? Is that
also why he puts the Elvis sneer to Throwin'
Stones and Dreamin' in Color, an updated In
the Ghetto?

Cyrus is a natural phenomenon. He's a
Marky Mark for housewives, a Harlequin -

romance hero for the K -mart set, and Hora-
tio Alger in a tank top, all rolled into one. But
that doesn't mean we have to take him
seriously as a musician, no matter how
catchy his songs may occasionally be, or
however wonderful it is that his big-hearted
jock prayers were answered, all the way
from heaven to little ol' Flatwoods, Ken-
tucky-wherever that may be. Alanna Nash

BILLY RAY CYRUS
It Won't Be the Last
In the Heart ql a Woman: Talk Some;
Somebody New: Only Time Will Tell; Ain't
Your Dog No More; Words by Heart: It
Won't Be the Last; Throwin' Stones; Right
Face Wrong Time; Dreamin' in Color, Livin'
in Black and White: When I'm Gone
MERCURY 514 758 (39 min)

Raging Slab takes the stylistic trademarks of
its heroes and sticks them in the blender along
with the basic building blocks of hard rock.
blues, and bluegrass. The hard -driving but
loose-jointed combination may give you dejd
vu, making Raging Slab sound like a great lost
band of the early Seventies. And lead singer/
songwriter Gregory Strzempka's lyrics have a
free-floating, hippie-dippy mix of idealism and
spirituality that can take you back as well. But
this band plays with such relentless, sledge-
hammer force that this retro journey isn't a
bad trip at all. R.G.

KENNY ROGERS
If Only My Heart Had a Voice

,1 MIT 24490 (34 min)
Performance: Faked sincerity

Recording: Good
Now that Kenny Rogers's sordid little

phone -sex scandal has hit the headlines,
he's returned to his home base of country
music, believing that his core fans will support
him in his hour of need. Maybe they will, but it
won't be because they're blown away by this
album-strictly a by -the -numbers effort,
blander even than his early -Eighties stuff. The
accompanying press release steers clear of
such topics, of course, stressing Rogers's four
TV specials and his achievements as a pub-
lished photographer and important humanitar-
ian. How interested is Rogers in the needs of
others? Dial 1-800-KENNYSEX, and, as Jim
Reeves suggested long ago, put your sweet lips
very close to the phone. A.N.

PETER ROWAN
Awake Me In the New World

11:1111 1.,()- nun
Performance: Pretty, but...

Recording: Very good
Peter Rowan, with roots in bluegrass and
rock, has in recent years experimented

with concept albums that beautifully illumi-
nate both the historical context of the project
("Dust Bowl Children") and the human condi-
tion that fueled it. This effort-which tells the
tale of a simple man. Pulcinella, who traveled
with Columbus to seek the New World. only to
make his real discovery in his heart-doesn't
have the staying power that marks Rowan's
best work. Several songs, including Dance
with No Shoes and Dreams of the Sea (both
duets with Tish Hinojosa), are melodic gems
that evoke the excitement and imagination of a
sailor off on the adventure of his life. But after
those, and the lush and dreamy title tune, the
songs crumble into a formless mishmash of
Rowan's enthralling tenor and the exotic
sounds of flamenco guitar. Dakota cedar flute.
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and shakaree. This is an ambitious but ulti-
mately disappointing work. A.N.

WALT MINK
Bareback Rider

CAROLINE 1737131 min)
Performance: Precocious

Recording: Good
Disciplined but jittery, virtuosic while hay -
ing a short attention span, Walt Mink

serves up ten combustible miniatures on "Bare-
back Rider," their second CD. The group is a
study in extremes. John Kimbrough's meaty
guitar lassos riffs and whips out chordal calcu-
lus in time signatures beyond the ken of most
rockers. Over this angular assault, he sings in
a slight, choirboy voice that practically vapor-
izes on contact. Drummer Joey Waronker
implies momentum without ever going the
slam-bang 4/4 route; he's too music -schooled
for that. And bassist Candice Belanoff threads
her way through this maze with a game face.

They're clever, all right, but maybe a little
too clever to simply hold on to an idea and
develop it to its logical conclusion. Neverthe-
less, if you're into short bursts of activity,
"Bareback Rider" is, just as the title promises,
an intensified sprint whose songs are over
before you know it but leave you winded and
reeling nonetheless. Closer inspection reveals
they've left behind dinosaur tracks that betray
no small influence from the likes of Jimmy
Page (the lofty guitar architecture of Subway)
and Jimi Hendrix (the whomping riffery,
mighty octaves, and venturesome spirit
stamped on everything, especially Turn and
Disappear). There's even grounds for a Rush

when Kimbrough's tweedy voice
is considered alongside the progressive cast of
the music. Yes, in the continuing dialectic
between old -guard and ultramodern, Walt
Mink has engineered a new strain that exhibits
plenty of hybrid vigor. P.P.

Walt Mink: a little too clever?

Collection
THREADGILL'S SUPPER SESSION

WATERMELON 1011 166 min)
Performance: Pull up a seat and set awhile

Recording: On the fly
tf you've read Myra Friedman's suburb biog-
raphy of Janis Joplin, Buried Alive, you

know about the late Kenneth Threadgill and

If you want to celebrate Jack Daniel's birthday with us this month, how about a sip of his Tennessee Whiskey?

THOUGH JACK DANIEL'S BIRTHDAY is
celebrated in September, the exact day and year
remain a mystery

His statue at our distillery reads that he was
born in 1850. Yet other sources state it was
September of1846. And as to which
day, that may never be known. Still,
all the confusion has never stopped
anyone from celebrating Mr. Jack's
birthday. The way we look at it,
there's any one of 30 days to
choose from.

SMOOTH SIPPIN'
TENNESSEE WHISKEY

Tennessee Whiskey  40-43% alcoho by volume 180-86 proof)  Distilled and Bottled by

Jack Daniel Distillery, Lem Modow, Proprietor, Route 1, Lynchburg (Pop 3611, Tennessee 37352

Placed in the National Register of Historic Places by the United State: Government.
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RUBEN BLADES CON SON DEL
SOLAR
Amor y Control
SONY/DISCOS INTERNATIONAL (55 min)
Blades, the Panamanian actor/writer/sing-
er, weighs in here with an impressive col-
lection of affecting, humanistic, and black -
humored songs in Spanish, such as El
Apagon, in which a bunch of beauty con-
testants get ticked when the power goes off
in a political blackout. At least I think that's
what happens, since the English transla-
tions provided here are more like synopses.
Maybe Blades always meant America to be
a secondary market-deep down, he's real-
ly an activist with a poet's heart. A.N.

ANDY BRECKMAN
Don't Get Killed
GADFLY 121089 (36 min)
Breckman is a musical primitive, even for a
folkie. But he's also an extremely funny
guy (a former writer for David Letterman)
who comes across as a kinder, gentler
Loudon Wainwright Ill. This new live al-
bum features laugh riots galore, including
Here Comes My Career and the immortal
Where is Rabbi Finkleman?, and it de-
serves to be heard by more than just Breck-
man's hundreds of fans. (Available from
Gadfly Records. I -800-541 -9904.) S.S.

VINCE NEIL
WARNER BROS. 45260 (53 min)
The former Motley Crile lead singer returns
with a better band (thanks to ex -Billy Idol
guitar hero Steve Stevens) but the same old
mediocre headbanger anthems. Trust me-
nothing here will be revived on the sound-
track for WaN ne's World IV. S.S.

OZZY OSBOURNE
Live & Loud
EPIC 48973 (tau CDs. 118 min)
Suggested subtitle: "& Highly Undignified
for a Forty -Four -Year -Old Guy to Be Do-
ing in Public." S.S.

PAVAROTTI & PRIONDS
LONDON 440 100 (59 min)
This all-star concert will not please Sting's
fans or Pavarotti's. Sting makes Pavarotti
sound hard and square: Pavarotti makes
Sting sound weak and flat. Other guests-
Suzanne Vega. Bob Geldof-bravely do
their thing. but it's not enough (I hope the
Virgin Mary never hears what Aaron Nev-
ille does to Ave Maria). Friends like this
don't need enemies. William Livingstone

THU REAL JAMAICA SKA
EPIC/LEGACY 52724 (31 min)
A Jamaican dance -music sampler from the
early Sixties, featuring some of the first
recordings by future Harder They Come
star Jimmy Cliff. Most of it is pretty forget-
table, but Cliff's Trust No Man is an inter -

esting portent of the explicitly moralistic
and political reggae to come. S.S.

SUPERSNAZZ
SuperstupIdl
SUBPOP 209b (29 min)
Shonen Knife? Feh! Next time I want to
hear three -chord, Ramones-style punk
racket by a cute Japanese all -girl band I'll
put on Supersnazz. Not only have they got
the wit to name themselves after a Flamin'
Groovies album, not only is their drummer
named Skinny Minnie. but they do a ver-
sion of Papa Oom Mow Mow that the
Trashmen would surely have appreciated.
No higher praise is possible. S.S.
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SURF A DRAG VOL. 2
SUNDAZED 11015 (43 min)
More rare, mid -Sixties surf music and car
songs courtesy of the coolest little reissue
label in the Western World. Pick hits: She
Rides with Me, by Paul Petersen (of Donna
Reed Show fame, produced by Beach Boy
Brian Wilson), and the Quads' Suifin'
Hearse, which fully lives up to its title. S.S.

DWIGHT TWILLEY BAND
The Great Lost Twilley Album
SHELTER/DCC 8020(72 min)
Back in the middle Seventies, these pop
formalists were a critical White Hope much
as Big Star had been earlier, the difference
being that Twilley scored. deservedly, a hit
single (I'm on Fire, heard here in an inter-
esting alternate mix) and, in retrospect,
lacked the sort of personal subtext that has
kept Big Star from dating. Which is to say
that this heretofore unreleased collection of
Twilley's odds and ends is lots of fun. but.
alas, also something of a period piece. S.S.

WSSN
Pure Guava
ELEKTRA 61428 (56 min)
Not getting enough irony? Try listening to a
couple of minutes of Ween's alternative -
rock novelty tunes and get the maximum
daily allowance. Some of "Pure Guava" is
cute. but it's irritating over the long haul.
Prescription: Ween needs to get real. R.G.

0)2 STEREO REVIEW SEPTEMBER 1953

his Austin bar that opened just after Prohibi-
tion as a filling -station and beer joint. Joplin
wasn't the only Texas legend to get her start
there, and certainly not the only thrilling per-
former. Lately, on Wednesday nights, the
place throbs and hops with polished perform-
ers led by Champ Hood and the Threadgill
Troubadours. This record, a live set by some
of the bigger names who did their time at
Threadgill's and can't resist doing more, such
as Jimmie Dale Gilmore. Butch Hancock, and
Marcia Ball. is a laid-back joy, an acoustic
exercise in sweet and sad, the old sounds of
Jimmie Rodgers. Hank Williams. and the Del-
more Brothers, and the more modern laments
of Hancock and Johnny Cash.

Gilmore and Hancock. as anyone who
knows their work can attest, are more gifted
troubadours than true singers, and they're
right at home in this barbecue -and -beer atmo-
sphere (Threadgill's is a full-fledged restaurant
now). Yet some of the most memorable mo-
ments involve the marvelously laconic voice
of Champ Hood. whose rendition of the tradi-
tional Tamp 'em Up Solid refreshes like cold
lemonade on a hot August night. Instrumental-
ly. this is set -'em -up -Texas style, with that
swing guitar and a harmonica hot enough to
melt candle wax. But the music also makes
several sidetrips to Memphis (Stag -a -Lee).
takes time to cruise the Mississippi (Darkness
on the Delta). and drives on over to Nashville
(Christine Albert's evocative version of Don
Gibson and Patsy Cline's Sweet Dreams). Set-
tle in and order a long-neck-on second
thought, better make it two. You'll want to set
through this set twice. A.N.

JAll
BENNY GOODMAN

Swing Swing Swing
MUSICMASTERS 65095 (six CD's. 349 min)

Performance: Valuable
Recording: Quite good

Before he died in 1986. Benny Goodman
willed five truckloads of memorabilia. pa-

pers. and tapes to Yale University. (This col -

Swing King Benny Goodman
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Lyle Moys: beyond fusion

lection is still being cataloged and prepared for
what is now known as the Benny Goodman
Archives.) Forming an important part of the
bequest were some 400 master tapes-includ-
ing many unreleased Goodman recordings-
and the right to license them. Now MusicMas-
ters has released "Swing Swing Swing," a six -
CD boxed set featuring eighty-four selections,
and there is more to come. On the basis of this
first release, it should be worth waiting for.

Since many of the tapes were not properly
marked, a Herculean task faced cataloger
Loren Schoenberg. The few dates that are
given indicate that the tapes were made be-
tween 1955 and 1986; personnel information is
equally vague, although performances clearly
identify many of the soloists. This was not
Goodman's Golden Age, of course, but it
covers a period when his playing was as
eloquent as ever, and the set benefits from the
fact that Goodman surrounded himself with
excellent sidemen. I won't dwell on specific
performances here, but rest assured that any
lover of swing and mainstream jazz will find a
plethora of delights in this box, which comes
with a thirty -six -page illustrated booklet con-
taining a helpful index of artists and titles,
informative notes on the music by Schoen-
berg, and wonderful remembrances by pianist/
composer Mel Powell, conductor Morton
Gould, and pioneering record producer Helen
Oakley Dance, who helped Goodman break
down racial barriers in the band, although the
late John Hammond got the credit. C.A.

LYLI MAYS
Fictionary

GEFFEN 24521166 min)
Performance: Exquisite

Recording: Excellent
n ecause of his long association with guitar-

ist Pat Metheny. pianist Lyle Mays is often
tagged as a fusion artist, but there is more
substance to his playing than that suggests.
You can hear it in "Fictionary," Mays's third
album as a leader. Produced by Metheny, this
is an impressive set of trio performances that
owes much to the superb rhythmic support of
bassist Marc Johnson and drummer Jack De-
Johnette. Two selections, Trio #1 and Trio #2.
are freely improvised by the three players;
another one. Falling Grace, was written by
bassist Steve Swallow. and the rest are Mays's
own. They include the aptly named Bill Evans,
an introspective, delicate solo number called
On the Other Hand, and the title tune, a clear,
floor -stroking bow to Chick Corea. Let me
assure you, however, that these tracks are but
the icing on a savory cake-the entire set is
splendid. C.A.

KERMIT RUFFINS
World on a String

JUSI ICE 1101 (41 min)
Performance: Promising
Recording: Very good

 f New Orleans trumpeter Kermit Ruffins
 can shelve the Louis Armstrong imitations.
he should do well carving his own path. A fine g
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player who tavors traditional jazz, he un-
doubtedly does well feeding reflections of
Satchmo to Crescent City tourists and club -
goers. But I think you probably had to be
there-in the club. that is-to appreciate
some of the performances on his debut album,
"World on a String." There is. of course,
nothing wrong with seeking inspiration from
Armstrong-most trumpeters and jazz singers
do. But when the result is blatant imitation, I
cringe every bit as much as I do when someone
jerks a cigarette from his mouth and yells
Peetah! a la Bette Davis. Ruffins's vocals have
a rowdy club edge even when he isn't doing
Armstrong, but listen to his playing on Georgia
on My Mind and Rosetta and you'll hear why I
think he has a future. The album also features
good work by pianist Ellis Marsalis, excellent
bass support by Walter Payton, and occasional
input from Danny Barker, one of New Or-
leans's shining jewels. C.A.

GEORGE WALLINGTON
The George Wallington Trio
S AV( )1' JAZZ 013h 02 mini

Performance: Proto-bop
Recording: Much improved

Best known for contributing Godchild to
Miles Davis's "Birth of the Cool" and

active only sporadically since the late 1950's,
the late George Wallington was one of the most
technically adept and emotionally compelling
of the young pianists spawned by Bud Powell
in the late 1940's. All of the material on this

crisp -sounding reissue was recorded in 1949 or
1951, and all but two tracks feature Wallington
with bassist Curley Russell and drummer Max
Roach. In addition to revealing Wallington to
be almost Powell's equal in speed and harmon-
ic reach, these fevered and in -a -hurry trio
performances (even the ballads rush against
tempo) also provide a forceful reminder that
early bop was a young man's music (whereas
most 90's bop is tepid stuff played by young
men pointlessly imitating old masters they
assume never to have been their own age).

With a total playing time of just over half an
hour, the disc is short by today's standards.
Nevertheless, a budget price, exemplary digi-
tal remastering, and the crackle of the trio
performances combine to make this CD a good
investment. F.D.

Collection
ESQUIRE POLL WINNERS

The First Esquire Concert
LASERLIGHT 723 (55 mint
Performance: The very best

Recording: Excellent digital transfers
anuary 18. 1944 was definitely the night to
be at the Metropolitan Opera House. It was

the night Louis Armstrong, Art Tatum, Cole-
man Hawkins, and some equally famous col-
leagues-all winners in Esquire magazine's
first annual jazz poll-made their Met debut.

Recordings of that evening were originally
issued by the U.S. Government on V -Discs,
for distribution to GI's overseas, but the con-
cert was also broadcast live. A handful of
small labels have made this astonishing event
available to collectors over the years, but this
CD release offers the best technical quality I
have heard so far. I suspect an aircheck is the
source for some of this, because we hear a
pesky announcer who, at the start of the disc,
feels compelled to identify the players, and
sometimes even lowers the music level to
repeat what we have just heard announced
from the stage. Nevertheless, those intrusions
(and some awkward liner notes) are minor
annoyances on a release that abounds with
spirited performances by the cream of any
decade's jazz crop.

Mildred Bailey (Mrs. Red Norvo) does her
inimitable version of Honeysuckle Rose and
interacts with the audience to turn Squeeze Me
into the kind of performance one could never
get in a studio. Billie Holiday was still in top
form back then, and we hear it on I'll Get By
and Billie's Bounce, both of which are en-
hanced by Roy Eldridge. There are several
superb instrumental performances featuring
Barney Bigard, Red Norvo, Lionel Hampton.
Jack Teagarden, and the entire cast. The only
sour notes occur at the very end. If you think
Roseanne Arnold murdered the Star Spangled
Banner. you should hear what Armstrong,
Eldridge, Teagarden, Tatum. Hampton, and
Norvo do to it! C.A.
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DAM"
ho Sold Out?

id you ever have the feeling
you've been cheated?" John Ly-
don (a.k.a. Johnny Rotten) asked
that question at the end of the Sex
Pistols' final performance back in
1979, and I bring it up because I

recently witnessed another musical/
cultural event-precisely the sort of
thing, actually, that Rotten and his
fellow punks were railing against-
and it's left me with a similarly uncom-
fortable feeling. I'm referring, alas, to
the Broadway production and resul-
tant original cast album of a show
called (inaccurately, in my view) The
Who's Tommy.

Now I'll grant you I had severely
low expectations from the minute I
heard Pete Townshend was having
one more go at his celebrated 1969
rock opera. Given the existence of the
original album, the all -rock -star or-
chestral remake in 1972, and, of
course, the ludicrous 1975 Ken Rus-
sell film and accompanying sound-
track (Oliver Reed sings!), there
seemed to be no particularly pressing
need to revisit this material yet again.
Nevertheless, the recent Broadway
version opened to such rapturous re -

The Who, circa 1970

STEVE SIMELS

views ("This show cures cancer!"-
Frank Rich, New York Times) that I
was at least mildly curious; perhaps
Townshend and director Des McAnuff
had divined something in Tommy that
really justified the new theatrical pre-
sentation.

Uh-huh, and perhaps someday
trained sheep will pilot the Concorde.
The saddening if not altogether sur-
prising truth about what's currently on
display at New York's St. James The-
ater (and what can now be heard on an
RCA CD or cassette) is that The Who's
Tommy is at best a spectacular but
otherwise brain -dead Broadway musi-
cal in the not -so -great tradition of An -

looks just like Wayne's World's Mike
Meyers (listening at home, at least,
you don't find yourself expecting him
to break into "See me, feel me . . .

Not!" as you do in the theater).
No, the real problems with The

Who's Tommy are conceptual. Take
the ending. In the original, you'll re-
call, Tommy's disciples turn on him
when they realize he actually demands
something of them; the point Town-
shend was making about religious/pop
celebrity back in 1969 may have been a
tad ambiguous (read: muddled), but it
could hardly have been described as
uplifting. Not so the 1993 version, in
which the former deaf, dumb, and

So Pete Townshend's been to AA. Is that any

reason to inflict The Who's Tommy on us?

drew Lloyd Webber. And at worst it's
a total betrayal of the original work,
the cultural milieu in which it was
created, and, coincidentally, every-
thing the Who stood for.

Overstated? The purist rant of an
aging baby boomer? Well, I never felt
"Tommy" was the Who's best work
to begin with, so it's not as if I have a
vested interest in hating the revival.
How then is the show so lousy? Let us
count the ways. To begin with, there's
still no script in the traditional sense,
and since the all -sung plot remains as
confusing as ever, the end result is
rather like a comic book where
they've neglected to fill in the dialogue
balloons.

Worse, the music and staging are
hopeless. Forget the supporting cast,
filled with legit Broadway types who
sound utterly at sea singing rock, if
that's still the word. Forget the show's
back-up band, which (even on the CD,
with the help of Beatles producer
George Martin) sounds like a wedding
combo trying to play a little something
for the younger folks. Forget the Tony
Award -winning (huh?) choreography,
which unconsciously (I hope) parodies
little bits from Grease and various Bob
Fosse productions. And even forget
that Michael Cerveris, in the title role,

blind kid renounces his followers and
then returns to the dysfunctional fam-
ily (including pederastic Uncle Ernie)
that traumatized him into autism in the
first place. Yes, folks, the new Tommy
is now a John Bradshaw screed about
healing the inner child or, as a friend of
mine put it less forgivingly, about Pete
Townshend going to AA. Welcome to
the Nineties.

Most obnoxious is calling such mush
The Who's Tommy, which to my mind
verges on consumer fraud. After all, the
real Who's "Tommy" quite clearly al-
ready exists, frozen in time, as the
original album-the work of four im-
possible -to -copy musicians who at their
peak rarely played a note without sum-
moning a feeling of glorious anarchy,
freedom, and boundless possibilities.
To say that the Broadway version, a
pale travesty on the level of Beatle-
mania or an average Elvis imperson-
ator, suggests none of that is to bela-
bor the point, and perhaps we should
simply accept it for what it is: show-
biz. But while I'm willing to concede
that Townshend had every right to
fiddle with the literal meaning of his
magnum opus, it's hard to feel any-
thing less than depressed that he's so
obviously trashed its spirit. Hope I die
before I get old, indeed.
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Technics SA-GX330

Remote A/V Receiver
100 watts per channel 41L watts pe'
channel rear *Dolby Pro Logic AM/FM tune
with 30 station presets Wireless remote
control

17,';,$22995nce TEC SAGx33,

Sherwood RA -1140
25 watts channe surround sound

JVC RX-206
.40 watts.channe remote

Technics SA -0X130
.70 watts/charmer. remote

Teac AG -V1020
100 watts/channel. remote $21 998
AudioSource CD Receivers,..,
-30 WatVCh Receiver, 6 -CD Changer .

Sherwood RV -6010R
105 watts/channel. Dolby Pro Logic. CALL

$89
$149"
9 79"

Cassette Decks

I t:z.r. 11

JVC TDW-106
Double Cassette Deck

Dolby B noise reduction 1 -deck is play-
back. the other is record & play LED peal,
level metering system *High speed dubbing

4$91)95 (JVC TOW' 3'd

Teac V-370
*Dolby B. auto -tape select . . $749$
Technics RS-TR232 s,

1Dual Cassette. auto -rev. Dolby B/C/10-P,- 5993
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Loudspeakers
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$
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Kiss Of The Spider Woman
RCV 61579 CD.$11.99

Cassette.$7.99
Guys And Dolls
RCV 61317 CD.$11.99

Cassette.$7.99
Les Miserables
GEF 24151 2 CD Set.$22.99

Cassette.$13.99
The Will Rogers Follies
COL 48606 CD.$12.99

Cassette.$7.99
The Goodbye Girl
COL 53761 CD.$12.99

Cassette.$7.99
Crazy For You
ANG 54618 CD.$11.99

Cassette.$7.99

DJ Equipment

Gemini PMX-1000
DJ Preamp/Mixer

2_phorp,a-lihe 5 1 -microphone inputs *Bass
& treble controls Auto mute talkover
Assignable & removable crossfader
controls DJ booth output *Cueing

Our /5995rice (GMI PMX1000)

Gemini MB -415
.3 -Way Speakers. 15 woofer Each $1 7995
Audio Technic& AM200
.0.1 Mixer. sound effects generator

Gemini PMX-2000
*DJ Mixer. 7-band/eh EC. voice synthes., $2199$
Gemini PVX-160
Power Arno. 135 watts/channel $349"
Stanton CD33
*Dual CO Player. pitch contro $1299"
NESS Disco Lights
.for Complete Selection CALL

ORDER TOLL FREE 1
24 HOURS A DAY
7 DAYS A WEEK

Outside U.S.A. Call:
1-718-417-3737

J&R Music World, Dept. SR0993, 59-50 Queens -Midtown Expressway, Maspeth, Queens, NY11378
FAX 718-497-1791

-800.221-8180
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Super Specials.
New Releases On Laser Disc

x Malcolm X

$299!
Also Available:

Army of Darkness (P/S or LTX) $29.95
Blade Runner, director's cut (TX) $42.95
Blue Planet ((MAX) $34.95
Enter The Dragon (L770_ $29.95
Lorenzo's Oil (P/S or L77() $34.95
Benny & Joon $29.95
2001: A Space Odyssey(CLV-LIX) $34.95
Scent Of A Woman (P/S or LIX) $34.95
Sommeisby (LTX) $29.95
Untorgiven (LTX) $34.95
Bad Lieutenant $29.95
Jennifer 8 (P/S or LTX) $34.95

Music Video New Releases

ABBA

GOLD

Abba
Gold

$1695
Also Available:

Miles Davis & Quincy Jones:
Live At Montreaux $16.95
Music Of The West
A Tribute To The Singing Cowboys $16.95
Harry Connick Jr.:
New York Big Band $16.95
Sade:
Life, Promise. Pride. Love $16.95
Neil Young:
Unplugged $16.95

Equalizers

EM-ITICWIttOrij

Teac EQA-1 10
10 -Band Graphic Equalizer

 Plus/minus 12 dB range *Illuminated slide
controls Switchable E0 active/defeat Tap,
monitor *Peak program level meter *Blab..
finish

Our $6995
Low CTEC)A1101
Prate

EA

AudioSource EQ43/5
Equalizer. 10 bandszchannel $9995
Teac EQA-220
iigualuer. 10 bands/channel s99"
AudioSource EQ-11
-Graphic Equalizer 10-banctsichanne . $1 29 "

s149"
*219"

-Graphic Equalizer/Analyzer, pink -nose $29993

Technics Sli-0E70
7-bands/channel, 12 memory presets

AudioSource EQ-12
-10 band Equalizer/Analyzer with mz

AudioSource EQ-10

/RECORDS/COMPACT a ISCS/PRE-RECORDED CASSETTES/ST

Video Recorders

JVC HR-DX62
NIFi Stereo VCR

"4 -head system with noiseless Stills & slow roCi-
tiOn Hyper bass system Diglal AN tracking
"Bilingual on -screen menu Auto head cleaner
*Dual audio outputs 181 channel cable -ready

*34995 VC HRD%62

Panasonic PV -2301
*VHS Recorder, on -screen. remote 99"
Samsung VR-8702
-VHS Hi -6 Recorder, 4 -head, on-:creek'259"
JVC FIR-D820U
-4 head VHS Recorder. tog/shuttle a259"
General Electric VO-4217
411-Fi Stereo VAS Recorder

Toshiba M648
4.11-F, Stereo VHS Recorder. 4 -heads $32995
Sony SLY -75011F
4+.r, Stereo VHS 4 -head. VCR. built-in CALL

Compact Disc Accessories

AudioSource LLC3
3 in 1 Utility Disc

An easy to use, narrated
test disc, especially useful
for owners of Dolby Pro
Logic Surround systems
2 -precision brushes

gently clean the laser lens
*Protect your investment

Rice* 995 (ASO LLC31

Creative Point
CD200T

CD Tower
'Holds 200 compact
discs, including
double CDs and
multi -disc magazines
Convenient swivel
base makes finding
your favorite disc
quick and easy

Our $2495
ow

(CP CO200T1

Electronic Reference
I :

Sharp YO -610
Electronic Organizer

.40 character by 8 line cisplay 'Computer
- port *Functions monthly, weekly/daily cafes-

id,E, schedule. telephone business card. memo
10-00 home & world clock calculator &our 55
1,?Ze1999 (SI-FA 10610)

Seiko TR2500
$29°55 -Language fiLropean Translator

Sharp EL8280
*Auto phone dialer, 4501/names

Casio SF -4800
-Databank/11'one Directory, 64K '69"
Franklin LM -8000
* Speaking Language Master $179g5
Franklin DBS-1
-Digital Book System. pocket -sized $ 1 9993
Hewlett-Packard HP48GX+ DS
*Scientific Ca culator. expandable. 128" RAM 299

$5995

Camcorders

Sony CCD-TR61
ilmm Hi-Fi Stereo Camcorder

1: ,or.:e0 power zoom .Built -m wide-
an(i, , 53PSIIIVIly.4-rrode programrnabe
auk exposure .Full -ran e inner focus system

(SON CCDTR611

Sharp VLL-72
-01-S Camcorder 12:t. 1-kix . '649"
Panasonic PV -800
MIS Camcorder. 12 1 power zoom. 2-lui $659"
JVC ORS -505
-S-VHS-C Camcorder HeR Stereo $799"
Sony CCD-FX520
Harm Camcorder, 12 variable power zoom CALL
Panasonic PV -43
WHS-C Camcorder. 20X dgitaf zoom CALL

Sony CCD-T1131
Hamm Handycam, 1(11 zoom. 1 -lux CALL

Digital Recorders
Sony TCD-D7

DAT
Walkman

,/  e:5 Player/
Recorder

Long play mode for
up to 4 hours of recording &playbacl,

Anti -shock mechanism elrgh speed AMP
search DigrtaI coaxial & Exotica! input & our
put CarNing case suppliedCur $59995

(SON TCDO7)

Aiwa
AMD-100
MiniDisc
Recorder/
Player
*Digital recording 6
playback Ouick
random access with
10 -key operation *Mice input
Shock proof memory Table of
Contents edit function 21 -selection memory
Includes AC adaptor. case. Ni-Cad batteries.
headphones & optical cords

e

Our $67995
(AlW MAD100)

Televisions/Video

JVC HRP1
Portable HIFI VCR with 3' Color Monitor

*Smallest portable VCR able to play lull -size VHS
cassettes Eluilt-in speaker & dual headphone
lacks *LCD monitor *4 head system Inclades
remote. AC adapter/charger & carrying case

i°5°1$49995 (VC Hm41)

Samsung TN3157M
.17 Color N. rotary.............614993
Panasonic PV -M2023
VHS Recorder/20' TV Combo $499"
Sony OVS-50
"Elmm Video Walkman. 4' active matzo CALL
Sony KV-13TR28
.13 Color N. AN window on -screen. remote CALL
Sony KV-20TS29
-2T Stereo Color TV on -screen remote CALL
Sony KV-27TS32
-2T Stereo Color Monitor CALL

Koss Electrostatic Headphone
Super Special Purchase

SAVE OVER $1500
From Mer. Original List Price

:IDES'
=ELECTROSTATIC

Koss ESP/950
Electrostatic Headphones

*Headphones that reproduce every nuance
with lifelike realism Ultra -flat response
ensures that you will hear the deepest bass,
natural warm midrange & crisp clear highs
Includes E/90 Energizer/Amplifier which
allows system to be connected to virtually
any music source *Also includes connect-
ing cables. AC adaptor, battery pack &
calfskin carrying case with enough room for
a portable CD player

10..rwr

$49995
5nce (KOS ESP950)

Olympus Stylus Zoom
35mm Compact Cameroon!'

The ligntest. most elegant camera to bold a built-
in 35-70mm 2x zoom lens- from widE angle to
telephoto in an instant *Fully automatic operation
.5 flash modes 'Weatherproof *Self -timer

$19995 (OLM STYLUSZ

Minolta Freedom AF35
35rnm Aul0-1000E Camera '89"
Fuji Discovery 190 Zoom
35-55mm Zoom lens Camera . *129"
Polaroid Captive-SLR Cameo. *149"
Nikon Lite Touch
*Ultra -Compact 35mm, auto locusiexposures159"
Nikon Zoom Touch 470 s.,,,,,,.
-Compact. 35-70min power zoom with macro '1 CM-
Olympus IS -3
-Zoom Lens Renee 35-I80mm noon *579"

J&R Catalogues

For FREE Catalogue, Please Check:
ElAudioNideoRilusic ElComputers
Or Call Toll -Free 1-800-221-8180
Write To:
J&R Music World
Department SR0993
59-50 Queens -Midtown Expressway
Maspeth, NY 11378

NAME

ADDRESS

CITY STATE ZIP

CALL US TOLL FREE FOR ITEMS NOT LISTED IN THIS AD
TO ORDER BY MAIL:

SEND MONEY ORDER CERTIFIED OR CASHIER'S CHECK MASTERCARD VISA AMERICAN EXPRESS or DISCOVER CARD (Include Inter bank No.
expiration date and signature) To JAR MUSIC WORLD, DEPT. SR0993, 59-50 QUEENS -MIDTOWN EXPRESSWAY, MASPETh, QUEENS, NY 11378.
Personal and business checks must clear our Authorization Center before processing. Shipping. Handling & Insurance Charge of Total Order
(except overweight items) with a S4.95 minimum. (Canadian Orders Add 15' Shipping with a 59 95 minimum charge )Fo' shipments by air
please double these charges DO NOT SEND CASH. SORRY, NO C.O.D.'s. NEW YORK RESIDENTS ADD SALES TAX.

ORDERS SUBJECT TO VERIFICATION AND ACCEPTANCE. NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR TYPOGRAPHICAL OR PICTORIAL ERRORS
ALL MERCHANDISE SHIPPED BRAND NEW, FACTORY FRESH. AND 100'. GUARANTEED. Copyright 1993 J&R Music World
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Get a free MiniDisc
Sampler plus $2 oil
on up to 30 MD titles.
A $75 value, heel
From Augt.st 1s-,1993 through Decem-

ber 31st, 11)3 -a3ive a 15 valin free
wren you pure-mE and home, ©- or

portable MiniCiic prod ict from Uwa,

RCA, Sanyo, Sharp o Sony. YaJ get

3 free Mini[ i;c mpler, valued d 515,
3Ius coupol; pod for '2 off the r3gular

rice of 30 ir3-ecyded MiniDists at

ac rticipating rr us c retc ilers. See your

3C rticipating dnier for details c r this

3riceless muslc (flu.

!epolurtion in who 3 or n pat withou written permi son is pro-
ibred Sony and he Win Cisc logo ore rodemarks of !Amy. All

.th. r -rademarks arr tie rade rrarks otalsw respeaivi coners.



CLASSICAL MUSIC

The violinist Anne -Sophie Mutter

BERG: Violin Concerto
RIHM: Time Chant

Mutter: Chicago Symphony. Levine
DEUTSCHE GRAMMOPHON 437 093

(52 min)
Performance: Impassioned and theatrical

Recording: Superb

Rne-Sophie
Mutter has taken a lot of grief

over the years for being too sexy, too
perfect technically, and too well connected in
classical -music circles. This recording ought
to quiet her detractors for a while. Even as an
admirer. I was astonished at the originality and
emotional depth of her interpretation of the
Berg concerto, and I am impressed with her
daring in pairing it with the Wolfgang Rihm
piece, easily the most challenging contempo-
rary work she has recorded.

For years, Itzhak Perlman's recording of the
Berg on Deutsche Grammophon was recom-
mended to those ambivalent about music writ-
ten after World War I. but this one by Mutter
and James Levine has more surface polish and
ten times the fantasy. It ranks with Arthur
Grumiaux's old Philips recording (now on CD)

as one of the best -ever recorded realizations of
the concerto. The dance in the rhythms and
lightness in the playing lift the music out of the
usual atonal murk. There is also a vivid touch
of theater in the way the various sections
present themselves, make their points, and
then recede; no doubt Levine's experience
conducting Berg's operas is a factor here.

Many of the same qualities are also present
in the Rihm, whose ethereal atmosphere
seems to pick up where the Berg concerto
leaves off. Time Chant isn't a traditional con-
certo but an introspective soliloquy for violin
and orchestra. If it's possible to achieve lyri-
cism without melody, Rihm has done that here,
with beautifully arching violin lines that Mut-
ter plays with great expression. After several
listenings, I find it an absorbing 25 -minute
musical journey-perhaps not equal to Berg's,
but few are. D.P.S.

CASTELNUOVO-TEDESCO: Violin
Concerto No. 2 ("The Pro abets")

BEN-HAIM: Violin Concerto
Perlman. Israel Philharmoni.:. Metita

EMI 54296(50 min)
Performance: Attractive

Recording: Good
Mario Castelnuovo-Tedesco and Paul
Ben -Haim were both Jewish refugees

from fascism, the former from Italy (where his
family lived for centuries). He settled in the
U.S., where his romantically exotic Violin
Concerto No. 2, written for Jascha Heifetz,
once had a lot of success. Like most of his
work, it has since been forgotten. Maybe this
lush performance, recorded live in Tel -Aviv,
will push it back intofavor-it certainly has all
the old-fashioned ingredients.

Ben -Haim, who fled Hitler's Germany to
settle in Israel, was long that country's best-
known composer. His Violin Concerto, writ-
ten for an older Israeli violinist, Zvi Zeitlin,
offers a more modernist interpretation of tradi-
tional material than Castelnuovo-Tedesco's
and, like the music of Stravinsky, Bloch. and
Bartok, has a bit more bite. Still, it is almost
equally accessible in this ingratiating perfor-
mance by Itzhak Perlman, one of the greatest
latter-day representatives of the Jewish fiddler
tradition. E.S.

DEBUSSY: The Martyrdom of Saint
Sebastian

Soloists; ....ondon Symphony Chorus and
Orchestra, Thomas

SONY 48240 (66 min)
Performance: Revelatory

Recording: Lovely
The Martyrdom of Saint Sebastian, a product
of Debussy's last years. was written in a

great hurry to accompany an elaborate 1911

NEW RECORDINGS

REVIEWED BY

ROBERT ACKART,

RICHARD FREED, DAVID

HALL, GEORGE JELLINEK,

ERIC SALZMAN, AND

DAVID PATRICK STEARNS

theater piece based on a text about the sexy
saint by the poet Gabriele D'Annunzio. While
the spare, rarefied, meditative music points
forward to Messiaen and is occasionally per-
formed, the five -hour stage work has never
been revived. In presenting the music, most
conductors settle for a somewhat rearranged
concert version. Michael Tilson Thomas de-
cided that the score is fine as Debussy left it.
and he's right. But the most important thing
about this release is the performance.

Thomas is an intelligent, resourceful advo-
cate for this music: he makes it seem far less
uneven than usual, and not because of any
especially feverish conducting. If anything. he
holds back a bit, accentuating the music's
spareness and drawing in the listener to its
sense of mystery. And what a marvelous score
it is! Over and over, Debussy delivers distinc-
tive solutions to dramatic problems he hadn't
previously encountered, conveying moments
of rapture, pain, or triumph with a small vocal
ensemble, an unaccompanied chorus, or an-
other type of musical resource rarely exploited
elsewhere in his output. The soloists here-
Sylvia McNair, Ann Murray, and Nathalie
Stutzmann-are near perfect, and so is the
understated narration by Leslie Caron. This
could be a breakthrough recording. D.P.S.

IIIAMONII
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DIAMOND: Symphony No. 1;
Violin Concerto No. 2; The Enormous Room

I JR Seattle Symphony, Schwarz
DELOS 310(71 min)

Performance: Top of the line
Recording: First-class

Gerard Schwarz and the Seattle Symphony
de themselves proud all the way on this

CD, the most satisfactory release so far in
Delos's continuing survey of the American
composer David Diamond's orchestral music.

The First Symphony (1941) is taut and song-
ful by turns. Its first movement is all high
spirits; the second is in a lyrical vein with a
lovely woodwind episode midway. The finale
starts with contrasting elements based on Gre-
gorian chant but culminates in fast action

STEREO REVIEW SEPTEMBER 1993 II I
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Forbidden Music

Krister St HID as Jonny in Jonny Spielt Auf

UP' orngold's opera Das Wunder der He-
liane and Krenek's opera Jonny Spielt

Auf are the first two releases in London's
ambitious project devoted to recordings of
"Entartete Musik," works considered deca-
dent and therefore banned by the Nazi re-
gime. Future releases wiil represent the mu-
sic of Hindemith, Weill, Eisler, and Toch,
composers who managed to escape to the
New World, and their gifted but less fortu-
nate contemporaries Viktor Ullman and
Hans Krasa, who perished in concentration
camps. It is a highly laudable enterprise, and
London has gone about it in the proper
manner: The operas in this first release are
well cast and attractively produced.

Curiously, when they were introduced,
both in 1927, their composers found them-
selves in opposite aesthetic camps. Erich
Wolfgang Korngold (1897-1957) carried on
the harmonic vocabulary of Gustav Mahler
and Richard Strauss. Ernst Krenek (1900-
1991) was a twelve-tone composer and thus
doomed at the outset despite his Aryan
birth. Besides, he made the serious political
blunder of introducing jazzy elements into
Jonny Spielt Auf-a sensational success all
over Europe before the Nazi takeover-ele-
ments held inimical to the purest and no-
blest German ideals.

Das Wunder der Heliane (Helen's Miracle)
is a seething, soaring, sensuous score or-
chestrated with dazzling skill. The story-a
morality tale with the strong erotic over-

tones many European composers of the
period (Massenet. Zandonai. Montemezzi)
favored-is saturated in mysticism. The
conductor of this recording, John Mauceri,
understandably relishes the lavish colors of
the music and shows a magnificent com-
mand of its intricacies. though the singers
are at times swamped in the orchestral glo-
ry. They are a hardworking and frequently
inspired group interpreting strongly drawn
characters. The soprano Anna Tomowa-Sin-
tow is the angelic Heliane, who's married to
a ruthless, evil Ruler portrayed by the bari-
tone Hartmut Welker. The tenor John David
de Haan is the messianic Stranger who's
brought back to life through Heliane 's mir-
acle. There is also a demonic Messenger,
interpreted by the mezzo-soprano Reinhild
Runkel. and a blind Judge, a role in which
the tenor Nicolai Gedda emerges from a
lengthy recording hiatus with distinction. All
have their hands full with their extremely
taxing assignments, and all deserve praise.

I find the verbosity and heavy mysticism
of the libretto hard to take, but Korngold's
music is fascinating in its colorful synthesis
of various musical currents-even late Puc-
cini-enhanced by his individual idiom. The
opera deserves serious attention.

Jonny Spielt Auf (Johnny Strikes Up) is a
more difficult case. The story involves an
idealistic European composer named Max
who finds himself confronted with the dar-
ing innovations and presumed loose moral-
ity of the New World as embodied in the jazz
musician Jonny. Encouraged by its Europe-
an success, the Met produced the opera in
1929. but it failed to hold the stage. Nothing
ages faster than "timely" shockers, and
today's audiences would find Krenek's Amer-
ican allusions naive, even embarrassing.

In contrast with Korngold's sensuous idi-
om. Krenek's music projects angularity.
sharp rhythms, and biting dissonance. I did
not respond to it with much emotional in-
volvement, but, as with the Korngold, I am
impressed with the achievement of the con-
ductor. Lothar Zagrosek, and his able cast.
particularly the soprano Alessandra Marc.
whose rich -toned and fearless singing is
quite astonishing, cloudy enunciation not-
withstanding. The vocal -orchestral bal-

ances in this opera are just right, and the
overall sound of both sets is topnotch. G.J.

KORNGOLD: Das Wunder der Heliane
Soloists: chorus: RSO Orchestra, Mauceri
LONDON 436 636 (three CD's. 167 min)

KRINEKs Jonny Spielt Auf
Soloists: chorus: Gev,andhaus Orchestra,
Zagrosek
LONDON 436 632 (two CD's, 131 min)

music. The rich scoring is colorful, including
full percussion and bells, but never over-
loaded.

The Enormous Room (1948) was inspired by
the poet E. E. Cummings's classic book of that
title, which tells of his internment during
World War I in a French prison camp. The
single I5 -minute movement, predominantly
slow but attaining a kind of ecstatic fervor in
the later sections. evokes an episode from the
book in which one of the author's fellow
inmates, a country constable, reacts exultant-
ly to a pre -Christmas snowfall.

But the real find here-quite literally-is
the Violin Concerto No. 2, composed in 1948
on commission from Arthur Percival (a pioneer
in the coin -operated laundry business) for his
violinist wife, Dorothea Powers. After a single
performance with the Vancouver Symphony
under Jacques Singer, problems with the Perci-
val estate caused the concerto to disappear, in
effect, for the next forty-six years. The present
recording was made in September 1991 fol-
lowing its U.S. premiere in Seattle with the
Seattle Symphony's concertmaster, llkka Tal-
vi. as the violin soloist. Talvi has a small but
warm tone, unerring intonation, and first-rate
musicianship.

The music has true vitality and substance,
and the concerto ranks with the finest main-
stream American works of this century. Dia-
mond was a practicing violinist in the earlier
years of his professional life, and his solo
writing is superbly idiomatic. Lyricism and
energy suffuse the opening allegro. The slow
movement has a wonderful melodic line, given
added emotional weight by a near -sublime
quasi -canonic episode. The finale again com-
bines energy and lyricism, along with brazenly
virtuosic solo writing.

Recommended without reservation! D.H.

GORECKI: Beatus Vir; Totus Tuus;
Old Polish Music

Storojev: Prague Philha: motile Choir: Czech
Philharmonic Orchestra. Nelson

ARGO 436 836 (68 min)
Performance: Impassioned

Recording: Too dry
As Nonesuch's recording of Henryk GO-

recki's Symphony No. 3 continues sell-
ing at a phenomenal rate, the question inevita-
bly arises if there's more where that came
from. The answer has come in the form of
three recent and wildly diverse G6recki CD's,
two of which, on Olympia and Koch. explore
his experimental early works. Only this one on
Argo shows how the composer has progressed
since the watershed Third Symphony in 1976.
which began a period marked by austere or -
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CLASSICAL MUSIC
chestration. clear tonal relationships, and the
use of simple materials such as old Polish
church chants.

The best piece here is the ecstatic Beams
Vir, for chorus and orchestra. Full of the sort
of intriguing ambiguity that keeps the Third
Symphony fascinating on repeated listenings,
it's more challenging and accomplished but
just as powerful. The harmonic writing often
conveys terror and rapture simultaneously,
with themes developed through minimalist -
style repetition and the slow merging of differ-
ent musical ideas. A harmonic rocking motion
that initially seems like weary plodding even-
tually metamorphosizes into something re-
sembling triumphantly pealing bells.

The other two pieces show rather different
sides of the composer, though his voice is
always unmistakable. Tours DIM, for unac-
companied chorus, is so introspective that it
recalls Liszt's late works. Conductor John
Nelson shapes it sympathetically, but his ef-
forts arc undercut by an ungenerous acoustic
that fails to provide the aural halo needed to
show the music to best advantage. Old Polish
Music is recorded with more ambience but still
not enough. It consists of three distinct ges-
tures for two different brass choirs with
strings: the gestures contrast and eventually
merge in a number of ingenious and emotion-
ally gratifying ways. But Gorecki clearly in-
tended for the listener to contemplate the
shifting textures of the sound itself more than
is possible in this recording. U.P.S.

LIONCAVALLO: Pagliacci
Pavarotti. Dc,,,, Pons. Cont. Gas /1.

Choruses: Philadelphia Orchestra, Ntuti
PHILIPS 41s 13:.' (140 min)

Performance: Gripping
Recording: Excellent

Recorded live at the Philadelphia Academy
of Music, this performance has the drive

so often lacking these days in studio -made
recordings-triumphs of technology but fre-
quently shor: on emotional intensity. There
are three stars here. The conductor Riccardo
Muti, thoroughly at home with Leoncavallo's
score, brings to the music a strong sense of
drama, which he never overplays. and telling
dynamic contrasts. The Philadelphia Orches-
tra still has its legendary sumptuousness of
tone, rarely heard elsewhere these days, and
its splendid playing is another of the star
qualities of the set. And then there is the tenor
Luciano Pavarotti. in fine vocal fettle here,
proving that when challenged-as he clearly
was in this case-he is an artist sensitive to
musicality and characterization.

As Nedda. the soprano Daniela Dessi em-
ploys her light but pleasing voice to good
effect. Juan Pons brings to the portrayal of
Tonio not only warmth but also more refined
singing than some of the baritone's recent
recordings have displayed. Baritone Paolo
Coni's Silvio is properly ardent and seductive.
And tenor Ernesto Gavazzi's Beppe is a solid
and welcome contribution.

No matter how familiar, Leoncavallo's mu-

sic glimmers with melody and flares with
passion. This first-rate recorded performance
does it justice. R.A.

SCHUBERT: Goethe Lieder
Fasshaender: Garhen
SONY 53104 167 min)

Performance: Committed
Recording: Good

ErIktiezig, with which this absorbing recital
of twenty-four songs on poems of Goethe

begins, gives a good indication of what to
expect: committed singing of great emotional
involvement, shorter on polished vocalism
than on characterization and communication.
The mezzo-soprano Brigitte Fassbaender's
opulent sound takes on a special warmth and
solidity in the low register, and a few wavery
sustained notes on top need not detain us long.

A special highlight is the generous represen-
tation of the Mignon songs, with true despair
voiced try the harper (Gesiinge des ilarfners I.
II. and III) and melancholia and ultimate de-
jection in the songs of Mignon herself (Lied der
Mignon 1.11. and III). The same near -operatic
intensity is the keynote to the ecstatic Rastlose
Liebe and Ganymed. Unalloyed playfulness
(Der Musensohn) is not Fassbaender's forte.
and her Liehluther in Allen Gestalten asserts
itself with a true feminist ring. The early Der
Stinger-more a dramatic recitative than a
conventional lied-is an interesting addition.
Cord Garben, a powerful pianist, is a worthy
partner to this vital singer. G.J.

Can one
Puccini

.

sin thepiano sing the
,. 1

s greatest arias?
passion of

FOR YOURSELF. John Bohline, Madama Butterfly and a few others.

Bayless continues to share his soaring, With a single piano, I'm trying to draw an
DECIDE

expansive-and unabashedly passionate audience deeper into the music of Puccini, no

vision with us in THE PUCCINI 1W matter how much they love opera, or how little.

ALBUM: ARIAS FOR PIANO. Rut did 1, That's my job. That's what I do. I even try to

this dynamic young man do something even more imagine how an audience would react. That's

unorthodox:? Did he challenge the boundaries of the why I love endings. It's when people applaud.

traditional opera itself? Recently he shared his thoughts. AR: Would Puccini himself applaud ARIAS

Angel Records: Did you break the rules when you FOR PIANO?

improvised on Puccini? JB: Oh, I would hope so. I mean...I didn't

John Bayless: Whose rules? Certainly not know the man! But still, I like to think that

Puccini's. Great music was traditionally scored we've had several long conversations, through

for improvisations. I went further. Besides, it's my way of sharing the medium of the music itself.... Z.i

in his passion, his honesty. Of course I'm playing Puccini, but not THE PUCCINI ALBUM: UHF PUCCINI ALBUM

just the vocal parts. I'm playing the whole thing, the orchestra, the
solos, the libretto (you can never lose sight of those great stories) ARIAS FOR PIANO
...even imaginary scenery, from my heart! In fact, much of the Order it now on CD
work is inspired by images that come to me from the music; I like or cassette. Then decide ass; %.,

to think of it as "painting with the piano." So naturally, I'm also for yourself.
playing Bayless like you've never heard him before.
AR: How does it differ from your other records? Call 1-800-888-8574
JB: You can't really compare them. This is a whole different set of
challenges. Now I'm working with my favorites from Tosca, La

// only takes a moment to bring this timeless music into your life.
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CD CHANGERS

ONKYO DX -0210
 6 Disc Carousel Changer. 40 Track
Random Memory  Repeat  Superior
Sonics From Onkyo's 1 Bit D/A Con &
AccuPulse Quartz
System  Remote
MS.R.P $349 $249
CARVER SDA360 5 Disc Carousel Changer.. 349
CARVER SDA390 5 Disc Carousel Changer.. 549
DEMON DCM-440 5 Disc Carousel Changer CALL
DEMON DCM-550 6 Disc Magazine ChangerCALL
HARMAN KARDON TL -8600 5 Disc Carousel .. TOP RATED!
JVC XLM-409 6 Disc Changer Change . CALL
CAD 505 5 Disc Carousel Changer.. 289
ONKYO DX -C606 6 Disc Carousel Changer 349
ONKYO DX -C909 6 DiscCarousel Changer 479
PHILIPS CDC -935 5 Disc Carouse Changer 279
YAMAHA CDC -635 5 Disc Carousel Changer.. 229
YAMAHA CDC -735 5 Disc Carousel Changer 349
YAMAHA CDC -835 5 Disc Carouse Changer ..439

DENON DCD-1290
 CD Player  8X OS  20 Bit Lambda
Ladder Type DAC  20 Bit Digital Filter
 20 Track Programming
 Direct Track Access cALL
 Remote Control
MSRP $500

ARCAM BLACK BOX 3 0/A Converter 699
AUDIO LAB 8000D D/A Converter 799
CARVER SDA490T Tube CD Player 479
COUNTERPOINT DA10 0/A Converter IN STOCK
DEMON DCD-695 CD Player CALL
HARMAN KARDON HD -7600 II BEST BUY! 449
MAD 5425 Remote CD Player 219
ONKYO DX -710 Remote CD Player 169
ONKYO DX -788F Dual 1 BA DAC 799
PHILIPS CD -920 Dual 1 Bit DAC Remote 159
PHILIPS CD -950 TOP Of TIE UNE Dual 1 Bit 549
YAMAHA CDX860 Remote CD Player 349
YAMAHA CDX-1060 Remote CD Player 549

AIWA AD -F810
 3 Head Cassette Deck  Auto Tape
Selector  Dolby** B&C NR HX Pro
 Auto Rec-Mute  Bias Shield
Headblock  Memory Rewind & Repeat
 IC Logic Feather
Touch Controls
M.S.R.P. .. $400 $279
AIWA XKS9000 Dolby** S CALL
CARVER TDR-1550 Dolby...! BCNR & HX PRO 379
DE NON DRM-710 3 Head Deck CALL
DEMON DRW-840 Double Deck CALL
JVC TDW805 Double Deck CALL
HARMAN KARDON TD4800 Dolby,. S .... TOP OF THE LINE
MARANTZ PMD-500 ... 3 Head Pitch Control Pro Line CALL
NAD 6100 Dolby.' BC NR Deck 379
ONKYO TARW414 Double Deck 269
T EA C W -6000R Double Deck 449
YAMAHA KX360 Dolby.. BCNR & HX PRO Deck 249
YAMAHA KXW-952 Dual Deck W/DolbrBCNR HX PR0579

YAMAHA RX-V670
 140 Watt Pro Logic Receiver  Digital
dolbr* Pro Logic Surround  40AM/FM
Station Presets  4 HI Fl DSP Modes
 30, 6Q 90 Minute Ati,
Sleep Timer  Remote .499
M.S.R.P. $693

CARVER HR 732 120 Watt Remote Receiver ... 349
CARVER HR 895 365 Watt AN Receiver ..........849
DEMON AVR-2000 5 Channel Dolby Pro Logic CALL
DEMON DRA-345R 90 Watt Remote Receiver .. CALL
JVC RX-809VIN Remote Receiver CALL
MAO 705 100 Watt Receiver Remote ... 349
ONKYO TXSV313 PRO Pro Logic Receiver ....... ........ 299
ONKYO 1)(SV515 PRO Pro Logic Receiver 399
ONKYO TXSV909 PRO 200 Watt Receiver CALL
PHILIPS FR940 240 Watt AN Receiver 429
YAMAHA RXV-870 Pro Logic Remote Receiver ..699
YAMAHA RXV-1070 Pro Logic Remote Receiver .. 949
YAMAHA RX460 55 W/P/C Receiver 259

CARVER TFM-55
 380-W/Channel Am litter  Features
Solid -State Design With Transfer
Function For Vacuum -Tube Sound
Characteristics
 High Current
 High Voltage
M.S.R.P. VOW $799

ADCOM GFA-545 MKII 200 Watt Power Amp 449
ADCOM GFA-555 MKII 380 WPC Power Amp 699
ADCOM GTP-500 MKII ....Amplifier 549
ARCAM ALPHA SERIES 2 60 W INTEGRATED AMP 179
AUDIO SOURCE SS THREE MX II Sound Processor299
CARVER TFM-35 250 Watt Amplifier 549
CARVER CT -17 AV Pre- Amplifier ....... ....... 629
COUNTERPOINT IN STOCK
PARASOUNO HCA-2200 200 WPC 999
SSI SYSTEM 3200 ..... Pro Logic Decoder 229
YAMAHA DSPA1000 Digital Surround Processor 1199
YAMAHA DSPE1000 180 Watt A/V Integrated Amp 799
YAMAHA DSPA2070 Top 01 The Line Processor 1549

I

POLK AUDIO
LS -50
 3 Way Design
 Floor Standing
 High End
 Ported Design
 Two 6' 2.
Woofers
 1' Dome r

Tweeters
MS.R.P ROO

PER PAIR$599
ALL PRICES PER PAIR
ACOUSTIC RESEARCH M6 . Floorslandl

'54)

CALL
2 Way Bookrtitell CALLADVENT BABY II

ALLISON ACAS 100 Watt Way 149
ALLISON ASE RAT 449
BOSE 10.2 SERIES II 180 Watt orstanding ... 799

CELESTION MgDEL 3 2 Wa Bookshelf 249
ROSE MODEL 100 Watt 2 Way 99

DESIGN ACOUSTICS PSCV .... 75 Way tt 2 Way Speaker . 89E A
JBL LC -310 200 Watt Floorstanding 349
JBL LX -500 150 Watt Bookshelf CALL
KEF 0-80 2 Way Bookshelf 599
KEF 1042 3 Way Floorstanding 1899
NAT HDP1 HOME THEATRE SPEAKER CALL

MAGNAVOX
AZ -6810
 Digital Portable
CD Player
 20 -Track
Program Memory
 Shuffle Play
 Repeat Play
 Dynamic Bass
Boost  Play/Pause
 Stop, Next/Previous
 2 -Digit LCD Display
M.S.R.P. $149

FTI E
STEREO

SPEAKERS
WITH THIS

TOSHIBA XRW70A
 CD/Laser Combination Player
 Plays Both Sides  High Resolution
 Jog Shuttle Full Function
Remote Control

POLK AUDIO
AB -700
 2 Way 125 Watt
In Wall Speakers
 6'°' Trilaminate
Polymer Midbass
Driver  1' Silver
Coil Dome Tweeter

M.S.R.P $400

WE CARRY A LARGE SELECTION
OF CENTER CHANNEL SPEAKERS

CALL FOR BEST PRICE PLUS

Authonzed Dealer For

Q PIONEER®
Full Line of Audio
and Video In Stock



VELODYNE
F-1000
 80 Watt Powered
Subwoofer  10'
Driver $895669
M.S.R.P

CELESTION CS -135 Subwooler ..............229
MUSEATEX SW12 Subwoofer ...............999
NHT SW2P Subwoofor CALL

VELODYNE ULD12 Sto3wooler .. CALL

YAMAHA SW100 Subwooler ..............349

JVC MX -44
 CD Player  Dual Deck
 AM/FM Station Presets
 Graphic EQ
 Remote $
M.S.R.P 5629

AIWA MSX-1500
DENON D-80 . .......

JVC MX -05
KENWOOD 10351U
KENWOOD 1.13-504

499
. CALL

CALL
649
769

ski

Mail Order
201 467-0100

OPEN 6 DAYS A WE El<
MON- FRI 9AVI - 7PM si SAT1O-6
FAX ORDER # 201 467-9268

the electronics store. NEXT DAY DELNERY AVAILABLE

BOSE AM -S SERIES II
 3 Piece Subwoofer/
Satellite System  Handles
100 Watts  Bass Module
With Two

M.S.R.P.._.......$798 4.95'4' Woofers

ATLANTIC TECHNOLOGY 100 299
BOSE AM -7 899
CELESTION TRINITY 379
JBL PRO III PLUS 399
POLK AUDIO RM-3000 599

DUAL
 Semiautomatic Turntable
 Belt Drive  4 Point
Suspension  Low Mass
Tonearm

$270$199M.S.R.P

DUAL CS -750....3 Speed Bet Drive CALL
JVC ALA -151 Semi Automatic 99
THORENS TD-290..Semi Automatic... 369
THORENS TD--80MKII... 3 SPEED
FULL UNE OF CARTRIDGES IN STOCK

ADS mois
 2 -Way Component System
 1' Dome Tweeter  5' Woofer
 Max Power Level.,
100 Watts Cont. .399
M.S.R.P. $570

ADS PH -152.._ 6 Ch 330 Watt Amp 549
ADS FO 202 340 Watt Power Amp 549
ADC E0X._..........13 Band Eci With Crossover 259
AK EPICENTER iths Syntheaker 159
ALPHASONIC fA2013C.. ....... ...2X100 Wall Amp 249
PANASONIC fA150C.......DC75 Watt Amp 191

BEL 645STI Laser Radar Detector ...CAU.

KENWOOD
KRC-660
 Detachable Face AM/FM
Cassette  CD Changer
Controller
 AutoReverse
M.S.R.P $459 $299
ILAUPUNKT PIA535011 5 Ch 350 Vial AMP47I
1LAUPUNKT COCA02 .10 CD Changer 299
ILAUPUNKT ZL693DVC Speaker 159
ILAUPUNKT 216530VC Speaker 139
CELES110N AD12.....17 Sulmookr 300 WATT 199
CELESTON AP12 17 Suhvoolor 13
CODE ALARM 55200 Spa* System ............59

tilsTA)S3 UBISHI
 35' Stereo TV NIPIP  On
Screen Menu
 Remote
M.S.R.P. $2100 1549
MITSUBISHI CS27D(1 ........
MITSUBISHI CS -354X .1499.96
RCA P52755ST ............... ..... _........., CALL
SHARPVISION IN STOCK
TOSHIBA CF35C60 2 TUNER P -I -P

ASK SALESPERSON FOR DETAILS

SHARP VL-L62U
 VHS Shrncam  1 Lux
 Fully Automatic Operation
 High Sr eed Shutters
 12X Zo yn
 Remote
M.ER.P 51149 w549
CA 40N UC1 SMM 599
JVC GRM51. VHS -C CALL
CA 40N L1 ....TOP OF THE LINE CALL
RCA PRO80: 8MPA 599
SHARP VLH .-100U TWINCAM

gam

TOSHIBA
4 Head HI Fl Stereo VCR
With Unified Re -note  181
Channel Cable :;orrpatible
 1 Year/8 Even: Timer
 Index Search
 Digital Track .$279
M.S.R.P $549

JVC HRS6800U S-VH CALL
MITSUBISHI HSU-36.., Head Remote 249
MITSUBISHI HS1_1-56P. VCR Plus 389
TOSHIBA M-758 4 Hoed Hi-fi 449

Cr Fro IT77s Linemonimmwenne"

umenimmemmai...,memo

lAIrkUPUNKT
P

 Removable AM/FM CD
Player  1 Bit DAC
 24 Presets $2139
M.S.R.P

AL 1500GTI .15' &bee* 1900 Wad ....259
AL GPM '1' CAWS 99
ILDIWOOD KRC-560 __AURA Celachable 249
CENWOOD KDC7000 MOM O Fbp 399
[INWOOD 10001 10 CO Ompr ......... 339

KICKER C -12A Colophon 17 hooter 129

PACKER 610A Soblaic Id hooter ...................1$

AKAI VSP10OR
 PAL-SECAM VHS
Recorder  110/220 Volts
 50-60

MS.R.P

WE CARRY A LARGE
SELECTION OF

110/220V 50-60 Cycle
MULTI SYSTEM
TVS, VCR'S &

PAL CAMCORDERS

X=t

ORION 225 HCCA
 50 Watts  High Current
Competition Power. Amplifier
 Bridgeable t599$349
M.SR.P

MI OUART QM -21/0 6`T' 2 WeiCapponon19/21111
MB QUART 0M-714 ir 2 Wei Caromed Systom199
MB QUART 0M-16010( r Cowell ....................191
MB OUART OM -715a 2144 Spoke *dim 219
ORION XTR-12 ........17 Subwooler 800 Who . 91
POLK AUDO MM3065 VT Way Componen6y279
WHISTLER 1170 DI -Bard Radar W/ Lugo IN

WE WILL BEAT ANY
ADVERTISED PRICE
WE WILL TEAT OUR COMPETITORS
BEST ADVERTISED PEKE On Identical
kerns Exduang Display Models
and One of a Rind Merchandise

New York Retail
1030 Gth Ave

New York, NY 10018
BETWEEN 38" & 39" STREET OPEN 7 DAYS

MONDAY -SATURDAY 94.30  SUNDAY 114

New Jersey Retail
331 Route 4 West

Paramus, NJ 07652
OPEN 6 DAYS A WEEK

MONDAY -SATURDAY 10-9

rkNakamichi
ALLISON

,%'/A DVE\T*
_HOSE"

PIONEER'
CELEST1011
HANsmug HT

DCIZZics
*HITACHI

Haflemi.
harman/kardon

)atHAndRP.

I H1
JBL AlJ C

, 5

PHILIPS
TEAC.

"SANSUI
RC/1
TOSHIBA
auaVatt:
Museatex

8 Shemood
IFFISHER

OCOLNTIERPONT

FUJI
OLYMPUS

PENTAX
YASHICA
Canon
MINOLTA
4 AT&T
brothel.
CASIO.

 BLAUPUVWCT

SON
IbiKPt4f_511-Th

New Jersey Retail
22 Route 22 West

Springfield, NJ 07081
OPEN 7 DAYS  SUNDAY 11-6

MONDAY -SATURDAY 10-9

We Macaw VISA MASTERCARD. NAERICA11 DEPRESS i D6COVER. Next ON Swore haalatie 6e Registered Trademark Doty Labaalones Uce-arig Cacaaton. Not Reporoible Fa Typographul Errors. Mires we No lustabon Cry. Prices Had Tlru 10/1/9



CLASSICAL MUSIC
YEVC,ENY KISSIN

SCHUMANN PIANO CONCERTO

WIENER PHILHARMONIKER
ARIO MARIA CAULINI

SCOIUMAVV
Arabes*,

SCHUBERT LISZT
IS. Ewell*.

I -RI,'
An Arm Aar stsC
kb 'eh dna

IS7T

Saress rIe Exact-

SCHUMANN: Piano Concerto; Arabesque
OR I EG : Carnival Scene; Ich Liebe Dich

SCHUBERT/LISZT: Die Forelle; Erlkonig
LISZT: Valse Caprice No. 6
Vienna Philharmonic. Giulini

SONY 52567 (60 mini
Performance: Superb solo pieces

Recording: Close-up
The big item here is of course the Schumann
Piano Concerto, recorded live, while the

six pieces for piano alone appear to be random
encores or "fillers. But it is the studio -record-
ed solos that make this package exciting. In
the concerto, Kissin is downright dazzling
without ever quite taking wing, and Carlo
Maria Giulini's heavy, monumentalizing ap-
proach seems to be at odds with both the
nature of the work and the animation in Kis-
sin's playing. And the lengthy applause after

the concerto would have broken any mood.
The solo pieces, happily, are marred by no

such irritant, and all of them find Kissin at his
magical best, compounding brilliance with a
high level of poetry. He seems to be creating
the music rather than merely performing it-
not by taking liberties, but by dint of his
impassioned and joyous involvement. Grieg's
Carnival Scene in particular (No. 3 of the Op.
19 Lyric Pieces) will surely draw listeners back
again and again with unfading wonder and
delight. The interweaving of elegant wit with
warmth of heart in the Liszt Valse Caprice is
hardly less remarkable. Whether as a sampler
of Kissin cycles to come or simply for the very
considerable pleasures it affords in its own
right, this half of the disc is quite irresistible-
despite, it must be added, a sonic focus so
close up as to be less than flattering to the
piano, especially in quiet passages. R.E

SIBELIUS: Kullervo
Soloists; Helsinki University Chorus; Los

Angeles Philharmonic. Salonen
SONY 52563 (70 min)

Performance: Very good
Recording: Excellent

ullervo, designated by its twenty -six -
year -old composer as a "symphonic

poem for soprano, baritone, male chorus, and
orchestra." is a massive, five -movement work
in a grandiose national -Romantic style. Some
elements reflect Sibelius's experience of hear-
ing Finnish back -country people intoning the

verses collected in the national folk epic. Kale-
s'ala-and the work recounts the tragic tale of
a singularly ill-starred personage from it-but
there is no overt use of folk music. It's an
amazing score from a young man, its finest
moments shot through with genius. But after
conducting the acclaimed first performance.
in 1892. Sibelius permitted no further perfor-
mances during his lifetime, and he never again
composed on such a vast scale.

This Sony CD was recorded barely two
months short of the centenary of the Helsinki
premiere, with Finland's young star conduc-
tor. Esa-Pekka Salonen. leading his Los Ange-
les orchestra. The soprano Marianna Rorholm
portrays Kullervo's ill-fated sister and the
peerless baritone Jorma Hynninen the tragic
hero himself in the two vocal movements.
ROrholm seems somewhat overmatched by
Hynninen in the early pages of the third
movement but gains in strength and dramatic
conviction as it nears its climax. Hynninen-
who figures in both the Kullervo recordings
previously released on CD, Paavo Berglund's
1986 EMI version (no longer available) and
Neeme Jarvi's on Bis-is in first-rate form.
The Los Angeles players are on their toes all
the way, and the Helsinki chorus is superb.

The performance overall carries conviction,
though Salonen's rather headlong pacing in the
first half of the third movement, "Kullervo and
His Sister," which is the heart of the work,
weakens its impact (Jarvi's performance is
even more extreme in this regard). UCLA's

aa. as
SAVE MONEY, TIME AND FREIGHT ON FAMOUS BRAND STEREO EQUIPMENT Polarh

_ _

{8001621-8042(708,934-9669 ..
0. illinou' audio HOURS: Monday thru Friday 9-7 111.1111111e

Saturday 9-6
1.11

I:1 Sunday 12.5 VISA SI_. _
. 1284 E. Dundee Rd.  Palatine, IL 60067 ISII

II LOUDSPEAKERS I CASSETTE DECKS "' I CD PLAYERS - fl
JBL LX 500 AIWA AMD-100

II Speakers
 1" pure litanrurndome Mini Disc System

high frequency

Recordable

 Digital record

: IS3 -Way Bookshelf Portable

e- l

- 1 ""I I

transducer playback versatil y TECHNICS SLPD 947 01I I  5" high polymer
laminate midrange

 Ourck random
it

TECHNICS SA-GX650 ROTARY COMPACT DISC CHANGER

laminatelOw

aCcess 2 Jokey
transducer AV STEREO RECEIVER

5
 Home Theater Mode

. I r , , ' oachng 5 disc rotary
 MASH 1 bit DAC system SiCI  8' high polymer 3.100 wart  2.4 real

SI ,,,I; transducer Mini
Disc

CALL FOR
PRICE

 Dolby t Pro logic
Lat

 Surround Sound 3269 95 $1999 eQuenCy5 III
SIIS

.00 pot

SALE $399V TECHNICS RSTR-777

List 175"
One bit D A Ito

SHERWOOD CDC S010
ton,oad,gccrouse.

SOTECHNICS
SG 350

oversampling

PANASONIC SLPD 365
34000 SALES 1 7 9"
List

oes ilSO DESIGN ACOUSTICS

Double auto reverse
cassette deck  Advanced

11 PS CV
11 Video shielded 11995 SALES69°.6.

1,1 La,
319 95 SALE $ 225--

.50 Horne Theater. 2x20 rear
Dolby t Pro Logrc List
Surround Sound 29900 SALES230'

5 Disc CD
changer L19195 SALF$14,

PHIUPS CDC 935 iiI I YAMAHA
NSA 635

TECHNICS RSTR-232
Dolby  B C HO Pro, List

PHILIPS FR 930 Top rated obit

remote 42000
JVC XLF 207

stream Remote 31-60V 00 CALL FOR PRICE
SOI/ I AR M3

8 3 way system L171 00 SALES90°° Deck 1 autorey 199 95

AIWA ADF$10

SALE $
15995 65W stereo recerver

w Dolby  Pro Logic
w Lull function A V List

Holographic 3 way 3 HD deck. Dolby . BC HO -Pro CALL SALE 277 5 Disc Carousel. List
List

JVC TDM309 SHERWOOD Remote 300 00 SALE S19995 OS
1.1 system 399 00 SALE5220"

Twin auto reverse. Dolby - RV-6010RS

SALE S349°' rtS ut C oe

bookshelf floor

I ADVENT MINI
2 way system 230 00 CALL

List pr HX-Pro BIC NR.
Pitch control

Lust

26000 SALES177N
Pro Logic . Learning List
remote Top Bated 69900

TECHNICS 010
- -- 4' '2'9' 95 CALL Ill

MINI SYSTEMSII
IPANASONIC SLS-330

PORTABLES AUTOMOTIVE VIDEO
IS

'.11 JVC PCXT 5

'118"
999°'
'159"

0289"
CALL

e.9 Coos speaker List 19900 SALE $69-

SHERWOOD XC-6610
,..r,, AMIFMCD LW 31995 smE$275x

J111. T900

SHERWOOD XA-124041
2 314 chan amp Lot 350 00 SALE $165N

MTX SIX10

3 way
Mobile endl 10'

PANASONIC PV 4351

PANASONIC PV -4301

JVC HRDX62

SONY SLV 750HF

SONY M00455

5225" AIWA NSX-3300

$29900

'319"
CALL

PANASONIC SC-DH44

SONY MHC 1750

JVC MXC 5

TECHNICS SC.CD455

'328" iiii
0310" LI
CALL pi
5575" l'il
$46000

I SONY D 822K
1 JVC RCX 250
'A SONY CFD758

01 PANASONIC RXDT707 CALL List 30000 SALE S 165°9 SONY SLV 400

CALL

CALL JVC MXC 9S 089900 i:.
.1.,momm,,,tvw,o,p:_,PrICeS in this ad ore for mail -Order only Freight charges not included in prices imptiMmin,00.1011.14.111/41M4

IMIIIMMIIElb 11.11,..,---,All merchand:se shipped brand new. factory fresh with lull warrantyanNgoet respon-imomiimitailimilimoimil an*
1.4.0141.0 - - ' ---ImElm1=1.sible for typographical errors Prices and availability subject toc
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CLASSICAL MUSIC
MCM ELECTRONICS
Value, Service and Selection can turn

your world around
Feel like your whole world's spinning out of control? You
don't know where to look for the kinds of electronic parts
and components your customers demand? The kind of
parts that do the job right the first time? MCM
Electronics has what it takes to put your world back in
order. We can give you more than 20,000 quality items,
and we can have them ready to ship within 24 hours.
That's value. That's service. And that's selection. Whether you
need connectors, semiconductors, parts and accessories for

VCRs, television components, test equipment,
tools or chemicals, MCM can deliver. And we're
always ready to give you the technical
assistance you need.

For a FREE Catalog call:

1-800-543-4330
To Order By Fax: 1-513-434-6959

MCM is now a
RCA/GE Premier

Distributor

ell MCM ELECTRONICS
650 CONGRESS PARK DR.
CENTERVILLE. OH 45459-4072

A PREMIER COnWnY

SR -05
NU 40 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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1(303) 447-9330
STEREO REVIEW

P.O. Box 55627
BOULDER, CO 80322

MOVING? Please give us 8
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label with your old address, and
write in new address below.

RENEWING? Check box
below and attach label with cor-
rections marked, if any.

SUBSCRIBING? Check
box and fill in coupon. For gift sub-
scriptions attach a separate sheet.

Send Stereo Review for
1 year at $15.94

 New subscription  Renewal
 Payment enclosed  Bill me
Canadian orders add $8 per year.
Foreign orders add $8 per year.
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1

Royce Hall yields a powerful and well -focused
sound. but the lateral stereo imaging is not as
good as I would like. Nonetheless, since nei-
ther the 1986 Berglund recording nor his earli-
er 1971 set on Angel is presently available. I
would opt for Salonen's CD over U.H.

TELEMANN: Chamber Music
En+emble Honlegium

CHANNEL CLASSICS 5093(53 min)
Performances: Rich without schmalz

Recording: Heavy-duty
elemann's chamber music-a large num-
ber of trio sonatas and quartets for flutes

(including recorders) and strings with contin-
uo-reaches a kind of climax in the "Paris"
Quartets, represented here by No. 6, in E
Minor. A dance suite prefaced by an overture
and ending with a big chaconne. it is in a class
with the great suites of Couperin and Bach.
Two Italian -inspired sonatas, a curious "Qua-
dro" in G Minor, and a virtuosic A Minor
Concerto with a wild peasant -dance finale fill
out the disc and display a remarkable musical
range. Ensemble Florilegium digs in with a
gloves -off, hands-on, heavyweight approach
that works very well, suggesting that Tele-
mann's reputation as a Baroque lightweight
may have resulted from too many skinny olde-
music outings low in nutritional value. These
performances prove it is possible to play Tele-
mann in a warm, rich, and satisfying way
without resorting to Romantic schmalz.

One caveat: The program listings are in an
almost unreadable fine print, and the notes are
almost devoid of information. E.S.

Collection
CARLOS RARROSA-LIMA

Ginastera's Sonata
CONCORD CONCERTO 42015 (64 min)

Performance: Strong
Recording: In your face

Alberto Ginastera's Sonata for Solo Guitar,
iiwritten for Carlos Barbosa-Lima in
1976. gives the title to this album, and it does
indeed dominate a collection that also includes
two other large-scale works-a Concertino for
Guitar and String Quartet by Albert Harris (a
little-known Hollywood composer and arrang-
er) and a substantial Sonatina for Guitar and
Piano by a Brazilian with the wonderful name
of Radames Gnattali-as well as smaller
pieces by three Latin American guitarist/com-
posers (Agustin Barrios, Antonio Lauro, and
Laurindo Almeida) and an arrangement of
music by another wonderfully named Brazil-
ian, Gaudencio Thiago de Mello.

The Ginastera is an impressive composition.
a rare contribution to the "serious" solo -guitar
repertory and a virtuoso achievement for the
performer. Aside from it. the best music here is
in the shorter pieces created in traditional
manner by guitarists themselves. Barbosa-
Lima is a very genial player who catches the
rhythmic fire and dissonant color of the Gina-
stera but is equally at home with the more
popular turns of phrase and expressive Latin -
isms of some of the other music. The recording
is very close-particularly in the piano -and-
guitar combinations. E.S.



RAO'S HOMEMADE,
"It's THE sauce,

From the Famous New York City Restaurant That's Frequented
by Celebrities and Stars

(who wait 4-5 months for a reservation!)

All Natural No Cholesterol No Preservatives

Pure Olive Oil

Fresh Basil

Fresh Onions

Fresh Garlic

PLACE YOUR ORDER

.)-17
1 -800 -HOMEMADE

Made from

the sweetest
most expensive

Tomatoes

in the World-
imported from the

San Marzano region

of Italy

PLACE YOUR ORDER

a-12
1 -800 -HOMEMADE

Turns Ordinary Pasta at Home into a Gourmet Meal

SEND CHECK, MONEY
ORDER OR CREDIT CARD
INFORMATION TO:

RAO'S SPECIALITY FOODS

P.O. BOX E

BABYLON, NY 11702

* SHIPPED VIA UPS

NO P.O. BOXES PLEASE!
Please allow 4 to 6 weeks
for delivery

Use this handy order form

Please ship the following order:
x 3 JARS @ $24.85 Total enclosed $
includes shipping and handling HFM-17

Name

Street Address*

City State Zip

Daytime Phone

Credit Card AMEX J

Card Number

Signature

VISA _1 MC

Exp. Date

Special
THREE (3) 32oz Jars

(each feeds 5)
SHIPPED DIRECT
TO YOUR HOME

,-onlY$24°
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B ACH: Suites; Flu:* Concerto
Boston Early Music Festival, Parrott
EMI 54653 (two CD's, III min)
These performances of the Bach suites are
astonishingly similar to those William Mal -
loch previously recorded with the same
musicians on the Koch label. Malloch pio-
neered the notion that the so-called "ada-
gios" and "allegros" of these works were
intended to be played at the same tempo,
that the string sections should have one
player to a part (with no cellos or basses at
all in the Suite No. I ), and that all this music
should be fast, dancey, and essentially un-
ritarded. Andrew Parrott's versions are
good enough, and there is the bonus of a
little-known flute concerto arranged from a
keyboard original. But check out Malloch's
own lively readings-lively enough to fit on
a single CD. E.S.

S EITHOYEN: Sonatas Nos. 27-29
John O'Conor (piano)
TELARC 80335 (73 min)
Many listeners who take more pleasure in
having the composer's wishes respected
than in having a performer present "his"
Beethoven have found John O'Conor's
sound. musicianly performances of the
Beethoven sonatas consistently satisfying.
This apparently penultimate installment in
his cycle comfortably upholds the stan-
dards set in the earlier ones, with No. 29
("Hammerklavier") marked by a fine
sense of proportion and the characters of
Nos. 27 and 28 splendidly delineated. Top
marks once again for the realistic sound and
illuminating annotation. R.F

DEisussy

DEBUSSY: Preludes, Book 1; Images,
Sets I and II
Paul Crossley (piano)
SONY 52583 (76 min)
Paul Crossley's stimulating and refreshing
view of Debussy's piano music has the
effect of clarifying, rather than contraven-
ing, traditional notions of its character.
There is atmosphere aplenty in his playing.
there is evocativeness, but there is also a
sense of musical purpose that both comes
from and impels the deepest and truest
commitment. While not surpassing the
treasured recordings by Gieseking, Arrau,
and Jacobs, these stunning realizations are
eminently worthy companions to them, and
handsomely recorded. It is heartening to
see this disc labeled "Vol. ! of 4." R.F.

MAHLER: Symphony No. 1; Blumine
City of Birmingham Symphony, Rattle
EMI 54647 (65 min)
The "Blumine" movement that Mahler dis-
carded from his First Symphony gets a
lovely performance here, and it conve-
niently precedes the symphony on the
disc-though you can program it in its
erstwhile position between the first two
movements if you wish. Simon Rattle
brings out many lovely details in the sym-
phony, too, but the performance is a mite
short on animation and slacks off at the big
climaxes-and the applause at the end all
but obliterates its impact. R.F.

TCHAIKOYSKY: Suite No. 3;
Festival Coronation March
USSR Ministry of Culture Symphony,
Rozhdestvensky
ERATO 45970146 min)
Considering the popularity once enjoyed
by the final movement of the Suite No. 3, a
theme and variations used as a Balanchine
dance vehicle, I was surprised at the suite's
sparse representation on CD. Gennady
Rozhdestvensky takes a broader view of
this agreeable score, with more detailed
inflection, than most other conductors, no-
tably in the finale. The sound is decent, the
playing fine. The march chosen as the filler
piece is fun listening. D.H.

JOSE CARRERAS
The Pleasure of Love
English Chamber Orchestra, Sutej
PHILIPS 434926 (51 min)
The seventeen selections in this pleasant,
well -recorded recital include the title song
(Martini's Plaisir d'Amour), familiar eigh-
teenth -century songs and arias by Antonio
Scarlatti, Caldara, Handel, Bononcini, and
others, and two charming Neapolitan -style
songs by Donizetti and Mercadante. Sing-
ing in comfortable keys that rarely lift the
range above F, this likable tenor enfolds his
music in warmly caressing sound and mod-
ulates his tone with sensitivity, only occa-
sionally yielding to Romantic ardor. G.J.

CHEE-YUN
Vocalise
DENON 75118 (49 min)
Playing violin showpieces such as the Med-
itation from Thais, the Korean violinist
Chee-Yun reveals a warm tone and a poetic
way of phrasing. She is a real artist. Her
performance of a suite from Bernstein's
West Side Story recalls Jascha Heifetz's
transcriptions of Gershwin. Akira Eguchi
at the piano is an equal partner, and they
are both young musicians to watch.

William Livingstone
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CD STORAGE CONNECTION

STORE 500 CDs
$139.95
*ASSEMBLED!
*FREE DELIVERY!

48 states)

*FURNITURE QUALITY
 Hand -rubbed Solid Oak
 Heavy Duty Hardwood

Dowels

*ALSO STORES:
 200 VHS
 590 Audio Tapes

24 a x 60' x

MODEL CD -280
579.95

NO RISK 30 -DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE

1-800-878-7458
(VISA/MC, DISCOVER)

DEALER INQUIRIES WELCOME
Handcrafted in U.S.A. by:

(EQ HY-Q ENTERPRISES, 14040 Mead St
Longmont, CO 80504

Millions of your prime prospects can be found in
the inaustry leading titles of Hachette Filipacchi
Magazines, Inc.
To place a classified ad. simply call toll -free and
reserve your space today,

1-800-445-6066 (9am-5pm EST)
In Canada: 1-212-767-5750

CD-576KD $189.95
 Holds 576 CDs or 345 Audio

Cassettes Itop 2 tiers also
hold 56 Video Cassettes)

 Solid Oak wood with hand
rubbed finish

 Includes 8 dividers
 Assembles easily
 58 1/4"Hx32 1/4"Wx10"D
 Also available in Black

CD-260KD $79.95
Holds 260 CDs or 160 Audio

Cassettes (top tier also holds
20 Video Cassettes)

 Solid Oak wood with hand
rubbed finish or Black

 Includes 6 removable divide:,
 Assembles easily
 35"H x22"Wx9"D

CDV-80KD $79.95
 Holds 80 Video Cassettes or

212 CDs or 128 Audio Cassettes
 Solid Oak wood
 Includes 4 removable dividers
 Assembles easily
 34 1/2"Hx23 1/2"Wx8 3/4"D

CD TOWER $99.95
 Holds 100 CDs
 Elegant styling
 Custom crafted with Cherry

or Oak finish
 Stackable
 Convenient revolving feature

Free delivery in 48 states

Leslie Dame Enterprises, Ltd.
111-20 73rd Avenue
Forest Hills, NY 11375
Call (718) 261-4919 FAX: (718) 793-8804

Best Buy
CD Tower
 European

Design
 Forged

Steel
 Durable
 48" Tall
 Stored 50

CDs each
Faiy Assembly

for $49.
Ze KS Add Tax

30 Day Money
Guarantee

Dept. 1432
751 I a-irel St.
Suite 720
San Carlos. CA 9407(1
VISAA7vC oil Send MO

1 -800 -ANY -PORT
1- 880-9-7678

HI TECH SOLUTIONS
Powder coated steel

(SIDT61)
holds: 61 CD's
including 2 doubles;
black

10.
(800) 486-1065 :9'
7:00 am - 8:00 pm M -F
Satisfaction Guaranteed

International Products
Com 'any
PO Eon 78891
St. Louis, MO
63173-8891

S29.99
add 6". moss tax
mo residents gei =

Sug. Rata' 569.99

Storage Solutions

CD, Audio and Video Storage
Call or w nte for a kis color brochure

1-800-858-9005

. Fully Assembled!

. 100% Solid Oak!

. 30 Del Money Back
Guarantee!

. Made in U.S.A.
AGM Woodworking . Smoked Glass Doors
870 Capita° Way #5 Ajustable Shelves
San Luis Obispo. Ca. 93401 No Hidden Costs
(805) 544-8668 aisratk Just One Low Price!

allIKC,

CD STORAGE+

Nix P3 )0 (Shown in Solid Brown Oal)

Sorice Systems - Setting the Standards in
ALdio/Video Storage Systems

 Store 300 CD's in this Premium Solid Hardwood
Cabinet.

 Impeccably crafted in your choice of Solid Oak,
Walnut, Teak or Cherry.

 Fully adjustable Shelves store any combination of
CD's, Vidzos and Cassettes - all in ONE cabinet.

 No -Slot design maximizes storage space, simplifies

organizing & re -arranging your collection
accommodates single & multiple CD sets, allows
for possible changes in the size of CD pacKaging.

 Adjustable Solid Brass Bookends keep Discs &
Tapes upright and in place.

 Cabinets can be stacked, wall mounted or left
free standing.

 Optional Clear or Smoked Glass Doors are available.

 Completely enclosed back provides dust protection.

 Compact size: 391/2"H x 231/2"W x 71/2"D

 Shipped to you fully assembled.

SORICC
F:0. Box 747-A Nutley, NJ 07110
4e- step( Visa, MasterCard, American 'isprea, Checks and Money Orders. All
holds come with a 30 Day Money Br k 1-ruararirec and a Full One Year Warranty.

For Prices and Free Full Color Liter-
ature on our Complete Lute of Audio/
Video Storage Systems: Call Toll Free
l-800.4328005 or FAX your name
and address to 1-2M-748-2592 /
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For Advertising Information Call 1-800-445-6066, gam-5pm EST

PLEASE NOTE: It is impossible for us to
verify all of the claims of advertisers, includ-
ing product availability and existence of
warranties. To confirm that an advertiser is
authorized to sell a product, we suggest you
contact the manufacturer directly. Please re-
view our Tips for Mail Order Purchasers in
this section.

RECORDS

LV/CD/RECORD COLLECTOR'S SUPPLIES Jewel boxes, record
lockets. sleeves, storage boxes. 78 sleeves, dividers, much
more! Free brochure: CABCO PRODUCTS ROOM 64t ROB
8212, COLUMBUS. OH 43201. (614) 267-8468.

RECORDS BY MAIL! LP/CD BARGAINS. DELETIONS/SURPLUS. ALL

STYLES EXCEPT CLASSICAURAP. GREAT PRICES/GREAT SELEC-
TION. FREE CATALOG -LP OR CD. RPM SALES, DEPT SRC, P.O. BOX
1348, SOMERVILLE, MA 02144 1-800-388-1386/FAX
1-617-776-2514.

HALF MILE VINYL. AFFORDABLE PRE -OWNED LP'S. SELECTED
W/CARE. CLEANED & GRADED. ALL CATAGORIES. CALL F/INFOR-
MATION. SASE CATALOG/WANTS: BOX 98, EAST WAREHAM, MA
02538. (508) 295-2508.

NEEDLES/CARTRIDGES & Belts --Expert Consultations, All
Major Brands, One of Largest Stocks in Country including
Old/Obsolete Models. NEEDLE EXPRESS. 1-800-982-2620.

AUTHORIZED

SAVE 40% ON HIGH -END home speakers, sub -
woofers, amplifiers. FREE CATALOG! RTRD,
3021 Sangamon Ave., Springfield, IL 62702.
1 (800) 283-4644.
HIGH -END LOUDSPEAKER systems, speaker kits and the widest
selection of raw drivers from the world's finest manufacturers.
For beginners and audiophiles. Free catalog. A&S SPEAKERS
3170 23rd St. San Francisco, CA 94110. (415) 641-4573.

SPEAKER COMPONENTS - KRS Audax-Vifa. Crossovers. Foam
Speaker Grilles, Books, more. Catalog $2. Meniscus, 2575 28th
St. SW, unit 2. Wyoming. MI 49509. (616) 534-9121.

SLEDGEHAMMER, AUDAX PEERLESS, FOCAL \AFA & DYNAUDIO
LOUDSPEAKERS with good prices and fast service.
MADISOUND SPEAKER COMPONENTS, 8608 University Green,
Box 44283. Madison. WI 53744-4283 (608) 831-3433

CALL TOLL FREE! 1(800) 826-0520. NAD *
M&K * HARMAN KARDON * ONYKO * HAFLER *
SONY * CARVER * CELESTION * AUDIO -

CONTROL * ATLANTIC TECHNOLOGY * ROCK -
FORD FOSGATE * MONSTER CABLE * LEXICON
* GRADO * PRO -AC * CWD * NILES AUDIO *
SANUS * NITTY GRITTY * DAHLQUIST * TARGET
* THORENS * STAX * PROTON * SOUND -
STREAM * SHARPVISION * SOUND ANCHORS
*. SOUND SELLER, P.O. BOX 224, 2808 CA -
HILL RD., MARINETTE, WI 54143-0224.
FAX#715-735-5838, phone 715-735-9002.
AC COMPONENTS sells the finest drivers, components and
accessories for your speaker building projects. Free catalog.
P.O. Box 212. La Crosse, W 54602-0212. (608) 784-4579.

EXPERIENCED, FRIENDLY ADVICE! FREE SHIPPING! MIRAGE, PS,
CWD, CARY, KINERGETICS, KEF, PHIUF'S, AUDIOQUEST, FRIED,
MONSTER, QUAD, SPICA, STRAIGHTWIRE, MORE!! READ BROTH-
ERS, 593-B KING, CHARLESTON. SOUTH CAROLINA 29403.
(803)723-7276.

"STEREO WORLD" IS YOUR DISCOUNT SOUND SOURCE WITH
GREAT DEALS ON HOME AND CAR STEREO PANASONIC. JBL-
Car, NC. SONY POLK CRUNCH, PINNACLE PIONEER SHER-
WOOD, HIFONICS. BLAUPUNKT. AUTOTEK KENWOOD, SCOSCHE
EFX AND MANY OTHERS. CALL OR WRITE FOR CURRENT FREE
SALES FLYER. FREE UPS IN 48 STATES. OUR 7TH YEAR. VISA/MC,
COD ACCEPTED. P.O. BOX 596. MONROE, NY 10950. (914)
782-6044.
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CAR & HOME AUDIO - AUTHORIZED DEALER
FOR: Sony, Denon, Infinity, Audio Control, Cou-
stic, CWD, Quart, Orion, Soundstream, JBL, JL
Audio, MTX, HiFonics, BBE, Cerwin-Vega, Pan-
asonic, Pioneer, Blaupunkt, Neon Lights,
Dynamat, SoundQuest, Metro & Others. (301)
729-3711 for info & consultations. (800)
321-0685 for prices & orders only. C&C Audio.
10am-8pm EST.

FOR SALE

BIG DISCOUNTS!!! CARVER, NAD, POLK, B&K,
DENON, ONKYO, M&K, VELODYNE, B&W, KEF,
VPI, SNELL, SPICA, NAKAMICHI, ROCK SOLID,
GRADO, AND MORE. STEREO TECH. 414-
836-2942.

S. 601H10 enTerroppricuses
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LOW PRICES', We have a wide selection of audiophile prod-
ucts! FULL WARRANTY PRICES TOO LOW TO PRINT] Sound Shop
(206) 692-8201

B&W, CELESTION, DEFINITIVE TECHNOLOGY,
KEF, MIRAGE, VELODYNE, ADCOM, B&O, CARV-
ER, DENON, HARMAN/KARDON, NAKAMICHI,
ONKYO, YAMAHA, AND OTHERS. S.T.I. (800)
370-1800.

ROCK BOTTOM PRICES!  FREE CATALOG! 
CAR/HOME  AUDIO/VISUAL/SECURITY 
MOST BRANDS! INTERNATIONAL ELECTRONICS

WAREHOUSE. 10136 CHESHAM DRIVE, OR-
LANDO, FLORIDA 32817  1 -407 -678 -DEAL

FOR SALE

CALL 1-800-423-VCRS FOR ALL YOUR AUDIO/VIDEO NEEDS &
(713) 286 -ORDER FOR A HUGE SELECTION OF VIDEO LASER
DISCS. COLONEL VIDEO & AUDIO -BEST PRICES!

HI Fl FARM- Now offering auditioning in NY City Area. Roanoke
Va & Southern WV The amazing Alon IL Quad, Woodside,
Roksan. Epos, Creek B&K Spendor, Harmon Video, Lexicon,
Etc. Thousands have made the right choice with us. Find out
why! Call 1-800-752-4018. Ask about our Grand Opening
Specials.

LOW PRICES!! DENON  ONKYO  CARVER  NAD  NAKAMICHI 
B&W  SNELL  KEF VELODYNE  M&K *Audio Elite 414-836-2785

,.fir, - iiAlb.
.Ar " 41 ' 1,, r'

I1 : 1 '

CALL FOR PRICES ON VCR'S & FAX MACHINES
2 PARK AVENUE, DEPT. 15, NY, NY 10016
(212) 684-6363 FAX: (212) 684-8046

CAR STEREO
T ALPINE  PIONEER

5952/ 349 7618 469 DEn619900SP 629 KEXM8500 399
59575 439 7525 439 DEH880 429 KEHM8200 349
7980 499 7524 389 0EH780 359 KEHM7500 289
7807 429 7521 349 DEH730 299 KEHM6500 259
7517 299 3566 479 DEH520 279 KEHM5500 239
7805 389 7514 269 CDXM30 299 11E112500 179
3342 399 7513 239 CDXFM35 379 6E1700 149
3331 199 7502 209 1041390 59 75/0670 79
3522S 139 3547 199 DEHM980 479 135611100 199
3548 239 3553 289 606500 169 CDXM12 329
3555 359 35275 239 KEXM8500 409 0E11568200 359
6396 129 6256 79 0170009 159 ?PREMIER Can
7804 339 5956 439 PRECISION POWER
CALL FOR OTHER MODELS ROCKFORD - FOSGATE

t SAS BAZOOKA COLLINS - JBL
762 159 762A 219 CALL FOR PRICES
T82 209 T824 249 t SONY
1102 149ea 1102A 289 C09.A55 299 COXA35RF 359

t BOSTON CD5U303 319 COXA55RF 3139

841 149 4 2 259 CD55060 249 CDXU70 289
851 169 5 2 279 CD55260 279 CDX5460 319
861 179 62 299 CDXU6260 369 CDXU8000 449
757 89 767 99 5RU110 199 XRU660 329
797 149 80 13011 259 X90220 229 X99770 449
100 pair 299 12 0 pan 399 084400 169 085600 209

I KENWOOD %104040 219 XM4520 139

KOC9000 429 KDC5000 289 LADS
KCC7000 349 KOCC8000 389 PS 5.2 179 PH 152 439
KRC960 449 KOCC601FM 389 4 25 239 P0 202 499
KRC860 329 KRC360 209 300 IS 249 32015 389
KRC660 289 KRC260 189 6421% 189 SIC pan 299
KRC560 239 KRC160 169 2001 219 62 129
6AC714 159 KAC744 249 6.25 329 AL 0 219
KAC723 189 KAC823 279 AL 5 249 AL 6 279

'HOME STEREO
RECEIVERS CD PLAYERS

YAMAHA DENON 'AIWA SYSTEM
RXV1070 999 61/93000 929 655555 436 I Pi56352 366
161870 729 I AVR2000 629 953150 778 1 LC% 01 399

PIONEER SONY SYSTEM
VSX902 699 I VSX452 259 MHC1750 199 MHC7750 628I

050602 479 VS5402 229 MHC300 337 MHC7750 775

CO PLAYERS
YAMAHA DENON

C5C735 329 DCM340 239I

 1JVC SYSTEM
UX A.3 319 I MXC7
M%4399 MXCS

629

 tKENWOOD SY
499

STEMCDC835 429 DCM440 299 00700 799 I UMW 638BOSE AM5 II 549 4PANASONICBOSE AM7 679
SCCH55 135 I SCCH33 315

AIWA ADF810 739 PIONEER
YAMAHA 1X9870 729 CC5470 619 I CCS370 479

POLK, PARADIGM. INFINITY CALL FOR PRICES
'Factory Warranty-Authorlaed .9 Factory Werlonty.Non.Authoritecl

1149 Wholesale Warranty.Non Sul hor1NO
ASK FOR DETAILS AT TIME OF ORDER

THREE BEST $1,500 LOUDSPEAKERS!!! THX
HOME THEATER!!! B&W - Alon - Celestion - KEF

- Sonic Frontiers - Harman/Kardon - Bang &
Olufsen - Denon - Adcom - Polk - McCormack -

Eminent Technology - Carver - Crown 29
More Brands - Honest Advice! TECH E LECTRON-
ICS. (904) 376-8080.

SINGERS f REME
VOCAOLSV!

Unlimited Backgrounds'.
From Standard Records G CD's with the

Thompson Vocal Eliminator'. Call for Free
Catalog & Demo Record.

Phone: (404)482.4189 Ext. 50

Sing11V.CLIR- I7;0e4I 43
lithonia. GA 30058

24 Hour DntoilnIo Request
Lin* (404) 482-2485 Ext. SO
SlIngiwts Supply - We Kayo



FOR SALE FOR SALE WANTED TO BUY

ADCOM, ADS, AUDIO RESEARCH, BANG &
OLUFSEN, B&K, B&W, BRYSTON, CARVER, CE-
LESTION, DEFINITIVE TECHNOLOGY, DENON,
FOSGATE, HAFLER, HARMAN, KARDON, INFIN-
ITY, JBL, KEF, KLIPSCH, LEXICON, MIRAGE,
NAKAMICHI, ONKYO, POLK, SNELL, VANDERS-
TEEN, VELODYNE, YAMAHA, *HOME THEATRE
SYSTEMS* AND MORE. MANUFACTURER'S
WARRANTIES. LIVE ASSISTANCE -WEEKDAYS.
AUTOMATED PRICING 24 HOURS. SATISFAC-
TION GUARANTEED OR YOUR MONEY BACK.
AMERISOUND SALES, INC. (904) 262-4000.

Wholesale Connection
To order -Call: [718]997-6644
CD PLAYER
Taanino SLOC443 Cal

93901143 129
SLPD943 Cal

JVC X1.2451 159
1111409 III
X191509 Cs
81F207 189

Pion*. ODS552 Cal
PDS1102 Coll
20019102 CoII
PC/D.902 Cal
POTS) Coll

**novo.* DPR4450 179
00134550 Call
DIPS13750 Cal

Sony CDPC33S 1119

CDPC435 709
CDPCS35 CM
CDPC135 Cal
CDDC210 CaII
CDPCX100 CM

RECEIVERS
Tonnio SAGX550 CM

SAG4650 Coll
JVC R1509 219

0x309 309
.11011 Coll
04905 Call
041050 CM

Plonow 0.452 Call
25x502 Coll
VS1512S CM
VSX0602S Call
VSXD102S CM
VSX0902S Cal
V59131511 Ca

asinwood 0005550 229
6607050eau c.

050 CM
NRV2050 CM

Sony STRD411 239
STRD111 CM
STRD911 Call
STRD1011 Cal
AVR30 Cal

MI,, Disc 1121 Call..... TOW. Call
Ka Ion TD41100 CM

HOME SPEAKERS
por pm

Advrit Nevitaios 454
Loon.* 354
Ponchos/ow 219

Bow AIPS11 Cal
*0711 Cal
A1P4 Cal
901CLASS1C Ca
42 234

Innnvoy RS325 Cal
R5425 Ca
R5525 Ca
65425 CaRs.* Ca
1.nno4ns* Cal
Waves., Ca
111costem Col
Vavvol Ca
SAW 2311

51/1112 Col
519122 Cal

*Inn.. AC950 CM
ACSOO Col
AC1150 Cal

MINI SYSTEMS
avC All Modisio Cai
01,11.004 All liloclas Ca
Sony All Modals Ca
CAR STEREO
avC ISSRGS Cal

esaT70 cenon. c.
11910700RP Col

ann000d KRC290 Cal
*RCM/ Cal
KRCI1413 Cal
aDC50011 Cal
1(13C11300 CM

CO Charger KOCCI101 Cal
...new KE1300 CM

61140S90 Call
631191650 Cal
DEISM Call
DE0520 CM
DE111364 Call

CO Changer CDX3111135 Coll
C131/11/12 Call
CD.% CM

Sony 01.1220 Cal
CD45060 CM
C13.290 Call
C015440 Call

CD Changer C0135RS CM
CDXS/30095 Coll

Cal fa Dm/ ales
CAR AMPS  SPEAKERS
CA/KOROCR5. 00911 A LASER DISCS
JVC, Sony, Panama.  Canon

11.4.11,04
alsroon
TAPE DECK
T et. 11,110 R STR333 114

5 STR535 Coll
RSTOS In C411

0S01606 Coll
JVC TOV411 239

TOW2011 IN/
TOW309 III
TOW309 Cal

Pion.. CT14502R CM
C1 -34902R CM
CTWOOIR Call

Kmwoos1 10.44050 159
.W6050 Call
.W11090 Call

Sony TC41111 Call
TCWRS35 159
TCWR113359 CM
OTCAII0 Call RADAR orrecitere

CALL FOR PRICES on Models and Brands Not Listed
FIRS: Mon -Sol 9 AM -6 PM EST Prices

& handling. Nit for typographloal
subied to dumge 11/01.1 exclude shtp

errors MasterCard, Visa
Products come wrtn W C Mummy

63 -48108th SI Forest Hills, NY 11375

ping responsible
American Express and C 0 D accepted

Wholesale Connection

STOP IMPROVING YOUR STEREO SYSTEM Start improving your
room. ACOUSTIC SOLUTIONS bass traps will restore clarity,
retrieve depth & air Satisfaction guaranteed. $500/pair John
Gallas 213-6656274

audoEXCELLENCEaudio video
Phone us for expert advice, personal service,

and great prices!

Specialists in Mini Disc  DAT  D/A Converters
Transports  CD Players  Receivers  Amplifiers

Loudspeakers  Turntables  TV  VCR's
Camcorders and more!

FROM ALL MAJOR MANUFACTURERS
Full manufacturers warranty plus audoEXCELIENCE extended

warranty available phone for cletalhl

(212) 229  1622
143 West 26th Street NY,NY 10001

ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED

HARD TO FIND DBX & ADC PARTS & SERVICE. CALUWRITE RES,
5462 BUCHANAN PLACE, FREMONT, CA 94538. (510) 490-1622,
FAX (510) 656-8878

KARAOKE WAREHOUSE We have a wide selection of Karooke
Players and Karaoke Disks in stock and we have the best
prices in the USA To purchase (or inquire c bout dealerships).
call 614-459-0405 2594 Bethel Road, Columbus. OH 43220
DKK/SONY .WC NIKKODO/PIONEER.

COMPACT DISCS

OVER 15.000 USED CD's! $2.99 - $999. Send $200 for 28 page
catalog (refundable) or $10.00 for 12 is5ues.10th Year. Visa/MC.
Buy/Sell. AUDIO HOUSE. 430413 Brayan, Sear 7 Creek Michigan
48473 313 -655 -8639 -

INVENTIONS WANTED

THE LOGICAL PROCESS*: Inventors, Call to' tree advice Your
first step is important. Complete patenting arid marketing
service APSI in Washington DC 1-800-458-3352.

BLANK TAPES

TDPC SONY F1.1.8 OUR 18TH TEIR Kant

WOO it./ I.

InaC 915A 411
NO EXTRA
CHARGE

0

;3 3

(APE

WORLD
1110110C $1 111.111.1. CI

woomwo.s.... two on. wean.. soao.o.
oas. i so *ow n  llama woo.

 .01.1.10  MO.  I. NINO 1.1,01111
0  us . area s

6.
s room.

FIVIE 01.1 5? ON 3.1 Mous* Pa woad,

-; rose VI
71

/WI 414 T.1.1.11

WHS.
Pot warinal

O

CAR STEREO

E AMBIENT SOUND PROCESSOR dramatic.',
auto sound stage and depth Easy line level installation
$5995 14,, 1 /119861

-"Th,, Quick Connection"

B.J. AUDIO
991 8eachnicauoy, Lai

Cincinnati. OH 4523
(5131451-0117

Visa Mastercard

(513) 451-0112

SOUNDSTREAM
Ref 300
Ref 500
MC 245

SS 1 OF1

INFINITY'

BOSTON' KENWOOD
Cal 5 2 0279 for KDC-7000
Cal 6 2 299 p KRC-960

$479 85' 165 o K6C-6042

169 ea lazzali75

RS 69 3K 8175 p A404 Cal PA2075

CS 6K 199 p MOO Cal Ed 12

CS 5K 185 p A200
ALPINE'

Cal PA4030
AUDIO CTRL'

0103700 &okras/ 7607
XLMK500 Deli 7521
XLM8700RF Col 3555

KSRX700 T-- 7514

59522PIONR PREM 
04146
061,44

Kalwra80

$439

349 XIA 3 $:15 MM 3065
349 Ame 460 259 MM 3065

Arra 360 119

Cal 40S
Cal Epaulet
Cal EqX 11

CA Ea. II

Cal Eat .

COUSTIC

CM
Cal
Cal
Cal

EARTHOuAkE
Cal

Cal

Ca1

$169

169

259
179

219

POLK 

MB QUART'
OM 215CX

054 218CX

Cal

Cal

PARADIGM'

PYLE

CALL!!!

PARASOUND1

$265
275

CARVER'
Cr Arad

CARVER'

Mao $160p RCA -100 II $339 CT -3 $359

Platoon 229p HCA-1200 649 CT -17 619

71e111 Cal HCA2200 1245 11171 35 559

Cal P et90011 350 SDA 4101 559

POLK 1
9e III

YAMAHA'
EDO/ 870

FM 1070
OSP* 1000
OSPE 1000

CDC 735

NOV 670

C1Sef 200

Cal RS 325 Cd PIM 3000
Cal SM 62 $159 pr CS 100

$1199 Video I 149 to M

799 RS 625 Col S
339 7 1 1199 pt 06
Cal SM 82 249 LS 50

399 LS 70

PH 2t Cal RX 709 VIN Cd V 52 Cal

PH 97 CM X121050 Cal V62 I or

:1:2211111M TDY 661 11s1 Cal V 830

M EM. MEM=

PINNACLE

Cal

Cal

CM

Cal

Cal

Cal

CO

BIC

CALL, 11

Pnce

CALL111 Lase Players Cal

'Product rat autticeved wowed by B J A.1.0'211162 ne lanr.d

minority

10 dry raw pobcy Mum 015106 to restccing chow

&decreed la Boat Fled, Hamm Kaden Onkyo AC Molotood.

Kariba, Aulmateel, Paned& PON, ad

LP's & CDs BOUGHT & SOLD, Classical, Rock, Jan, Audi-
ophile, Etc. PRINCETON RECORD EXCHANGE, 20 Tulane St.,
Pinceton. NJ 08542. (609) 921-0881.

CASH for USED AUDIO & VIDEO EQUIP BUYING and SELLING by
PHONE. CALL for HIGHEST QUOTE (215) 886-1650 The Stereo
Trading Outlet, 320 Old York Road, Jenkintown, PA 19046

McIntosh and Marantz tube type Hi-Fi, and old JBL Altec,
Tannoy, E\, Patrician and Western Electric speakers. David.
1-800-356-4434.

MISCELLANEOUS

CLASSICAL MUSIC LOVERS EXCHANGE' Nationwide link be-
tween unattached music lovers. Write CMLE, Box 31, Pelham,
MY 10803 (800) 233-CMLS

1ERMPAPER assistance 19.278 papers available' 306 -page
catalog ush- -$2 00 Research, 11322 Idaho. *1206SX Las An-
oeles. 90025 TOLL FREE HOTLINE 800-351-0222 (California
(310) 477-8226)

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

EASY WORK' EXCELLENT PAY ASSEMBLE PRODUCTS AT HOME
CALL TOLL FREE 1-800-467-5566 EXT 11331

LOUDSPEAKERS

SPEAKER
CATALOG

Parts Express is a full -line
distribinor of electronic parts
and accessories. geared toward
the ccnsumer electronics
industr. and the technical
hobbyis_ Stocking an extensive
line of speaker drivers and
accessories for home and car.
Send tc- your FREE 148 page
catalog :oday.

Parts Express
3-0 East First Street
Dayton. Ohio 45402 xT-11E) 1

ROTTEN FOAM EDGES/ LOWEST PRICES, BEST WARRANTY.
Speaker reconing. DIY foam kits Visa/MC/Discover SIMPLY
SPEAKERS 1-800-767-4041

SPEAKERS SATELLITES/SUBWOOFERS SAVE ON QUALITY SYS-

TEMS WITH FOCAL PEERLESS DRIVERS. COLORADO AUDIO (303)

221-2940

SLBWOOFER

OR PANEL?
to be honest... It's Both.
HIGH -END AT THE FDGE.

Starting at '495 ""

CALL OE WRITE FOR MORE INFORMACUN UN JUR ENTIRE
PRODUCT LINEI AW.H. INC.. DEPT. SR, PO BOX 591. BELLPORT, NY

11713 TELEPHONE: (516) 286-4989

FACTORY DIRECT SERVICE Speakers up to 22
years old with many upgrades available. Ohm
Accoustics Corp. 241 Taotte Place, Brooklyn, NY

1 205 (718)783-1111

REPAIR FOAM ROT
FOR YOURSELF!

Foan speaker acements
from SAT will MN you healrela II Seders
AN illss..ncluding AR. INFINITY. BOSE
JBL. ADVENT $27 95rpairlinel SrNI
(No C OD s( Do it yourself with SAT'

STEPP 68010 TECHNOLOGIES 1-800741 3692 VISA/MC Ortifirs
P0108 1068 FLAT ROCK NC 28731 104-697.90131



LOUDSPEAKERS Stereo Review
SPEAKER REPAIR. ALL BRANDS. RECONING, & SURROUNDS
(BOSE!) PERKINS ELECTRONICS. (800) 769-9599. RT 1 BOX 219,
HOUGHTON, MI 49931

ROTTED FOAMS? New Speaker Foam Surrounds, Any Size Up
To 15", Now $9.95 Per Pair + $4.00 Shipping (Expires
9-30-93). Send $13.95 (check/M.01 To: THE SPEAKER
EXCHANGE, 1250 E. Hillsborough Ave, Tampa. FL 33604.

CABLE TV

CABLE TV DESCRAMBLERS-FREE CATALOG! 1-800-648-7938
Jerrold Oak Hamlin, etc. Guaranteed Lowest Dealer and
Retail Prices. Warranties. Immediate Delivery MCMSA/COD.
Republic Cable Products Inc. 4080 Paradise Road #15, Dept.
735. Las Vegas NV 89109

CABLE T.V. CONVERTERS. Jerrold', Zenith, Pioneer, Oak,
Scientific Atlanta, And Many Morel 12 Years Experience
Gives Us The ADVANTAGE. Vlsa/MC, Amex, COD. ADVANTAGE
ELECTRONICS, INC.; 1-800-952-3916; 1125 RIVERWOOD DR.,
BURNSVILLE, MN 55337.

Cable TV Descramblers, Converters. Accessories. Name
Brands. Lowest prices. Best service. Call CABLE READY COMPA-
NY. (800) 234-1006 for FREE 16-poge color catalog.

Lowest prices on cable TV descramblers, converters, acces-
sories. Name brands. Great service. Immediate delivery.
Call Prime Time Cable: (800) 777-7731 for information and
color catalog.

Millions of your prime prospects can
be found in the industry leading titles
of Hachette Filipacchi Magazines,
Inc.
To place a classified ad, simply call
toll -free and reserve your space to-
day!

1-800-445-6066 (9am-5pm EST)
In Canada: 1-212-767-5750

This publication is
available in
microform from UMI.

Please send me information about the titles I've
listed below:

Name

Title

Company/Institution

Address

City/State/Zip

Phone ( )

A Bell 8 Howell Company
300 North Zeeb Road, Ann Arbor, MI 48106 USA
800-521-0600 toll -free
313-761-4700 collect from Alaska and Michigan
800-343-5299 tot -free from Canada

TIPS FOR MAIL ORDER
PURCHASERS

It is impossible for us to verify all
of the claims of advertisers, in-
cluding product availability and
existence of warranties. There-
fore, the following information is
provided for your protection.

1. Confirm price and merchandise
information with the seller, including
brand, model, color or finish, acces-
sories and rebates included in the
price.
2. Understand the seller's return
and refund -policy, including the al-
lowable return period and who pays
the postage for returned merchan-
dise.
3. Understand the product's war-
ranty. Is there a manufacturer's war-
ranty, and if so, is it from a U.S. or
foreign manufacturer? Does the sell-
er itself offer a warranty? In either
case, what is covered by warranty,
how long is the warranty period,
where will the product be serviced,
what do you have to do, and will the
product be repaired or replaced? You
may want to receive a copy of the
written warranty before placing your
order.
4. Keep a copy of all transactions,
including cancelled checks, receipts
and correspondance. For phone or-
ders, make a note of the order includ-
ing merchandise ordered, price, or-
der date, expected delivery date and
salesperson's name.
5. If the merchandise is not
shipped within the promised time
or if no time was promised, 30 days of
receipt of the order, you generally
have the right to cancel the order and
get a refund.
6. Merchandise substitution with-
out your express prior consent is not
allowed.
7. If you have a problem with your
order or the merchandise, write a
letter to the seller with all the perti-
nent information and keep a copy.
8. If you are unable to obtain satis-
faction from the seller, contact the
consumer protection agency in the
seller's state or your local Post Office.

If, after following the above guide-
lines, you experience a problem
with a mail order advertiser that
you are unable to resolve, please
let us know. Write to the Associate
Publisher of STEREO REVIEW
Magazine, Tony Catalano. Be sure
to include copies of all correspon-
dence.

RETAIL MART

AUDIO

AR
ALCHEMY
APATURE
BOSE

CAMBRIDGE
MASSACHUSETTS

AUTHORIZED
DEALER FOR:

JVC
LEXICON
MARANTZ
m & K
NAD
NILES
PARADIGM
PS AUDIO
SONY
SONY ES

GRADO SUMIKO
HAFLER THORENS

(617) 547-2727
0 AUDIO M -F 10:00-7:00
95 Vassar Street SAT. 10:00-6:00
Cambridge, MA 02139 4:: 111:2 =

WE LOVE TRADE-INS.
Please bring us your old gear.

c'N

Authorized Dealers For--

JVC.
.tMITSUBISHI

internaeonai corpo.sicr
ELECTRONICS

Panasonic
Canon

DOSE SON Y.
Phisfelll WALL

BRACKETS

BEACH 8VWPaawa

1-800-562-9020

ATTENTION
RETAIL MART
ADVERTISERS

Reach proven mail order buyers. They
turn to us when they are looking for
purchasing information and advise. Ad-
vertise your products and services in a
low-cost environment that sells.

Millions of your prime prospects can be
found in the industry leading titles of
Hachette Filipacchi Magazines, Inc.

To place a classified ad, simply call
Toll Free:

1 (800) 445-6066
9am to 5pm EST

In Canada - (212) 767-5750



Stereo Review

RETAIL MART

For the Musical Difference,
Authorized Dealer For:

 NAD  CARVER
 GRAD()  LEXICON
 PROAC  ATLANTIC TECHNOLOGY
 APATURE  NAKAMICHI
 PROTON  AUDIOCONTROL
 CWD  CELESTION
 STAX  DAHLOUIST
 SANUS  NILES AUDIO
 M & K  NITTY GRITTY
 KEF  SOUNDSTREAM
 ONKYO  HARMAN KARDON
 SONY  MONSTER CABLE
 ADCOM  ALTEC LANSING
 THORENS  ROCXFORDFOSGATE
 TARGET  POLK AUDO

2808 Cahill Road, P.O. Box 224
Marinette, WI 54143

1-800-826-0520 1715) 735-9002

SEE US
LAST

WE WILL

BEAT ANY
PRICE

PRINTED IN THIS MAGAZINE
ON HOME & CAR STEREO*

The SOUND Approach
6067 Jericho Tpke., Commack, NY 11'25
Full Mfrs. Warranty / Auth. Dealers Orly -

FACTORYFACTORY (800) 36
DEALER 84344

1 (800) 229-0644
R ORD PLAYER NEEDLES
AND CARTRIDGES. World's
Largest Selection and
Lowest Price!!

wrwW

"Nio.4

Proud to promote ADC. AT. Audioquest, B&O,
Denon, Grado, Ortoton, Shure, Signet,
Sumiko, Stanton, Nitty Gritty, Last,
Discwasher and more!
M -Sat 10-7 Sun 12-5
419 14th Avenue SE
Minneapolis, MN 55414
(612) 378-0543 FAX: (612) 378-9024

Jerry Raskin's

Needle Doctor

FACTORY
ALL TAPES SOLO BY

SONY
8.rimi 61 xiiii 3 Nu
Pim 91 non 11911
Pius In els 1 39e1

min 151 milt 1321 as

tram 311111111416,11013 Nu
8mmeil IIIIII II,G110111 19,11
tee se MIN InGrser 5 19/4
lama 121 mil 111Grala S Nu
Orme 151 wilt M4 5 79oa
B. in HS 7 Nes

8". 81 51" Mie Erni' ' ""
Ur 121 eta IN Frao 12 21so

ear 121 ma MN FoN 17 mu
T121 HiFI 4 590
Tin 1,,,,, .0 5 pa..
Till F INS 7 39.44

1,541 El 2 nu
L541 PRO 0 5 41u
1.501 E.D. Ma 15 3981
L751 ES 2 OSu
L751 FS 1116rmlo 3 59u
L751 PROT 6 99 u
14311 ES 4 tit.
DA T 121 7 99 NI

TOR
T121 E110
Till HOX Pre its 1.29.8
T121 1 -VHS 7A51
Ties 111Grulo INN
Till S -VHS 11.1014

EED

THE BOX (10) ONLY

MAXEL.L
1121 HIFI 3.11ei
T121 Ra Pro Dmill 5.194.
nso so Pre emu 6 45.1/
11611EX 3 Tfti
T164 111Grollo 419.8
T121 FRO Illa 7.111u

T121 S -V113 BOWED 7.10u
nu S -Awl SOW
TINS -Olt I"- ' 219.8
IC 34 min S -VIN -C 7.11.8
TC21 SY111-C INN
1111111 61 mlo 3.25mo_ FrewMewii Pill
inn ill Um 3.mus

Wm 34 mla 111Grooli 3.19mo
Mew N WI 1416,214 3 NM
Sama os mla 111GraN 4.11169

Wm 121 min 116,9114.1551
Wm 31 mlo NM 1.1914
Mw N mi. MI 1. Nu
1mm 91 milt 11111 5 29u
14.44 in 4."4, II It.

FUJI
Till ',NI.. 2 9941

1121/.9 SIM e0:15 Nu
Tin UWE 1111 191..
Tin SINS 471 TT. Wm
T161 SANS Pn 1 Nu

A U
5 YEAR WTY'S

INFINITY
INFINITESIMAL4
INFINITESIMAL 4
MICRO II SATELLITE
MICRO SYSTEM II
VIDEO 1 CENTER CHANNEL

SM 152 SM

SM 112
SM 82
RS625
RS425

RS125
RS SUBWOOFER

KAPPA 8.1
KAPPA 7.1 KAPPA

KAPPA CENTER CHANNEL

SSW() SUBWOOFER

SSW2I0 SUBWOOFER
RENAISSANCE 80

EDITION
RENAISSANCE 90

EDITION
MODULUS SATELLITES
ERS 800 ERS600

ERS500 ERS400

D

VIDEO

122
SM102
SM 62
RS525
RS325
RS225

6,1

8 LTD

8 LTD

I ON I
AVAILABLE 1-800-348-779

JVC VIDEO
HRS6800U599 HRVP66U

HRS4760U445 HROX62U

HRD910U295 11R DOM
HRVP461.1 11RDX42U

AS900 411 .CES301 Ill
aS100 NI .D(SV55 411
orTu 39$ INS -1 ocs

BUY 1 JVC CAMCORDER
AND GET 12 FREE TAPER
GRS 505U GRS X NU
GRSZ1U DRAW -111

GRAX5U GRAX5114.1

GRAX 33U GRM 7U

GROW GRAX 211

GR303U REIF"
JVC AUDIO

RX1050VIN XLZ1050TN
TDV1050TN AXV10507N
FX1010TN XD21010TN
RX905VTN RX809VIN
8X7090799 RX509VIN
XLM707TN XLM509TN

D E 0
ADVENT

FACTORY NEW
FACTORY

U.S. W
MINI 109/PAIR
BABY II 125/PAIR
LEGACY II 259/PAIR
PRODIGY 199/PAIR
HERBAGE 409/RAIR

LAUREATE 399/PAIR
SUBWOOFER & 1 PA.
MINIS SPARS oily 229MINIS

ANNIV 349/PAIR
CENTER CHNL SPAR 99
GRADUATE 169/PAIR
IN WALL SPKRS126PAIFI
MINI SUBWOOFER 129

PIONEER CAR
FACTORY BRAND NEWT

rAcTooty u.s. 18113

FACTORY COMPLETE

DEHM 980 410

DEH 880 365

'C 34 mlo SYNS-C 7.41101 T164 At1 Pro 5 RN XLM307TN DEH 780 310

-c 34 mla 1116Tade 3 Nu TC 34 ml a4 -CVIN 7 ma INFINITY -CAR XL2451TNXLM409TN XLV261TN DEH 730 299

Tc n .1. snit 599.8 KAN ea 418 3.394. XLF207TN XLG512BK DEH 520 245

It... el min 3.79u Smou 91 m11 1.9999AUDIO LINE-UP
TDV661TN TDW805 CDXM30 275

Imm TN min 1.21 so
tee 121'1111 4.29.8
teeNI 111111 HI4 5.296a

Nom 121 lIllIl 4.71.8
Wm 121 *PIN 5.3964
1mm 121 MI IN 7.49mo
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Custom
Car

installation

Where Audio -Video Connect

Ansk
AP
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Total
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Installation

100°/0 GUARANTEED

CD -PLAYERS
ONKYO 288

...slalliasliat .

CARVER 333
HAR EAR 399
JVC 199
JVC 247
JVC CALL
KENW000 156
KENWOOD 216
PHILIPS 157
PHILIPS 256
PHILIPS CALL
PIONEER " 198
PIONEER 279
PIONEER 337
SONY 208
SONY 324
MUSEATEX CALL
YAMAHA 248

Trained experts
to help select.

match & integrate
components

TAPE DECKS
TEAC ' 327

AIWA CALL
JVC 176
KENWOOD 229
PIONEER 173
PHILIPS 646
SONY 268
TEAC 1788

THE FINEST IN
HIGH-FIDELITY

BOSE

CARVER
HARMAN KARDON

HAFLER
KENWOOD
MITSUBISHI

NHT
ONKYO

YAMAHA
NOT AUTHORIZED BUT
WITH FULL MANUFAC-

TURER USA WARRANTY

30 Day Money -Back Guarantee
Defectives Gladly Exchanged

RECEIVERS
JVC 327

CARVER 498
DENON 646
HAR KAR CALL
HAR KAR 795
JVC 246
KENW000 416
ONKYO 427

PIONEER

PIONEER

PIONEER

SONY

SONY

SHERWOOD

TECHNICS

YAMAHA

469

248
753

398
672

CALL

319
596,

The Best Service  Best Prices
Best Guarantee  Best Selection

and The Best Brands in Stock

Amps CAR STEREO Speakers
PIONEER 357 JBL

CEIGZIZ=i=7C.11C_Thi t===

ALPINE

AUTOTEK

CLARION

JBL

JVC

KENWOOD -

KENWOOD

PIONEER

PIONEER

SONY

SONY

SONY

HIFONICS

193

237

158
248
187

297

CALL

299

398

263
297

309
251

HIFONICS 456

ROCK F ORD

ROCKFORD

BAZOOKA

BAZOOKA

JBL

JBL

JBL

INFINITY

BOSTON

POLK

KENWOOD

KENWOOD

PIONEER

217

245
498
167

256
64

108
88

145

298
295

77

65
64

PIONEER 97
THE BEST IN QUALITY AND COMPETITION (AR STEREO

Home Theatre  Dolby' Surround
Laser Disc  Powered Subwoofers
DAT  Separates  Interconnect

VIDEO  TV IN LASER

HITACHI

HITACHI
JVC

JVC

SONY

SONY

SONY

TOSHIBA

TOSHIBA

HITACHI

569 JVC
898 SONY
566 TOSHIBA

CALL TOSHIBA

588 PANASONIC

697 PIONEER

CALL PIONEER
447 SONY

LOW PRICE SONY

351 MITSUBISHI

356
367

LOW PRICE!

399
846
407
756
419

598
CALL

SPEAKERS
BOSE

ADVENT

AR

AR"
BIC

BIC

BOSTON

CAMBER
DES. ACOUST.
HAR KAR
JAMO

JBL

NHT

NHT

PARADIGM
PINNACLE

PINNACLE
POLK

YAMAHA CALL

POWERED SUB WOOFERS
IN WALL SPEAKERS

" CALL

458
217
525
134

548
125
398

89
497
544

CALL

299
CALL

169
147

CALL

163

srSI1MS Akt LUMP( I If

SYSTEMS
AIWA

JVC

JVC

KENWOOD

KENWOOD

PIONEER

SONY

SONY

429
443
678
588
898

489

366793

Custom wiring &
in -wall projects

CABLING & ACCESSORIES

THE FINEST IN
AUDIO GEAR

ALPINE
BOSTON ACOUSTICS

CELESTION
DENON

LUXMAN
PARASOUND
POLK AUDIO
VELODYNE

NOT AUTHORIZED BUT
THESE FINE PRODUCTS

ARE COVERED STRICTLY
BY USA's WARRANTY

MON-FRI 10-8  SAT.10-5
Returns may be subject to a restocking fee  Shipping & handling non-refundable - ask salesperson for details

1 ClIrlo Satisfaction Guarantee - Everyday !
NEW ADDRESS: 9 Whippany Road C-3  Whippany, NJ 07981  MON-FRI 10-8 SAT.10-5

1 -800 -USA -1002
STORE: 201-227-9002 WE ACCEPT ALL MAJOR

CREDIT CARDS INFO: 800-872-1002

Stereo Review

RETAIL MART
. . a pair of speakers of this quality for less

than $750. is surely one of torlay's best bargains."
.Julian Hirsch, Stereo Review, Sept. 1992.

Mary Murk., 5:1'.
Audio Concepts. Inc.
with G3 speaker.:

ACI has been selling superior quahly high -end
speakers facto y direct for more than Ili years. You
can't buy a better pair of speakers for your money.
We guarantee I or your !money hack. For a free
catalog of our .omplete line of speakers including
Nom theater noidels call ibutil 7844570.

Ercr 1977

901 South 4th St., La Crosse, WI 54601

More than

60,000 CDs
ONLINE

WORLD'S LARGEST ONLINE
MUSIC COMPACT DISC STORE

Discount Prices Fast Delivery

Modem: 408-730-9015
In Boston: 617-639-0238
In Chicago: 312-477-3518

In New York: 212-532-4045
At any speed up to 9600 - 8 Data. No Parity. 1 Stop

COMPACT DISC VISA

CONNECTION ID
Tel 408-733-0801 Fax 408-733-0850

Reach proven mail order
buyers-they turn to us when
they are looking for purchas-
ing information and advice.
Advertise your products and
services in a low-cost environ-
ment that sells.
Millions of your prime pros-
pects can be found in the in-
dustry leading titles of Hachet-
te Filipacchi Magazines, Inc.
To place a classified ad, sim-
ply call us toll -free and reserve
your space today!

1-800-445-6066
(9am-5pm EST)

In Canada: 1-212-767-5750



Stereo Review
Friendly People & Exp:rt Advice
Information Call 1-908-780-6600 NO BULL

RETAIL MART

AUTHORIZED
DEALERS FOR:

 ADS
 ADVENT
 ALPHASONIK
 BAZOOKA
 BOSE
 CARVER
 DENON
 INFINITY

SEE US FOR

THE SOUND

 KENWOOD
 NILES
 ONKYO
 PIONEER
 ROCKFORD
 SONANCE
 SONY ES
 AND MANY MORE

BEST PRICE

APPROACH

800-368-2344
6067 JERICHO TPKE., COMMACK, N.Y. 11725

This publication is available
in microform from UMI.
800-521-0600 toll -free
313-761-4700 collect from Alaska and Michigan
800-343-5299 toll -free from Canada

ABC 1-800-354-1324
Many Makes & Models Priced too Low To Print

[ RECEIVERS I

Carver
HR 895 Call
Denon
AVR 3000 Calll
H.Kardon
AVR 30 New
HK 3600 Call
JVC
RX 809 395
Kenwood
KRV 7050 315
NAD;

Call
Nakamichi
Recerver i Call
Onkyo
SV909pro
SV717pro Stockn
Pioneer
VSX-D1S Call
VSX-512S Call
Sony
STR-D1011 . Call
Yamaha*
FLX V1070 Call
RX V870 Call

SPEAKERS I
Advent
At Models Call
AR
M6 Great
Etose
AM -51I Lowest
901CLasuc Pnce
Dalquist
All Models Call
Infinity
Reference 3 295
Reterence 6 Call
JBL
L5 New
Klipsh
Many Models Call
Paradigm*
5sell Call
7sell Call
Polk
S8 New
LS70 New
RM 3000 Call
Pinnacle
PN .

I CD PLAYERS I
Carver
SD/A4901 Call
H.Kardon
TL 8500 Best
HD 7525 Pnce
JVC
X12 1050._ _Top
XLM 509 Rated
Nakamichi
MB2 Call
MB 3 Call
Onkyo
DX.C606 Call
DX -706 .. Call
Pioneer
CLD-0502 Call
PDOM902 Call
Phillips
CD950P Call
Sony
CDP C735 Call
CDPC601ES Call
Yamaha*
CDC 635
CDC 735.

225
Call

[ CASSETTES 1
Nakamichi Cat
Yamaha For
Denon Your
H Kardon.. Best
Pioneer Price'

I SEPARATES 1
Adcom
GIP 50011
GFA 55511
Carvee.
TFM 55
TFM 35
CT 17
Haller*
9270 Call
9303 Call
H.Kardon
PT2300 Call
PA2200 New
NAD
1600 Call
2700THX Call
Yamaha.
DSP A i000 Call
''7CcF...0,1 7ra

CAa STEPLO I
Alpine
7517
3547
Autolek
7054 BTS Top
7150 BTS Rated
Bazooka
T -62A 18h
1-82A Call
Boslan
Pro6 2 Cau
797 145
Collins
Bass Boxes
Bass Tubes
Clarion
New Models
3680..............225
Coustic
AMP -460.....199
Eclipse.
ECD412 _..Call
EOS 2000 Cali
!Mindy*
RS -6110 .Call
693Kappa Call
Kenwood
KDC 7000 325
Kicker
Compton 12 Call
Solobanc ... Call
LA Sound
75Wy 2 179
Phase Linear
PLS 1200__.99
PLA 234 349
Pioneer
DEH-880 370
KEH.M8500. 380
Polk*
MM 3065 Call
MM 6920 105
PPI
9300 New
A404 .Call
Rock.Fosgate*
121 Punch 95
Punch 100 349
Sony
CDX. 5460 285
CDX-1.16260 315
Soundstream
MC245 Call

295
185

ABC. 116 Craig Rd . EnglisNown NJ 07726
P., ,N01, 4...usk metomse .... . *oam rukh

I(111111 MO", So. L.nvb. e n .. 'Der 5" ,

Before you invest your money,
spend some time with us.
Be well informed before you make a major purchase.

Our staff of knowledgeable professionals will guide you
through today's maze of state-of-the-art components,
as we help you design a system that is perfect for your
environment and lifestyle.

We feature the latest in audio and video technology at
affordable prices. We offer fast, convenient shipping and
provide unparalleled service after the sale to make your
investment a sound one.

REFERENCE
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W
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AUDIO. VIDEO 18214 DALTON AVENUE, DEPT S, GARDENA, CA 90248
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MAGNUM/DYNALAB  McCORMACK  MERIDIAN  MUSE  NAD  NESTOROVIC
ONKYO  PARASOUND  PHILIPS  PIONEER  POWER WEDGE  PROTON  PROA
PSB  ROOMTUNE  SONANCE  SONY  STAX  TARGET  THOftENS  TICE 

Call
Call

All
In

Stock

CELESTION  CLEARFIELD  COUNTERPOINT  CWD  DAH  LAST  DCM  FO
I11 CO /A 01 :113.I1J10,13.f.1 .t.f.121A1;IDA 13:tfle:Iaz130141:111Vakr Cet

UEST

CARVER

TE  GENESIS
BL  LEXICON

1 -800 -NO -BULL -93
(800.-662-8559)  INFO 1-908-566-7100

VISIT US LAST WITH YOUR BEST

LEGT DEAL & WE WILL BEAT IT!!!

AUTO HOME

AUDIOKOX' 140FNET

ADVENT' I0FONICS

ALTK
ALPHANNIC JBL'

ALPME JVC
AUTITIK' ILDM000
BA20OM MONSTER CABLE

BLAUPINKT' PYLE'

GERSON VEGA' PIONEER'

CODE MARY POLK

EXCAUBUR ' PRESSOR POW

ADVENT' NKr'

AIWA' NILES'

BOSE'

CARVER PIONEER'

CERWN VEGA' LASERKAMCKE'

DEM ACOUSTICS' PINNACLE'

RIFINTY RCA*

JBL' SOW'

JVC 110INCS
leN1000 YAMPA'

MONSTER CABLE'

ALL CAR AUDIO & HOME THEATRE

NIPAININI4114
ALL CAR AUDIO

& ALARMS

PREFAB BOXES

CAR STEREOS
CAR ALARMS

SPEAKERS
LCD PROD.

TN.'. (All Stzes)

RECEIVERS
CASSETTES

COMPACT DISCS
LASER PLAYERS

MINI SYSTEMS

WE ARE CUSTOM DESIGN SYSTEMS SPECIAUSTS

jigerEcrsr("Warms INC

100 HWY 34MATAWAN. NJ 07747
FAX 1-908-566.5234

MASTERCARD  VISA  DISCOVER  AMEX  C 0 D
,ACC;`, A..-1.0; ZED \ -,AC%;ESS ;,A,3R4VY

-Lt PP:D1NALL .:THEPSC. APPY EL ECTPOWOPYS E OCLUSIA

Straight Talk....
106 Brands Available!

AUTHORIZED DEALER

AWARD WINNING
DEALER

for
34 YEARS

We are not aware of any
one facility that has
the unique combina-
tion of physical size,
depth of inventory,
and number of
quality lines to

complement our
approach to display,
demonstration and

competitive pricing.

KANSAS UNIVERSITY
STUDENTS & ALUMNI

ASK ABOUT OUR

SPECIALS

Mon Thur 10am-8pm Fri & Sal 10am-6pmKIEV'S
NHT  NILES

 PS AUDIO
 VPI

A11.31201.11:::, /N7 -1.127111E -41E0
913-842-1811

24TH & IOWA Lawrence, KS 66046



Things That

May Not last
udio can be transitory, as this
column proposed a few months
ago. Sound systems occasion-
ally slip off the mark for no
determinable reason, and per-
formance that was once trans-

porting begins to sound strained and
artificial. Even things about which
we've had fair warning can strike inop-
portunely and cause difficulty. Let's
look at a couple of examples.

Uninfatuated as I have been with
the cassette medium, I still have a
substantial library of such tapes, the
best of which were produced by the
original Advent Corporation at a time
when the principal thrusters in Henry
Kloss's campaign to make the cassette
respectable were Dolby B noise reduc-
tion and chromium -dioxide tape. The
Advent tapes were recorded at a very
conservative double speed on Du
Pont's Crolyn tape stock. The project
was, at least for a time, under the
supervision of Tomlinson Holman, so
all the engineering niceties were strict-
ly observed. A certain amount of the
Advent material came from local mu-
sical performances and Advent micro-
phones, so these recordings, available
in no other format, were invaluable
keepsakes.

It is now well over ten years since
those tapes were made, and I've just
discovered that the majority of mine
play back with a sound that aggres-
sively impinges on dreadfulness. The
reason is print -through. Adjacent lay-
ers of tape on the reel hubs have
magnetically transferred their signals
to each other, and now there are stur-
dy "pre -echoes" at the beginnings of
pieces and a general muddle within
them. It is something 1 had not expect-
ed. STEREO REVIEW had received a
very early sample of the Du Pont prod-
uct, and at the time we had no tape
recorder with adequate bias to get a
significant signal on it. Now it sudden-
ly appears that the tape can record
itself, and with no bias whatsoever.

HIGH END
BY RALPH HODGES

When matters involving chromium
dioxide arise, I like to turn to Terry
O'Kelly of BASE now the major
chrome tape producer. Terry was any-
thing but fazed by my report. First of
all, he pointed out, chrome has a low
Curie point, and even temperatures
not so high as to endanger human life
can alter its magnetic imprint.

Then he went on to discuss the
print -through mechanism in general.
A good magnetic particle for tape has a
needle (acicular) shape, possessed of
stability because north and south
poles are remote from each other.
Blunt or fracture the needle through
excessive milling (the process in
which particles and the fluid binder are
blended to create the pigment that is
painted onto the tape backing) and its
integrity-its resistance to print-
through-is impaired. Such coarse
milling was common even a decade or
so ago, and O'Kelly ruefully suggests
that the practice of magazine tape test-
ers examining only factory -fresh sam-
ples means that continuing misguided
production procedures may slip
through the cracks. Print -through nor-
mally shows up only after the passage
of some time.

A worse phenomenon, 0' Kelly be-
lieves, is the tendency of some ferri-

the development of print -through in
the opposite tape direction. At some
point in time, the print -through in both
directions will be at equal and (one
hopes) unobtrusive levels, and this is
the desired condition to maintain, by
alternating storage procedures or,
more conveniently, by transferring the
recording to more modern low -print -
through tape stock.

I embarked upon this inquiry be-
cause the laser -pickup assembly in my
CD player had suddenly quit and I
needed alternative program sources.
In the early days of CD, there was
much speculation on how long a player
would last, and the laser -diode light
source was predicted to be a particular
vulnerability. Now it appears that the
pickup photodiodes as well as the
moving -coil guidance and focusing
servos are also frailties, but it is diffi-
cult to determine which parts are the
most culpable, because the assemblies
are never diagnosed or repaired. (If
you saw the extreme precision with
which they're manufactured, you'd
know why Ed's TV Fixit Shop isn't
going to attempt to open them up.)
They go to the junkpile.

I asked a Sony spokesman what the
typical service record for an early
Sony player might be at this time-a

Most of my Advent prerecorded cassettes, now well

over ten years old, play back with a sound that

impinges on dreadfulness. The reason is print -through.

cobalt formulations (the other Type II
tape variety) to lose high frequencies
with age. This instability, when pres-
ent, seems to occur whether the tape is
played frequently or not, and it is not
correctable. Print -through, on the oth-
er hand, can be addressed through the
time-honored method of storing the
afflicted cassette with Side A "tail
out," meaning that you'll have to re-
wind the cassette if you wish to play it
from the beginning. Such storage will
progressively erase the print -through
that has occurred while encouraging

decade later. He said that, unless there
was a failure out -of -the -box, there
would probably be none. Then I asked
the service manager of the small com-
pany that made my machine, and
which has a thousand or so players in
the field. He confided that he replaces
between twenty and thirty laser -pick-
up assemblies per year. And the re-
placements, like the originals, are
bought from Sony.

You can't say you haven't been
warned that audio and eternity are
eternally incompatible. 0
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The Velodyne 15" Subwoofer:
Controlling Brute Force Through Superb Engineering

High -output, low distortion bass response can only be
achieved by creating and controlling the power of brute

force. Perfection of such an accomplishment demands
superb engineering, critical manufacturing, and dedication
to ideals: A feat, according to the audio press
and listeners worldwide, that has
been attained only by
Velodyne Acoustics.

More than a decade
of engineering excel-
lence has generated
Velodyne's "High Gain

Servo" speakers to the
forefront of the audio
industry.

Velodyne's patented

speakers are built
in-house, to the
most exacting
specifications, using
the finest materials
available. With their
superb design,
engineering, and error -
correction electronics,
Velodyne's subwoofers remain
the standard by which all others
are judged.

LOW MASS (2.5 GRAMS)
ACCELEROMETER The brains of
Velodyne's patented "High Gain Servo System,"

this amazing device
is mounted directly
on the voice coil,
and measures the
actual movement of the
driver. The information
is sent to a circuit, which
makes corrections for any
deviations from the pure input
signal. This "error correction"
circuit virtually controls the motion
of the driver, and eliminates
distortion.

HOLE PATTERN IN CONE Used to break up unwanted
standing waves radiating from the throat of the cone.

HIGH DENSITY FOAM SURROUND
PNENOLIC DIPREGIVATED LINEN SPIDER

AM) SPACER To handle the long, 5/8 inch
peak -to -peak cone excursion, Velodyne

uses the strongest most durable
surround and spider available.

3 OUNCE RESIN
REINFORCED

annosE CONE
Disatisfied with "off the

shelf' cones that flex and
distort when called upon to

reproduce the lowest bass
frequencies, Velodyne designed

the strongest and stiffest cone
ever produced.

3 EVCH EDGEWOUND
COPPER VOICE COIL

Carefully matched to the
massive magnet structure,

it assures constant linearity
and instant response.

STEEL WAIT
Specially designed to accept

the deep cone and voice
coil structure.

26 LB. TOTAL MAGNET STRUCTURE
One of the largest magnet structures on any

speaker, it provides the necessary torque
required for maximum high -output, low

distortion bass response. Includes:

STEEL TOP AND BOTTOM PLATES

10 LB. CERAMIC MAGNET

STEEL POLE PIECE

31/2 LB. CERAMIC SHIELDING MAGNET

Velodyne
The Bottom Line In Bass

Velodyne Acoustics, Inc.
1070 Commercial St., Suite 101 San Jose, CA 95112

408/436-7270 800/835-6396
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INTRODUCING KLIPSCH
POWERED SUBWOOFERS.

In the past few months, millions of our fellow
Americans have been introduced to the little town of
Hope, Arkansas. But as anyone who knows anything
about audio will tell you, great speakers have been
coming out of Hope for nearly fifty years. For 1993,
Klipsch inaugurates four new powered subwoofers
that set the industry standard with state of the art
technology.

Our new powered subwoofers are engineered with the
same high efficiency and low distortion you've come to
expect from our loudspeake-s. In addition, they give
you the extended bass, high output capability and
wide dynamic range you need to transcend passive
listening into a truly powerful sound experience.

Visit your authorized Klipsch dealer for a demonstra-
tion of the powered subwoofers that will transform
your home audio system into true
Klipsch home theater.

SW 8 SW 10 SW 12 SW 15

Klipsch
The Legend Continues...

Manufacturing Facilities: P.O Box 688  Hope, Arkansas, U.S.A. 71801-0688  (501) 777-6751  FAX (501) 777-6753
Sales and Administration Offices: 8900 Keystone Crossing. Sule 1200  Indianapolis, Indiana U.S.A. 46240  (317) 574-3866  FAX (317) 574-3870
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